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This project uses corpus linguistics and geostatistics to test the sociolinguistic typological
theory put forward by Peter Trudgill on the history of Norwegian. The theory includes
several effects of societal factors on language change. Most discussed is the proposal
that ‘intensive’ language contact causes simplification of language grammar. In the
Norwegian case, the claim is that simplificatory changes which affected all of the
Continental North Germanic languages (Danish, Swedish, Norwegian) but not the Insular
North Germanic Languages were the result of contact with Middle Low German through
the Hanseatic League. This suggests that those simplificatory changes arose in the
centres of contact with the Hanseatic League: cities with Hansa trading posts and
kontors. The size of the dataset required would have made it impossible for previous
scholars to test this prediction, but digital approaches render the problem tractable. I
have designed a 3.5m word corpus containing nearly all extant Middle Norwegian, and
developed statistical methods for examining the spread of language phenomena in time
and space.
The project is made up of a series of case studies of changes. Three examine
simplifying phonological changes: the rise of svarabhakti (epenthetic) vowels, the change
of /hv/ > /kv/ and the loss of the voiceless dental fricative. A further three look at
simplifying morphological changes: the loss of 1.sg. verbal agreement, the loss of lexical
genitives and the loss of 1.pl. verbal agreement. In each case study a large dataset from
many documents is collected and used to map the progression of the change in space and
time. The social background of document signatories is also used to map the progression
of the change through different social groups.
A variety of different patterns emerge for the different changes examined. Some
changes spread by contagious diffusion, but many spread by hierarchical diffusion,
jumping first between cities before spreading to the country at large. One common theme
which runs through much of the findings is that dialect contact within the North
Germanic language area seems to have played a major role: many of the different
simplificatory changes may first have spread into Norwegian from Swedish or Danish.
Although these findings do not exactly match the simple predictions originally proposed
from the sociolinguistic typological theory, they are potentially consistent with a more
nuanced account in which the major centres of contact and so simplifying change were in
Sweden and Denmark rather than Norway.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Preamble
Mainstream historical linguistics for much of the twentieth century, informed by the
Neogrammarian hypothesis of regular sound laws, focused on the identification of
language-internal explanations for language change. Among external causes of change,
only direct borrowing of material between varieties has often been taken into account
and even borrowing tends to have a secondary place in traditional accounts of language
change.
Nevertheless, work by various scholars has brought the effects of external factors
on language change to the fore. Scholars such as Weinreich (1953), Thomason &
Kaufman (1988) and Winford (2005) have developed our understanding of the possible
outcomes of contact and how these relate to sociolinguistic contexts. Others have worked
on these questions from a typological perspective. An important synthesis is found in the
work of Trudgill, whose thesis is presented most completely in his book Sociolinguistic
Typology (2011a). Trudgill’s proposal, hereafter the Trudgill conjecture, is that different
social contexts favour different types of language change. Abrupt, high-intensity contact
between communities speaking different varieties, involving high levels of adult language
acquisition, results in ‘structural simplification’ (Trudgill 2011a:33–34) and disfavours
spontaneous ‘structural complexification’ (Trudgill 2011a:67). Long term, low-intensity
contact involving child acquisition and balanced bilingualism leads to structural
complexification as marked structures spread between varieties via ‘additive borrowing’
(Trudgill 2011a:34). Finally, long-term isolation favours ‘spontaneous complexification’
(Trudgill 2011a:62).
These proposals offer hypotheses to be tested. The evidence put forward by
Trudgill and other scholars is primarily qualitative and anecdotal. This does not in and of
itself undermine the value of the proposals, but highlights the need for studies which
derive specific predictions which can be subjected to quantitative testing. Some such
work has been undertaken (see 1.3.2, 1.3.3 and 1.4.2) but this has primarily taken the
form of searching for associations between linguistic complexity and social factors in
synchronic databases of languages. Such tests are at best indirect. The Trudgill
conjecture is diachronic, proposing pressures to change in certain directions in certain
social contexts. Over a long enough time, such pressures would indeed result in
synchronic associations between sociolinguistic contexts and the outcomes of changes,
but only if the social contexts themselves remain unchanged.
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A more direct test of the Trudgill conjecture must examine associations between
social contexts and changes in the histories of particular languages. This thesis presents
such a test. One element of the Trudgill conjecture will be examined: the proposal that
languages undergo structural simplification when exposed to intensive contact. This will
be investigated in one language history: the history of Norwegian. The approach will be
geographical as well as historical-sociolinguistic, utilising quantitative linguistic data
distributed in time and space. The remainder of this chapter will discuss the Trudgill
conjecture, related proposals and the concept of language complexity, and introduce
North Germanic languages as a case study.

1.2. Complexity
1.2.1. The equicomplexity hypothesis
Reference to ‘complexification’ and ‘simplification’ entails a notion of ‘complex’ and
‘simple’ languages. Such terminology conflicts with the long-established notion that all
languages are in some sense equally complex; however, this is essentially a political
assertion. Maddieson (2009:86) gives a cogent summary:
Many linguists assert in one way or another that all natural human languages are
equally complex. Such a view seems primarily to be based on the humanistic
principle that all languages are to be held in equal esteem and are equally capable of
serving the communicative demands placed on them.
This view has been stated by many scholars, including Hockett (1958:180–181), O’Grady,
Dobrovsky & Aronoff (1997:6), Cipollone, Keiser & Vasishth (1998:2), Norde (1997:48)
and Akmajian & Demers (2010:9). Indeed, it is among the first propositions many
undergraduates encounter in introductory textbooks. However, it is not based on
empirical research, but seems to have stemmed from the conflation of emotive, morally
charged words like ‘primitive’ and ‘sophisticated’ and feasibly neutral-descriptive terms
like ‘simple’ and ‘complex’. At an early stage, it also represented a reaction against the
view that Indo-European languages had tended to ‘improve’ over time (see particularly
Jespersen (1894)). Alternatively, it might be seen as a confusion of a biological universal
(that all humans are capable of equally complex linguistic behaviour) with a linguistic
universal (Comrie 1992:194).
As an untested assumption, this view represents a potential flaw in a programme
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of evidence-driven research; Romaine (1992:213) comments that “[l]inguists have long
been hampered by the view that all languages are equal in structural complexity” (my
emphasis). Recent attempts to examine the evidence for and against this ‘equicomplexity
hypothesis’ have mostly concluded that it should be rejected. Such attempts examine the
prediction entailed by this hypothesis that in any sufficiently large sample of languages
there should be a negative correlation between complexity in different areas of grammar.
This prediction is derived as follows. If complexity in various areas of grammar can be
defined, it must follow that languages are not all equally complex in any given area of
grammar. Accordingly, if all languages are equally structurally complex then where one
area of the grammar is particularly simple, another area must be particularly complex in
compensation. This is associated with the observation from historical linguistics that
(potentially simplificatory) phonological change often results in the accrual of
morphological irregularities (complexities).
In samples of 515 and 625 languages, Maddieson (2006; 2007) shows a significant
positive correlation between two features of phonological complexity, consonant
inventory size and range of syllable types. This result was robust when grouping
languages into areal categories and when using resampling techniques. Shosted
(2006:30–32), in a sample of 32 languages from different families, shows a nonsignificant, very weak positive correlation between phonological and morphological
complexity. Shosted concludes that “there is presently no scientific basis for claiming that
a [negative] correlation [between complexity of different areas of grammar] exists. I
conclude that the dictum “All languages are equally complex” is dogmatic.” (Shosted
2006:33).
By contrast, Ehret & Szmrecsanyi (2016) show that in a sample of texts in
different languages there is a strong negative correlation between syntactic complexity
and morphological complexity. However, this finding is dependent on (and, indeed,
entirely predictable from) the specific interpretation of the concept of syntactic
complexity which they assume, a relatively contentious issue for which see further below.
From this brief survey it appears that we can reject equicomplexity as long as we
concentrate on morphology and phonology; syntax complicates the picture, but the very
notion of syntactic complexity is more contentious. A more thorough rejection of
equicomplexity is also given by Kusters (2008:10–12). For more challenges to
equicomplexity, see McWhorter (2001; 2007; 2008), Kusters (2003) (cited in Miestamo
(2008:23)) and Parkvall (2008:265–269).
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1.2.2. Defining complexity
If equicomplexity is rejected, the next step in evaluating the Trudgill conjecture is to
define the relevant conception of complexity. Is important to distinguish absolute
complexity, an objective aspect of a language as an autonomous entity, from relative
complexity, something experienced by an individual speaker with a given linguistic
background in a given situation (Kusters 2008; Miestamo 2008:24–29). These terms were
coined by Miestamo (2006).
Absolute complexity must be considered in an abstract framework of analysis and
is accordingly dependent on which framework is used. The result is that it could be said
to be a purely theoretical construct, with no relation to the real experience of speakers
(Kusters 2008:5–8). Absolute complexity could also be seen as a particular subtype of
relative complexity: it is complexity relative to a particular theoretical framework, i.e. a
particular model of the speaker (Kusters 2008:8). Absolute complexity is usually
calculated as the minimum number of elements needed for a system capable of
describing well-formed output; this approach, which has the advantage of maintaining
terminological similarity with other disciplines, is described by Miestamo (2008:24–27). It
is exemplified straightforwardly by counting the total size of phoneme inventories and
regarding those languages with more phonemes as more phonologically complex than
those with fewer. An alternative approach to absolute complexity is Kolmogorov
complexity, which applies to strings (thus to language data) and is defined as the shortest
possible description of that string; it can thus be estimated using file compression
methods (Ehret & Szmrecsanyi 2016:74–76).
However, in the case of the Trudgill conjecture, the centrality of adult second
language acquisition suggests that the relevant notion of complexity is that of relative
complexity, specifically complexity relative to such adult learners. Kusters (2003:6;
2008:9) offers a definition of complexity as relative complexity from the point of view of a
‘generalized outsider’: an adult second language learner without familiarity with the
language or its speech community’s culture. Complexity under this conception is the
effort required of this generalised outsider to acquire the language. A similar conception
is assumed (with varying degrees of explicitness) by scholars working in the field of
sociolinguistic typology, such as Trudgill, McWhorter, Dahl and Walkden (2013), who uses
the term ‘complexity as L2 difficulty’.
This conception does not lead immediately to an uncontroversial understanding of
what features should be considered more or less complex. Kusters (2008:9) suggests that
perceptual processing difficulties represent more significant complexities than
production difficulties. By contrast, Shosted’s (2006:12) measure of complexity takes into
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account only production complexity, on the basis of the argument that production may be
eased by using fewer grammaticalised elements and thus requiring listeners to make
greater use of ‘pragmatic machinery’ to decode meaning; he argues it is infeasible to
calculate the cognitive effort associated with such pragmatic machinery, thus infeasible
to calculate perceptual complexity. Likewise, Bentz & Christiansen (2013:51) argue that
difficulties in production are more relevant than difficulties in comprehension when
considering L2-specific constraints because comprehension “can be managed by
integrating partial information” where production cannot.
More generally, Miestamo (2008:26) suggests that any relative complexity
approach faces the practical problem that “[e]stimations of the cost or difficulty of each
piece of language for different groups of language users can only be made on the basis of
psycholinguistic studies of processing and acquisition” and such studies are not available
for every combination of user- and structure-type (indeed, not at all for many structure
types).
In practice, these thorny issues may be sidestepped because there are many
linguistic features which are seen as more complex under any conception of complexity.
This applies most straightforwardly in morphology. Lupyan & Dale (2010a:2–8) define
complexity as morphological overspecification. They suggest that morphological means of
expressing information are more likely to be obligatory than lexical means and so richer
morphology typically entails mandatory marking of more information and an increase in
redundancy. Furthermore, “[r]educed reliance on morphology also has the effect of
increasing the transparency between word-forms and meanings” (Lupyan & Dale
2010a:6). They suggest that the drive towards greater transparency (as opposed to the
drive towards greater economy of expression) is stronger when adult learners are
involved (Lupyan & Dale 2010a:8).
McWhorter (2011:2) defines morphological complexity as overspecification, but
also as structural elaboration (roughly equivalent to absolute complexity as defined by
Miestamo (2008) summarised above) and rates of irregularity and suppletion. Trudgill
states that greater complexity is greater use of afunctional, non-essential and redundant
grammatical devices (2001:373), and referring to morphology describes complexification
as irregularisation, increase in opacity, increase in syntagmatic redundancy and addition
of morphological categories (2011a:62–65).
There is some disagreement. Dahl (2001:375) argues that what are typically
identified as afunctional linguistic devices are, in fact, generally redundancies which do
have function (typically as indexing devices and as a means of increasing robustness of
the signal when degraded); if this is accepted, ‘afunctional devices’ may be a poor
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descriptor for the types of phenomena Trudgill identifies with complexity. Nevertheless,
there appears to be broad agreement. In these various views of complexity,
morphological redundancy is consistently identified as a key feature. Thus there is nearuniversal consensus that greater use of agreement processes and the multiple marking of
information, both entailing greater redundancy, represent greater complexity.
There is also some consensus concerning phonological complexity. The number of
structural units (phonemes and tonemes) in a phonological system is the simplest
measure of phonological complexity and is relevant for absolute complexity and
complexity relative to the ‘generalised outsider’ (more contrasts present a greater
learning burden). This measure can be compared with overspecification in morphology,
as larger phonological systems entail contrasts with lower functional loads: such
contrasts present a learning and production burden that is not strictly necessary for
communication. Phonotactics may also be taken into account: the number of possible
syllable structures may be calculated as a separate type of complexity. Alternatively, the
number of distinct possible monosyllables may be calculated as a measure which takes
into account both inventory size and phonotactic complexity; this approach is taken, for
example, by Shosted (2006:9–12). This measure has the advantage that it is not sensitive
to differences between analyses which see a sound as a sequence and those which see it
as a complex segment, but the disadvantage that, as it rises exponentially with phoneme
inventory size, its distribution is heavily rightward skewed and so must be logtransformed to give a normally distributed measure (Shosted 2006:26–30; Maddieson
2009:94). Other issues with this combined measure are that it is typically affected more
by expanding the vowel inventory than the consonant inventory (as vowel inventories are
typically smaller), and that adding arbitrary phonotactic constraints decreases the
number of possible syllables despite arguably adding a learning burden (Maddieson
2009:103–104). Thus it is not entirely clear what is the best measure of inventory size
and the range of possible syllable structures; nevertheless, scholars including Shosted
(2006), Maddieson (2009) and Trudgill (2011a:117–118) agree that both are key to
phonological complexity.
It is less clear still how other properties of phonological systems should be
considered when measuring complexity. Maddieson (2009:85) argues that the phonetic
complexity of particular phones and syllable types, limits on combinatorial possibilities of
phonemes within syllables, frequency of occurrence of possible phonemes and syllable
types, and the transparency of relationships between allophones should all also be taken
into account when assessing phonological complexity. Looking at syllable structure,
Maddieson points not only to the numbers of consonants licensed in the onset and coda
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but the extent to which the syllable is required to fit the sonority profile, as it is harder to
recognise the constituents of complex onsets which do not rise in sonority than those
which do due to their lesser acoustic modulation (Maddieson (2009:87) citing Ohala &
Kawasaki (1984), Kawasaki-Fukumori (1992)); this is supported by the relative
frequencies of the two types in the languages of the world. Maddieson also suggests
certain phonemes might be considered inherently more complex than others. Maddieson
& Lindblom (1988) divide phones into three classes (‘basic’, ‘elaborated’ and ‘complex’)
according to various articulatory properties, a scheme which they modify to match
typological intuitions; phoneme inventory complexity can then be calculated by summing
the number of phonemes of each class they contain (Maddieson 2009:88–90). The relative
frequencies of such differentially complex phonemes might also be considered. For
example, French and German have similar inventories, but the most frequent segment in
French is the typologically marked /ʁ/ whereas in German it is /n/. The same principal can
be applied to frequencies of syllable structure types (Maddieson 2009:96).
In addition to similar features1, Trudgill argues that the number of allophonic
processes, the amount of stylistic variation and the extent of fast speech processes should
be taken into account in estimating phonological complexity (Trudgill 2011a:117–118,
139–145). This is evidenced by the observation that pidgins typically gain such processes
as they undergo creolisation (Labov 1990:15, 36–40); creoles and pidgins are dealt with
further below.
As more relevant properties are identified, sufficient information is available for
fewer languages which might be included in a sample (Maddieson 2009:96). This
presents an issue for typological studies which aim to examine a large sample of different
languages.
Another complicating factor highlighted by Trudgill is that for the range of
possible syllable types and inventory sizes, reduction beyond a certain point may
represent not simplification but complexification. Certain languages with only CV
syllables and very small phoneme inventories, particularly East Polynesian languages,
have a strikingly small number of possible monosyllables even compared with creoles 2.
1

Trudgill identifies the presence and frequency of marked sounds and syllable types as
contributing to complexity. This is clearly analogous to Maddieson’s concept of more and less
complex phones and syllable structures. Like Maddieson, Trudgill argues that some marked
sounds, such as clicks, are articulatorily more complex and present learners with production
difficulties, whilst others, such as front rounded vowels, present learners with perception
difficulties (2011a:119–121).

2

Compare English with around 6 million possible monosyllables (Trudgill (2011b:158) citing
Harley (2006)) with Hawai’ian with 162 (Maddieson 1984:22). Difficulties arise in estimating
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The result of this is that in such languages, a much greater proportion of possible words
of a given length are real words and accordingly words will typically be less distinctive
and more easily confused. Neighbourhood effects and a greater number of homonyms
will create a greater memory burden for adult learners and so represent a type of
complexification (Trudgill 2011a:122–129).
However, neither of these issues need necessarily present a problem for historical
studies dealing with sufficient data from two stages of a single variety.

1.3. The Trudgill conjecture and related hypotheses
1.3.1. Trudgill, Dahl and McWhorter
The Trudgill conjecture concerns the relationship between types of language change and
social contexts. Similar ideas have occurred in the literature over a long period of time
(note, for example, Werner (1984:64)) and in recent years a similar programme of
research has been pursued by several scholars, significantly Dahl (2001) and McWhorter
(2011). As described above, the conjecture comprises three hypotheses about particular
types of change that result from particular social contexts.
First is the hypothesis that high-intensity contact involving adult language
acquisition results in structural simplification. This is explained as resulting from the
‘lousy’ language-learning abilities of adults compared with children which results in
imperfect learning (Trudgill 2001:372–373); Dahl uses the term ‘abnormal transmission’
to describe this imperfect acquisition (Dahl 2001:375). A basic objection to this idea is
that, typically, L2 features do not spread within a language community to L1 speakers.
However, Trudgill argues that such transfer does occur when a sufficiently high
proportion of the population are L2 speakers (Trudgill 2011a:57–58). This idea has some
history in the literature; Thomason & Kaufman (1988:47) suggest that “if the shifting
group is so large numerically that the [target language] is not fully available to all its
members, then imperfect learning is a probability, and the learners’ errors are more
the number of possible monosyllables in the creole Tok Pisin as there is considerable
phonological variation along a continuum from least to most like Standard English; on the
basis of the phonology described by Smith (2004:716–724), I estimate the number of possible
monosyllables in Tok Pisin might range from 2016 (if no tautosyllabic clusters occur) to 20700
(if all clusters legal in English also occur in Tok Pisin, excluding those with phonemes Tok Pisin
lacks). What is relevant here is that even taking the lowest estimation, the number of possible
monosyllables in this creole is greater than the number of possible monosyllables in Hawai’ian
by a factor of ten.
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likely to spread throughout the TL speech community”. Some researchers maintain that
there is a simple, direct relationship between proportion of L2 speakers and rate of
simplification, rather than some specific threshold; for example Bentz & Winter (2012:4)
write that “the more L2 speakers exist in a population, the more case should be eroded.
This is because with more L2 speakers, there are more erroneous and omitted forms in
the joint L1 + L2 corpus (first mechanism), there will be more simplified foreignerdirected speech (second mechanism), and more loan words that disfavor less productive
cases (third mechanism).”
An important element of this hypothesis is that languages only undergo systematic
simplification through such abnormal transmission. McWhorter (2011:1–2) writes that
“the difference in complexity between languages’ grammars is determined significantly
by the extent to which second-language acquisition has played a role in their histories
[…]. Under this analysis, languages that have not maintained this [high] level have always
been interrupted in their normal accumulation of complexity.”
Similar ideas in a different tradition are put forward by Meisel (2011), who
reviews studies of successive and simultaneous acquisition of multiple varieties by
children and finds that parameter-missetting and imperfect acquisition occur only when
acquisition begins after around four years of age. This highlights the fact that when we
talk about L2-acquisition and abnormal transmission, we need not necessarily be
speaking of acquisition by adults, merely by speakers past the critical period for language
acquisition, substantially expanding the range of historical scenarios which might
produce the necessary social conditions.
Second is the hypothesis that long-term contact involving child language
acquisition and balanced bilingualism results in structural complexification through
‘additive borrowing’, the spread of complex features between varieties (Trudgill
2011a:26–32, 34).
Third is the hypothesis that long-term isolation also results in complexification, in
this case the spontaneous development of complex features (Trudgill 2011a:62–65).
‘Traditional dialects’ often provide examples of this tendency. The speech communities of
such varieties, which represent highly connected and stable social networks with little
external contact, both generate new linguistic complexity and are especially able to
maintain complexity (Trudgill 2011a:66, 71–73). Trudgill argues this on the basis of data
from World Englishes (cited from Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi (2009)), concluding that it
does indeed make sense “to look for cases of spontaneous, non-additive complexification
in relatively isolated, low-contact, nonstandardized varieties of modern European
languages […] in comparison with their respective standard and urban varieties.”
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(Trudgill 2011a:71)
How this complexification arises is a slight point of contention between
researchers in this paradigm. McWhorter sees it as the result of drift (in the biological
sense: random change that usually fails to completely erase evidence of previous random
change, thus adding to the complexity of the whole) (McWhorter 2001:126, 131; Dahl
2001:375; Wurzel 2001:381). Some complexity is lost in the normal course of language
change, but new complexity is developed with the result that high complexity is
maintained overall (McWhorter 2011:2). Dahl argues instead that the central process
involved is grammaticalisation, and that this is a definable process leading directly to
complexification (Dahl 2001:375). Wurzel, also arguing against McWhorter, suggests that
the parallel with biological evolution is mistaken: languages are not natural systems in
the proper sense but are changed by more directly intentioned action than natural
systems (Wurzel 2001:381). Trudgill argues that accruing phonological changes and
grammaticalisations without intervening morphological simplification increase opacity
and irregularity (2011a:93–94, 96), but also that small, isolated communities may favour
typologically marked phonological changes which make increase of morphological
irregularity particularly likely (2011a:98–99). Trudgill also suggests that the development
of new morphosyntactic categories and greater syntagmatic redundancy requires many
generations of uninterrupted native-speaker acquisition, and thus is more likely in
isolated speech communities (2011a:107–108, 114–115). Schreier (2009), while
problematising a simplistic notion of isolated vs. high-contact communities, suggests that
isolated speech communities can act as historical linguistic ‘laboratories’, rapidly
incubating contact effects or internally motivated developments.
Unlike simplification through intensive L2-contact, it is not argued that
spontaneous complexification occurs only in low-contact varieties (nor, indeed, that it
inevitably occurs in low-contact varieties): what is proposed here is a tendency rather
than a rule (Trudgill 2011a:72). Nevertheless, an important corollary to the idea that
simplificatory change is typical only of languages undergoing high levels of adult secondlanguage acquisition and that other normal social contexts encourage complexification is
that languages which have undergone significant simplification must be seen as
historically atypical (Trudgill 2011a:187–188). McWhorter writes: “[t]he normal state of
language is highly complex, to an extent that seems extreme to speakers of languages
like English”, maintaining “extensive marking of fine shades of semantic and syntactic
distinctions, plus rampant allomorphy and irregularity” (McWhorter 2011:1). This
provides an explanation for certain instances of ‘drift’ in the sense used by Sapir, the slow
convergence towards analyticity, strict word order and phonological simplicity in Modern
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European and Modern Arabic varieties compared with their predecessors (McWhorter
2011:4–5).

1.3.2. Young and old languages
Pidgins and creoles have a special relevance in this debate. Pidgins, by definition
varieties with no native speakers and learned solely by adults, are the class of languages
most heavily shaped by the properties of adult language acquisition. Creoles, having
undergone only a few generations of native acquisition, are the class of normal, fullysystematised variety most heavily shaped by the properties of adult acquisition.
Accordingly, some researchers see creoles as prototypical simple languages (McWhorter
2007:3–4; Shosted 2006:4). Parkvall (2008:274–276) provides some statistical, typological
evidence for this, finding that in a sample of 155 languages from WALS (all those with
sufficient data), which contained only two creoles, both creoles are among the five least
complex. Others argue that creoles, especially ‘radical’ creoles which develop from highly
unstable pidgins, represent the languages least affected by generations of language
change (by which complexity can accrue) and most affected by the properties of the
native language acquisition device, but that this does not necessarily imply greater or
lesser complexity (Comrie 1992:201–202).
Whether or not features which characterise creoles compared with other language
varieties are simple, it seems clear that the systematisation and expansion of grammar
that takes place when a creole is acquired natively by children (that is, creolisation)
constitutes complexification. If this is accepted then the processes which typify
creolisation may provide evidence for what features constitute complexity. Yet some
scholars have argued that creolisation does not constitute complexification; for example,
Suzanne Romaine (1992:215–216) states that “[f]or instance, it is not readily apparent
how the signalling of tenses by means of particles instead of temporal adverbs (which is a
general feature of many creole languages) introduces greater complexity into a system. It
is just a restructuring. Such a change does not increase the referential adequacy or
power of the language or add a new category.”3
This then complements the claim from various researchers that ‘older’ languages
are typified by greater complexity in the sense of greater syntagmatic redundancy and
greater ‘afunctional’ features (Trudgill 2001:372; Dahl 2001:374).
3

Note that this is clearly a confusion of the concept of structural complexity with the unrelated
issue of communicative capacity: few linguists would deny that adding a new grammatical
category with mandatory marking increases structural complexity, even though it would
already have been possible for speakers to communicate the information by optional means.
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1.3.3. Other proposals regarding relationships between complexity and social
factors
Various researchers have worked on similar proposals concerning the relationship
between social factors and language change or linguistic structures.
Wray & Grace (2007) discuss a relationship between esoteric and exoteric
communication and linguistic structures. The esoteric-exoteric distinction, based on
Thurston (1987; 1988; 1994; cited in Wray & Grace 2007:549), characterises contrasting
contexts for communication and so contrasting properties of that communication.
Esoteric communication takes place “in the domain of familiars […] who share a culture
and environment, general knowledge of the community and its activities, and who have a
unified identity. Within such a context, communication […] need not be explicit with
regard to generally known facts” (Wray & Grace 2007:550). Cultural homogeneity and
strength of in-group identity tend to perpetuate group and membership continuity. “The
language, consequently, will be defined by features that are acquirable by babies, with
rather few influences from adult learners.” (Wray & Grace 2007:550).
By contrast, exoteric communication is outward-facing, involving people with
whom some amount of sociocultural context is not shared. Accordingly, less information
may remain implicit and linguistic structures must be more transparently compositional
and more easily learnable by adults (Wray & Grace 2007:551). Wray & Grace focus
particularly on compositionality, suggesting that “certain kinds of social and cultural
pressures can counteract the psycholinguistic pressures [towards unnecessary
explicitness], requiring and sustaining an augmented compositional engagement […].
Where literacy or certain kinds of oral tradition form part of the culture, these may even
provide a platform for reducing the natural potency of the psycholinguistic pressures, by
providing additional means for handling complex linguistic constructions” (Wray & Grace
2007:553). However, they caution that “there is not a direct correlation between any
single social, geographical or cultural factor and Language Type” (Wray & Grace
2007:555).
Also working the exoteric-esoteric distinction, Lupyan & Dale (2010a) propose a
continuum between the exoteric niche, where languages are likely to serve as media of
communication between strangers and speakers are more likely to be non-natives or have
learned from non-natives, and the esoteric niche, where they are not (Lupyan & Dale
2010a:2–3). It is these ‘niches’, rather than modes of communication, that then correlate
with language complexity. Lupyan & Dale undertake statistical analysis using language
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data from WALS and Ethnologue. In addition to linguistic features, they look at speaker
population, geographic spread of languages, number of neighbouring varieties and
geographic coordinates of languages. They demonstrate that compared to languages in
the esoteric niche (those with low population, low geographic spread and low number of
linguistic neighbours), languages in the exoteric niche are more likely (Lupyan & Dale
2010a:3):
•

to be isolating;

•

to lack case marking (and, where they have case marking, distinguish fewer cases
and have more syncretism);

•

to have nominative-accusative alignment;

•

to have ‘idiosyncratic verbal morphology’;

•

to mark fewer categories on the verb;

•

to have less verb-argument agreement (and, where they have it, tend to have
more syncretism);

•

to lack a distinction between evidentiality and possibility;

•

to lack evidentiality and possibility as grammatical categories (as opposed to
expressing them lexically);

•

to mark negation lexically;

•

to mark nominal plurals obligatorily;

•

to lack an associative plural category;

•

to have a dedicated question particle;

•

to lack a morphological future tense;

•

to lack a grammaticalised tense remoteness distinction;

•

to lack morphologically distinguished imperatives;

•

to lack a number distinction on imperatives;

•

to lack possession marking;

•

to lack an alienability distinction;

•

to lack an ‘optative’ mood;

•

to have definite and indefinite articles;

•

to lack distance distinctions on demonstratives

•

to lack morphological expression of pronominal subjects.
They argue that this is because complex morphological paradigms present

problems for adult learners; by contrast, such paradigms are typified by overspecification
which facilitates child language acquisition by providing more cues for categories. Thus,
where languages are often learned by adults, they will tend to change towards
morphological simplicity, whereas where languages are learned only by children, they
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will acquire and maintain overspecification (Lupyan & Dale 2010a:7).
Bentz & Winter (2012) test Lupyan & Dale’s hypothesis by examining the
relationship between the number of L2-speakers a language has and morphological case.
Taking into account effects of language family and area, they find a significant negative
correlation between number of cases and ratio of L2 to L1 speakers (and no effect of total
number of L1 speakers) (Bentz & Winter 2012:60–61). Bentz & Winter (2013) present a
more detailed test of the same hypothesis, framed also as a test of Trudgill and
McWhorter’s proposals (2013:2–3). Examining the presence of case marking using mixedeffects regression, they demonstrate that languages with a greater proportion of second
language speakers are more likely to have no case marking; examining number of cases
distinguished they demonstrate that languages with a greater proportion of second
language speakers exhibit fewer cases (Bentz & Winter 2013:8–10). They show that these
results are robust when the effects of clustering within language families and areas are
taken into account (Bentz & Winter 2013:9–11). A significant problem with this research
is that it assumes uncritically that there is a strong relationship between the number of
L2 speakers a language currently has and the number of L2 speakers it had at earlier
points in history. Finally, Bentz & Christiansen (2013) argue that development from ProtoIndo-European to Proto Germanic and Proto Romance and thence to the modern
Germanic and Romance languages, involving loss of case, is related to exoteric
communication and the influence of adult learners.
As can be seen, the approaches of Lupyan & Dale (2010a) and Wray & Grace
(2007) making use of the esoteric-exoteric distinction have much in common with
Trudgill, McWhorter and Dahl. Both emphasise the relevance of differences between the
language-learning abilities of the child and those of the adult for identifying how different
social contexts condition language change and linguistic structures. However, there are
differences in detail. Wray & Grace’s focus on transparent compositionality as the main
property associated with exoteric communication coincides only partially with definitions
of simplicity discussed by Trudgill, McWhorter and Dahl. Lupyan & Dale fail to propose
convincing unifying generalisations concerning the long list of linguistic features they
associate with the exoteric niche.
A related family of proposals within sociolinguistic typology suggest relationships
between linguistic features and population sizes.
Within this paradigm, writers including Hay & Bauer (2007) and Atkinson (2011)
have proposed a positive correlation between population size and phoneme inventory.
Atkinson suggests that smaller populations of speakers favour reduction in ‘phoneme
diversity’ (2011:346). However, this study, which also aims to connect phoneme diversity
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with distance from Africa, has come under significant criticism. Maddieson et al.
(2011:268) criticise the ‘phoneme diversity’ measure which Atkinson uses, pointing out
that Atkinson ignores phonemic differences in vowel length, nasalisation and phonation,
ignores differences in phonotactics and in the number of underlying contrasts. They state
that “[t]he phoneme diversity variable Atkinson calculates is thus neither a true measure
of the size of the phoneme inventory, nor of the phonotactic possibilities in the languages
concerned, but a hybrid touching on some aspects of these properties.” (2011:268). Many
different effects, including strong patterns related to climate, are found in the data, and
these may subsume the effects central to the paper’s argument (Maddieson et al.
2011:274–277). The claim regarding population size is criticised for several reasons: the
population size data is problematic for historical reasons; the statistical evidence seems
to be equivocal; and it is unclear what real-world mechanism could cause smaller
populations to favour lower ‘phoneme diversity’ (Maddieson et al. 2011:271–274). Both
Dahl and Atkinson find that there is a stronger correlation with total speakers of a
language family than of a language (Dahl 2011:173); this seems to undermine the idea
that the number of speakers of the language is the relevant factor.
Hay & Bauer (2007:390–391) find significant positive correlations between
population size and inventories of monophthongs, obstruents, sonorants, consonants and
phonemes. They use regression analysis and bootstrap validation to show the result for
total phoneme inventory size is robust when language family is taken into account (Hay &
Bauer 2007:391–395). In explanation they suggest that speakers of languages with larger
total populations tend to be exposed to greater linguistic variation. Citing experimental
work showing that phonemic distinctions are acquired more quickly and robustly through
exposure to greater variation in realisation, they suggest that larger populations are thus
capable of maintaining a greater number of finer distinctions (Hay & Bauer 2007:397–
398).
Hay & Bauer’s work has, however, been criticised on methodological grounds.
Moran, McCloy & Wright (2012:881–882) point out that they may not have taken
sufficient steps to account for the non-independence of data points in their sample,
especially regarding the effects of language families and the overrepresentation of IndoEuropean. Indeed, they conclude that Hay & Bauer’s “sample was simply too small and
too biased to yield reliable results” (Moran, McCloy & Wright 2012:883) regardless of the
statistical tools. In a larger and somewhat less biased sample, Moran, McCloy & Wright
(2012:883–888) demonstrate that the effects identified by Hay & Bauer (2007) are too
weak and vary too much between language families and genera to be generalised to
‘language writ large’.
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Furthermore, the findings of Atkinson (2011) and Hay & Bauer (2007) have been
challenged by Donohue & Nichols (2011:62), who find no significant correlation between
phoneme inventory size and population size in a relatively large sample. This finding is
based on data which treats speech communities “as though they still had the sizes
reported for them in the early to mid-twentieth century” (Donohue & Nichols 2011:161)
by examining census figures for ethnic groups instead of languages. Although they do
find differences in phoneme inventory sizes between large areal groupings of languages
on a rough scale from east to west, they argue that this is an artefact of the economic and
political histories of different continents over the historical period (Donohue & Nichols
2011:162–169). Dahl also criticises their approach, pointing out that some unidentified
factor in the “long-term socio-cultural history of the community speaking the language” is
probably the factor affecting both population size and linguistic features (Dahl 2011:172).
It is also worth noting that Hay & Bauer’s proposal is diametrically opposed to
much of the other work discussed here. It seems particularly counter-intuitive in light of
the negative correlation identified between population size and morphosyntactic
complexity identified by other typologists (e.g. Sinnemäki (2009), Nichols (2009) cited in
Dahl (2011:173), Lupyan & Dale (2010a) discussed above), although Dahl accepts these
differences between sociolinguistic typological patterns in phonology and morphosyntax
(Dahl 2011:176).

1.3.4. Other proposals regarding structural complexity
The issue of structural complexity and simplicity in language change has drawn comment
from outside the field of sociolinguistic typology. In his influential 2007 paper, Labov
discusses the two distinct means by which linguistic structures can be passed between
individuals: transmission, in which structures are acquired natively by children from
adult speakers within their own speech community, and diffusion, in which structures are
transferred between speech communities.
Transmission is associated with the Stammbaum model of language change, which
assumes an unbroken chain of native acquisition by children from parents (Labov
2007:345–346). It is characterised by its high degree of faithfulness and accuracy:
children are very good at replicating the variety of their elders in great detail (Labov
2007:346). Nevertheless, change does occur through transmission. Such change,
resulting from the interaction of social, cognitive and physiological factors, is typically
change from below, and once initiated is characterised by incrementation, by which
native learners advance age-structured patterns beyond the inherited model (Labov
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2007:346).
By contrast, diffusion is associated with the Wave model of language change 4 by
which features are spread between adult speakers and between speech communities
(Labov 2007:347). It is more limited than transmission: ‘structural features’ are relatively
unlikely to diffuse, excepting the loss of structural categories (mergers) (Labov
1969:348–349, 370). Where variables with complicated systematic conditioning are
spread by diffusion, their structural constraints tend to lose detail and become less
categorical (Labov 2007:353–359). This has been demonstrated for several cases,
including: the conditioning of (a)-tensing spreading from New York City English (Labov
2007:353–363); the conditioning of quotative be like spreading from American English to
English English and New Zealand English (Buchstaller & D’Arcy 2009:308–322); and the
conditioning of quotative be like spreading from younger to older speakers within the
same communities (Tagliamonte & D’Arcy 2007:205–213).
Labov (2007:349–350) argues that these tendencies result from the impoverished
language-learning abilities of adults compared with children. This is not the only
possibility: Britain (2009:140) argues that loss of structural detail in borrowed features
can instead be the result of interaction with structures in the native system. 5 In either
case, Labov’s proposal offers both similarities and points of comparison with the Trudgill
conjecture. Both suggest that the differential language-learning abilities of adults and
children lead to simplifications wherever adults are especially implicated in language
change. However, where Trudgill’s focus is on the extreme case in which non-native
speakers constitute a large proportion of the population, Labov’s account suggests a path
by which structural simplification may be favoured in much less extreme scenarios,
when, through geolinguistic diffusion, adult speakers encounter new features or
structures in their native variety.

1.4. Criticisms of the Trudgill conjecture
1.4.1. The relevance of syntax
One criticism of Trudgill’s work on sociolinguistic typology in particular is that he
4

In the sense that the Wave model involves both diffusion (where features are transmitted
rapidly through space between adults) and transmission (where features are transmitted more
gradually through space by children) whereas the Stammbaum model is interested only in
transmission.

5

Similarly, Buchstaller & D’Arcy (2009:317–321) note that losses and changes in distributional
detail when an innovation diffuses are conditioned by the details of the recipient system.
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neglects syntax (Tagliamonte 2013:380) and, indeed, Trudgill explicitly omits discussion
of whether equivalent generalisations can be made for syntax (Trudgill 2011a:16).
Defining syntactic complexity presents a greater problem than defining
complexity in other areas of grammar. Comrie (1992:196–197), suggesting that syntactic
complexity is associated with structures which entail more movement operations and
longer distance movement, notes that less restricted syntax may be more complex; for
example, English, which allows Wh-movement out of subordinate clauses, would be more
complex than Russian, which allows Wh-movement only within a single clause, and more
so still than Mandarin, which leaves Wh-words in situ. Comrie also suggests that
structure-independent operations, which are highly marked and in extreme cases
impossible in human language, are more complex than structure-dependent operations,
presumably due to properties of the human language apparatus (Comrie 1992:197–198).
Following this logic, syntactic complexity might be identified with marked
syntactic patterns generally. As, if theories of grammar are informed by cross-linguistic
markedness, they should encode unmarked patterns most efficiently, to the extent that
our theories of grammar are good reflections of the mental encoding of language, marked
patterns should be those which are hardest to process. On this basis, Romaine (1992:217)
suggests that disharmonic word orders may be the most complex. However, this assumes
that unmarked structures can be identified through typological study, which is clearly
problematised by the very proposals under study here.
Ehret & Szmrecsanyi (2016), working in information structure theory, define
syntactic complexity as rigidity of word order (Modern “English is classified as a [more]
syntactically complex language [than Old English, because] […] it has many word order
rules to break” (Ehret & Szmrecsanyi 2016:9)) which they estimate from text samples by
measuring pattern disruption caused by randomly deleting a proportion of tokens. There
are a number of problems with this definition. As mentioned above, it creates an entirely
predictable inverse relationship with morphological complexity. It is also quite dissimilar
to accepted notions of morphological and phonological complexity. Morphological
marking of more distinct categories implies a greater number of possible well-formed
outputs of the morphology. Similarly, distinguishing of a greater number of phonemes
implies a greater number of possible well-formed outputs of the phonology (assuming the
same length of string). By contrast, greater rigidity of word order means fewer possible
well-formed outputs of the syntax. It might be objected that unlike in the former two
cases, languages which allow many possible word orders make no functional distinctions
between them; however, even though these different word orders do not differ regarding
defined grammatical categories, they are likely to serve a communicative purpose
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regarding information structure or social/pragmatic meanings.
In spite of difficulties of definition, some scholars have begun to examine the
relevance of the Trudgill conjecture in syntax. Lupyan & Dale (2010b:2), having argued
as described above that morphological complexity correlates with small population and
low rate of contact, argue that syntactic complexity (specifically level of embedding)
should be negatively correlated with morphological complexity. They suggest that, in
contrast to morphological complexity, such syntactic complexity might be easier for
adults to acquire than children, thus predicting that the exoteric niche should favour
syntactic complexity.
Walkden (2013) tests the proposal that the Trudgill conjecture might apply
directly to syntax: that syntactic (like morphological and phonological) complexity might
be associated with long-term isolation and long-term stable contact involving child
bilingualism, whereas syntactic simplicity might be associated with intense contact
involving adult acquisition. Through an examination of theories of L2-difficulty, Walkden
comes to test an approach defining syntactic complexity as the frequency of
uninterpretable features. Working with data from Breitbarth (2008), he shows that the
change from stage II to stage III of Jespersen’s Cycle in Middle Low German moved
faster in the (high-contact) Hanseatic cities than elsewhere; this data was presented in
more detail by Breitbarth & Walkden (2014). He also notes that a similar pattern can be
found in French, where Picard French (characterised by long-term stable contact) retains
stage II of Jespersen’s Cycle but Montreal French (characterised by intense contact)
advances to stage III.
The two approaches of Walkden (2013) and Lupyan & Dale (2010a; 2010b) appear
on the surface to be making opposed arguments: Walkden argues that L2 acquisition is
associated with decreased syntactic complexity, whereas Lupyan & Dale argue that L2
acquisition (and contact more generally) is associated with increased syntactic
complexity. However, this is an illusion of terminological choices. Both works aim to
identify syntactic features which are differentially challenging for adult and child
learners and propose an association between such features and varieties with different
histories of contact. Nevertheless, the syntactic features they identify are quite different:
certain basic word orders and levels of embedding in the case of Lupyan & Dale, and
uninterpretable features in the case of Walkden.
Research on high-contact varieties of modern Germanic languages (multicultural
urban German, Danish, Swedish, Norwegian and English) reveals many features which
may be seen as simplifications contributed to the feature pool by second-language
speakers, although researchers are keen to emphasise that these are vernacularised,
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native varieties and not simplified interlanguages (Wiese 2009; Cheshire et al. 2011;
Wiese & Rehbein 2016). In the realm of syntax, Walkden (forthcoming) identifies a
common property of all but the English case: the possibility of V3 word orders which are
ungrammatical in the standard languages. This is compared to the possibility of V3 in Old
English, and it is proposed that contact and imperfect L2 acquisition played a role in the
innovation of this feature in both cases. Walkden argues that this feature represents a
complexification compared with the standard languages in question (a more complex
underlying syntactic structure must be proposed to account for it, and it adds to the
number of possible surface structures that the syntax can generate), but that this
complexification is the result of native learners attempting to formulate a grammar which
can account for both existing L1 data (with consistent V2) and simplified L2 data (with
inconsistent V2).
Bentz & Christiansen (2013) also engage with the issue of syntax. On the basis of
the reconstructed and attested development from Proto-Indo-European to the modern
Romance and Germanic languages, they argue that change from flexible OV-type word
orders to inflexible SVO is the result of pressure from adult acquisition due to the more
complex dependency relationships involved in the former type (Bentz & Christiansen
2013:51–52).

1.4.2. Other criticisms
Tagliamonte (2013:379) criticises Trudgill for arguing his case in categorical terms where
in reality many of his insights may turn out to be gradient. In a related criticism, Schreier
(2016:139–145) suggests that simplification through intensive contact occurs only when
other conditions also obtain: crucially, when the languages in question differ in the
property to undergo simplification. These are important concessions. The sorts of
structural pressures on direction of change identified by Trudgill would interact with
other, case-specific pressures and so must be read as statistical tendencies and not
absolute predictions. However, this does not undermine the value of examining them.
Furthermore, this is not out of line with the picture that Trudgill himself presents; in the
preface to Sociolinguistic Typology, he writes: “As far as my own proposals are
concerned, I am certainly aware that it is in their very nature that there should be
counterexamples. I am dealing with likelihoods, and formulating tendencies rather than
strict rules of correlation.” (Trudgill 2011a:ix)
Tagliamonte (2013:379–380) also notes that Trudgill claims that the development
of complexity through periods of isolation requires ‘long’ periods of time and ‘small’
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societies but that such periods of time and community sizes are never specified. This
represents an interesting question for future research. On this point, Wurzel (2001:385)
notes that the better reconstructed language families (specifically Finno-Ugric and IndoEuropean) seem to provide evidence that much more time is required to gain complexity
than to lose it.
Schreier (2009) problematises any straightforward classification into high- and
low-contact varieties and Schreier (2016:148–151) expands on this point for Tristan da
Cunha English, pointing out that its history resembles both that of high-contact varieties
(young, settlers spoke many different dialects, koinéisation) and low-contact varieties
(low local mobility, low literacy, low external contact) and that it has both simplified and
complexified features. Of course, as a criticism of the Trudgill conjecture, this misses the
point: the proposal is for a set of mechanisms and tendencies, and a resulting
categorisation into high- and low-contact varieties is secondary and approximate. It is not
a problem for this account that speech communities can go through different periods in
their histories. Indeed, we might hypothesise on this basis that Tristan da Cunha
English’s simplified features arose in its initial period of intensive contact and that it later
complexified in isolation.
It has been suggested that the formalised acquisition of literary standard varieties
may disrupt the relationship between simplification and intensive contact (McWhorter
2012:48). Indeed, it is clear that such sociolinguistic factors can result in highly atypical
change scenarios: purely literary varieties such as Ecclesiastical Latin, Biblical Hebrew
and Classical Arabic underwent remarkably little change over many centuries of usage, in
spite of being acquired solely as L2-varieties by adults. While these extreme cases can
simply be excluded from consideration, intermediate scenarios present a greater
problem. For example, it is unclear what prediction should be made for cases where a
significant proportion of the population learns a standard variety in a formal educational
context but speaks a very closely related variety natively.
Finally, an obvious criticism of Trudgill’s work in particular is that he does not test
his proposals quantitatively either by examining statistical associations between
linguistic features and social structures in large synchronic samples of modern languages
or by examining the geographical, social and temporal spread of ‘simple’ and ‘complex’
features in diachronic datasets from particular languages. However, as discussed above,
some work of both types has been undertaken by other scholars. Insofar as the esotericexoteric distinction used in the work of Wray & Grace (2007) and particularly Lupyan &
Dale (2010a) and Bentz & Winter (2012; 2013) can be seen as an analogue for the social
contexts Trudgill works with, these represent statistical tests on large synchronic
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samples of languages. The work of Walkden (2013) and Breitbarth & Walkden (2014)
offers a test of Trudgill’s proposals regarding the effect of adult acquisition through an
examination of the diachronic geographical spread of a particular variable in a particular
language context, although the focus on a syntactic variable is strictly beyond the scope
of Trudgill’s work.

1.5. The case of North Germanic
1.5.1. The case of North Germanic
Trudgill (2011a:6–7) and McWhorter (2011:2) cite the development of the Continental
and Insular North Germanic languages as a clear example of pressure exerted by adult
learners in language change. This echoes earlier work: O’Neil (1978) suggests that
intensity of contact (in Scandinavia with Middle Low German, in England with Old Norse)
is a good predictor of morphological simplification within Germanic; Werner (1984:219)
compares the Insular North Germanic languages with other Germanic languages to make
a similar point. The North Germanic languages descend from Old Norse, which was
spread across mainland Scandinavia, the Faroe Islands, Iceland and areas of the British
Isles during the Viking Age. The Continental North Germanic languages (Norwegian,
Swedish and Danish) have reduced their phoneme inventories and ranges of possible
syllable structures, largely lost case, in many varieties reduced from a three- to a twogender system, lost subject-verb agreement and reduced the flexibility in possible word
orders. By contrast, the Insular North Germanic languages (Faroese and Icelandic) have
retained the case and verbal inflection of Old Norse with relatively little change. Trudgill
argues these changes in Continental North Germanic were due to contact with Middle
Low German through the Hanseatic League (2011a:3–5). This contact fits the scenario
predicted to cause structural simplification, as a third to half the population of the
Scandinavian Hanseatic cities are believed to have been transient, Low German-speaking
migrants (Trudgill 2011a:57–58) (see 2.3.3).

1.5.2. The case of Norwegian
Norwegian represents a particularly simple test case for this theory. Unlike Denmark and
Sweden, contact with Hansa was concentrated in a small number of sites in Norway: the
Hansa kontor in Bergen and smaller presences in Oslo and Tønsberg (see chapter 2).
Thus, if the hypothesis is correct, we would expect that simplifying changes spread from
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these three towns.
Some broad observations concerning Modern Norwegian seem to fit this
explanation. Trudgill notes that the most innovative Norwegian dialects are found in
‘well-trafficked’ South-Western coastal areas, whereas the most conservative are found in
remote inland valleys (Trudgill 2011a:6–7). This fits a picture in which simplificatory
changes spread outwards from centres of Hansa contact, particularly Bergen. Hansa
merchants represented a somewhat lower proportion of the population of Bergen than of
the Swedish and Danish Hansa cities (Trudgill 2011a:58), matching the status of
Norwegian as the most conservative of the Continental Nordic languages.
However, examining the distribution of features among Norwegian dialects is not
the best way to test Trudgill’s proposal for Norwegian. A more direct approach is to
examine structurally simplifying changes which spread throughout Norwegian and
identify the role of the contact centres in their innovation and diffusion. For this it is
necessary to examine diachronic and localised Old and Middle Norwegian data.

1.6. Predictions
On the basis of the Trudgill conjecture, we can predict that structurally simplifying
changes were more likely to be innovated and more likely to spread throughout the
population in Bergen, where there was a high proportion of L2 speakers, than other
cities. Thus we expect to find that many of the simplifying changes which characterise
the history of Norwegian started life in Bergen. Secondarily, we might expect to see
structurally simplifying changes emanating from the smaller contact centres, Tønsberg
and Oslo.
We can also make predictions concerning social patterning. As we hypothesise
that simplifying changes spread from L2 speakers, we expect to find that they appeared
first in the language of the social classes most implicated in contact: the middle and
higher social classes. We know that changes advancing through transmission in modern
societies tend to be changes from below, progressing below the level of consciousness
and typically starting in the lower socioeconomic classes; by contrast, changes advancing
by diffusion are typically from above, consciously imposed and progressing from the
middle and upper classes. If this modern pattern also applied in a medieval society, where
social mobility was presumably rather lower, we can thus build up a predicted picture:
innovative variants should be associated with the language of urban officials, merchants,
and the more mobile and mixed upper classes, and spread from urban contact centres.
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1.7. Variables
Many variables underwent change during the Old and Middle Norwegian periods and
several changes fall under relevant definitions of simplifying.

1.7.1. Phonological simplification
Trudgill makes particular reference to phonological change: “sound changes which have
occurred in Norwegian in recent centuries have been rather more ‘natural’ and expected,
and rather less complex, than many of those which have occurred in Faroese” (Trudgill
2011a:129). Several sound changes between Old Norse and Modern Norwegian can
clearly be classified as simplifying.
One major change was a simplification of the quantity system. In stressed
syllables, Old Norse distinguished independent vowel length and (in the coda) consonant
length (as demonstrated in the First Grammatical Treatise (Haugen 1950:16–18, 21–23,
33, 36–37)).6 These distinctions were simplified when vowels in most varieties lengthened
in stressed short VC syllables and shortened in long VCC syllables (Schulte 2005:1082–
1083; Eliasson 2005:1118). Other varieties lengthened coda consonants after short
vowels in stressed syllables, and some varieties took longer to complete the shift (Nes
2005:1293). In any case, these changes, sometimes referred to as the ‘Great Quantity
Shift’, reduced the number of distinct syllable types by removing one phonological
contrast from the system.
A second major phonological change was the breaking up of certain coda clusters
with svarabhakti vowels (e.g. ON akr > MoN åker ‘field’) (Schulte 2005:1084–1086). The
form of the vowel in question is dialectal and affected by the quality of the vowel of the
preceding syllable (Schulte 2005:1085). This qualifies as a structurally simplifying
change under any definition of phonological complexity which takes into account syllable
structure: it reduces the variety of possible coda clusters and eliminates marked clusters.
It also entails mergers of forms which would earlier have been distinct 7.
A further relevant phonological change is a reduction in the distinctions made in
unstressed vowels. Old Norse distinguished three vowels in unstressed syllables: /i a u/ in
6

Although superheavy sequences involving a long vowel+geminate consonant were infrequent
and predominantly involved geminate /t/ (Eliasson 2005:1118).

7

Exactly which forms is dependent on the quality of the svarabhakti vowel. Mergers of the
nom.sg. and nom.pl. of nouns would be one possible outcome, as in sg. skógr pl. skógar ‘forest’
> sg./pl. skógar, sg. staðr pl. staðer > sg./pl. staðer ‘place’, etc. One complicating factor is that
such forms often remained distinct due to the newly phonologised tonal contrast.
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Iceland and Western Norway, and /I a U/ in Eastern Norway, with the archiphonemes /I U/
realised as [i u] or [e o] according to the height of the vowel of the stressed syllable
(Hagland 2004:389–391). From the Old Norwegian period onwards these distinctions are
variably maintained; /a U/ in particular often appear to merge as schwa (Schulte
2005:1084). Vowel harmony also broke down, with fewer and fewer instances of close <i
u> found in later manuscripts (Rindal 1989:134, 135).
Other simplifying phonological changes which took place over the relevant period
are the merger of the dental fricatives into the dental stops (Schulte 2005:1085), the
merger of historical /aː ɔː/ (Schulte 2005:1084), the merger of /hv/ clusters with either
/kv/ or /v/, and the reduction of final consonants (particularly /r t k/ but sometimes also /n
m/) (Schulte 2005:1085). Another change, the palatalisation of /s k g/ preceding a front
vowel (which also took place in Insular Nordic), presents a more ambiguous case as a
change adding to or detracting from overall structural complexity: it increased the
phoneme inventory by adding palatal(ised) consonants which surface in Modern
Norwegian as /ʂ/ and /ç/; however, it reduced the total number of possible syllables
distinguished, because clusters such as /skʲ skj sj/, /kʲ kj tj/ and /gʲ gj dj/ merged (as /ʂ/, /ç/
and /j/ respectively) (Schulte 2005:1085; Eliasson 2005:1122–1123). Thus this change
might be seen as increasing or lowering structural complexity depending on the
definition used.
In principle, all of these changes would be good subjects for testing the
hypotheses of this project. For reasons of space, however, three have been selected to
focus on, partly on the basis that they are relatively easy to study in the written sources.
They are: the loss of /hv/ clusters; the loss of the voiceless dental fricative; and the rise of
svarabhakti vowels.

1.7.2. Morphological simplification
Trudgill also mentions morphological simplifications in Middle Norwegian. He notes that
the dative was lost particularly in coastal and southern varieties over the 15th century
(Trudgill 2011a:6–7), although it remains in Modern Norwegian in certain central
dialects. This was part of a broader loss of morphological case (Berg 2015): the
distinction between nominative and accusative was lost on full nouns, with accusative
forms coming to serve as subjects; the genitive lost its function as a lexical case,
remaining only as a possessive marker; the range of genitive endings in Old Norse was
reduced until just -s remained (Gjöstein 1934:93–98; Larsen 1993:60). Similar changes
affected adjective declension.
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The verb also underwent morphological simplifications over the Middle
Norwegian period. The Old Norse verb agreed with the subject for person and number.
The distinction between 2nd and 3rd singular had already been lost in the present tense
in the earliest alphabetic Old Norse, but in the Old Norwegian period the distinction
between 1st singular and 2nd/3rd singular present was also lost. In Middle Norwegian,
the distinction between 1st and 3rd plural was progressively lost in all tense/mood
combinations, and later this 1st/3rd plural form began to merge into the singular form.
Thus over the Middle Norwegian and Early Modern Norwegian periods, subject-verb
agreement was progressively lost (Indrebø 1993:136).
Again, all of these changes would be good subjects for study, but just three will be
investigated here: the loss of the 1.sg. verbal agreement marker; the loss of the 1.pl.
verbal agreement marker; and the loss of lexical genitives.

1.8. Conclusions
This chapter has laid out the Trudgill conjecture and its wider context. It has argued that
language complexity is a coherent concept and that, although it is difficult to come to a
definition sufficiently specific to allow us to measure it, there is a large area of
agreement among scholars over phenomena which constitute complexity: more distinct
elements in the phonology; marking of morphosyntactic categories; morphological
irregularity; agreement. The Trudgill conjecture proposes that these phenomena are
challenging for adult second language learners and, accordingly, when adult acquisition
is a significant force in the speech community, these phenomena tend to decrease. In the
Insular and Continental North Germanic languages we can see this pattern played out:
Insular North Germanic languages have been spoken by isolated speech communities and
retain most of their complex features; Continental North Germanic languages have been
subject to intensive contact with Middle Low German and have undergone simplification.
If the Trudgill conjecture is correct, these linguistic and sociolinguistic
observations are causally linked: Continental North Germanic underwent simplification
because of contact with Middle Low German. This project will test this link by examining
six of the changes involved: the loss of 1.sg. verbal agreement; the rise of svarabhakti
vowels; the loss of /hv/ clusters; the loss of dental fricatives; the loss of lexical genitives;
and the loss of 1.pl. verbal agreement. In each case, if the proposal is correct, the change
should have spread from the social classes and the localities where contact took place.
This gives us an explicit hypothesis that can be tested against the medieval sources.
Chapter 2. will discuss the contact situation in medieval Scandinavia in more
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detail. Chapter 3. will introduce the sources and Chapter 4. the visualisation and
statistical techniques. Chapter 5. will discuss the problem of distinguishing between
language change and writing system change in these data. Chapters 6.-11. will each
present one of the different variables under consideration. Finally, Chapter 12. will
summarise the results and discuss their implications.
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2. Contact in medieval Scandinavia
2.1. Introduction
There is an extensive literature on North Germanic-Middle Low German (MLG) contact
and it is beyond the scope of this study to give a thorough account of everything said on
the subject. However, a partial review has two useful functions: it helps situate the
Trudgill conjecture in a general understanding of the effects of MLG influence; and it
illuminates socio-historical context needed to construct a reasonable account of new
findings.

2.2. The influence of Middle Low German on North Germanic
2.2.1. The big picture
Trudgill was not the first to place MLG contact at the centre of the history of North
Germanic. Indeed, it has been claimed that Continental North Germanic underwent a
‘typological restructuring’ (Braunmüller 2012:102) under MLG influence.
The most obvious effect of MLG influence is the number of German loanwords in
North Germanic; loanwords make up 17-27% of tokens in running text of the modern
languages, although basic vocabulary and functional items were not generally borrowed
(unlike in the case of Norse influence on Middle English) (Braunmüller 2012:103). It has
long been observed that MLG loans are more numerous in Swedish and Danish than
Norwegian (Seip 1934:24), suggesting that MLG influence on these languages was
greater; rates of MLG loans in Middle Scandinavian texts have even been used as a proxy
for MLG influence generally (e.g. Christensen (2012), Wistrand (2012)). MLG contact is
agreed to have played a major role in the (re)introduction of prefix verbs (both as lexical
items and as a derivational strategy), although Braunmüller & Höder (2012) argue that
Latin influence also played a part.
Of more interest in the current study is the effect on morphology. The fact that
widespread morphological simplification did not affect Insular North Germanic but did
affect Continental North Germanic—precisely those languages in contact with Low
German—was used to claim a causal relationship long before Trudgill’s synthesis (Jahr
1999a:122). Differences among Swedish and Norwegian dialects are also ascribed to
differences in rates of contact. Already in 1976, Haugen comments: “There can be little
doubt that contact with other languages, especially Middle Low German, […], was a
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triggering factor[…]. The farther a region was from the traffic with the Hansa, the less
deeply the old structure was affected.” (Haugen 1976:313). Arguing against this, some
scholars have pointed out that the changes in question (and sound changes which
enabled them) can be traced back to before extensive contact (Ringgaard 1986;
Braunmüller 2012:103); Jahr (1999a:122) argues that this is irrelevant because the effect
of contact was to accelerate simplification, not to initiate it. Enger (2011) cautions
against ignoring subtleties and smaller countervailing changes, but overall supports the
proposed strong relationship between MLG contact and inflectional simplification. A wide
variety of changes have been classified as instantiating morphological simplification due
to contact, including:
•

loss of verb-subject agreement in all and case in most Continental North Germanic
varieties (O’Neil 1978:266–268);

•

reduction from three to two genders in several varieties (Bull 1995; Enger 2011)
and further breakdown of gender distinctions in North Norwegian dialects (Bull
1995:25–27);

•

loss of gender in adjective declension in many varieties (Enger 2011:194–195);

•

regularisation of plural endings in Norwegian dialects resulting in a more
consistent relationship between gender and inflectional class (Enger 2011:189–
191);

•

loss of gender distinctions in definite plural markers in urban Norwegian dialects
(Enger 2011:191–192).
The literature on contact effects on syntax is smaller and more equivocal.

Braunmüller (1995:49) and Nesse (2002:167) caution against the suggestion that verbfinal orders in subordinate clauses in modern Continental North Germanic should be seen
as a result of MLG influence, since not only Middle North Germanic but also MLG itself
had more variation in these word orders than the modern languages. Braunmüller
(2012:104) argues that this freer word-order would have facilitated syntactic influence,
as L2 speakers would have been able to reproduce the syntactic patterns of their L1.
However, Zeevaert (2012) argues that MLG contact had little or no typological effect on
North Germanic syntax as the two were already similar.
Specifically writing about Norwegian, Nedkvitne (2012:32–35) argues that social
conditions were such that there was little opportunity for influence from MLG: the MLGspeaking community in Bergen was so little integrated that there was little contact; MLGspeaking communities elsewhere in Norway were too small. Nedkvitne suggests changes
others have put down to MLG influence should in fact be seen as resulting from Danish
and Swedish influence.
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2.2.2. Bergen
In addition to literature on the influence of MLG on Continental North Germanic
generally, much has been written on the influence of MLG on the Norwegian dialect of
Bergen. Bergen dialect is undoubtedly odd in the context of Norwegian dialects: it
combines typically East/North Norwegian features with expected West Norwegian
features, and also has some unique simplifications (Jahr 1999a:123–125; Perridon 2003;
Trudgill 2012:57; Nesse 2012a:75). These features have been put down to migration from
east or north Norway in the Late Middle Ages (Larsen & Stoltz 1912:247–249) but this
explanation is rejected by Jahr (1999a:124–125) because “there are no historical sources
documenting any substantial migration to Bergen from the Eastern and Northern
Norwegian dialect areas, nor is such a situation very likely”. More researchers put these
peculiarities down to the presence of the Hansa kontor in Bergen and specifically to
simplification through imperfect adult learning (Jahr 1999a:123–127; Nesse 2002:243–
245) (although some, like Perridon (2003) reject this on the basis that there are always
internal linguistic explanations available). Some features ascribed to this contact are:
•

loss of the feminine gender (Jahr 1995a:15; Perridon 2003:235);

•

weak verbs which elsewhere have a past in -a having a past in -et (Perridon
2003:235);

•

lack of tone;

•

the periphrastic sin-genitive (Perridon 2003:236);

•

definite personal names in -en (Perridon 2003:236);

•

the infinitive marker te;

•

monophthongisations (Jahr 1995a:15; Nesse 2002:166–167);

•

merger of sitte/sette ‘sit/set’, ligge/legge ‘lie/lay’ (Nesse 2012a:78);

•

lack of u-mutation on various nouns (Jahr 1995a:15);

•

lack of i-mutation on strong presents (Jahr 1995a:15; Perridon 2003:236);

•

loss of adjectival number agreement;

•

and unstressed vowel reduction (Jahr 1995a:15).

The first six of these deserve further comment.
The loss of the feminine is sometimes perceived as a Bokmål or Danish feature,
but actually appears to be an independent change in Bergen, as evidenced by the fact its
syntax differs in Bergen dialect compared with other varieties (Nesse 2002:160–161;
Nesse 2012a:76). This change had its roots in phonological and morphological changes
which affected nominal morphology generally, but Nesse (2002:231) argues that the fact
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that the result in Bergen was simplification to a two-gender system was due to MLG
contact. In the Scandinavian context, simplification to a two-gender system is a feature of
the dialects of Bergen, Stockholm, Copenhagen and some of North Norway as well
standard Bokmål, Danish and Swedish: the very varieties most subject to contact (Enger
2011). Seen in the larger context of Germanic varieties around the North Sea, Trudgill
(2012) argues that this is an areal feature of coastal varieties (English, some Danish,
northern Dutch, Frisian and some German) which diffused through North Sea trading
networks.
The development of weak pasts in -et involves the levelling of past tense and past
participle forms; the specific form is borrowed from the MLG or Danish past participle
(Jahr 1999a:127). Again, the two varieties of Norwegian with this feature (Bergen dialect
and radical Bokmål) are the two most characterised by contact (with MLG and with
Danish) (Nesse 2002:160–161; Nesse 2012a:77–78).
The loss of tone is not actually a feature of Bergen dialect itself but of a ring of
rural dialects around it. Jahr (1999a:135–136) proposes that this simplificatory change
took place in Bergen Norwegian due to MLG contact and that the new feature diffused
outwards, but that tone was later reintroduced into the town dialect by contact with
other urban dialects. This feature is also found in Northern Norwegian.
The periphrastic genitive with sin/sitt/sine is described as “the only feature from
the Bergen vernacular that has spread to most of Norway” (Nesse 2012a:78); the
replacement of a synthetic construction by an analytic one is clearly simplification,
although it should be noted that different analytic possessives arose in other Norwegian
dialects. It appears to be a partial calque of the MLG periphrastic possessive (Nesse
2012a:78–79). An account of its occurrence in early sources is given in Nesse (2002:170–
193).
Names can be marked as familiar in most Norwegian dialects with preposed
personal pronouns, but in Bergen dialect the definite article is used just as with common
nouns (Nesse 2002:233; Nesse 2012a:79–81). This is a levelling of definiteness marking
from one class of nouns to another, and thus can be seen as a simplification (Nesse
2002:238–241).
The infinitive marker te (as opposed to å) is the only feature here which cannot be
seen as a simplification. There was disagreement among earlier researchers about
whether this was an independent development or due to contact (Nesse 2002:194–195),
but Nesse argues convincingly that it was a calque from MLG (Nesse 2012a:81) (this
form is now becoming obsolete (Nesse 2002:195; Nesse 2012a:81)).
Thus we can clearly see, especially from the work of Nesse (2002), that the odd
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position of Bergen in Norwegian dialectology is due to the influence of MLG. However, no
work has investigated its role in the innovation and diffusion of the larger set of
simplificatory changes which affected most of Continental North Germanic, as opposed to
those which distinctively characterise Bergen.
It should be noted that Nesse argues that the characteristic Bergen features she
investigated (te infinitive marker, sin genitive, loss of the feminine, -et for weak -a verbs,
definite marker -en on names) were all relatively late: weak -et and loss of the feminine
perhaps in the 15th century; the other three not until considerably later. Nesse suggests
this was because contact in Bergen was long-term but not very intense, and that it took
time for structural effects to come about (Nesse 2002:243–245). We will return to this
point below.

2.3. The context of contact between Continental North Germanic
and Low German
In order to assess the effects of contact with MLG, including any additional findings this
work can contribute, we must gain an understanding of the nature of that contact. In
short: who spoke which languages to whom? Where and when? And why?

2.3.1. Sociolinguistic statuses of the languages
At the beginning of the period covered, Latin was the primary written language used for
official purposes throughout Scandinavia and the Hanseatic League; there was, however,
more of a tradition of vernacular writing in Norway than in Sweden, Denmark or the Low
Countries. MLG replaced Latin for record keeping in the Hanseatic League in the 1370s,
coinciding with its expansion as a lingua franca and prestige language around the Baltic
(Jahr 1999a:128; Braunmüller 2012:101). After the political union of Norway with
Sweden and Denmark (first with Sweden from 1319, then with Denmark from 1380, then
with both from 1397), written Swedish and Danish gained prestige. Nevertheless, Latin
proficiency remained high (Rambø 2012:46); Berg (in press) and Nesse (2002:165)
highlight examples of code-switching between written Danish-Norwegian and Latin at the
very end of the period covered.
The sociolinguistic statuses of the spoken languages are harder to discover from
written sources. Nevertheless, a broadly similar picture probably applied: Norwegian
declined in status but retained an association with the traditional power blocs of church
and state; Swedish and Danish were high-status varieties associated with the aristocracy
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and increasingly with church and state; Low German was a high status but foreign
variety associated with trade. Hall (2013:4, 25–26) argues that the church was another
important vector of Low German influence. Braunmüller (2012:101–102) and Jahr
(1999a:128) emphasise that there were no ’standard’ languages in a modern sense and
that in speech as in writing there was considerably more variation than today.

2.3.2. Periods of contact
Contact between MLG and Norwegian began with Norwegian merchants travelling to
Sweden and the Low Countries, but the main portion involved German merchants
travelling to Norway. German merchants from the new Baltic towns reached eastern
Norway first, with German ships arriving in Tønsberg as early as 1205 (Nedkvitne
2014:49–50). A special relationship between Rostock and Oslo/Tønsberg developed in the
early 14th century (Nedkvitne 2014:48); from 1378, Hansa officials were empowered to
function as a law court for Hansa merchants in the area and from at latest 1420 Rostock
was their court of appeal (Nedkvitne 2012:29–30). The Hansa period in this part of the
country is thus regarded as lasting from around 1250 until 1500 (Rambø 2012:47).
The beginning of the Hansa period in Bergen is difficult to define. Bergen was
already an important port trading with English and Low German merchants before the
Hanseatic League began to play a role. Nedkvitne (2014:50) suggests that German
merchants from the Baltic towns, particularly Lübeck, reached Bergen by 1247, whereas
Hammel-Kiesow (2015:33) suggests that trade between Lübeck and Bergen (import of
grain, flour and malt from Lübeck, export of North-Norwegian dried cod from Bergen)
was already established by 1240. Regardless, Wendish Hansa cities succeeded in ousting
English and Flemish merchants from the Norwegian market by latter half of the 13th
century (Hammel-Kiesow 2015:33) and Bergen became increasingly important to Hansa
merchants (Nesse 2012a:81–82). This gradually changed the nature of the German
presence in Bergen, from a small number of merchants integrated in the town in the 13th
century towards a larger and more separate group; this was accelerated by the Black
Death (Nesse 2002:82). The Hansa quarter was first described as such in 1358 (Nesse
2002:82) and was established as a kontor in 1366 (Nedkvitne 2012:22). The kontor
declined from the 17th century, disappearing by around 1750, although a substantial
number of German speakers remained until after 1800 and German was used in some
spheres until 1866 (Nesse 2002:82). The nature of the German presence changed again
in this final period, becoming more integrated (Nesse 2002:83). Accordingly, we can
define the Hansa period in Bergen as lasting from 1250 to 1650 (as Rambø 2012:47) or
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1750 (as Nesse 2002).
In Sweden and Denmark the period of contact with was similar, but the scale was
larger. An agreement between Birgir jarl and the city of Lübeck invited German
merchants to settle as Swedish citizens in 1250, a time at which cities like Stockholm
were growing rapidly due to German trade (Mähl 2012:113–114). German migration into
Sweden increased and probably peaked during the reign of Albrecht von Mecklenburg
(1364-1389) when many German nobility emigrated to Sweden and were favoured by the
king; at this point Swedish charters in MLG start to appear (Mähl 2012:114–116).
Note that contact between Continental Scandinavian and MLG also took place in
ecclesiastical contexts. This contact began and peaked earlier: the Scandinavian church
was part of the archdiocese of Hamburg-Bremen until 1104, and Norway gained its own
archbishop only in 1151 (Hall 2013:4).

2.3.3. Scale of contact
Having defined the relevant period, we must consider the scale of contact. In Norway,
there is general agreement that the German population in Bergen was far larger than in
Oslo and Tønsberg (Jahr 1999a:123; Rambø 2012:47) and some scholars have pointed
towards this difference as an explanation for peculiarities of Bergen dialect not shared by
Oslo and Tønsberg (e.g. Enger 2011:182–183).
Nevertheless, absolute population sizes are difficult to estimate in the medieval
period. Trudgill (2011:57) suggests that Bergen in the 1400s had a population of 7000 of
which 2000 were Germans (29%), rising to 4000/9000 in summer (44%). These figures
are cited from Rambø (2008) where they are cited from Nesse (2001). Nesse (2002:83–
84) (a reprint of Nesse (2001)) cites three historians: Helle (1982:489) estimates that the
population was around 7000 at the beginning of the 14th century, dropped with the Black
Death, then rose again to around 8500 by the end of the 16th; Fossen (1979:761)
concentrates on a later period, adding that the number of inhabitants surpassed 10,000
around 1700; Nedrebø (1990:37) suggests these figures are too low, estimating a
population as high as 15,000 by the early 17th century. Within this, Helle (1982:743, 762)
estimates between 900 and 1800 resident Germans in the 15th century, rising to a height
of around 2000, and doubling in summer. If we assume that the town’s population
dropped by 40% with the Black Death around 13508 and then grew steadily until the next
8

The Black Death had a greater impact in Norway than elsewhere in Scandinavia: studies of
land usage and written records suggest death rates over 40% in most of Norway and nowhere
less than 25%, compared with more variable rates in Sweden and Denmark and rates
consistently below 15% in Finland (Antonson 2009:624–625). A higher estimate is given by
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estimate in 1600, then the population of Bergen in the 1400s grew from around 5000 to
7000 (Helle) or from around 6000 to 11000 (Nedrebø). If we assume that the range
estimated by Helle for the number of Germans in the population in the 1400s covers the
entire century, we have 900/5000 (18%) Germans in 1400 rising to 2000/6800 (29%)
Germans by the end of the century. Assuming all of these figures are for winter and that
the Hansa population did indeed double in summer, we have 1800/8500 (31%) in 1400
rising to 4000/8800 (45%) in 1500 in summers. A slightly different estimation is given by
Nedkvitne (2012:22) of around 1000 merchants (including servants) when the kontor was
officially established in the late 14th century, doubling in the summers.
Nesse (2002:84–86) emphasises that the Hansa were not the only migrants in
Bergen. German craftspeople arrived in their wake and represented a significant
economic and power bloc of perhaps 200 permanent residents by the end of the Middle
Ages (Fossen 1979:66,68; Helle 1982:750). Conflicts between the Hansa and English and
Dutch merchants suggest that these latter groups were also a significant presence in the
town in the late 15th century (Nesse 2002:86). The town’s North Germanic-speaking
population was also included migrants: figures from the later period covered by Nesse
suggest that only around 35% of Scandinavian citizens in Bergen had been born in the
town, with the rest from Denmark, Sweden, North Norway and elsewhere in West
Norway (Nesse 2002:84–85). To this number should be added travellers from North
Norway who visited every summer to trade with the Hansa (Nesse 2002:85).
The Hansa were more populous in Denmark and Sweden. Mähl (2012:116–117)
suggests they represented 30-40% of the population of Stockholm from the very early
history of this city; the number was so great that a legal limit of 50% was placed on the
number of seats they could hold on the city council. Nedkvitne (2012:19) estimates about
a third of taxpayers in Stockholm at the end of the 15th century were Germans, but
suggests that the proportion of the whole population was lower. The same figure is given
by Trudgill (2011:57; citing Dahlbäck 1998) for Stockholm in 1460 and a higher figure of
between a third and half the population for Kalmar (Trudgill 2011:57; citing Blomkvist
1979).

2.3.4. Integration
Just as important as scale and chronology in our account is the level of integration of
Hansa merchants in Scandinavian towns. A key theme in the history of Bergen is how
Vahtola (2003:569) of a 60-65% death rate, resulting in desertion of 56% of named farms and
perhaps 61-62% of other holdings.
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little integrated the Germans were into Scandinavian life. This reflected conscious policy
by both local and Hanseatic authorities: Hansa merchants were not citizens and could not
take part in city administration; local courts could not deal with Hansa matters except
where there was a conflict between a merchant and a local; Hansa merchants were not
allowed to run companies with non-Hansa and had to have all their dealings in public
places; the Germans had their own churches; Hansa merchants were not allowed to
marry; no women were allowed to stay in Bryggen, the walled palisade where the Hansa
lived, and the Hansa themselves were not allowed to leave this area at night (Nesse
2012a:82; Burkhardt 2015:133–132,142,146). Nedkvitne (2014:33) summarises: “[t]here
is no evidence of extensive social contacts between the two ethnic groups in the period
1366-1559”. By contrast, Burkhardt (2015:132–133, 147, 151) emphasises that in spite of
these policies there was some integration with the local population, noting examples of
Hansa merchants having friendships with Norwegians, employing Norwegian women to
do their washing, and employing local prostitutes.
The situation was not identical at all times or places: Bergen was exceptional in
the degree to which the Hansa remained apart from town life (Jahr 1999a:123; Nedkvitne
2012:30,32). The Hansa in Oslo and Tønsberg had fewer privileges than those in Bergen;
merchants in Oslo and Tønsberg took families with them, rather than living in an entirely
adult male colony; they had no separate institutions like churches; and they were
scattered throughout the area, rather than living in a closed block (Rambø 2012:47–48;
Burkhardt 2015:159).
There was more integration earlier than later. In Bergen in the period 1247-1299
there was a positive policy of integration, in which migrants who stayed for more than a
year were treated legally like citizens; this was reversed over the period 1299-1380,
when it was made impossible for foreigners to become citizens. As the relative power of
local authorities and the League reversed in the 14th century, neither the Hansa
authorities nor individual merchants ever felt much incentive to align themselves with
locals and so never resumed integrated life (Nedkvitne 2012:30–32). The trend was the
same in the east. Merchants who chose to become citizens of Oslo or Tønsberg were
originally allowed to remain members of Hansa and use their privileges in towns like
Bruges and Flanders, but this policy was reversed around 1400 and such migrants were
instead expelled from the Hansa (Nedkvitne 2012:30); nevertheless, even after this point
some did choose local citizenship and were welcomed by the local authorities.
Overall, then, we find a range of situations: degree of integration lessened over
time and was always lower in Bergen than in the east. Degree of integration in Swedish
cities like Stockholm was probably more like that in Oslo and Tønsberg but the numbers
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were higher: German immigrants had local citizenship but formed a distinct class,
maintaining German language and culture for generations (Mähl 2012:117) (although
Jahr (1999a:122) disagrees, suggesting that Germans quickly integrated and became
Swedish).

2.3.5. Type of contact
The most important issue is the type of contact: who spoke which languages and how did
they learn them?

2.3.5.1. ‘Mixed languages’, ‘semi-communication’ and receptive bilingualism
In earlier literature we find the idea that an ‘interlanguage’, ‘mixed language’ or pidgin
developed. This is closely linked to the proposal that imperfect adult learning of North
Germanic languages by MLG speakers caused morphological change. Haugen (1976:314)
writes:
The average urban speaker in Bergen, Oslo, Copenhagen, Kalmar, Stockholm or
Visby […] was moderately bilingual, and he submitted to a mild creolization of his
language. Only so can we account for the massive adoption of replacements for
native terms […], the merger of inflections and the new analytic syntax.
Wessén (1954:27) suggests that German immigrants failed to correctly learn Swedish
inflections and features of their mixed language spread to native Swedish speakers. The
idea that a mixed language or pidgin ever arose is rejected by more recent scholars (Jahr
1999a:133–134; Elmevik & Jahr 2012:11–14) on the basis that there is simply no written
evidence for such a variety.
More popular in recent years is a cluster of proposals around the idea that
communication between MLG and North Germanic speakers was by means of receptive
bilingualism: that, broadly speaking, Scandinavians spoke their own languages, Germans
spoke theirs, and each understood but did not speak the other’s. This idea too has a long
history in the literature, having been suggested by Seip as early as 1934 (Seip 1934:2324,27-29; Seip 1993:128), and has been defended particularly by Braunmüller (1989;
1995; 2007; 2012). It builds on the proposed parallel with communication among
speakers of the modern Continental North Germanic languages, described as ‘semicommunication’. ‘Semi-communication’ describes poor passive bilingualism with some
short-term accommodation where languages are typologically similar and genetically
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related (Norde 1997:39–41; Braunmüller 2012:95). The suggestion is that, unlike their
modern counterparts, the medieval North Germanic languages were close enough to Low
German to allow this mode of communication and accordingly there was no need for
people ever to develop productive bilingualism.
This is reviewed by Nesse (2002:136–138) who concludes it is plausible but
emphasises that conditions were less conducive than in modern Scandinavia and so some
degree of long-term accommodation would be needed. She concludes that contact
between Middle Norwegian and MLG in Bergen was never intense: each group used their
own language and had little motivation to learn the other (Nesse 2002:148; Nesse
2012a:82). The receptive bilingualism hypothesis is also reviewed by Berg (2016) who is
more tentative in his support, suggesting (agreeing with Braunmüller (2007:34–38))
receptive bilingualism became less widespread later in the period and was always an
acquired skill requiring exposure to the other language. Berg also presents evidence that
the situation was asymmetric: more Norwegians understood MLG than vice versa, and
indeed some were active bilinguals (Berg 2016:207–208). Overall, he remains agnostic on
whether bilingualism was usually productive or receptive: “semi-communication was no
automatic process, as there are several written statements from the early sixteenth
century pointing to lack of understanding. It is also very hard to keep this phenomenon
apart from bilingualism in the written records. Irrespective of the exact nature the
language contact, the preserved texts show at least that Low German was read and
understood among Scandinavians.” (Berg forthcoming:91)
Rambø (2012:48) disagrees slightly, emphasising that some Norwegians in Bergen
would have used MLG, whilst suggesting that the situation was reversed in Oslo and
Tønsberg: better integrated Germans, including children, would have spoken Norwegian,
whilst Norwegians had little motive or opportunity to learn German even passively.

2.3.5.2. Evidence for receptive and productive bilingualism
If there was widespread receptive bilingualism we would expect to find evidence of
mutual comprehensibility: the languages should have been very similar; we might expect
to find direct accounts of speakers addressing one another in their own languages; we
would not find evidence of formalised language learning; we would not find translations
of texts or find interpreters mentioned; we would not find code-switching. By contrast, if
the languages were not mutually comprehensible, we would expect to find evidence for
active bilingualism: reports of communication difficulties; translations, interpreters and
formalised language-learning; code-switching.
A good comparison is the work of Townend (2002) on the mutual intelligibility of
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Old Norse and Old English. Townend adduces two major types of evidence: textual
allusions and the treatment of loanwords and placenames. Textual allusions can give us
accounts of linguistic practices, attitudes to languages and even direct evidence for
intelligibility. Loanwords and placenames can demonstrate whether speakers were
sufficiently familiar with the source language to translate elements of compounds and to
systematically substitute phonemes according to etymological correspondences. On the
basis of both types of evidence, Townend concludes that Old Norse and Old English were
mutually comprehensible in pre-conquest Britain and that the two languages co-existed in
societal (but typically not individual) bilingualism. Here, only textual evidence will be
used, but it would be interesting to see what light the latter type of evidence could throw
on the relative statuses of Middle Scandinavian and Middle Low German.
A certain body of negative and positive evidence has been collected which favours
the first scenario. We have no evidence for formalised language learning. Boys joining the
Hansa kontor in Novgorod had to spend the first half year living with a Russian family in
order to learn the language and we know of Russian phrasebooks produced by Hansa
merchants; there is no evidence of anything similar in Scandinavia (Jahr 1995a:20; Jahr
1999a:130; Burkhardt 2015:146). The languages were indeed also relatively similar, as
shown by linguistic analyses (Braunmüller 1995; Braunmüller 2012:103) and digital
parsers (Warter 1993). And at least in writing, it does seem that Norwegians and
Germans addressed one another in their own languages (Nesse 2012a:83). The generally
accepted view has been that there are no examples of code-switching between MLG and
Middle North Germanic languages (Norde 1997:37; Jahr 1999a:134–135; Nesse
2002:142–143) and Braunmüller (2012:96–97) goes further, saying that no evidence has
been found of translation either. Moberg (1989) concluded that Helmik van Nörden, a
town scribe in Stockholm between 1487 and 1511, was an active bilingual in Swedish and
Low German, but this is rejected by Jahr (1995a:21–22) as a misunderstanding of the
evidence. These observations seem to support the idea that these languages were
mutually comprehensible, meaning that there was no need for speakers to learn one
another’s languages productively. By contrast, a later example of code-switching between
Danish-Norwegian and High German has been reported (Jahr 1994:33; Jahr 1995b:144;
Norde 1997:38) which is taken to mean that the greater distance between North
Germanic and High German ruled out mutual comprehensibility.
However, recent reevaluations of and additions to the evidence begin to
undermine this picture. We know of at least three instances where Low German speakers
report difficulty understanding North Germanic languages: in a German history in 1493
(Berg 2016:196), a letter from Bergen in 1502 (Brattegard 1932:302; Jahr 1999a:130;
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Berg 2016:195) and a charter (DN XIII.587) written by German-speaking Danes from
Schleswig-Holstein in 1532 (Berg 2016:196). We know of two instances of Scandinavians
reporting that they understand Low German: Erik Valkendorf, exiled archbishop of
Trondheim, reports a conversation in Dutch in Amsterdam in 1522 (DN I.1059) (Berg
2016:197–198); and three citizens of Oslo emphasise repeatedly that they are able to
understand Dutch accountancy books in 1539 (DN II.1127) (Berg 2016:197). We also
have one report that Scandinavians did not understand German: it is reported in DN
X.578 in 1529 that Norwegian farmers are concerned at increasing foreign influence
since “vii fforstaa jnghen Tyske” [we understand no German] (Berg 2016:198).
Turning to the written sources themselves, we have at least one example of
officials in Oslo issuing an official document in MLG in 1445 (DN II.764) and another of a
German merchant issuing a receipt to a Norwegian in MLG in 1541 (DN XIII.666) (Berg
2016:205–206). There are translations from Danish-Norwegian into MLG in the mid-16th
century in Bergen (Nesse 2012a:84–85) and in Trondheim we have references to German
scribes, suggesting that written MLG competence was a distinct and desirable skill (Berg
2016:199–200); note also that in the letter from Bergen of 1502 mentioned above, in
which Hansa merchants complain of not being able to understand a Swedish letter, they
state that they will get it translated into German, implying that this was normal practice
(Berg 2013:186–187).
The one instance of code-switching reported in the earlier literature, between
High German and Danish-Norwegian, is rejected by Nesse (2002:143–145), who
demonstrates conclusively that this reflects a misunderstanding of the modern edition 9
and that there is no code-switching in the manuscript. However, when scholars have
moved beyond the high-status documents that are our main sources of evidence to look at
a more diverse range of document types, more examples of code-switching have come to
light. Berg (2016:201–203) shows clear examples of code-switching from DanishNorwegian into MLG and Latin in the account books of the archbishopric of Trondheim in
the 1530s. Nesse (2012a:87,89-90; 2012b) describes two additional later sources: the
‘neighbours’ books’ from Bryggen, local record-keeping books in German which show
more and more code-switching (or at least language choice variation) between High
German and Danish-Norwegian at the end of the Hansa period; and a text in German at
the end of the 16th century which quotes a poem in Norwegian in German orthography
(not strictly code-switching, but nevertheless demonstrating bilingualism).
9

The edition dates to the first half of the 19th century. It appears that its editor switched freely
between directly transcribing the German text and summarising passages in DanishNorwegian: Jahr (1994:33) mistook this as code-switching in the original text, an
interpretation that was then cited by other scholars.
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To this evidence we might add a fictional account. Hall (2013) discusses
descriptions in the Icelandic Þiðreks saga af Bern of Jón flæmingi, a Flemish clergyman in
the employ of the archbishop of Trondheim in the late 13th century. The narrative notes
that Jón was initially less useful to the archbishop than he might have been because he
didn’t speak Norwegian and other people (whether other clergy or parishioners is
unclear) didn’t understand the languages he spoke (Hall 2013:6–9)10. Later on, the text
notes another character’s amusement at how little progress Jón makes in Norwegian
while putting in so much effort, his poor Norwegian is suggested as a potential stumbling
block to his delivering sermons, and an example of his MLG-influenced Norwegian is
given, apparently for comic effect (Hall 2013:9–13). This narrative thus clearly relies on
the assumptions that mutual comprehension is neither automatic nor even common, that
a MLG speaker must put in particular effort to learn to speak Norwegian, and that, in an
ecclesiatical context at least, it would be visiting German clergy who learned Norwegian
and not their colleagues or parishioners who learned MLG.
Hall (2013:9) also mentions two examples from narrative texts involving Saxons.
In chapter 4 of Grœnlendinga saga, a character named Tyrkir suðrmaðr exclaims in
surprise in German before having to repeat himself in Norse to be understood 11. In
Kristni saga, a character from Saxony is described as not understanding Norse 12. More
examples are listed in McDougall (1987). Hall acknowledges that these descriptions of
Saxons speaking with Icelanders might be deemed too distant in time or space to be
relevant to Hanseatic Scandinavia; nevertheless, it seems in line with the general picture
we are building of the degree of mutual comprehensibility between North and West
Germanic in this period.
Finally, we should mention the most famous example of metalinguistic comment in
Middle Norwegian, although it is not immediately clear how its evidence should be
counted. DN I.961, a charter from Skien written in 1489, recounts evidence from a case
in which Arne Tolleifson mocked Liduord Aslakson for saying a toast in German (“got
synth jw”), going on to say:
10 hann kunni ekki norrænu at tala, ok skildi alþýðan ekki máls hans því at hann talaði allt á
latínu, fransisku eðr flæmsku [he couldn’t speak Norse and the populace didn’t understand his
speech because he spoke entirely in Latin, French or Flemish] (Hall 2013:6–7)
11 Hann talaði þá fyrst lengi á þýzku ok skaut marga vega augunum ok gretti sik. En þeir skilðu
eigi, hvat er hann sagði. Hann mælti þá á norrænu… [He then spoke first at length in German
and his eyes shot in many directions and he frowned. But they did not understand what he
said. He then spoke in Norse…] (Sveinsson & Þórðarson 1935)
12 undirstóð þá eigi norrœnu [he didn’t understand Norse] (Steingrímsson, Halldórsson & Foote
2003:6)
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DN I.961, 6th of May 1489
laath oss tala vorth fader moll och moder
moll myth verdæ ey framare en thaw
haffuæ varet myth kwnnæ ikkæ vid thet
malet myth kabbretta keptænæ. skraffuum
ikke sa ath myth skraffuum ikke fra oss
halsbeinet.

Let us speak our father’s language and
mother’s language[:] we are no greater
than they were[.] We cannot understand
that language[,] we of whey-jaws. Let’s not
chatter so that we don’t chatter our
neckbones off.

Extract 1: Arne Tolleifson’s comments from DN I.961

This argument escalates with the result that Liduord stabs Arne with a pole-axe and then
with a knife, killing him.
This source has been mentioned many times in literature and has not always been
analysed in a helpful light; Jahr (1999b) jokingly describes Arne as a “martyr […] [who]
died in the struggle against Low German influence on Nordic languages” 13. Nevertheless,
it can give us some helpful information about the sociolinguistic situation. Opsahl
(2013:84–86) argues that Liduord was probably a local (given his name) who had been a
mercenary on the continent (as evidenced by his carrying a pole-axe, a typical weapon for
a foot-soldier of the time) where he could have learned Low German. His use of Low
German offends Arne perhaps because it was associated with the merchant classes and
not with ‘normal’ Norwegians. Opsahl suggests that we should read Arne’s reaction and
choice of words as an indication that MLG proficiency was something new that a previous
generation did not understand.

2.3.6. Conclusions on contact with MLG
I would conclude the evidence that receptive bilingualism was the main means of
communication between Scandinavians and Hansa has been overstated. By contrast, the
picture drawn by recent scholars such as Berg, Nesse and Hall is that understanding
between German and Norwegian speakers was by no means automatic or assumed. There
is good evidence of Scandinavians from higher social classes understanding Low German.
However, there is no reason to see this as evidence for automatic passive competence
due to typological similarity rather than active competence acquired because MLG was a
prestige variety. The lack of code-switching in most of the written sources is unsurprising
considering the nature of those sources: formal, high-status documents with legal force.
The fact that such documents are monolingual is not evidence that their authors were
monolingual. And indeed, when we turn to lower status documents and to metalinguistic
13 “Arne falt, og huskes som martyr for norsk språk. Han døde i kamp mot nedertysk påvirkning
på nordisk språk.” (Jahr 1999b:153)
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comments, we do see clear evidence for productively bilingual Scandinavians. The fact
that there is good reason to think that the lower classes, particularly the rural classes,
did not understand Low German, fits this picture well.
There is less evidence for bilingualism among the Hansa themselves: our only
direct metalinguistic comments concern MLG speakers who did not understand North
Germanic. However, this again may be an accidental result of source types and the
relative status of the languages. MLG was the professional language of the Hanseatic
League and we should not wonder that it was the operating written language of Hansa
merchants in Scandinavia. The North Germanic languages were not high status
languages: Hansa maintained its position not by ingratiating itself with local authorities
but by maintaining the economic and military upper hand; there was a concerted policy
of non-integration in Norwegian cities by the League; accordingly, we should not expect
Norwegian proficiency to have been an achievement worth writing home about.
Nevertheless, the Hansa did operate effectively in Bergen, where their main clients were
rural North Norwegians who spent only a few weeks per year in the town. From the
arguments made above we cannot assume these North Norwegians were proficient in
MLG. Thus Hansa merchants must have had at least some Norwegian proficiency to deal
with them.
If we expand our lens beyond the Bergen kontor, the argument is clearer still.
Germans in Olso and Tønsberg (primarily Hansa merchants) and the non-Hansa in Bergen
were more dispersed and integrated into Norwegian society, even though a significant
proportion were not permanent migrants. Clearly, if we do not accept that MLG and
Middle Norwegian were automatically mutually comprehensible, we must instead assume
that these Germans learned some Norwegian. The same should also be said of the
German scribes mentioned in Trondheim in the 1530s.
The idea that contact with MLG—and specifically imperfect adult L2-speakers—
played a major role in the morphological changes which utterly altered the character of
Continental North Germanic in the medieval period is already mainstream in the literature.
There is some tension between this and the prevailing view that the main means of
communication was passive bilingualism: how could imperfect learning of North Germanic
languages by German speakers have had an impact if German speakers never learned
North Germanic languages? Nesse (2002:139) acknowledges this problem and suggests
that long-term accommodation by Norwegians in Bergen to facilitate passive bilingualism
could instead be the explanation; Perridon (2003:237) rejects this solution. However, if the
argument put forward here is accepted, that medieval Scandinavia was a rather more
normal contact situation involving productive acquisition, this problem is eliminated.
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2.4. Other contact
MLG was not the only source of contact for Norwegian during the medieval period. Four
other types of contact have already been touched on, but should be reiterated separately.
Firstly, Latin competence was common: all members of the clergy as well as many
secular officials and scribes had their education in Latin. As Berg (2016; forthcoming)
shows, code-switching between productively composed Latin and Danish-Norwegian can
be found in lower status texts, suggesting an active productive competence in the
language was common. It is difficult to assess the relevance of this contact. It was
probably more concentrated in larger towns with cathedrals (Oslo, Bergen, Stavanger,
Trondheim and Hamar), but nevertheless compared with other types of contact was very
evenly distributed. There were Latin-educated clergy everywhere, not only in Norway but
throughout medieval Europe (including Iceland and the Faroes), yet there were no native
speakers. Thus it is not obvious that this contact has any explanatory power when
considering changes which affected different European varieties.
Secondly, dialect contact with Swedish and Danish was a major influence in the
history of Norwegian. As mentioned above, Norway came under common rule with
Sweden and Denmark from the 14th century, and the state began to place Swedish and
Danish (and German) officials into ecclesiastical and secular offices from the 1370s
onwards (a Dane was first appointed bishop of Bergen in 1370) (Nesse 2002:85;
Nedkvitne 2012:32–35). Written Swedish and Danish were prestige varieties, so much so
that Danish entirely replaced Norwegian as the written medium for several centuries.
There was also substantial contact between the spoken languages, as the aristocracies of
the three countries were largely the same. This contact thus took place in three settings:
in the upper classes, especially among those in state offices; in commercial contexts,
particular through Danish merchants; and through the dialect continuum with Swedish
dialects along the Swedish border, particularly in Østfold. The first two of these, like the
contact with MLG, were probably focused on larger towns, but the first was not limited to
the trading towns of Bergen, Oslo and Tønsberg.
Thirdly, dialect contact among Norwegian dialects cannot be discounted as an
important factor in language change in this period. The Norwegian population seems to
have had a high degree of geographical mobility in the medieval period. The higher social
classes went on religious pilgrimages abroad from the early years of Christian
Scandinavia. This practice extended to the lower social classes, even including peasants:
places of pilgrimage emerged in northern Germany in the fourteenth century and internal
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places of pilgrimage were frequented by visitors of the lowest social strata from very
early (Orrman 2003:458). The economic stability and wealth contributed by Hansa trade
drove economic specialisation, with the result that technological developments spread
very quickly (Nedkvitne 2012:19). All clergy had to travel to centres of ecclesiastical
education such as monasteries and cathedrals for training (Orrman 2003:461) and
remained formal members of cathedrals: to highlight the scale of this travel, consider
that parish priests as far north as Trondenes parish in modern Harstad municipality
would have had to travel to the cathedral in Trondheim for their education, a journey of
917km on modern roads. The Black Death in the mid-14th century caused a drastic
depopulation (see above) and at least Bergen was largely repopulated by migration
(Dahlbäck 2003:616). Perhaps most importantly, the Hansa trade in Bergen entailed a
huge amount of movement between Bergen and North Norway. Fisheries in North
Norway produced dried cod which was transported between the North and Bergen every
year by the ‘Norderfahrer’. These northern travellers often financed their journeys with
loans from the Hansa merchants to whom they sold the stockfish, and transported grain
back to North Norway. This became so large a part of the economy that farming was
abandoned in large parts of North Norway, which relied entirely on imported grain
(Burkhardt 2015:143–144). Thus we can assume that Norwegian dialect contact was
significant everywhere, but particularly so in Bergen, North Norway, and the cathedral
cities.
Finally, we must consider contact with Sámi. Sámi settlement may have reached
as far south as Valdres in the late Viking and early medieval eras (Bull 2010:176).
Certainly it included all of Trøndelag, Jämtland and Härjedalen, and everywhere north of
there. Many features in Norwegian and Swedish have been associated with Finno-Ugric
contact; in the period under consideration here, Kusmenko (2008) proposes that
consonant lengthening, vowel assimilations and the rise of complex prepositions in
northern Norwegian and Swedish dialects should be ascribed to Sámi contact; these
arguments are reiterated by Bull (2011:16–19), who suggests that Sámi, Finnish and
Swedish-Norwegian constitute a Sprachbund (2011:24). Particularly relevant for this
work, a large-scale language shift from South Sámi to Norwegian happened in the
southernmost parts of the Sámi area in the medieval period. Writing about the present,
Bull (1995; 2011:19–23) highlights phonological and morphological simplifications in
North Norwegian dialects related to ongoing language shift from Sámi to Norwegian.
Sámi contact is harder to work with as medieval written sources offer us little evidence
for it compared with the wealth of evidence we have for MLG contact. Nevertheless, it
must be borne in mind as a relevant factor.
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2.5. A note on Jämtland
Jämtland (Norwegian Jemtland/Jamtaland) was an independent republic which came
under Norwegian rule in 1223 (Njåstad 2003:152; Slungård 2015:9). In terms of
governance it remained peculiar: it was formally part of Norway but retained much
autonomy and its own internal governing practices (Njåstad 2003:149); ecclesiastically, it
was part of the archdiocese of Uppsala (Njåstad 2003:152). Thus at the beginning of our
period, Jämtland fell at the overlap between the Norwegian and Swedish spheres of
influence. Over time, it gradually turned towards Sweden. From 1340, charters from
Jämtland show influence from the Old Swedish written standard, and Swedish influence
is detectable in the legal procedures described (Larsson 2012:50). Swedish influence,
both ecclesiastical and political, increased again at the beginning of the 15th century
(Njåstad 2003:150). From the end of the 15th century, the bishop in Uppsala exerted
closer control over the clergy in Jämtland and Swedish political influence continued to
grow after the end of the Kalmar Union (Slungård 2015:9; Njåstad 2003:150).
As a result, the interpretation of linguistic evidence from Jämtland is difficult. The
Swedish ecclesiastical connection means that charters from Jämtland show far more
influence from the Swedish written standard than those from elsewhere in Norway, but
for the same reasons this was also a region where contact between spoken Norwegian
and Swedish was at its most intense. Thus when a change happened earlier in Swedish
than Norwegian and earlier in Jämtland than the rest of Norway, it is unclear whether
this indicates that Jämtland was the point of contact through which the change diffused
into Norway or whether we are seeing the influence of written Swedish on documentary
language.

2.6. Summary
Our picture of the contact situation in medieval Norway is as follows. Contact with MLG,
ME and Dutch began in the 13th century and was focused on the trading towns of
Bergen, Oslo and Tønsberg. The nature and intensity of this contact changed over time:
in the early years it was infrequent and more diverse; as Hansa power waxed, contact
with MLG became central. Geographical differentiation also changed over time: in the
early years, MLG speakers were integrated into the Norwegian population; later, Bergen,
the largest centre of contact, differentiated itself by having a population of MLG speakers
who were less integrated and presumably had consequently lower levels of Norwegian
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proficiency.
Contact with Swedish and Danish increased in importance over time; this contact
must be seen as an additional, indirect means by which MLG influence reached
Norwegian, as the intensity of contact with Hansa was greater in Sweden and more so in
Denmark. This contact took place along the border with Sweden, but also in urban
centres throughout Norway, especially in the upper classes. Contact among Norwegian
dialects was a constant due to the high geographical mobility of medieval Scandinavians.
Contact between West Norwegian and North Norwegian dialects was especially great due
to economic links between these regions; this contact was centred on Bergen. Contact
with Sámi took place throughout the period; this was greatest in North Norway, but also
occurred in Trøndelag, Jämtland and Härjedalen, and perhaps as far south as parts of
Oppland, particularly in earlier periods.
This picture should be borne in mind as a background to the investigations which
constitute the main part of this thesis. The next chapter will introduce the source
material for these investigations: the Diplomatarium Norvegicum.
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3. The nature and preparation of the dataset
3.1. Introduction
This chapter will introduce the medieval Norwegian sources to be used. In order to test
hypotheses about the chronological, social and geographical distributions of changes, we
must select sources covering a large period of time, a range of social groups and
localities, and categorise these sources by these metadata. Firstly, the sources will be
introduced (3.2); the approach to tagging social information will then be discussed (3.4)
before examining the approach to tagging geographical information (3.5).

3.2. The Diplomatarium Norvegicum
All of the material used in this project comes from the Diplomatarium Norvegicum
(Langer & Unger 1847–1861; Unger & Huitfeldt-Kaas 1863–1900; Huitfeldt-Kaas 1901–
1903; Huitfeldt-Kaas et al. 1902–1919; Huitfeldt-Kaas et al. 1910–1915; Magerøy 1970–
1976; Næshagen 1990–1995), a major source of Old Norwegian and almost the only
source of Middle Norwegian. The DN consists of 22 volumes of transcribed medieval
documents: the original texts are dated between 991 (DN XIX.1) and 1727 (DN XIV.567),
but the majority date from the 13th-15th centuries. The documents are ‘charters’, legal
letters primarily concerned with land ownership, associated with Norway. They number
more than 18,000, although only 13,152 contain Nordic-language text (most of the
remainder are in Latin or Middle Low German, with a few in Dutch, High German,
French and English). The corpus these charters comprise is invaluable for diachronic
studies because, unusually among medieval documents, the majority of charters include
explicit information about provenance. The texts specify date and place of issue as well as
the names of signatories (Mørck 1999:264–266). Such information is key for research into
relationships between linguistic structures and external factors.
Nevertheless, the heterogeneity of the corpus in terms of origin, form and
transmission does present some problems. Mørck (1980:12) argues that only charters
that can be localised to Norway, are in letter form, are written in a Nordic language and
are originals rather than copies should be used for historical linguistic research. A
significant problem is presented by their formulaic nature: a great part of most charters
consists of fixed formulae (Mørck 1999:264). Change in drafting practices can create
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changes in the frequency of linguistic variants14. More generally, formulae may exert a
conservative influence on language; some researchers (e.g. Mørck (1980:71–72) and
Farstad (1991:17)) exclude data associated with particular formulae to minimise this
effect, whereas others argue against using charters in linguistic studies at all on this
basis (e.g. Indrebø (1951:257)). This last seems extreme. There is much linguistic
variation in the charters and it seems only reasonable to assume that some of it reflected
variation in spoken language, rendering it worthy of linguistic study. Through
examination of datasets and concordances it should be possible to identify and account
for the effects of formulae.
An additional issue with using the DN for linguistic study is that of abbreviation.
Old and Middle Norwegian writing made heavy use of both phonological and lexicallyspecific abbreviations. All but volumes XXI and XXII of the modern editions of the DN
expand these abbreviations silently, leaving no indication of which forms are present in
the originals and which are the result of editorial intervention. This presents a problem
when examining phonological and orthographic variables, and, to a lesser extent,
morphological variables. In principle, editors expanded abbreviated forms by comparison
with unabbreviated forms of the same word in the same text. This practice would have
the effect of lowering intratextual variation without affecting intertextual variation.
However, there is no way to be fully confident that all editors followed this practice, and
in short texts such exemplars would often be lacking anyway. The issue of abbreviations
is dealt with more fully in 3.3.
The text of the DN was typed up for Dokumentasjonsprojektet, a governmentfunded project at the Universities of Oslo, Bergen, Trondheim and Tromsø to digitise
material concerning Norwegian language and history (Dokumentasjonsprosjektet 1997a;
Dokumentasjonsprosjektet 1997b). This digital edition is in a format resembling XML, but
with various differences; importantly, most tags are not matched with end tags. For this
project, an TEI XML compliant (TEI Consortium 2007) version was made for use with
Xaira corpus search software (Burnard 2010).
At this stage, additional metatextual information was added. Indication of
language(s) was added to the 6443 charters which lacked it. Texts were excluded on
some of the same grounds as Mørck (1980:12):
•

if they were not in a Nordic language;

•

if they were copies;

•

if they were (suspected) forgeries, including those on a list provided by

14 For example, Mørck (1980:77–78) finds that passive verbs fall in frequency in the DN over the
course of the Middle Norwegian period, but that this is due to a drop in use of a particular
eschatocol formula.
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Riksarkivet in Oslo which were identified as forgeries after their publication in the
DN.
This means that some texts excluded by Mørck were included here:
•

texts from outside the period 1350-1524;

•

texts from volumes XXI and XXII;

•

texts not in charter form (typically lists of goods);

•

texts localised outside Norway.

After these exclusions, the corpus comprised 10,683 documents.

3.3. Abbreviations
Two sources allowed investigation into the problem of abbreviations. Volumes XXI and
XXII of the DN (Magerøy 1970–1976; Næshagen 1990–1995) do indicate abbreviations,
writing the expanded text in italics. Two other books containing transcribed charter
material (Hødnebø 1960; Hødnebø 1966) contain independent transcriptions of many of
the same documents as those in the DN and, similarly, indicate abbreviations. The forms
of five words (four negative adverbs and a negative pronoun/adjective) were examined in
the DN. All instances of these words were identified and the subset in volumes XXI and
XXII or which were also printed elsewhere were examined to determine the proportion
which were abbreviated. The results are given in Table 1.

Lemma Total Of which checkable %

Of which abbreviated %

eigi

765

1

1.32

ei

3223 407

12.63 1

0.25

ekki

6570 1182

17.99 0

0.00

20.39 13

8.84

14.05 212

35.45

aldre(g)i 721

76

147

engi(nn) 4257 598

9.93

Table 1: Abbreviation in negatives in the DN

These figures demonstrate that abbreviations need not represent an
insurmountable hurdle to using charter data for linguistic research. The availability of
phonological abbreviations is the major factor in determining frequency of abbreviation:
many forms of engi(nn) end with a nasal consonant and so can be abbreviated with a
nasal bar, explaining why this word is abbreviated so often. Such phonological
abbreviations do not present a large problem, as it is possible to quantify what
distinctions they collapse: in this case, the difference between final <n> and <m>. By
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contrast, ekki, the form for which the largest dataset was available, was never
abbreviated, presumably due to the difficulty of fitting an abbreviation mark adjacent to
the ascender of the second <k>. However, lexical item is clearly also a factor in
frequency of abbreviation. Note that there is an abbreviation for final <i> which can be
applied to eigi, ei and aldre(g)i, yet there is a significant difference in the rates of
abbreviation between these words15.
By following this method it should be possible both to identify the possible error
introduced by the silent expansion of abbreviations in the case of each variable.

3.4. Social categorisation of the Diplomatarium Norvegicum
3.4.1. Introduction
In order to investigate the roles of different social groups in language changes in
medieval Norway, it was necessary to define social categories and group texts
accordingly. This process is part of any variationist sociolinguistic research. However,
particular problems are faced in historical sociolinguistics. The societies studied and
their social categories are inevitably less well understood for historical than modern
societies. Accordingly, social categorisation schemes are inevitably less sophisticated.
Furthermore, the evidence is more limited: we are limited by what information people
wrote down and what texts happen to survive.
There is every reason to assume that both of these filters were semi-systematic
regarding social class: information privileged enough to be written down
disproportionately concerned the prestigious, powerful or wealthy; document survival
must be determined by the long-term stability and wealth needed to care for delicate
objects, as well as by the lasting relevance of contents, itself influenced by the lasting
wealth and power of the parties involved.
Nevertheless, we have no choice but use what information we can glean from the
documents themselves about the writers and their social groups. This information must
form the basis of any social categorisation we apply to the linguistic data.

15 Yates’ χ²=30.853, d.f.=2, Yates’ p=2×10-7.
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3.4.2. Previous work on social class in the Diplomatarium Norvegicum
Several earlier researchers have classified charters by the social status of signatories.
Many signatories have a title indicating rank or profession, such as prestr ‘priest’,
hǫfuðsmaðr ‘chief’, etc. These can be sorted into social groups to create a classificatory
scheme. Charters can then be classified by the social group of their first signatory or
highest ranked signatory. Various scholars have examined charters from one such group:
for example, Hægstad (1902:3–4) examines only charters signed by royalty, sorting them
additionally by the name of clerks involved in writing them, and Grøtvedt (1939; 1949)
examines only lawyers’ charters. Others compare the language of a variety of groups.
Hødnebø (1960:14) suggests distinguishing at least five groups16 but argues that it is
more practical to make distinctions concerning content (a practice carried out by
Tønnessen (1995:13–14)). Schimmelpfennig (1985:19–20) distinguishes four groups:
magistrates, peasants and those without titles; the clergy; lawyers; and other important
secular officials. Farstad (1991:8–10) distinguishes five groups: bishops, canons and
provosts; priests; lawyers; magistrates and lensmenn; untitled individuals (assumed to be
peasants and chiefs). Mørck (1980:16–17; 1999:272–274) distinguishes eight groups:
royalty, higher clergy, lower clergy, higher officials, lower officials, lawyers, citizens and
peasants (containing untitled individuals and magistrates (Mørck, personal
communication)). Farstad and Schimmelpfennig’s studies are based on too little data to
expect statistically significant findings, although Farstad does identify one linguistic
variable (the orthography of the u-umlaut product of /a/) for which two social groups
(bishops, canons and provosts vs. untitled individuals) are significant factors (1991:19–
20, 81). Mørck, by contrast, identifies significant effects of social group for several
variables:
•

Higher social groups use the verb blífa ‘drown; remain; become’ borrowed from
MLG blîven earlier and more frequently than lower social groups; where this verb
is found in peasants’ charters, there are often reasons to assume influence of
higher social groups (Mørck 1980:85–87); its use in analytic passives occurs
earlier and more frequently in higher social groups (Mørck 1980:110–111; Mørck
1999:277–278).

•

Higher social groups use a greater frequency of passives (Mørck 1999:275–276).

•

Higher social groups use a greater proportion of morphological s-passives as
opposed to analytic passives (Mørck 1980:111–112; Mørck 1999:276–277).

•

Lower social groups use more verb-initial constructions (which were declining in
Middle Norwegian) (Mørck 1999:278–279).

16 Charters of kings, princes, bishops and archbishops, lawyers, and private individuals.
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•

Non-accusative objects become nominative under passivisation earlier in the
language of the higher than the lower social groups (Mørck 1980:140).
There are issues with grouping the charters by their signatories. Signatories of

various higher social classes are known sometimes to have delegated the writing of
charters to scribes. Priests, the group believed to have written their own letters most
often, were sometimes employed to write on behalf of others. These observations cast
such doubt on the relationship between signatories and the language of charters that the
whole enterprise of sorting the charters by signatory may be rejected (Pettersen 1975:66;
Tønnessen 1995:12–13). However, recent scholarship has emphasised the unusually high
rates of literacy and importance of literate culture in medieval Norway (Berg 2014) and
illuminated the growth of literacy throughout the medieval period and the diversity of
literate people in the country (Hagland 2012). Furthermore, assuming that even where a
scribe transcribed the text it is likely to have been dictated by a signatory, and taking into
account the large size of the datasets involved, it should still be possible to identify
associations between social groups and linguistic features in the charters (Mørck
1999:271–272).
A more straightforward practical problem is presented by the fact that many
individual charters have more than one signatory. In these instances, other scholars
(Mørck 1980:17; Mørck 1999:272; Schimmelpfennig 1985:19; Farstad 1991:8–10) have
classified them only by the title of the first signatory, on the basis that the first signatory
is typically the highest ranking (Grøtvedt 1949:9–10) and can be assumed to have had the
greatest influence over composition. This practice has been followed here.

3.4.3. Tagging the texts for social class
3.4.3.1. Initial approach
As Mørck’s eight-term system (1980:16–17; 1999:272–274) had shown the best previous
results, it was chosen for this study. However, departing from Mørck’s approach, it was
determined that magistrates (lǫgrettismenn) should be treated separately from untitled
individuals. Where no signatory could be identified, the charter was marked as
uncategorisable. This gave the following categories:
1. royalty
2. higher clergy
3. higher officials and nobles
4. lower clergy
5. lower officials
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6. lawyers
7. citizens
8. magistrates
9. untitled individuals
10. uncategorisable
All of the original, Nordic-language texts in the corpus were tagged for the titles of the
first signatory and these were categorised into these groups.

3.4.3.2. Problems
This process was not entirely straightforward. It was designed for prototypical Old
Norwegian charters; the introductory formulae from such a charter are reproduced as
Extract 2.

DN I.163, 8th of May 1321
Ollum monnum þæim sem þetta bref sea
eða hœyra, sænda Ogmundr prestr a
Þrondarnese ok Jwar loghmaðr a
Haloghalande, Q. G. ok sina, yðr se kunnikt.
at…

To all those people who see or hear this
charter, Ǫgmundr priest in Þrondarnes and
Ívarr lawyer in Halogaland send g[od’s]
g[reetings] and their own, be it known to
you that…

Extract 2: Example prototypical protocol

Here, signatories are listed in the protocol in order of social significance and each
signatory’s name is accompanied by their title. This makes it easy to identify the titles of
the first signatory, in this case prestr. It also makes it reasonable to assume that where
the first signatory’s name is given without titles this is because they have no titles,
making charters signed by untitled individuals (Mørck’s bondebrev category) a
meaningful class.
However, many later charters deviate from prototypical charter form. Some have
an identifiable, formulaic protocol but deviate in other elements of composition. Some,
which should perhaps be referred to simply as ‘letters’ rather than charters, lack any of
the formulaic compositional features of charters, crucially including the protocol:
typically they are signed at the end, and often with just a first name rather than full name
and titles. The introductory and closing formulae of such a charter is given as Extract 3.
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DN VII.596, 17th of December 1524
Mind ydmig velwillig tienesthe ethers
nades høgwerdighed nw oc altid tilffornn.
Verdigste fader met gwd nadige herre. […]
Datum po Krogen tamperløwerdagen for
iwl anno domini mdxxiiij. Ethers nades
velwillig tienere Vincenssz Lunge

My humble, well-disposed service to your
grace’s high honour now and always of old.
Most worthy father with merciful lord god.
[…]
Published in Krogen on the Ember
Saturday before Yule AD 1524. Your grace’s
well-disposed servant Vincenz Lunge.

Extract 3: Example non-charter form protocol and eschatocol

Although the document does begin and end with set formulae, the signatory’s name is not
accompanied by any titles. From this document alone there would be no way of knowing
that Vincenz Lunge is a noble with a string of titles: doctor, riddari, hǫfuðsmaðr, af vápn,
and stattholder. Thus, where documents deviated from prototypical charter form making
it impossible to be confident that the signatory’s titles would be given in the protocol,
other documents mentioning the individual by name were identified by searching the
editorial notes and the individual’s titles identified from these occurrences. 137
individuals were identified in this way, many of them the first signatory on many charters
(for example, Vincenz Lunge was the first signatory of 87 documents). This methodology
contrasts with that used by Mørck (1980) who made reference only to the text of each
individual charter when categorising them by the rank of the first signatory (personal
communication); thus even where the categorisation of titles into groups in this study
matches that of Mørck, the exact categorisations of individual documents can be
expected to vary slightly.
This process revealed a more complex array of titles than summarised in Mørck’s
classificatory scheme. Mørck mentioned 23 titles explicitly, reproduced in Table 2.
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Group

Titles listed

Old Norse forms of titles

Kongebrev “royal charters”

konge ‘king’, dronning
‘queen’, prins ‘prince’

konungr, dróttning, prins

Brev fra høgere geistlige
“charters from higher clergy”

erkebisp ‘archbishop’, bisp
‘bishop’, abbed ‘abbot’,
abbedisse ‘abbess’

erkibiskup, biskup, abbati,
abbadís

Brev fra lågere geistlige
“charters from lower clergy”

alle andre geistlige “all other
clergy”

Brev fra høgere embetsmenn
“charters from higher
officials”

riksråd ‘state councillor’,
drottsete ‘seneschal’, fehirde
‘royal treasurer’, sysselmann
‘district governer’,
høvedsmann ‘captain’ ,
kansler ‘chancellor’,
visekansler ‘vicechancellor’,
adelige som ikke har embete
“nobles who have no office”

ríkis ráð, dróttsetti, féhirðir,
syslumaðr, hǫfuðsmaðr,
kanzeler, visekanzeler

Brev fra lågere embetsmenn
fogd ‘bailiff, rural tax
“charters from lower officials” collector’, underfogd ‘underbailiff’, lensmann ‘sherrif’,
ombudsmann ‘bailiff’

foguti, undirfoguti, lénsmaðr,
umboðsmaðr

Lagmannsbrev “lawyers’
charters”

lǫgmaðr

Borgerbrev “citizens’
charters”

borgermester ‘mayor’,
rådmann ‘councillor’, borger
‘citizen’, oldermann ‘guild
master’

Bondebrev “peasants’
charters”

alle brev som ikke er med i
noen av de andre gruppene
“all charters which are not
included in any of the other
groups”

borgarmeistari, ráðmaðr,
borgari, aldarmaðr

Table 2: Social classificatory scheme from Mørck (1980:17)

Yet the fully annotated data at the end of the tagging process in this study comprised 220
titles. As far as possible, these were categorised into the nine groups (the eight from
Mørck’s classificatory scheme plus magistrates) according to Mørck’s descriptions, but
many titles were hard to classify confidently. It was often unclear whether a title
constituted evidence that the signatory was a member of the nobility or not. The
borderlines drawn between certain groups were hard to motivate: which titles were
classified with lower officials and which ignored and classified with peasants; which titles
were classified with higher officials and which with lower. As a result, many titles were
placed in an indeterminate ‘problem category’ at this stage in order to avoid making
entirely arbitrary decisions about groupings.
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3.4.3.3. Statistical approach
In order to test the coherence and relevance of these groupings of titles as social groups
in the dataset, a series of logistic generalised linear regression models (GLMs) were
calculated for one change which took place in late written Middle Norwegian, postvocalic
stop lenition. This change is presented more fully in chapter 4; in short, it involves Old
Norwegian /p t k/ coming to be written <b d g> when following a vowel. It was chosen
because it probably does not reflect a change in the spoken language but instead was a
purely orthographic phenomenon, reflecting the shift to Danish as the written medium in
Norway. This shift took place as a result of Danish rule and the installation of Danish
officials in the Norwegian church and government. Accordingly, it is reasonable to
assume a priori that it descended from the highest social strata towards the general
populace. Thus the distribution of this change in different groups of charters should be a
good reflection of social groups: the earlier this change appears in the writings of a
group, the higher up the social spectrum that group probably was. This contrasts with
any instance of spoken language change, which could begin, in principle, in any class.
Instead of treating the full range of titles as different values of a single factor,
each title was treated as a separate, binary factor, valued TRUE if the first signatory bore
that title and FALSE if not. Only titles with at least ten occurrences were included, a total
of 78 titles. It would be impossible to calculate a model with all of these titles as separate
factors as they are highly correlated. Accordingly, 78 separate models were calculated,
each including just one title as a factor and ignoring the presence or absence of others
(other factors included were the year of publication, county of localisation and whether at
least one signatory was female). The dependent variable was the lenition of the stop
(TRUE if the stop was voiced, FALSE if voiceless) and models were fitted with the
function lrm from the R package rms. The coefficients for the title included in each of the
different models were then compared.
If the groupings of titles developed on the basis of Mørck (1980; 1999) were
basically coherent, it was predicted that their factor coefficients should be ordered in a
social hierarchy: titles from the highest social groups, who are assumed to have shifted to
Danish first, should have the highest coefficients and the titles of the lowest social groups
should have the lowest coefficients; titles belonging to a given grouping should appear
clustered together with similar coefficients. Assuming this was borne out, it would then
be possible to use the results to determine the correct grouping for titles in the problem
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category17. The results are shown in Table 3. For those models in which the title factor
was statistically significant, rows are colour-coded by proposed social group; rows for
titles which were not found to have a statistically significant effect are left white.

17 It might seem reasonable to base the social groupings of titles entirely on this kind of
evidence. This approach was not followed for two reasons. Firstly, to the extent that other
changes pattern socially like this one, the social results identified on the basis of groupings
produced by this method would be circular. Secondly, it seems important that the social groups
investigated should be based in an external reality in order to extrapolate from linguistic
results to social conclusions. An entirely abstract procedure for defining social groups would
result in groups which could have only post hoc relationships to social reality.
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Title

Social group

kirkjuprestr ‘church
priest’

lågere geistlige

15

-2.14

0.01

dómsmaðr ‘lay judge’

problem_category

17

-1.91

0

kórsbróðir ‘chorister’

lågere geistlige

294

-1.34

0.01

erkidjákn ‘archdeacon’

lågere geistlige

20

-1.16

0.04

(untitled)

bønder

3215

-0.84

0

prestr ‘priest’

lågere geistlige

697

-0.76

1.50E-005

lǫgrettismaðr
‘magistrate’

lagrettemenn

1582

-0.76

4.44E-016

biskup ‘bishop’

høgere geistlige

418

0.53

0

af/á vápn ‘of arms’

høgere embetsmenn

288

0.86

8.61E-007

umboðsmaðr
‘representative’

lågere embetsmenn

95

1

0

útvald konungr ‘elected
king’

køngelige

227

1.03

4.25E-005

konungr ‘king’

køngelige

675

1.13

9.23E-014

hertogi ‘duke’

høgere embetsmenn

428

1.18

4.72E-011

borgari ‘citizen’

borgere

31

1.22

0.05

befallingsmaðr ‘officer’

problem_category

68

1.24

0

foguti ‘bailiff’

lågere embetsmenn

171

1.26

1.41E-007

kanzeler ‘chancellor’

høgere embetsmenn

132

1.33

0

palantsgreifi ‘count’

høgere embetsmenn

249

1.41

2.40E-009

almúgi ‘populace’

bønder

31

1.41

0.01

marskal ‘marshal’

høgere embetsmenn

24

1.44

0.02

ríkins hofmastari
‘representative of the
realm’

høgere embetsmenn

50

1.48

0.04

riddari ‘knight’

høgere embetsmenn

524

1.48

0

velborinn/velbyrðugr
‘well-born’

problem_category

167

1.54

1.05E-005

arfing ‘heir’

køngelige

42

1.61

0.01

ríkis ráð ‘councillor of
the realm’

høgere embetsmenn

79

1.7

0

hǫfuðsmaðr ‘captain’

høgere embetsmenn

497

1.75

0

herra ‘lord’

høgere embetsmenn

248

1.78

1.66E-010

embættismaðr ‘official’

lågere embetsmenn

81

1.79

0

frú ‘lady’

høgere embetsmenn

63

1.84

8.84E-005

dróttning ‘queen’

køngelige

25

2.41

0

stattholder ‘governor’

høgere embetsmenn

86

2.65

0
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Count Coefficient

p

Title

Social group

wife of riddara

høgere embetsmenn

33

2.66

0.01

doctor

lågere geistlige

90

2.67

0

wife of herra

høgere embetsmenn

48

2.73

9.11E-006

(no signatory)

problem_category

69

0.18

0.61

(unclear signatory)

problem_category

49

-0.2

0.67

abbadís ‘abbess’

høgere_geistlige

17

0.1

0.89

abbati ‘abbot’

høgere_geistlige

60

0.77

0.14

admiral

høgere_embetsmenn

26

7.75

0.71

bóndi ‘farmer’

bønder

47

0.01

0.99

borgarmeistari ‘mayor’

borgere

149

0.37

0.23

bróðir ‘brother’

lågere_geistlige

24

-0.79

0.24

bygðarmaðr
‘countryman’

bønder

18

-1.54

0.07

djákn ‘deacon’

lågere_geistlige

24

-0.32

0.58

electus

problem_category

15

-0.16

0.79

erkibiskup ‘archbishop’

høgere_geistlige

197

0.36

0.11

erkiprestr ‘archpriest’

lågere_geistlige

32

-1.25

0.11

12

1.93

0.08

104

-0.02

0.96

16

-6.18

0.78

24

0.83

0.44

féhirðir ‘royal treasurer’ høgere_embetsmenn
heiðrligr maðr
‘honourable person’

problem_category

i umboð ‘representing’

bønder

kammersveinn ‘chamber
problem_category
boy’

Count Coefficient

p

kanunkr ‘canon’

lågere_geistlige

102

-0.36

0.17

kapalein ‘chaplain’

lågere_geistlige

14

-0.47

0.53

kapituli ‘of the chapter’

lågere_geistlige

13

-1.11

0.17

kapitulum kórsbróðir
lågere_geistlige
‘chorister at the chapter’

11

-6.11

0.84

kirkjuherra ‘church
priest’

lågere_geistlige

15

-0.37

0.57

kjøkemester ‘cook’

problem_category

11

0.68

0.53

konungs man ‘king’s
man’

problem_category

104

-0.02

0.96

lénsmaðr ‘sheriff’

lågere_embetsmenn

134

-0.01

0.98

lǫgmaðr ‘lawyer’

lagmenn

625

-0.28

0.06

meistari ‘master’

problem_category

126

0.57

0.09

myntmeistari ‘mint
master’

problem_category

13

7.97

0.78
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Title

Social group

Count Coefficient

p

nobilis norvegus ‘noble
of Norway’

problem_category

11

0.68

0.53

officialis biskups
‘bishop’s official’

lågere_geistlige

29

-1.81

0.12

prior

lågere_geistlige

11

-2.05

0.07

procurator

lågere_geistlige

39

0.66

0.3

prófastr ‘provost’

lågere_geistlige

198

0.13

0.55

ráðsmaðr ‘councillor’

borgere

133

-0.28

0.33

rentumeistari ‘rent
master’

problem_category

12

7.13

0.81

secreter ‘secretary’

problem_category

129

0.29

0.37

síra ‘reverend, sir’

lågere_geistlige

51

-0.5

0.63

skrifari ‘scribe’

problem_category

37

-0.24

0.58

sóknarprestr ‘parish
priest’

lågere_geistlige

103

-0.18

0.49

superintendent

problem_category

12

-0.44

0.59

syslumaðr ‘district
governor’

høgere_embetsmenn

36

-7.36

0.77

útvald biskup ‘elected
bishop’

høgere_geistlige

13

7.52

0.81

vicarius ‘vicar’

lågere_geistlige

28

-0.98

0.44

þjónostumaðr konungs
‘king’s servant’

problem_category

26

0.56

0.5

Table 3: Factor coefficients for the presence of individual titles from models of stop lenition

A number of observations should be made. The ordering of titles is broadly—but
by no means perfectly—in line with the hypotheses: titles classified as lower clergy all
have lower coefficients than the one significant title classified as higher clergy; the lower
clergy, magistrates and untitled individuals all have relatively low coefficients; titles
classified as higher officials and nobles all have relatively high coefficients; the one title
in the citizens category is in the middle of the range. These results allow us to move three
titles from the problem category into specific categories:
•

dómsmaðr ‘lay judge’, with a lower coefficient than any of the titles associated
with official positions, should be classified with lǫgrettismaðr in the magistrates
category;

•

befallingsmaðr ‘officer’, with a lower coefficient than most titles in the higher
officials category, should be placed in the lower officials category;

•
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velborinn/velbyrðugr ‘well-born’ (not strictly a title but a descriptor) should be

placed in the higher officials and nobles category (i.e. the presence of this
descriptor is sufficient to regard an individual as a noble).
If we look also at titles which had coefficients approaching significance in their
models (0.1 > p > 0.05), we see further relatively consistent findings. The titles
bygðarmaðr ‘countryman’ and prior, classified with ‘untitled individuals’ and with ‘lower
clergy’ respectively, both have negative coefficients, fitting an understanding of these as
indicating low social standing. The title lǫgmaðr ‘lawyer’, with a coefficient of -0.28,
favours the change more than the lower clergy, magistrates or untitled individuals, but
less than any other group, confirming an image of this as a middle-class occupation.
Other orderings in the table are less closely in line with the hypotheses and
deserve comment. Firstly, note that titles in the royal category (útvald konungr ‘elected
king’, konungr ‘king’, arfing (ríkisins) ‘heir (of the realm)’, dróttning ‘queen’) do not
pattern as a coherent group. This issue is complicated further by the aristocratic titles
(palants)greifi ‘count’ and hertogi ‘duke’, which, though not strictly speaking royal titles,
are associated only (in the case of (palants)greifi) or almost only (in the case of hertogi)
with kings in this dataset and so would be expected to pattern with royal titles. Instead,
what we see is that útvald konungr, konungr and hertogi pattern as a group whilst
(palants)greifi, arfing and dróttning do not. Two explanations can be suggested.
Firstly, the composition of the royal group differs from all other social groups: it
reflects a small number of individuals all contributing a large number of documents, in
contrast to all other groups which reflect a large number of individuals each contributing
few documents. Accordingly, idiosyncratic behaviour of particular individuals within this
group can absolutely be expected to affect results. For example, if we compare king
Gustav I of Sweden (whose DN charters range from the 18th of March 1525 to the 30th
of November 1552) to king Christian III of Denmark (whose charters have a similar date
range, from the 10th of October 1523 to the 12th of November 1558), we see that Gustav
is associated only with the titles konungr/rex and útvald konungr/electus in regem
whereas Christian is associated with arfing, herra, hertogi/dux, konungr/rex,
(palants)greifi/comes, and útvald konungr/electus in regem. 47.94% of tokens in Gustav’s
charters show lenition, compared with 88.80% of those in Christian’s. Such differences
could clearly explain different patterning for the titles arfing, hertogi/dux and
(palants)greifi/comes.
A second potential explanation is that many royal charters do not give the
individual’s full range of titles. Compare the introductory formulae from such a charter,
reproduced as Extract 4, with the introductory formulae from another charter by the
same signatory in Extract 5.
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DN XXII.448, 20th of January 1544
Christiann mett Gudtz naade Dannmarkis
Norgis wenndis oc gottis koning et cetera.
Wor synnerlige gunst tiilfornn.

Christian with god’s grace king of
Denmark, Wends and Gots, et cetera.
Our particular favour of old.

Extract 4: Example of abbreviated royal titles

DN XII.620, 6th of December 1547
Wij Christian mett guds naade Danmarcks
Norigis Wendis oc Gottis Konning Hertugh
wtj Sleszuig Holsten Stormaren oc
Dytmerscken Greffue wtj Oldenborig och
Delmenhorsth, Giøre alle wittherligtt mett
thette wortt opne breff att …

We, Christian, with god’s grace king of
Denmark, Wends and Gots, duke of
Schleswig, Holstein, Oldenburg and
Dithmarschen, count of Oldenburg and
Delmenhorst, make known to all with this
our open charter that ...

Extract 5: Example of unabbreviated royal titles

In Extract 4 most of the king’s titles are abbreviated under ‘et cetera’. This practice was
usual with documents personally addressed to a specific individual whilst public charters
usually give the signatory’s titles in full. As a result, differences in the patterning of
different titles in this social group may represent genre differences between these two
text types.
A second point on which the results deviate from predictions is the odd position of
the term almúgi, with a much higher coefficient than (untitled), the other term in the
bønder/untitled individuals category. As in the case of velborinn/velbyrðugr this is not
strictly speaking a title but a noun meaning ‘populace’ or ‘commoner’; consider the
example of an introductory formula using this term in Extract 6.

DN II.651, 1st of July 1419
Helsom meer yder naduger herre oc
nadugh frw, aller almuger sæm bygger oc
boor j Tunsbærgx leene kærliga mæder
gudhi oc vaare audmiukre þienesto
kungiørande ydre nadh vm …

We greet your merciful lordship and
merciful lady, all commoners who live and
dwell in Tønsberg len dearly with god and
our humble service, making known to your
grace concerning …

Extract 6: Example of the title almúgi

Again, the explanation may relate to genre differences. Almúgi is generally found in the
protocols of charters from the ‘general populace’ of a region petitioning secular or
ecclesiastical officials. By contrast, untitled individuals are found as signatories to a wide
variety of types of charters, probably most commonly charters recording private property
transactions. Thus the position of almúgi may reflect a property of the genre of charter it
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is usually associated with.
An alternative explanation is that the interpretation of protocols such as that of
DN II.651 as indicating that the signatories were untitled individuals is incorrect, or that
the notion of ‘signatories’ as individuals who were responsible for the language of such
texts is simply unhelpful. We do not know exactly who would have been responsible for
drafting documents of this type; it is perfectly possible the local almúgi included lawyers,
jurors, clergy or officials, and that some of these were responsible for drafting these
public letters18. Accordingly, for the remainder of this study, charters are only placed in
the bønder category if their signatorie(s) are named; the result is that all those charters
with the title almúgi would be placed in the problem category along with the terms (no
signatory) and (unclear signtory).
A third point on which the results are out of line with predictions is the placement
of the terms embættismaðr and doctor, which were categorised with lower officials and
lower clergy respectively but are among the titles with the highest factor coefficients. In
both cases, these titles occur only late (embættismaðr occurs as a first signatory title
only five times before 1520; doctor only twice) when stop lenition is at a late stage. More
significantly, both are associated with a tiny number of individuals: 11 for embættismaðr
and just two for doctor. Accordingly, the results for these two terms simply cannot be
taken as especially meaningful; they only inform us about the language of a small number
of individuals all of whom also have other titles.
If the data are broken down by the place of articulation of the stop undergoing
lenition (that is, if lenitions of /p t k/ are treated as three different changes instead of
grouped as a single change), some slightly different results emerge. These will not be
treated in detail here, except to note that they provide evidence that the titles secreter
and meistari should be treated with higher officials and nobles.
Taking into account these modifications, the figures below show the distribution of
documents into social classes: Figure 1 shows the number of documents by social class
and decade; Figure 2 shows the proportion of documents by social class and decade 19. As
can be seen, there are three major periods from which rich data is available: the period
18 It could be objected that by the same logic strictly speaking we almost never know who was
responsible for drafting and writing particular documents (the only exception being the small
set of royal charters which explicitly name a scribe). Especially with documents signed by
individuals of the lower classes, it is always possible that more educated individuals such as
local clergymen helped to write or even draft these documents (as is assumed by scholars such
as Klevmark (1983:3)). This objection has some force, especially for the lowest social group
distinguished, the untitled individuals (bønder), and is dealt with in more detail under 3.4.3.4.
19 Note that these figures tally relatively well with Hagland’s (2012:73,76-77) estimations.
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1300–1380, during which time a majority of documents are signed by untitled individuals;
the period 1380–1510, during which time magistrates appear as a major group of
signatories with proportionately fewer documents signed by untitled individuals and
towards the end of which documents from the higher social classes increasingly
dominate; and the period 1520–1530, when the volume of documents increases radically,
almost entirely due to increases in the number of documents signed by the higher social
classes20. Through all these periods, the lower clergy are a major group. In the earliest
period (1210–1300) when the evidence is much scarcer, the extant documents
disproportionately represent the higher social classes.
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untitled individuals
magistrates
citizens
lawyers
lower officials
lower clergy
higher officials and nobles
higher clergy
royalty
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1200 1220 1240 1260 1280 1300 1320 1340 1360 1380 1400 1420 1440 1460 1480 1500 1520 1540 1560

Figure 1: Number of documents by social class and decade

20 The increase in the volume of data in the 16th century is an accident of preservation: it
reflects the huge number of documents in the Munich Collection, comprising the archives of
King Christian II and Archbishop Olav Engelbrektsson, political refugees in the Low Countries
in the early 16th century (Berg forthcoming:89–90).
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Figure 2: Proportion of documents by social class and decade
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3.4.3.4. The untitled individuals category
The lowest social class identified by Mørck (1980; 1999) is bønder, ’peasants’, a catch-all
category including “all letters which are not included in any of the other groups” 21. The
assumption implicit in the name is that its signatories are a coherent social group: that
signatories who give no title when signing a document are those who have no title which
they could give, and represent the lowest social class. Yet there are reasons to doubt this.
Firstly, we find sets of charters seemingly signed by the same individuals (that is
with matching names, time periods and localisation, and sometimes even referring to the
same events) who in some charters give titles and others do not. Indeed, there seem to be
genres of text, particularly wills in earlier periods and non-charter documents later, in
which signatories usually do not give titles. More often than not, we have no more
information to go on than a single document concerning a given signatory. It is
impractical to go through all charters in which the first signatory is not given titles and
investigate whether there is evidence concerning the same individual elsewhere.
Nevertheless, this suggests that individuals without titles might represent a mixed group:
those who truly had no titles alongside those who, for whatever reason, happened not to
cite their titles in a particular document.
Secondly, as will be seen later, this group does not typically pattern as the lowest
social group as regards ongoing changes. Where the social groups are consistently
ordered such that the higher groups exhibit a change earlier and the lower groups do not
exhibit it until later, this group is often near the overall average, rather than exhibiting
the change latest of all. This patterning strongly suggests a mixed, catch-all group
containing individuals of various classes rather than a coherent social category of
‘peasants’.
This impression is confirmed by the role of the magistrates category. As we saw in
Figure 2, documents signed by magistrates first appear in the latter half of the 14th
century and are common throughout the 15th. Interestingly, the number of documents
signed by untitled individuals tends downwards as the number of documents signed by
magistrates increases. This suggests that magistrates in the 15th century might have
been untitled had they appeared in documents in the 14th, a conjecture which basically
fits the evidence: magistrates are lay witnesses to property transactions and trials who
hold no official office, a common role in 14th century charters filled by untitled
individuals. This implies that a larger proportion of the ‘untitled individuals’ really are
lower class individuals (who have no lay or ecclesiastical office nor any noble titles) in the
14th century documents than in the 15th century documents. This too is borne out by the
21 “alle brev som ikke er med i noen av de andre gruppene”
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evidence: the rise of svarabhakti vowels is the earliest change examined here for which
there is a sufficient volume of evidence to distinguish different social groups, and this
change is the one in which untitled individuals most appears to pattern as a lower social
group (see Chapter 7).
An alternative explanation for the odd status of this group concerns literacy.
Writing was taught in ecclesiastical, legal, governmental and mercantile contexts.
Accordingly, the class least likely to be literate was the lowest social class. For this
reason, we might conjecture that documents ostensibly signed only by such individuals
would be the least likely to really represent the language of their signatories. Instead,
their language might reflect whoever was employed to draft them: local clergy,
peripatetic scribes and lawyers, or local officials. This conjecture again leads us to expect
documents by the lowest social class not to pattern as a group but instead approach the
population mean for any given phenomenon, reflecting their heterogeneity.
For all these reasons, this social group is referred to neutrally as ‘untitled
individuals’ rather than translating Mørck’s category of ‘bønder’ directly. It is helpful to
remember it is not an entirely consistent entity. In the latter part of the corpus, it should
not be regarded as a coherent social group at all but a random selection of individuals of
various social groups who happen not to give their titles in specific documents. In the
earlier part, it is a mixed group, consisting partly of this random sample and partly of the
lowest social orders who truly had no title. We should remain most sceptical of the
relationship between writing and the speech of signatories for this group of documents.

3.4.4. Tagging the texts for other social categories
Two other pieces of information concerning signatories by which charters can be grouped
are ethnicity and gender.
Social and philosophical research is producing an increasingly nuanced
understanding of the phenomenon of gender. In light of a modern understanding, a
conception of gender and sex as unequivocally binary, essentially linked and immutable
categories associated with predictable features and passively constructed alike by all
members of society is deeply outdated. It is clear, for example, that most biological,
neurological and psychological traits which are believed to be gendered are at best only
weakly associated with sex with largely overlapping distributions (Hyde 2005; Hyde
2006). Improvements in understanding of gender and sex make more sophisticated
research design possible: categories can be developed organically from those constructed
by informants or subjects rather than imposed by researchers; gender non-conforming
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and trans subjects can be included in research alongside cis subjects; intersex informants
or subjects can be included alongside binary sex subjects. However, such improvements
are difficult to apply to macro-scale quantitative research interested in abstract social
categories and extremely difficult to apply to historical research. Medieval Christian
societies had deeply binarist and essentialist notions of sex and gender; the form of the
evidence removes still more nuance from the picture. It would be anachronistic to impose
a more complex conception of gender on the data than is actually present in the
evidence. Accordingly, the best practice possible when dealing with gender in this type of
research is simply to remain conscious of the nature and limitations of the evidence for
the categories posited.
With these caveats in mind, tagging signatories for gender is a much easier task
than tagging for social class. Names in Middle Norwegian generally take the form of a
given name followed by a patronymic (or occasionally matronymic). These patronymics
consist of the genitive of the parent’s name followed by sonr ‘son’ or dóttir ‘daughter’.
Thus for names in this form, we can simply categorise signatories on the basis of whether
they are a ‘son’ or a ‘daughter’. Three other forms of names are common: a title followed
by a given name; a given name followed by a placename; and a given name followed by a
nickname. The first type is associated with ecclesiastical titles; accordingly, gender is
easy to tag, as most ecclesiastical offices were reserved for men in medieval Scandinavia
and the few exceptions had gendered forms. Names without patronymic but with
nickname or placename element seem to be restricted to men.
The set of documents whose first signatory was a woman was too small to treat
separately in many cases. Accordingly, all documents were also tagged according to
whether at least one signatory was a woman. Figure 3 shows the result of this tagging:
for most periods, fewer than 5% of documents have a female signatory and fewer than
2% have a female first signatory; there is a slight increase over the course of the 15th
century.
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Figure 3: Proportion of documents with female signatories by decade

The other piece of information that can sometimes be gleaned from signatory
names is ethnicity: some signatories have distinctively German or English names. As
language contact and L2 speakers are central to this work, it would be invaluable to be
able to distinguish writings by L2 speakers. Accordingly, all documents were tagged for
the names of their first signatory and all names were classified according to their
etymology: Nordic, German, Biblical, Latinate and other/unclassifiable. Documents could
then be placed into these categories or into a ‘mixed’ category, where the first signatory’s
multiple names were of different classes.
In total, 1821 different names were identified. The distribution of these names
into classes is given in Table 4.

Class

Types Tokens

first

603

10684

male patronymic

460

7357

family name

33

816

placename element 535

754

nickname

521

103

female patronymic 82

234

profession name

8

5

Table 4: Name classes, types and tokens
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On examining the distribution of etymological categories of names more closely, it
became clear that it would not be possible to use them to distinguish ethnicity. The only
two categories of names of any size which could carry information about ethnicity,
German and Nordic, were so unevenly distributed as to be highly uninformative:
documents signed by individuals with Nordic names represent 49.98% of all documents
whereas documents signed by individuals with German names represent just 4.60%, or
498 documents. More worringly, it was clear that many of the identifiable historical
individuals in these 498 documents were native Norwegian or Danish speakers: this
group included nobles such as Hartvig Krummedige and kings such as Frederick I.
Although the fact that they had German names did reflect the fact that their families
descended from German nobility, they were typically second or third generation
immigrants brought up in Denmark. It would obviously be wrong to classify them as
‘second language speakers’. Many signatories with German names are not known
historical figures, but are often clergy or local officials. This contrasts with the expected
role of MLG speakers in medieval Norway as merchants.
Accordingly, name etymology cannot be treated as meaningful evidence for
ethnicity or first language. However, it provides some additional, indirect evidence for
social class. Figure 6 shows the breakdown of documents by name etymology and social
class: the lower social classes (magistrates, untitled individuals, lawyers) were more
likely to have Nordic names; the clergy and royalty were more likely to have Biblical or
Latinate names; higher officials and nobles, royalty and citizens were more likely to have
mixed names; and royalty and higher officials and nobles were more likely to have
German names. From Figure 4 and Figure 5 we can also use names as evidence for
broader socio-historical trends: we can see the proportion of purely Nordic names
gradually falling over time, suggesting a growing cosmopolitanism and greater
connectedness with the outside world as a result of foreign rule.
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magistrates
untitled individuals

3.5. Geographical tagging of the Diplomatarium Norvegcium
3.5.1. Existing localisations
Each text in the DN is accompanied by editorial indication of its place of origin; this
information was encoded as a separate field in the digital version. These indications of
localisations vary in two ways: their degree of normalisation or modernisation; and how
they relate to the texts.
Many editorial localisations are only slightly adapted from placenames in the
texts. For example, DN XI.204 is localised as “Hirtathveit”, reflecting <Hyrthatwetom> in
the text itself (the modern Norwegian form is Hørtvet). Here, we see that the editors
have made only slight changes to the form of the name: guessing (incorrectly) that the
<y> in the text represents /i/; normalising <-twet-> to -thveit (representing the element
-þveit); normalising the first <th> to <t>; and removing the case ending.
At the other end of the spectrum, we sometimes find that the placename given by
the editors is a modern form quite distant from that found in the text. For example, DN
IV.2 is localised as “Bergen” reflecting textual <Biorguin>.
Sometimes, differences between the modern placename and the form given by the
editors reflect changes between 19th-century norms of written Riksmål Norwegian,
which was closer to Danish, and modern Norwegian. For example, DN II.748 is labelled
“Hvalbein” reflecting textual <Hvalbeinom>. The modern form is Kvalbein, but this
sound change would not usually have been represented in 19th-century written
Norwegian. Accordingly, we cannot tell whether the form given by the editors is the
‘modernised’ form of the time or a simple transcription of the form in the text.
There is no absolute rule determining which forms are modernised or normalised
by modern editors and which are not. Generally speaking, larger, well-known modern
places are more likely to be modernised. It seems likely these differences basically reflect
the information available to editors: where they recognised placenames, they gave these
in their modern form to aid readers identify them; where they did not, they reproduced
the forms in the texts with varying degrees of faithfulness. This is also reflected in the
amount of detail given. For some texts, a placename is followed by a bracketed larger
placename to help disambiguation. An example is “Nes (Kvindhered)” for DN XI.111
reflecting modernday Nes in Kvinnherad kommune. These are often taken directly from
the texts: in this case <Nes j Kuinherad>. There is a tendency to add this extra
information for common placenames (like Nes), although the practice is by no means
consistent: there are 21 charters whose editorial localisation is just “Nes”, in spite of the
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fact that there are more than 80 localities called Nes in Norway (even excluding those
which were called Nes in the medieval period but have changed today or the more than
300 placenames beginning with Nes-).
The second inconsistency in editorial localisations regards where in the texts the
information was taken from. There are four main sources of localisation information used
by the editors of the DN:
1. indication in the eschatocol of where the charter was issued, typically in the
formula þetta bréf er gjǫrt var í “this charter which was made in [placename]”;
2. indication at the beginning of the body of where the legal meeting described took
place, in one of various formulae such as vér várum í [placename] á [date] ságum
ok heyrðum “we were in [placename] on [date], saw and heard”;
3. placenames associated with individual signatories, of which we find two types:
◦ we find preposition+placename phrases acting as surnames, typically for
untitled individuals who are not given any other names in the same text—these
placenames are usually individual estates or farms, presumably the property of
the signatories;
◦ and we find preposition+placename phrases following certain titles such as
(sóknar)préstr “(parish) priest”, biskup “bishop”, lǫgmaðr “lawyer” and
syslumaðr “sheriff”—these placenames indicate the jurisdiction or domain of
the offices;
4. placenames in the content of the charter itself, such as the land sold or the
settings of events reported in witness depositions.
These four appear to have been used in that order of preference: the editorial note
most typically localises the text to its place of issue; where this is not given, it falls back
on the location of the meeting; and so on. If the localisation is uncertain, typically
meaning that only the third or fourth of these types is available, it is inconsistently given
in square brackets. Where the charter cannot be localised by its text, it is marked “uten
sted” (“without place”) or similar (this is sometimes done even if there are some
placenames mentioned in the body of the text). Approximately 330 original charters in a
Nordic language are marked as unlocalisable in this way.

3.5.2. Localisation for this project
This editorial localisations were clearly insufficient for our purposes, where specific co-
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ordinates were needed for use with geographic information system (GIS) applications. A
combination of online services were used to identify and record latitudes and longitudes
of known places: in particular, Norgeskart (Kartverket) was used to identify locations
within modern Norway, kartor.eniro.se (Eniro/Krak/Geodatastyrelsen) to identify locations
within Sweden, and Google Maps API (Google 2014) to convert degrees, minutes and
seconds into decimal co-ordinates and to store and display co-ordinates. With these tools,
a large number of documents could be localised to the major cities of medieval Norway
purely on the basis of the editorial localisation: Oslo (1128 charters), Bergen (529),
Stavanger (199) and Trondheim/Nidaros (150).
For most charters, however, the more substantial problem was to identify the
modern place(s) corresponding to the medieval placename(s). As the majority of
placenames mentioned in the DN refer to individual farms, the main resource used to
guide this process was Rygh’s (1897-1936) encyclopedia of medieval Norwegian farm
names. As one of Rygh’s aims was to list every known farm in medieval Norway (with
modern name and proposed etymology), its major source is the DN and it makes frequent
reference to the DN. It is another of the works digitised by Dokumentasjonsprojektet
(Dokumentasjonsprosjektet & Ore 1999). For the majority of cases, the approach was to
identify references to the charter in the digital edition of Rygh, then search for the
(relatively) modern form of the farm name from Rygh in Norgeskart. Rygh’s identification
of the farm has usually been accepted. Generally only where a charter is not mentioned
in Rygh was it necessary to investigate the identity of a farm by other means (such as by
comparing other local placenames mentioned in the charter). In addition to a seemingly
random selection of charters overlooked in Rygh, this applies to three major groups:
charters which neither the DN editors nor Rygh were able to localise; charters in volumes
of the DN published after Rygh was last updated; and charters localised outside modern
Norway, particularly Härjedalen, Jämtland and Bohuslän. For the latter group,
kartor.eniro.se (Eniro/Krak/Geodatastyrelsen) and Google Maps were used instead of
Norgeskart to identify modern locations. Accordingly, localisations in Härjedalen,
Jämtland and Bohuslän are less accurate and specific than those within modern Norway.
For each charter, the sources of localisation under 1. - 3. above were used, along
with the editorial localisation22. As a result, charters were often localised to several
places: one localisation reflecting place of issue, one reflecting where the meeting took
place and one or more reflecting signatories’ homes or places of work. In such cases of
multiple localisation, the co-ordinates used for the charter for the purposes of statistics
and mapping are simply the mean of the different individual localisations.
22 The fourth source, mentions of placenames in the body of the text itself, was used only when
no other information was available.
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In spite of the rich sources, this localisation process proved extremely timeconsuming. The original aim was to localise all original, Nordic-language charters in the
DN, but this proved infeasible due to time constraints. Overall, only 75.16% (8031)
original, Nordic-language charters were localised. The numbers and proportions localised
are visualised in Figure 7 and Figure 8. As can be seen, rate of localisation is higher at
the very beginning of the period covered (when there are fewer documents) and drops in
the 16th century (when there are dramatically more documents).
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Figure 8: Proportion of documents localised by decade

In Table 5, the rate of localisation is broken down into the datasets used for the
investigations in other chapters.

Variable

Charters Charters not % localised
localised localised

verða/blífa ‘become’

1939

561

77.56

1.sg. verb agreement

313

75

80.67

Svarabhakti vowels

4734

1728

72.26

/hv/-stopping

4926

3071

61.60

/θ/-stopping

4045

1509

72.83

Lexical genitives

1372

93

93.65

1.pl. active verb agreement (prec.) 3624

1320

73.30

1.pl. active verb agreement (fol.)

3632

1311

73.48

1.pl. middle verb agreement

585

321

64.57

Table 5: Proportion of documents localised by dataset

Localisation patterns vary somewhat over time. The number of documents localised to
different localities by period are visualised in Figure 9 and Figure 10. Some areas (Jämtland,
Härjedalen, coastal Vest-agder, inland Telemark) are proportionately better represented later
whereas others (inland Hordaland, Stavanger) are proportionately better represented earlier.
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Figure 9: Localisations until 1450
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Figure 10: Localisations from 1450
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Localisations give us another window on the distribution of the other metadata.
Figure 11 shows kernel density estimations of first signatory ranks 23 for the year 1400;
the temporal kernel has a bandwidth (standard deviation) of 50 years and the spatial
kernel has a bandwidth (equivalent number of nearest neighbours) of 50 (KDE is
explained in more detail in chapter 4). Unsurprisingly, documents by signatories of higher
ranks cluster in urban areas: Trondheim, Oslo, Stavanger, Bergen and Hamar stand out,
but so do some smaller settlements (Ringsaker in Hedmark, Skien in Vestfold).
Documents from Sweden tend to be from individuals of higher rank (reflecting the fact
that such documents were included in the DN if their content concerned Norway, and the
aristocracy were more likely to have dealings in both countries).
Figure 12 shows KDEs of first signatory name etymologies for 1400 (with the
same kernel settings): this visualisation shows the proportion of documents signed by a
first signatory with a purely North Germanic name. The cities (particularly Oslo,
Tønsberg and Bergen) and Sweden stand out again, but in other respects the pattern is
different. A low proportion of North Germanic names seems generally to indicate highcontact areas: Bergen, Oslo and Tønsberg, with their contact with MLG, and Trøndelag,
Jämtland and northern Oppland with their contact with Sámi. Low contact areas (rural
southern and inland Norway) have a higher proportion of native names.
Figure 13 and Figure 14 have been included as a reference for readers unfamiliar
with Norwegian geography. Figure 13 shows the (modern) names of counties and large
towns which existed in the period of interest. Figure 14 shows region names and
elevation. Both show the number of charters localised to each location by points of
different sizes. As can be seen, charter localisations, closely reflecting settlement density,
are associated with elevation. Settlements were clustered around the coasts and tracked
along major valleys, leaving a large area of mountainous inland Norway unsettled.

23 For this purpose, rank was transformed into a numerical variable: magistrates = 0, untitled
individuals = 1, lower officials = 2, lower clergy = 3, lawyers = 4, citizens = 5, higher officials
and nobles = 6, higher clergy = 7 and royalty = 8; problem category and uncategorised
charters excluded.
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Figure 11: KDE plot of numerical signatory ranks in 1400
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Figure 12: KDE plot of proportion signatories with Nordic names in 1400
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Figure 13: Cities and counties
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Figure 14: Regions and elevation
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3.6. A note on data collection methods
The research topic, the role of MLG contact in simplifying changes in the history of
Norwegian, requires us to examine the diffusion of several changes. It would be difficult
to draw any conclusions from the story of a single variable: whatever the result, we could
not know whether it instantiated a common pattern or was a one-off. Thus data-collection
method design has been driven by the need to collect large, representative datasets for
many different variables over the course of one project. Where a traditional, philological
project might have chosen one variable and spent the time exhaustively collecting every
possible datum, here rapid data-collection methods have been identified to allow the
investigation of several variables in the available time. As the research goals require a
view of the language across a large area and over a long time, it is also necessary to use
the entire corpus of over 10,000 documents. This also places limitations on our
approaches to data collection.
As a result, data-collection methods have been developed around searching for
specific lemmas. For the phonological variables, this means identifying a limited list of
lemmas which have the relevant context and tracing the change affecting just these
words. The alternative, to identify every potential phonological context for the change in
the documents and collect all possible data, would involve manually reading and marking
up each text. This is the approach taken by previous scholars when examining small subcorpora, but is extremely time-consuming and not possible with a corpus of this size.
The same comments largely apply to the morphological variables, although the
approach has not been identical. For the loss of lexical genitives, the approach was to
choose one, specific context for lexical genitives which can easily be searched for: the
preposition millum. Obviously it would be desirable to look at lexical genitives in a wider
range of contexts (other prepositions and verbs which governed the genitive), both
because this would give us a larger dataset and because we might find the change was
differentiated by context. However, the investigation was limited to this context to make
data collection tractable.
For the loss of 1.sg. and 1.pl. verbal inflection, the approach was to search for
subject pronouns (as these are easy to identify in a corpus of this type) and then manually
identify their associated verbs. This comes closer to a complete, philological method: it
does involve examining every text and gathers a large proportion of the available data
(excluding only verbs with null subjects, an infrequent type in Old and Middle
Norwegian).
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4. Geospatial and temporal visualisation
4.1. Introduction
Datasets in this project are distributed in time and space. Dates are specified to the day
in a dataset spanning centuries, making time effectively continuous. The specificity of
localisation (usually down to individual farms) is fine enough that space too is effectively
continuous. How can we get an accurate impression of the distribution of variants in such
datasets? In this chapter, different GIS and statistical approaches will be evaluated.
The example dataset used here is the spread of the MLG loanword blífa ‘become’
at the expense of verða ‘become’. As a change which must have been the result of contact
with MLG, its progression will also be a useful anchoring point when examining other
changes. This change was studied in the context of phrasal passives in Mørck (1980:85–
87, 109–113; 1999:276–278) who notes that blífa is more common in charters from higher
social groups and in charters from Jämtland, Båhuslän and cities, arguing that this
confirms that blífa spread from the speech of the clergy and higher social classes.

4.2. Previous approaches
4.2.1. Geospatial visualisation
We must distinguish between the visualisation tool used to represent the data and the
statistical tools used to transform it before visualisation. Traditional dialectology uses
three geospatial visualisation methods: dot maps, choropleth maps and isogloss maps. In
dot maps, the variable is represented as a symbol at every sample point (for instance, at
every locality where a subject was interviewed); symbol colour, size or shape (or some
combination thereof) indicates the value of the variable. This approach is used by major
dialect atlases such as Hotzenköcherle (1962).
In choropleth maps, the variable is represented by colour or shading of regions
instead of at points. The areas can have an independent existence (e.g. political regions)
or can be drawn to suit the data represented (e.g. Voronoi polygons drawn around sample
points in Sibler et al. (2012)).
Finally, in isogloss maps the variable is not directly represented. Instead, the
transitional zones between areas with different variants are represented with isogloss
lines. This approach too is common in traditional dialect atlases (such as Orton & Dieth
(1962)).
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Each visualisation type can be used with various kinds of data. At one end of the
spectrum, raw data can be represented directly. Dot maps are well suited to this, and this
can be a productive approach with a large sample size, evenly distributed data, little
noise and clear-cut distribution of variants. Alternatively, the data can be transformed in
some way, typically aiming to interpolate between unevenly distributed samples and even
out noise. Traditional approaches include colouring regions or drawing isogloss lines
according to majority variants (potentially with some way of indicating outliers, as in
Orton, Sanderson & Widdowson (1978)) or calculating and representing regional
averages.
Where data is noisier and sample sizes per location are low, an alternative
approach is to use kernel density estimation (KDE) to interpolate between samples. KDE,
suggested for dialectology by Rumpf et al. (2009)24, is a method of estimating the
likelihood of obtaining each variant at each point in space. It is calculated by taking a
weighted mean of the dataset at each location with weights derived from the distance of
each point from the sample location. This function deriving weight from distance is called
the kernel function.
Various kernel functions can be used. A key distinction is whether the kernel is
static or adaptive. An adaptive kernel adapts the physical area covered to include a
similar sample size for each weighted mean; at its simplest, this implies taking the mean
of the x nearest neighbours (i.e. weighting the x nearest neighbours as 1 and all other
data points as 0), allowing the area included in each sample to change to keep the sample
size static. By contrast, a static kernel samples the same area for each weighted mean
regardless of the number of data points that fall within it. The simplest static kernel
function is a uniform kernel, which weights all points within distance x of the sample
location as 1 and all points at a distance greater than x as 0: that is, it takes the mean of
all data points in a circle of radius x centred on the sample location. More sophisticated
functions give more weight to data points closer to the sample location on a continuous
scale, such as weighting based on a Gaussian distribution such that the weight of a data
point with distance from the sample location of 0 is 1 and more distant points are
weighted increasingly close to 0. This is the function recommended for dialectology by
Rumpf et al. (2009:287), although they note that it is not the choice of kernel itself but
the bandwidth that makes a substantial difference to the final estimate. Note that,
broadly speaking, the richer the data sampled and the higher the bandwidth, the less
difference the choice of kernel function makes.
24 Note Kretzschmar (1996) and Light & Kretzschmar (1996) who suggest linear discriminant
analysis with similar kernel functions.
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As we typically have to contend with highly unevenly distributed, noisy data in
historical dialectology, KDE is a promising tool. However, we must also consider how to
treat the additional dimension of time.

4.2.2. Geospatial and temporal visualisation
There is less of an established tradition for visualising linguistic data in time and space.
One approach is to use line graphs of the sort used to visualise the progression of change
in time alone, with different series representing different regions. These are easy to read,
but require familiarity with the geography to place localities relative to one another and
see overall trends. This is also unsuitable for large numbers of localities.
Alternatively, dot, choropleth or isogloss maps can be adapted for use with time.
Most straightforwardly, these can be adapted by dividing data into discrete time-periods
and producing a visualisation for each period. If change over time must be shown in a
single visualisation, there are two options. One is a dot map where one of symbol shape,
size or colour indicates time and another the variable of interest. Examples of this can be
found in Studer-Joho (2014) for Middle English data from Laing (2013). However, these
maps are generally very hard to read intuitively. The second is an isogloss map where
labelled isogloss lines indicate the edges of areas with the change at different points in
time. These are more intuitively readable, but (like isogloss maps generally) are only
suitable for variables with simple, categorical distributions.

4.3. Distribution in time alone
4.3.1. Division into discrete categories
The first step for each dataset is to look at the distribution in time alone. The timing of
the change (time of innovation, period of rapid diffusion and time of completion) should
be kept in mind when engaging with the more complex question of its distribution in
space and time.
Most studies approach this problem by dividing the data into discrete periods and
calculating the rate of variants within each period. Division into periods is fundamentally
arbitrary and can be problematic: different placement of period boundaries can
occasionally give radically different impressions of trends. However, this is not generally
a problem in this project for two reasons: temporal trends are usually simple; and the
data is relatively evenly distributed in time for a long central period. For the example
dataset used here, the change from verða to blífa, the data have been divided into 20-
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year periods from 1350 to 1550.
Within these periods one can simply calculate the relative rates of the variants;
the blue line in Figure 15 represents this approach. However, this means that longer
documents with more tokens are overrepresented. There are systematic differences
between longer and shorter documents in the DN: longer documents are more likely to be
by the higher social classes and be from cities; thus social or geospatial patterns may
bias this statistic.
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An alternative approach is to calculate the mean proportion of variants per document;
this is represented by the red line in Figure 15. As can be seen, there is a consistent
difference between these two statistics. Generally, the mean proportions per document is
the statistic used in this project.
Instead of dividing the data into discrete periods, moving averages can be
calculated. This smooths uneven peaks and troughs and is particularly useful with too
little data (or too little data in certain periods) for division into discrete periods to give
sufficient resolution. Figure 16 shows moving averages with 50-year windows moving in
five-year steps.
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Figure 15: Proportion blífa by 20-year period
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Figure 16: Proportion blífa by moving 50-year windows

4.3.2. Kernel density estimation
Another different approach is to use a temporal KDE. When we represent diachronic data
on a line graph we are already effectively making use of a form of KDE: by drawing a line
between points in time a and b where we have data, we suggest an estimation of the
dependent variable at each intervening point where we do not have data; by drawing a
straight line, we are using a triangular kernel function, weighting the measurements at a
and b according to their distances from the point plotted on a straight line such that at
time a, the measurement at a is weighted 1 and the measurement at b is weighted 0, and
at point b, the measurement at a is weighted 0 and the measurement at b is weighted 1.
By contrast, when we calculate a moving average we are effectively using a uniform
kernel.
Once we acknowledge that such plots are effectively KDEs, we can see that the
choice of kernel function is probably wrong. Using a triangular kernel results in drawing
a straight line between points. In reality we know that change does not progress in a
straight line but by an s-curve (Altmann et al. 1983). As an s-curve approximates the
Gaussian cumulative probability distribution, a Gaussian kernel gives a better estimation
of the likelihood of finding a change in the intervening time between samples. Figure 17
visualises kernel density estimations for the rate of blífa with a Gaussian kernel with
bandwidth (standard deviation) of 20 years.
This approach builds on the advantages of moving averages mentioned above: it is
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possible to give estimations at many points in time for unevenly distributed datasets, and
to identify trends over time even in relatively small datasets. However, KDE has the
disadvantage that we have transformed the data substantially: precisely how Figure 17
relates to the data is less intuitively obvious than Figure 15. Accordingly, throughout this
project the different datasets will always be visualised by simple division into periods
before moving on to more sophisticated approaches such as moving averages and KDE.
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Figure 17: Temporal KDE for the change from verða to blífa

4.4. Distribution in time and space
4.4.1. Division into discrete categories
The conceptually simplest approach to exploring distribution over time and space is to
divide the data into discrete categories in both dimensions: the data are divided into
discrete periods in time, and within these periods are divided into spatial regions. Rates
of variants can then be calculated within each period-region combination. There are then
various different possibilities about how to visualise these rates: they could be
represented on a line graph; by colouring polygons representing the regions on multiple
maps (one for each period); or by colouring symbols within regions on multiple maps.
Here, the last of these options has been selected to avoid two problems. Firstly, line
graphs require a great deal of geographical knowledge of the reader to identify broader
trends; using maps in visualisations avoids this problem. Secondly, if entire regions are
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coloured to indicate rates, this can give a misleading impression of the spatial
distribution of data when that distribution is as uneven as the localisation of charters in
the DN; by colouring points at the co-ordinates of actual localisations, this problem is
avoided.
For the division into periods, the same problems of arbitrariness apply as
mentioned in 4.3.1. For the example dataset used here, the change from verða to blífa,
the data have been divided into four 50-year periods from 1350 to 1550.
These problems are more acute for dividing the data into regions. As spatial
distributions in these datasets tend to be far more uneven, with clustering at many
different levels of granularity, different decisions about region boundaries often result in
quite different impressions of distributions. Two different approaches are tested in
4.4.1.1 and 4.4.1.2.

4.4.1.1. Real-world administrative boundaries
An obvious approach to dividing up the map into regions is to use real-world
administrative boundaries. In the case of Norway, we can use the amter (counties) and
major cities. The amter used here are based on the divisions in Rygh et al. (1898) and
thus correspond to 19th-century rather than medieval administrative boundaries; with a
handful of exceptions, these coincide with modern fylker (the names of amter and
corresponding modern fylker are given side-by-side in the figure). Oslo, Bergen,
Stavanger and Trondheim, as the largest cities, are treated separately. Documents
localised to multiple places which fall in multiple regions were excluded. These regions
(for southern Norway and Sweden, where most charters are localised) are visualised in
Figure 18 and rates of change (that is, the rate of blífa as a proportion of blífa+verða) in
Figure 19.
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Figure 18: Amt/fylker identities
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Figure 19: Rates of blífa by period and amt
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4.4.1.2. k-means clusters
As there is no a priori reason linguistic divisions should coincide with administrative
boundaries (certainly not the administrative boundaries of centuries later!), it seems
desirable to find a way of identifying better-motivated regional groupings. In modern
studies, population data on migration or travel-to-work patterns can be used to suggest
regions likely to represent distinct communities. No equivalent method is available,
however, for the medieval period.
Alternatively, we can use unsupervised learning algorithms to identify natural
geospatial clusters in the data and use clusters as regional groupings. Various algorithms
are available. Here, the popular k-means algorithm is used. This aims to partition ndimensional data into an arbitrary number (k) clusters minimising variance within
clusters. To use this algorithm, it is first necessary to identify an appropriate value for k.
For this purpose, the algorithm was run 20 times for values of k from 2 to 25. For each of
these the ratio of cluster variance to total variance was calculated (that is, the proportion
of variance accounted for by the clusters); the ranges of values for each value of k are
plotted in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Proportion of variance explained by multiple runs of the k-means algorithm for different values of
k

The upper bounds from this figure suggest that 11, 15 or 23 clusters are reasonable
values of k: the best run with 11 clusters accounts for substantially more variance than 9
or 10 and there is little improvement with 12 or 13; the best run with 15 clusters
accounts for substantially more variance than 13 or 14 and there is little improvement
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with 16-20; 23 clusters account for more variance than 24 or 25. As most runs with 11 or
15 clusters made few divisions within southern Norway, where most of the data is
located, the value of k was set at 23.
The clusters according to the best k-means runs with 23 clusters are visualised in
Figure 21 and rates of change by cluster and period are visualised in Figure 22.
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Figure 21: k-means cluster identities
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Figure 22: Rates of blífa by period and cluster
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4.4.2. Kernel density estimation
Alternatively, we can combine the temporal KDE described in 4.3.2 with geospatial KDE.
In principle, any two kernel functions could be combined by multiplying the weights
given by each. For any given point in space and time, every data point is assigned a
weight by the two functions; those weights are multiplied, and the weighted mean
calculated from that product.25
When using an adaptive geospatial kernel, the issue of ordering arises. Taking the
example in 4.2.1 of a uniform adaptive kernel with bandwidth x (mean of x nearest
neighbours), two options are possible when combining with a temporal kernel: either x is
a number of data points included and the geospatial kernel is applied first, identifying a
sample constituted of the x data points nearest the sample locality to which the temporal
kernel then assigns weights; or the temporal kernel can be applied first, and x is a sum of
weights from the temporal kernel. The latter approach is preferred where data is
unevenly distributed in space and time for two reasons. Firstly, if the geospatial kernel is
applied first then all of the points in the x nearest neighbours could be weighted 0 by the
temporal kernel. Secondly, even if the temporal kernel used never gives weights of 0, if
the geospatial kernel is applied first then all of the x nearest neighbours could still be
weighted extremely low by the temporal kernel (if they are all extremely distant in time),
yet the KDE will still be based on those points alone. If the temporal kernel is applied
first and the bandwidth of the geospatial kernel is the sum of weights output by the
temporal kernel, both problems are avoided as the geospatial kernel will expand its
spatial ‘window’ until a sufficient number of sufficiently recent data points are included.
The disadvantage of this method is that the bandwidth for the geospatial kernel can no
longer be stated in intuitively comprehensible terms. The approach taken here has been
to identify an appropriate geospatial bandwidth for the entire dataset (blind to time) and
then multiply this by the mean weight given by the temporal kernel, with the result that a
similar proportion of the data is included in each sample.
Figure 23 gives KDEs for rate of blífa in documents at four points in time spanning
25 It would also be possible to apply a single kernel function using distance in 3-dimensional
space (with time as the third dimension) instead of two kernel functions, one for time and one
for space, whose outputs are multiplied. However, there are disadvantages to this approach.
Firstly, as it mixes units for time and space, the bandwidth would no longer have a coherent
interpretation. Secondly, it would not be possible to set bandwidths for space and time
independently, which is usually desirable since distributions in time and space are very
different. Thirdly, it would not be possible to use different types of kernel function for time and
space which, again, is desirable since their distributions are so different.
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the period of rapid diffusion: 1420, 1440, 1460 and 1480. The temporal kernel was a
Gaussian kernel with bandwidth (standard deviation) of 30 years and the spatial kernel
was an adaptive uniform kernel with a bandwidth of the weighted equivalent of 50
nearest neighbours (around 2.6% of the data). The sum of weights at each location after
the application of the temporal kernel is represented by point size: this is effectively a
measure of the richness of data at each point in time and space. Where the sum of
weights is less than around 0.2 (equivalent to there being just a single document at that
point in space which is dated more than approximately 54 years from the year of
interest), the point is not drawn at all.
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Figure 23: Temporal and geospatial KDEs for the change from verða to blífa
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4.4.3. Evaluation
Which of these approaches strikes the best balance, allowing us to see as much detail as
possible whilst still revealing broad patterns? Firstly, we should consider the two
approaches to dividing the data up discretely. Using clustering algorithms like k-means
(Figure 22) has the advantage that regions are not arbitrary: rather, they reflect natural
spatial clusters in the data. Such clusters should represent localities in closer and more
frequent contact with one another than with more distant clusters, and so are more likely
to reflect linguistic regions. By contrast, there is no reason to expect (historically
anachronistic) political boundaries (Figure 19) to reflect linguistic regions. However,
political boundaries have the advantage of having names and being familiar reference
points for readers.
By comparing the visualisations from these two approaches we start to see the
problems with discrete grouping. In some periods, different boundaries give different
impressions of the distribution. For example, compare southern Hedmark and Oppland in
1450 to 1500: when grouped into counties (Figure 19) Hedmark appears highly
conservative, but we lack the data to make an estimation for Oppland; grouped into
clusters (Figure 22) Hedmark and Oppland together appear as a middling region, neither
highly conservative or innovative. Together this suggests that there are sharp divisions
within this region which are not visible by either approach alone. Similar comments apply
to Vestfold and Telemark in the same period.
The most serious problem with these two visualisations, however, is that there
simply is not enough data to give meaningful estimations in many regions and periods.
Alongside this we have areas (like south-east Norway) where data is so rich that it would
be possible to see finer detail given different groupings.
The KDEs (Figure 23) solve all of these problems. The adaptive spatial kernel
allows us to see as much detail as possible, both in sparsely evidenced areas and areas
with rich data. With this level of detail we can describe facts about the distribution that
simply aren’t visible in the regional groupings. For example, we can see: that Bergen—
the locality in Norway with the most intense contact with MLG—is a leading area for the
change from verða to blífa from its earliest decades; that differences between the leading
areas and the rest of Norway increase over 1440-1460; that Oslo rapidly catches up by
1460 and becomes the most innovative locality in Norway; but that divisions can be seen
within Oslo, with charters issued from Akershus fortress distinctively innovative while
charters from the rest of Oslo are little differentiated from the surrounding countryside.
All these details are too fine-grained to see if we make regional groupings. We can also
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see that inland Norway, the south-west and the north-west remain conservative areas
until very late, broad patterns for which there is never sufficient data to see in regional
groupings.
There are two major disadvantages of KDEs compared with regional groupings.
The first is interpretability: the relationship between the raw data and Figure 19 and
Figure 22 is simple and intuitively understandable; the relationship between the data and
Figure 23 is more involved and is not intuitively obvious from the figure. This
disadvantage cannot be dismissed, but on balance seems a worthwhile trade-off.
Furthermore, KDE visualisations can be intuitively read as estimations of the rate of
change in different localities at different points in time, even if the process by which
those estimations were derived is not obvious.
The second is the applicability of parametric statistical tests. We can take the
same regional groupings of the data used in visualisations like Figure 19 and Figure 22
and use them in parametric statistics, such as carrying out significance tests on the
differences between regions, or using region as an independent variable in generalised
linear regression models. KDE, by contrast, is nonparametric, so there is no
straightforward way to test whether regional differences visible in Figure 23 are
‘significant’. We can use geographically weighted regression (GWR) (Nakaya et al. 2014;
Fotheringham, Crespo & Yao 2015; Willis 2017), a form of nonparametric regression
which uses the same range of kernel functions we use with KDE. This partially solves this
problem26. However, GWR is computationally intensive and has proved impractical for
most of the larger datasets in this project.
Nevertheless, especially if our starting point is one of caution about overreliance
on significance tests, this needn’t be seen as a decisive criticism. Significance tests are
useful when we do not know a priori whether there is an association between two
variables. However, with the types of datasets investigated here, we generally do know in
advance that such associations exist. If a feature is consistently different when we
compare texts at the beginning and end of the period covered, and we know
independently that the change is reflected in modern Norwegian, then we know its
distribution changes over time. If we know that a change took place during the time
covered by the corpus, we also know that its distribution must have been different at
different points in space: there is no way for a new feature to spread but by diffusion
through social networks which exist in physical space. The only two possibilities, then,
are that this spatial distribution is visible in the data, or that the data is so noisy that it
cannot be recovered. If we investigate the data and find spatial and chronological
26 In that we can test whether GWR offers a significantly better model of the data than a global
GLM, giving us a test of whether there is significant spatial variability in the dataset.
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patterns which make real-world sense, there is no reason to doubt them and so no need
for significance tests. Our job is not to test whether such patterns exist, but to describe
them.
Thus, alongside the traditional tools of variationist sociolinguistics (visualisations
breaking down the data by internal and external factors, generalised linear models
(GLMs) to test these associations), KDE can be used to investigate the spatial patterns in
variation. This tool-set will be used to investigate each of the selected simplificatory
changes in turn, aiming to answer the questions of where and in what social group the
change arose and by what route it spread to the whole language area. In the next chapter
we will address a final methodological issue, that of distinguishing the influence of other
writing systems, before moving on to the studies themselves.
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5. The influence of Swedish and Danish
5.1. Statement of the problem
Research into Middle Norwegian must acknowledge the issue of interference from other
written standards. Most significant is influence from Danish. Danish influence began to
be felt in earnest towards the end of the 15th century and was so far-reaching that, from
the mid-16th century, Norwegian vernacular documents are regarded as having been
written ‘in Danish’ (Indrebø 1951:154; Haugen 1976:329–330). This is somewhat
simplistic: the two languages were mutually comprehensible and thus we should expect
some influence of the native language of Norwegians in such ‘Danish’ texts. Nevertheless
we must seriously evaluate the relevance of Danish influence for any change in the
written language in this period which also represents a difference between Middle
Norwegian and Middle Danish.

5.2. Methods of excluding or accounting for the influence of Danish
Previous scholars have attempted to avoid the issue of Danish influence by identifying a
cut-off point (typically the year 1500) after which all texts are excluded or by individually
excluding texts judged to be in Danish. Both of these approaches have substantial
disadvantages. Excluding all texts after 1500 renders it impossible to examine changes
taking place in the early 16th century; this is undesirable, as relevant changes fall in this
period. It also fails to deal with the problem fully, as Danish influence had begun
significantly before this point.
The approach of excluding individual ‘Danish’ texts is methodologically unsound.
As mentioned, the varieties in question were mutually comprehensible and both showed a
great deal of internal variation. Very few features can be confidently identified as
unequivocally Danish. Although some features are more typical of Danish than
Norwegian writing, these are often the very features we are interested in in spoken
Middle Norwegian. By using impressionistic judgements rather than a quantifiable
algorithm to exclude texts, this method inevitably exerts a non-random influence on the
distribution of an unknown set of variables, rendering all phenomena identified in the
data suspect.
By contrast, the approach taken here is not to exclude some portion of the data
judged most subject to Danish influence but to assess the problem on a case-by-case
basis. For each variable, social, geographical and temporal distributions can be
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considered in light of the question: ‘Is this distribution most likely to reflect a spoken
language distribution or the change in writing practices towards Danish?’ A variable
which we can be confident did reflect the change to written Danish will be investigated
and used as a comparator. Where a change has a chronology and social and geographical
distribution resembling this comparator, it can be concluded that it probably reflects the
change in written standard. Where they are substantially different, we can conclude that
it probably reflects another factor (i.e. change in speech).
Variables unequivocally exemplifying the change to written Danish are hard to
identify. Most Danish variants also occur in some Modern Norwegain and/or Swedish
dialects, complicating their analysis in Middle Norwegian. Where a variant also occurs in
Swedish, especially if it already occurred in written Middle Swedish, it is hard to
determine whether its occurrence in Middle Norwegian texts reflects Danish or Swedish
influence. Where a variant also occurs in Modern Norwegian dialects, it is hard to
determine whether its occurrence in Middle Norwegian texts reflects Danish influence or
its early occurrence in spoken Norwegian. Some of the most salient Middle Danish
features are listed in Table 6.

Variable

Danish
variant

Middle
Norwegian
variant

Occurs in
Middle
Swedish

Occurs in Modern
Norwegian

breaking in 1.sg.
nom. pronoun

broken
(jeg)

unbroken (ek)

yes (jach, jag)

yes (limited distribution)

1.pl. nom. pronoun

vi

vér

yes

yes (limited distribution)

loss of dativemarking on nouns

dative lost

dative retained

yes (limited
distribution)

yes (limited distribution)

loss of nominativemarking on nouns

nominative nominative
lost
retained

yes (limited
distribution)

yes

loss of subject-verb
agreement

agreement
lost

agreement
retained

yes (limited
distribution)

yes

/ei ey au/

yes

yes (limited distribution)

yes (limited
distribution)

yes (limited distribution)

monophthongisation /eː øː øː/
of ON /ei ey au/
lenition of postvocalic voiceless
stops

lenited /b d /p t k/
g/

Table 6: Salient Danish features

The best candidates as diagnostics for Danish influence are features which have
only a limited distribution in Modern Norwegian dialects as for these it will be easiest to
distinguish Danish influence from the early occurrence of the spoken feature: if the
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geographical distribution in Middle Norwegian texts bears no resemblence to the Modern
Norwegian dialect distribution, it is reasonable to assume it represents the influence of
written Danish. This comparison is easiest to make for features restricted to specific,
small areas in spoken Modern Norwegian, thus these are the best features for our
purpose.
On this basis, the most promising feature as diagnostic of Danish influence is the
lenition of post-vocalic voiceless stops. The distribution of the lenition in spoken Modern
Norwegian is given in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Lenition of postvocalic voiceless stops in Modern Scandinavia (adapted from Sandøy 1985:79)
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Post-vocalic voiceless stops are lenited in parts of Rogaland, Agder and Sør-Trøndelag;
this is a sufficiently limited area for our purposes. Their distribution within Sweden is
also limited, barely occurring outside the areas that were part of Denmark-Norway in the
medieval period (Bohuslän, Halland, Skåne). Thus its occurrence in Middle Norwegian
may be the result of Swedish influence in texts from southern Østfold, but elsewhere this
is not a large concern.

5.3. Lenition of post-vocalic voiceless stops
5.3.1. By lemma
Post-vocalic stop lenition is somewhat more complicated than indicated in Figure 24:
lenition (whether voicing or complete deletion) applies in unstressed syllables in some
morphemes in all of North Germanic varieties (Seip 1934:186–187). Accordingly, the
Danish phonologically predictable lenition of post-vocalic voiceless stops must be
distinguished from these irregular changes. Tokens of common words with post-vocalic
voiceless stops in Old Norse were collected; token counts are given in Table 7. To avoid
interference from irregular changes, only lemmas with a voiceless outcome in the modern
Norwegian written standards were included.
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Word

Bokmål/Nynorsk
(Swedish)

Stop Tokens

bók ‘book’

bok

Hákon

no
lenition

lenition

k

867

284 (24.67%)

Håkon (Håkan)

k

1961

189 (8.79%)

hópast ‘hope’

håpe (hoppas)

p

43

243 (84.97%)

í mót ‘against, to’

imot (emot)

t

114

697 (85.94%)

kaupa ‘buy’, kaup ‘sale’

kjøpe, kjøp/kaupe,
kaup (köpa, köp)

p

3531

678 (16.11%)

Ketill

Kjetil (Kjell)

t

1155

93 (7.45%)

(h)laupa ‘run’

løpe/laupe (löpa, löp) p

637

309 (32.66%)

opni ‘open’

åpen/open (åpen)

p

911

1231 (57.47%)

ríki ‘realm’

rike (rike)

k

3021

2638 (46.62%)

skip ‘ship’

skip (skepp)

p

676

879 (56.53%)

sókn ‘parish’

sogn/sokn (socken)

k

3758

1179 (23.88%)

út ‘out’, út af ‘out of’, úti ‘out
in’

ut, utav, uti (ut, utav,
uti)

t

6753

5479 (44.79%)

útan ‘without, but’

uten (utan)

t

3967

1143 (22.37%)

vápn ‘weapon’

våpen (vapen)

p

250

85 (25.37%)

27644

15127
(35.37%)

Total:
Table 7: Token counts for types showing post-vocalic stop lenition

Figure 25 shows rate of lenition for each word by moving fifty-year window. Words
are colour-coded by place of articulation. Figure 26 shows rate of lenition by moving fiftyyear window grouped by stop.
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Figure 25: Lenition by word and 50-year moving window
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Figure 26: Lenition by stop and 50-year moving window

From Figure 26 we might conclude that there is internal conditioning of this
change: lenition of /k/ proceeds more quickly than of /p t/. However, Figure 25 suggests
there is also substantial conditioning by lexical item and that differences between lexical
items are much bigger than those between stops. Accordingly, apparent differentiation by
stop could easily be an artefact of the lexical items examined.
How should we explain these lexical patterns? The sociolinguistic statuses of the
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words in question has some explanatory power. We should perhaps be unsurprised that
the noun ríki ‘realm’, associated with the Kalmar Union and then the state of DenmarkNorway, be particularly affected by the Danish prestige norm. The word hópask is a
loanword from MLG and accordingly should be expected to be associated with the foreign
prestige norm. Note too that this middle voice form found in late Middle Norwegian is not
typically found in modern Norwegian, where the verb is active (håpe); the middle form is
however found in modern Swedish.
An alternative explanation is that differences among lexical items derive from
different frequencies of occurrence in different groups of texts (whether different genres
or texts by different social groups) which exhibit the change at different times. Consider
the distribution of the lexical items into texts by different social classes, visualised in
Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Lemma count by social group

The lexical items are ordered by proportion of tokens exhibiting the change, from
most conservative on the left to most innovative on the right. As can be seen, the
distribution of different words by social group offers an extremely good explanation for
their different rates of change. The words which are most conservative are simply those
which appear disproportionately in texts by the lowest social groups, and the most
innovative are those which appear in texts by the higher social groups. Two words do not
quite fit this pattern: vápn, which is surprisingly conservative given how frequently it
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occurs in texts by the higher social groups, and opni, which is surprisingly innovative
given how rarely it is found in texts by the higher social classes. As both contain the
sequence /pn/, this suggests there might be some real phonological effect here, perhaps
dependent on such an effect in the change in spoken Danish.

5.3.2. By social class
Figure 28 shows the change by social class (i.e. first signatory title). Figure 29 shows the
change by the etymology of the first signatory’s name.
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Figure 28: Lenition by moving 50-year window and social class
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Figure 29: Lenition by moving 50-year window and name etymology

These two figures clearly give evidence for a change ‘from above’, in the sense of
affecting the highest social classes first and only later spreading to lower social groups.
This is absolutely expected for a change in the writing system spreading from outside and
driven by overt prestige. It is interesting to note that the ‘untitled individual’ category,
contrary to expectations, appears to pattern as the lowest social group, being more
conservative than the magistrates group in most periods. This perhaps suggests a feature
determined largely by degree of literary education rather than social status: the one
thing that magistrates have in common with all other named social groups, and by which
they differ from untitled individuals, is that they are using writing in a specified
professional context.

5.3.3. By gender
Figure 30 shows the change by signatory gender. From modern studies we expect a
change from above to be led by female speakers, but here we see the change is led by
male writers from shortly before the turn of the 16th century onwards. This reflects the
purely written nature of this change: again, we can assume the difference reflects degree
of literacy between men and women. Similar patterns have been found in the history of
English, where changes in the spoken language that started in educated speech and
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written language were led by male writers (Nevalainen & Raumolin-Brunberg 2003:130–
131; Nevalainen, Raumolin-Brunberg & Mannila 2011:13); examples include the rise of
the auxiliary have in perfects (Kytö 1997:69–70; Rydén & Brorström 1987:200–207), the
loss of multiple negation (Nevalainen & Raumolin-Brunberg 2003:128–129), the
introduction of verb-subject inversion following negative conjunctions (Nevalainen &
Raumolin-Brunberg 2003:129), and the beginning of the change from focusing adverbial
but to only (Nevalainen 1991:178–181).
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Figure 30: Lenition by moving 50-year window and gender

5.3.4. By region
Figure 31 shows KDEs for rate of stop lenition by text for the period 1480-1540; the
temporal kernel had a bandwidth (standard deviation) of 30 years and spatial kernel a
bandwidth (equivalent number of nearest neighbours) of 100 nearest neighbours
(equivalent to 1.35% of the data).
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Figure 31: KDE for stop lenition 1480-1540
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The change clearly spreads by hierarchical diffusion: the cities (specifically Oslo,
Trondheim, Bergen and to a lesser extent Tønsberg) are the most innovative areas, much
more so than intervening rural regions. This is entirely to be expected for what is really a
change in the writing system introduced from above by the Danish ruling classes. In this
light it is a little surprising that other towns (Hamar, Stavanger, Skien) are not implicated
as hierarchical centres. The fact that it is the major ports that stand out suggests a role
for mercantile activity in pressuring the change; the fact that Trondheim is also
innovative suggests that the church was also an important factor.

5.4. Conclusions
This investigation has provided a tool which may be used to distinguish the shift to
written Danish from contemporaneous changes in spoken Norwegian. When considering
the possibility that a change does not reflect a change in spoken Norwegian but instead
is a facet of the change to written Danish, its development and distribution can be
compared to that of postvocalic stop lenition outlined here.
Although it is striking how closely this development resembles ‘real’ language
change (socially differentiated, spreading by hierarchical diffusion), it does exhibit
certain tell-tale oddities which point towards writing system change (a change from
above led by male writers; untitled individuals more conservative than magistrates; very
large differentiation by lexical item which resolves into an effect of text type).
Additionally, the fact that Bohuslän was innovative while Jämtland was conservative is a
clear sign of Danish as opposed to general East North Germanic influence. All of these
may offer tell-tale signs for other investigations. If a particular change shows similar
oddities, this may indicate it is not, in fact, a change in the spoken language but is rather
a feature of the Danish written standard. If it does not exhibit these features, this
suggests it is indeed a spoken change.
Having covered this final methodological issue we now move on to the main
studies that make up the core of the original research in this project.
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6. The loss of first person singular verbal agreement in the
present
6.1. Introduction
This chapter presents the first of the investigations into simplificatory changes which
form the core of the original research in this project. It investigates and discusses the
loss of the 1.sg. present indicative verbal ending.

6.2. Background
6.2.1. Verbal conjugation before the change
Present tense verbs in pre-alphabetic Old Norse agreed had subject-verb agreement for
three persons in both numbers. By regular sound change this agreement would be
expected to survive into alphabetic Old Norse, but in reality early Old Norwegian and Old
Icelandic verb conjugation already shows some analogical levelling. This removed vowel
alternations within verb conjugations caused by breaking, u-umlaut and i-umlaut and
merged the 2.sg. and 3.sg. endings for many verbs as -(V)r (Indrebø 1951:123–124).
The conjugations for present tense singular active verbs for Old West Norse are
given in Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10, reproduced from Noreen (1903:353, 355) and
Gordon & Taylor (1956).

subjunctive

indicative

strong

strong
weak 1
weak 1
weak 2 and 3
(heavy s-, l(light stems) (heavy stems)
and n-stems)

1st -Ø

-Ø

-Ø

-i

-a

2n
d

-r

-ː

-r

-ir

-ar

3rd -r

-ː

-r

-ir

-ar

1st -a

-a

-ja

-a

-a

2n
d

-ir

-ir

-ir

-ir

-i

-i

-i

-i

-ir

3rd -i

Table 8: Old West Norse regular present singular active verb conjugations
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subjunctive indicative

vita
eiga kunna unna þurfa muna
munu skulu mega
knáttu
‘know’ ‘own’ ‘be able’ ‘love’ ‘need’ ‘remember’ ‘will’ ‘shall’ ‘be able’ ‘be able’
1st veit

á

kann

ann

þarf

man

mun

skal

má

kná

2nd veizt

átt

kannt

annt

þarft

mant

munt

skalt

mátt

knátt

3rd veit

á

kann

ann

þarf

man

mun

skalt

má

kná

1st vita

eiga

kunna

unna þurfa muna

myna

skyla

mega

knega

2nd vitir

eigir kunnir

unnir þurfir munir

mynir skylir megir

knegir

3rd viti

eigi

unni

myni

knegi

kunni

þurfi

muni

skyli

megi

Table 9: Old West Norse preterite-present present singular active verb conjugations

subjunctive indicative

vera vilja
1st em

vil

2nd ert

vill(t)

3rd er

vill

1st sé

vilja

2nd sér

vilir

3rd sé

vili

Table 10: Old West Norse irregular present singular active verb conjugations

As can be seen, at the beginning of the period we expect the 1.sg. to be distinct from the
3.sg for regular verbs, vilja and vera, but not for the preterite-presents. We can thus
exclude the preterite-presents from consideration here. For two classes of verbs (vilja and
heavy stem strong verbs in -s, -l or -n), the only difference between the 1.sg. and 3.sg.
was the length of the final consonant; as consonant length is not consistently represented
in Old Norwegian orthography, we must also exclude these. Noreen (1903:358) suggests
this pattern sometimes extends to weak verbs.

6.2.2. The nature of the change
The distinction between the 1.sg. and 3.sg. was lost, with 3.sg. endings in -r spreading to
1.sg. contexts. This was part of the larger loss of subject-verb agreement: the ending -er
eventually came to be used in all persons and numbers as a marker of present tense. We
can think of this change as the spread of 1.-3.sg. syncretism from other parts of the
paradigm to the present indicative or as the removal of a person constraint on the 2./3.sg.
ending so that it can also appear in the 1.sg. Either way, this is clearly a simplificatory
change: it eliminates person agreement in one context and reduces the number of
distinct endings to be acquired. Note that parallel changes took place in the subjunctive
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and in the past tense of weak verbs, in which 3.sg. endings replaced 1.sg. endings; as the
data in this corpus is less good for these changes, they are not dealt with further here.
A parallel change also affected the middle voice, with the 1.sg. ending -umk being
replaced by the 3.sg. ending -iz. There is insufficient evidence in this corpus to
investigate this: the ending -umk occurs only once in an original document in the DN, as
shown in Extract 7.

DN I.51, undated between 1226-1254
Til vinatto þyckiumc ek oc gortt hava við þa I think that I also have dealt in friendship
er firir staðenum raða. oc raðande verða
with those who rule the place and come to
rule
Extract 7: Archaic 1st person singular present middle ending

It is striking that this is the earliest example of a 1.sg. present middle verb in the corpus:
the next oldest such verb (Extract 8) and all later examples have the 3.sg. ending. This
suggests this change took place in middle verbs at the same time as or perhaps slightly
earlier than in active verbs. We can, however, say little more on the basis of such limited
data.

DN II.29, 16th of March 1291
ok ek kennez þar viðr at minn herra Andres and I acknowledge in that regard that my
biscup j Aslo
lord Andræs of Oslo…
Extract 8: Levelled 1st person singular present middle ending

6.2.3. Earlier research
Several histories of Norwegian deal with this change. Seip (1955:199) suggests that
2./3.sg. -r sometimes spread to the 1.sg. in strong verbs already in 1150-1300; he also
points out the parallel change in vera ‘to be’, with 3.sg. er sometimes occurring for
expected em in this period. Seip also notes the reverse change, with 3.sg. verbs
sometimes occurring without a final -r. Seip’s description suggests this was a
phonological change—an early instance of the -r dropping that became general in certain
dialects later—but it is better seen as morphological, as final -r remains well preserved in
later centuries, playing a major role in the phonology (being a conditioning environment
for svarabhakti vowel insertion) and the morphology (eventually spreading to be a
marker of all present-tense verbs). Thus, in these early data, we see a tendency towards
the analogical elimination of singular person distinctions in present tense verbs that can
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be carried out in either direction.
Seip (1955:321) goes on to suggest that the loss of all person distinctions on the
verb was probably complete in speech by 1300, noting that person distinctions in the
plural were maintained rather longer in writing.
Indrebø (1951:124), discussing the wider process of conjugation simplification
from the syncope period onwards, notes that 3.sg. endings are found in the 1.sg. present
tense of weak and strong verbs from around 1250 and in vera ‘to be’ from 1280.
Mørck (2005:1142; 2011:554), describing the transition from Old to Middle
Norwegian, suggests the 1.sg. present merged with the 2./3.sg. in late Old Norwegian
and gives a paradigm with no person distinction in the present indicative singular for
Swedish and Norwegian in the early 14th century. Tønnessen (1995:29-30,46-48),
examining verbal inflection in Oslo charters in the latter half of the 15th century,
confirms that no distinction between 1.sg. and 3.sg. remains in this period.
There is one detailed study of the change, Ottosson (2003:120–129), based on
samples from the early major Norwegian manuscripts and a selection of charters dating
before 1370 (including all charters before 1300). Ottosson examines present indicative,
present subjunctive, weak past indicative and weak past subjunctive verbs separately;
the results of his study for indicative verbs are given in Figure 32 (some numbers are
estimations). As can be seen, Ottosson finds that the change was ongoing during the 13th
century, that it happened earlier in the past tense than the present, and that it moved
towards completion in the early-14th century.
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70.00%
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Figure 32: Rate of changed forms of 1.sg. present (blue) and past (red) indicative verbs by text date from Ottosson
(2003:121–122, 130)

Thus we expect to find the merger of the 1.sg. and 3.sg. in the present indicative
well under way in the earliest period of the corpus and going to completion in the first
half of the 14th century. From Seip’s comments, we expect to find it affected strong verbs
before weak verbs. No scholar makes any suggestion about how it diffused through the
speech community, either in geographical or socioeconomic terms.
It seems likely that this change happened earlier in Swedish and Danish than
Norwegian. In the earliest Swedish sources, both the -(V)r and zero endings are found for
both 1.sg. and 3.sg.: there is no categorical distribution as in the earliest Old Icelandic
and Old Norwegian (Jansson 1934:233; Delsing 2005:935,936; Mørck 2005:1142). By
contrast, in Danish, already in the earliest sources distinctive 1.sg. forms are restricted to
occasional formulae (Skautrup 1968:273).

6.3. Data collection
6.3.1. Method of data collection
To collect all examples of 1.sg. verbs, forms of the 1.sg. nominative pronoun were
identified and corresponding finite verb(s) recorded for each. This included verbs in coordinated phrases without a repeated subject, as shown in Extract 9; 1.sg. verbs with null
subjects were not investigated.
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DN IV.412, 22nd of November 1360
ek lukr ok afhender meder þesso minu
opno brefue sambrœðrum minum ok
korsbrœdrum aat fyrnæmfdre Marikirkiu

I pay and transfer with this my open
charter to my fellow brothers and
choristers at [the] aforementioned Church
of [St.] Mary…

Extract 9: Co-ordinated verbs

Subjubctive verbs, as in the example in Extract 10, were also excluded.

DN IV.469, 13th of January 1368
stændr iorden j byghslu vttan ek sialfr a
siti, þa skal hon æigha landskyld

[if] the land comes to be rented out but I
myself am not occupying [it], then she will
have a right to [the] rent…

Extract 10: Subjunctive verb

Data was gathered from original texts until 1375, when the change had clearly gone to
completion.

6.3.2. Categorisation of verbs
The verbs were classified into conjugations on the basis of Zoëga (2004), Cleasby,
Vigfússon & Dasent (1894) and Heggstad, Hødnebø & Simensen (2015). The verb velja
‘choose’ deserves particular comment. It occurred four times in the following documents:
•

DN XI.40, 14th of November 1349, <væll>

•

DN IV.359, 15th of October 1352, <væl>

•

DN III.296, 16th of October 1358, <væll>

•

DN IV.475, 31st of December 1368, <væll>

As will be seen, these are all in the period when the change has nearly gone to completion.
Yet none of them show the change. This suggests the possibility that velja here is conjugating
like a strong verb, with assimilation of final -r to the preceding /l/ leaving the 2./3.sg. marked
only by the length of the final consonant (a possibility mentioned by Noreen (1903:358)): in
this case it would originally have had 1.sg. /vel/ and 2./3.sg. /velː/; later, the 2./3.sg. form
levelled to the 1.sg. giving /velː/ for all persons. Further investigation of this verb revealed
that we have no evidence for a form in -(V)r in original documents until as late as 1462 (DN
XI.214). Of the four texts listed above, only DN XI.40 shows relatively consistent marking of
coda /l/ length. Thus this account seems very plausible, and it is clear that we should exclude
tokens of the verb velja from consideration here.
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6.3.3. Categorisation of endings
The relevant change for all verbs except vera ‘to be’ is the spread of -(V)r to the 1.sg. The
endings identified are summarised in Table 11 and Table 12.

Form

Notes

-Ø
-Ø

Example
<gæf> ‘give’, DN II.77 (1304)

-Vr-Vr with haplology <gør> ‘make’, DN VII.280 (1370)

-i

<hefi> ‘have’, DN I.63 (1269-1271)

-e

<hafe> ‘have’, DN II.67 (1303)

em

1.sg. of vera ‘to be’

<em>, DN I.51 (1226-1254)

Table 11: Forms not showing the change

Form

Notes

Example

-ær

-r with svarabhakti vowel

<bindær> ‘bind’, DN VII.290 (1372)

-ær

<pant sætær> ‘give as security’, DN XVIII.29 (1374)

-ar

<æthlar> ‘suppose’, DN IV.282 (1343)

-ar

-r with svarabhakti vowel

-r
-r

<biðr> ‘ask’, DN II.305 (1349)
-er/-ir with hypercorrection <afhenðr> ‘transfer’, DN X.48 (1341)

-er
-er

<afhænder> ‘transfer’, DN IV.162 (1323)
-r with svarabhakti vowel

-ir
-ir

<gengher> ‘walk’, DN VI.67 (1299-1305)
<gerir> ‘make’, DN IV.85 (1310)

-r with svarabhakti vowel

-yr
er

<gefuar> ‘give’, DN II.334 (1356)

<giuir> ‘give’, DN III.342 (1364)
<aafhendyr> ‘transfer’, DN III.332 (1363)

2./3.sg. of vera ‘to be’

<er>, DN I.326 (1351)

Table 12: Forms showing the change

All of these were included with the exception of instances of -Ø which plausibly
represented -ir with haplology (i.e. where -ir would be the expected 2./3.sg. form and the
stem ended in -Vr-).

6.3.4. Formulae
Due to the restricted range of text types among these early documents, the vast majority
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of tokens were in formulae. The main text types represented are wills, property charters
and charters reporting legal hearings. In property charters and those reporting legal
hearings, the main body of text is usually in the preterite (reporting what took place in a
transaction or what was said at a hearing, the content of which is itself past-tense
narrative); the only present verbs in these texts are usually in introductory and closing
formulae. Extract 11 gives introductory formulae and the beginning of the body from a
charter reporting a legal hearing. Extract 12 gives the beginning of the body from a
charter recording a property transaction.

DN XIII.23, 1360
Sinum hæiderlegom herra herra Magnus
med gudsnaad (Suia) ok Noregs kononge
sender Þrond Reidarsson i umbode Kæitiuls
Viglæiksonar æuerdelega hæilsu med
varom herra ok sinæ uiliulega þionosto
yddr min herre gerer ek kunnikt at a æinu
are
ok fiortukta rikis ydars uar ek a Igufstvæit
a þinginu er ligger a Þilamorkene tisdagen
æiptir Midfaustu tok ek prof þæira Solua
Olafs sonar […] ok Þoorder Glødes sonar …

To his worthy lord lord Magnús with god’s
grace king of Swedes and Norway[,] Þróndr
Hreiðarsson as representative of Ketill
Vígleikssonr sends eternal greeting with
our lord and his own willing service to you
my lord[.] I make known that in the fortyfirst year of your reign I was at Igufsþveit
at the Thing which is located in Telemark
on [the] Tuesday after Mid-Lent I took
evidence from Sǫlvér Ólafssonr and Þórðr
Gløðissonr …

Extract 11: Example verbs in a murder charter

DN XIII.18, 1343
ek gerer yder kunnikt at ek hefuer gefuet
ok afhænt Birnj synj minum ser till
kuænfangs tolf marka booll j þæima
anemfdum jordum …

I make known to you that I have given and
transferred to my son Bjǫrn for bride-price
twelve merkisból in the aforementioned
farm …

Extract 12: Example verbs in a property charter

As can be seen, typically only verbs in the introductory formulae are in the present tense;
when present verbs are found in the body, as in DN XIII.18, these are usually in formulae
characterising the type of charter in question.
Wills are often entirely in present tense, but are still typically made up of
formulaic phrases. Extract 13 shows an extract from a will.
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DN II.78, 1304
Jn nomine domini amen. Ek Ingimundr
korsbroðr j Stawangre hafande alla mina
skynsæmd ok samuizko þa sæm gud hefer
gefet mer sua sæm þa er æk være heil ok
vsiuker gerer mit testamentum guði til lofs
ok dyrðar ok mer til synda aflausna ok
salohialpar. fyrst at æk gæf guði sal mina
ok kys æk mer lægstað þar sæm herra
biskup ok brœðr gera rað fyrer. gæf æk til
staðarens j Stawangre …

In nomine domini amen. I[,] Ingimundr[,]
chorister in Stavanger[,] having all my
senses and wits which god has given me
just as when I was healthy and unsick[,]
make my testament for praise and glory to
god and my forgiveness of sins and
salvation. First that I give to god my soul
and I choose [a] resting-place for myself
where [the] lord bishop and brethren
advise. I give to the place in Stavanger …

Extract 13: Example verbs in a will

As can be seen, most present tense verbs in this type of charter are in the formulae ek
gef ‘I give’ and ek kýs ‘I choose’.
As almost all data are in formulae it would be fruitless to try to exclude or
separate out formulaic uses. However, we should remain mindful that these formulaic
data may be particularly conservative relative even to other written data.

6.3.5. Editorial intervention
In one example in DN IV.359 (1352) the editor has ‘corrected’ a conservative 1.sg. verb
form to an innovative form with an -r: the printed edition reads <offra[r]>. This editorial
intervention has been discounted and this form counted as an example without the
change.
Eighteen texts in the dataset have been printed elsewhere: DN I.51, I.63, I.70,
II.19, II.24, II.29, II.39, II.45, II.58, II.61, III.30, III.45, IV.18, V.16 and V.41 were printed
in Hødnebø (1960) and DN I.343, I.409, III.332 and III.328 in Hødnebø (1966). The 57
tokens in these texts were checked against Hødnebø’s transcriptions. For none was there
disagreement regarding the suffix: Hødnebø distinguishes between orthemes which the
DN merges, such as <f ꝼ>, <r ꝛ> and <i í>, and notes where abbreviations have been
expanded, but there were no other differences between the two sets of transcriptions.
This is encouraging evidence that transcription practices have not interfered with this
dataset.
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6.4. Description of the data
6.4.1. The timing of the change
Table 13 shows the distribution of the change by year range. Unlike the general practice
here, the length of the periods used is not even: the first period (1240-1290) is longest at
50 years, whereas in the latter part of the data periods are just 2.5 years in length. This is
because the total amount of data is rather less than for most changes examined and the
period of vigorous diffusion is when the data are sparsest. Rather than identifying a
period length which suits the majority of the data but is impractical for the earliest part,
or a length which is suited to the earliest part but fails to show fine chronological detail
later, the length of periods has each been set as low as possible such that each period still
contains enough data to calculate meaningful proportions.

Year range

-V -Ø -(V)r % changed

1240

1290

5

8

5

27.78

1290

1300

1

5

10

62.50

1300

1310

6

11 23

57.50

1310

1315

4

3

19

73.08

1315

1320

0

1

24

96.00

1320

1325

4

0

16

80.00

1325

1330

5

0

17

77.27

1330

1335

2

1

37

92.50

1335

1340

2

2

39

90.70

1340

1345

0

1

70

98.59

1345

1347.5 0

1

23

95.83

1

0

59

98.33

1352.5 1

0

24

96.00

1347.5 1350
1350

1352.5 1355

0

0

23

100.00

1355

1360

1

0

45

97.83

1360

1362.5 0

0

23

100.00

1362.5 1365

0

0

28

100.00

1365

1370

0

0

50

100.00

1370

1372.5 0

0

56

100.00

0

22

100.00

1372.5 1375

0

Table 13: Distribution of changed and unchanged forms by year range
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The data from Table 13 are visualised in Figure 33; Figure 34 shows a KDE plot for these
data.
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Figure 33: % changed by year range
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Figure 34: Temporal KDE for loss of 1.sg. agreement

The change appears already to have been under way in the 13th century, the earliest
period for which we have data. By the time the data becomes richer it has almost gone to
completion, with just a few remnants of the distinction after 1340.
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6.4.2. The role of verb class
Relative rates of change in weak and strong verbs were examined. The data are displayed
in Table 14 and visualised in Figure 35.
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Year range strong

weak

vera ‘to be’

-V -Ø -(V)r % change -V -Ø -(V)r % change em er
1240 1290

0

7

1290 1310

1

1310 1320

1

12.50

5

0

4

44.44

1

0

16 11

39.29

6

0

22

78.57

0

0

0

3

11

78.57

4

1

31

86.11

0

1

1320 1330

0

0

5

100.00

9

0

28

75.68

0

0

1330 1340

0

3

19

86.36

4

0

57

93.44

0

0

1340 1345

0

1

20

95.24

0

0

49

100.00

0

1

1345 1350

0

0

27

100.00

1

1

53

96.36

0

2

1350 1355

0

0

19

100.00

1

0

26

96.30

0

2

1355 1360

0

0

11

100.00

1

0

32

96.97

0

2

1360 1365

0

0

12

100.00

0

0

39

100.00

0

0

1365 1370

0

0

7

100.00

0

0

42

100.00

0

1

1370 1375

0

0

14

100.00

0

0

62

100.00

0

2

Table 14: Distribution of changed and unchanged forms by verb class
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Figure 35: % changed by verb class

Weak verbs appear to lead the change relative to strong verbs (there is insufficient data
from anomalous vera ‘to be’ to plot). Although the difference in absolute numbers is small
and disappears in the latter period where the data are richer, it might be expected that
the differentiation in different environments be strongest during the most vigorous
period of change. The difference is statistically significant for 1290-1310 according to a
χ² test27.
27

χ²=8.928, df=1, p=0.0028. Risk ratio=0.5.
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6.4.3. The role of position
Position relative to the subject plays a role in subject-verb agreement elsewhere in
Germanic and indeed plays a significant role in the decline of agreement in the plural in
Norwegian (see chapter 11). To investigate this factor in the loss of 1.sg. inflection, the
data were tagged for the relative position of verb and subject pronoun. These data are
shown in Table 15 and visualised in Figure 36. Immediately preceding was not
distinguished from non-immediately preceding as there was just one example of a verb
preceding the pronoun with other material intervening between the two.

Year range

V preceding

V following
immediately

V following nonimmediately

-V -Ø -(V)r % ch.

-V -Ø -(V)r % ch.

-V

-Ø

-(V)r % ch.

1240 1300

5

10 9

37.50

1 3

5

55.56

0

0

1

1300 1320

4

13 25

59.52

6 2

34

80.95

0

0

7

100.00

1320 1330

2

0

9

81.82

7 0

20

74.07

0

0

4

100.00

1330 1340

2

2

42

91.30

2 1

32

91.43

0

0

2

1340 1345

0

1

27

96.43

0 0

38

100.00

0

0

5

100.00

1345 1350

0

0

38

100.00

0 1

36

97.30

1

0

8

88.89

1350 1355

1

0

24

96.00

0 0

20

100.00

0

0

2

1355 1360

0

0

16

100.00

1 0

24

96.00

0

0

5

100.00

1360 1365

0

0

21

100.00

0 0

23

100.00

0

0

7

100.00

1365 1370

0

0

15

100.00

0 0

32

100.00

0

0

3

1370 1376

0

0

32

100.00

0 0

38

100.00

0

0

11

1376 1382

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

Table 15: Distribution of changed and unchanged forms by relative position of verb and pronoun
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Figure 36: % changed by relative position of verb and pronoun

The first observation on these data is that when the verb follows the pronoun with other
material intervening between the two (‘V follow non-immediately’), the change is strongly
favoured from an early point. However, this category contains many examples in which
the intervening material is the signatory’s name, as shown in Extract 14.

DN II.279, 1346
Ek Erlingr Vidkunnar son sysslu madr aa
Sundmœre hœyllsar þer Siughurder …

I[,] Erlingr Viðkunnarsonr[,] bailiff in
Sundmœr[,] greet you[,] Sigurðr …

Extract 14: Example of a co-referential NP intervening between pronoun and verb

This intervening co-referential NP should probably be seen as the environment favouring
the change.
There also appears to be some difference between the preceding and immediately
following contexts in the first two periods: the verb following the pronoun appears to
favour the change earlier than preceding the pronoun. Although the absolute difference
is small, it is statistically significant for the second period according to a χ² test 28.

6.4.4. The role of dialect
The geographical distribution of the change by period is shown in Figure 37: blue points
represent one or more unchanged forms, red one or more changed forms. Where both
28

χ²=6.619, df=1, p=0.0101. Risk ratio = 0.7114.
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changed and unchanged forms occur at the same point, shades of purple are used to
indicate proportion changed.

150

pre-1300

1300-1310

1320-1330

1330-1340

1340-1350

post-1350

1310-1320

151

Figure 37: Geographical distribution of changed and unchanged forms by period

Several observations should be made here. The earliest period is characterised
not only by a limited quantity of data but a more restricted range of localities: relevant
charters before 1300 are localised only in Oslo, Tønsberg, Stavanger and Trondheim.
Thus we must be cautious about making strong statements about the geographical
distribution of the change in this period. Nevertheless, it does appear that the change is
less common in the south and especially the south-west at this early stage. This is borne
out by the data for 1300-1310. From this point onwards, conservative unchanged forms
are increasingly restricted to inland areas.
Figure 38 shows the KDE plots for the data for 1300, 1320, 1340 and 1360. The
temporal kernel has a bandwidth (standard deviation) of 10 years and the geospatial
kernel has a bandwidth (equivalent number of nearest neighbours) of 10.
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Figure 38: Kernel density estimation for the loss of present 1.sg. 1300-1360

This helps to further confirm the impression of the diffusion of the change in
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space given by Figure 37. In the earliest period, the change is found in three areas
around Oslo, Trondheim and Bergen; at this stage it is most advanced in Trondheim and
least advanced in Bergen. It spreads outwards from these centres over the following
decades, leaving two relic conservative areas: the south (including Stavanger/Rogaland,
Agder and Telemark) and inland Norway (Oppland and Buskerud). Of these, the change
reaches the south first. The relic area in inland Norway slowly shrinks over the first half
of the 14th century.

6.4.5. The role of social factors
There is no evidence that gender plays a role in the diffusion of this change. Figure 39
shows the proportions of changed forms in charters with a female first signatory and
those with a male first signatory or no signatory. There is a noteworthy difference in one
period, 1320-1340, but the relevant cell values are very low (7 changed and 0 unchanged
for female signatories) and the difference is not statistically significant 29. Given the low
numbers of documents with female signatories, it is unsurprising that no differences
emerge.

100.00%

90.00%

80.00%

70.00%

60.00%

first sender is not female
first sender is female

50.00%

40.00%

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%
1240

1260

1280

1300

1320

1340

1360

Figure 39: % changed by gender of the first signatory

Similarly, no convincing patterns emerge in distribution according to social group.
Although there do appear to be differences between social groups in certain periods
29
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Fisher exact probability test, p=0.3895. Risk ratio = 0.8699.

(Figure 40), these generally reflect low cell values, and no consistent pattern of relative
ordering is visible.
100.00%

90.00%

80.00%

70.00%
untitled individuals
magistrates
lawyers
lower officials
lower clergy
higher officials and nobles
higher clergy
royalty

60.00%

50.00%

40.00%

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%
1240

1260

1280

1300

1320

1340

1360

Figure 40: % changed by social group of first signatory

6.5. Analysis
6.5.1. Regression
A logistic regression model was fitted treating each token as a separate data point 30 and
30 A basic assumption of regression analysis is that data points are independent: that the
outcome of any given event (here the production of a verb with or without the change) does
not affect the outcome of any other event. This assumption is clearly false for multiple tokens
taken from the same document. There might be priming effects, and even discounting these, a
speaker’s language use is not simply the sum of their social characteristics but is idiosyncratic:
each writer has an idiolect which represents an invisible factor affecting each token they
produce. The result of this nonindependence would be to create artificial correlations between
the dependent variable and any external predictors which are consistent for all tokens of each
text. This will deflate the p-values for these predictors.
The best solution to this problem would be to use mixed-effects regression and include
document (or author) as a random effect. However, this is not possible with these data (or any
of the data in this project) due to the nature of the corpus. Most texts are relatively short and
contain only a handful of tokens. As a result, the vast majority of texts show categorical
behaviour for each dependent variable. Thus, of course, including document as a predictor
would cause perfect separation.
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including language-internal variables (relative position of verb and pronoun, conjugation)
and year of issue as independent variables. The results are displayed in Figure 41. In this
figure, the year is indicated by ‘mid_year’; other variables have self-explanatory names.
The coefficient of each independent variable is given under ‘Coef’ and the p-value under
‘Pr(>|Z|)’ (generally speaking, p-values under 0.05 indicate significant effects).

lrm(formula = changed ~ mid_year + simplified_conjugation + verb_order +
verb_divided_from_pronoun, data = data.regression, linear.predictors = T)

Obs
681
0
65
1
616
max |deriv| 2e-05

Model Likelihood
Ratio Test
LR chi2
146.79
d.f.
5
Pr(> chi2) <0.0001

Discrimination
Indexes
R2
0.415
g
1.941
gr
6.962
gp
0.134
Brier
0.060

Coef
S.E.
Intercept
-87.0800 10.0681
mid_year
0.0674 0.0076
simplified_conjugation=anomalous
1.3344 2.4169
simplified_conjugation=strong
-0.5812 0.3435
verb_order=preceding
-0.0648 0.3437
verb_divided_from_pronoun
1.4976 1.0649

Wald Z
-8.65
8.85
0.55
-1.69
-0.19
1.41

Rank Discrim.
Indexes
C
0.889
Dxy
0.779
gamma
0.783
tau-a
0.135

Pr(>|Z|)
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.5809
0.0906
0.8504
0.1596

Figure 41: Regression with internal factors

As can be seen, none of the language-internal factors was found to have a statistically
significant effect in conditioning the change. Nevertheless, the Nagelkerke R2 of 0.415
demonstrates that together, these factors and the date explain quite a large proportion of
the variance.
A regression model was then fitted treating each charter as a separate data point,
coded TRUE if it contained at least one changed form and FALSE otherwise. The factors
included were first signatory social class31 and year. The results are shown in Figure 42.

Instead, the solution used here is to calculate two regression models for each dataset: one
which divides the data into tokens and models the form of the dependent variable, and one
which divides the data by text and models the proportion of different variants (or the
likelihood of the document showing at least one changed form). The first of these types of
model can be used to examine the effects of internal (linguistic) predictors, but produces
artificially inflated coefficients and deflated p-values for external (social) predictors which
should not be interpreted. The second can be used to examine the effects of external (social)
predictors, but cannot include internal (linguistic) predictors since these would vary across the
tokens included in each data point.
31 Note that in this output and elsewhere the Norwegian names of the social categories have
been used; these are summarised and translated in Table 2 in 3.4.3.
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lrm(formula = charter_has_change ~ mid_year + first_sender_rank,
data = data.regression)
Frequencies of Missing Values Due to Each Variable
charter_has_change
mid_year first_sender_rank
355
0
0

Obs
326
0
23
1
303
max |deriv| 0.2

Model Likelihood
Ratio Test
LR chi2
47.72
d.f.
9
Pr(> chi2) <0.0001

Discrimination
Indexes
R2
0.341
g
1.850
gr
6.359
gp
0.098
Brier
0.054

Rank Discrim.
Indexes
C
0.884
Dxy
0.768
gamma
0.770
tau-a
0.101

Coef
S.E.
Wald Z
Intercept
-80.8864 17.0825 -4.74
mid_year
0.0631 0.0129 4.88
first_sender_rank=problem_category
0.9597 1.2760 0.75
first_sender_rank=høgere_embetsmenn -0.0939 1.4831 -0.06
first_sender_rank=høgere_geistlige
-1.5198 5.6791 -0.27
first_sender_rank=kongelige
-1.6697 0.9075 -1.84
first_sender_rank=lågere_embetsmenn -0.5978 0.7743 -0.77
first_sender_rank=lågere_geistlige
-1.5477 0.6141 -2.52
first_sender_rank=lagmenn
4.6060 77.2761 0.06
first_sender_rank=lagrettemenn
-1.7707 1.2793 -1.38

Pr(>|Z|)
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.4520
0.9495
0.7890
0.0658
0.4400
0.0117
0.9525
0.1663

Figure 42: Regression with external factors

Here, only the lower clergy was found to have a statistically significant effect relative to
the reference value of the factor (untitled individuals). This group disfavoured the
change, perhaps suggesting a change from below; however, the data are too limited to
draw this conclusion with confidence.

6.5.2. Geographically weighted regression
A geographically weighted regression was calculated using the GWR4 software (Nakaya
et al. 2014) with the following factors: whether the verb was divided from the pronoun;
verb conjugation; year; and whether the first signatory was female. All of these were
treated as global (geographically invariant) factors and only the intercept was allowed to
vary geographically: thus the assumption was built into the model that the rate and
conditioning of the change was the same everywhere, and that only timing differed
geographically (cf. Willis 2017). As none of these except year was found to have a
substantial effect (z-score for all was between -2 and 2) the model was recalculated with
year as the only factor. Geographical outliers in Orkney, Shetland and Jämtland were not
included. A fixed Gaussian spatial kernel was used with a bandwidth chosen by the
Golden Search method of 41.72km (that is, points were weighted by their distance from
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the sample point on a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation of 41.72km). The
results of this model are given in Figure 43 and Figure 44.
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GWR (Geographically weighted regression) result
*****************************************************************************
Bandwidth and geographic ranges
Bandwidth size:
41.720291
Coordinate
Min
Max
Range
--------------- --------------- --------------- --------------X-coord
5.278646
12.011707
365.733193
Y-coord
58.057043
63.430515
597.503635
(Note: Ranges are shown in km.)
Diagnostic information
Effective number of parameters (model: trace(S)):
14.025868
Effective number of parameters (variance: trace(S'WSW^-1)):
10.716747
Degree of freedom (model: n - trace(S)):
543.974132
Degree of freedom (residual: n - 2trace(S) + trace(S'WSW^-1)): 540.665010
Deviance:
229.020816
Classic AIC:
257.072553
AICc:
257.848836
BIC/MDL:
317.725443
Percent deviance explained
0.377724
***********************************************************
<< Fixed (Global) coefficients >>
***********************************************************
Variable
Estimate
Standard Error z(Estimate/SE)
-------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------centred_year
0.070223
0.010374
6.768838
***********************************************************
<< Geographically varying (Local) coefficients >>
***********************************************************
Summary statistics for varying (Local) coefficients
Variable
Mean
STD
-------------------- --------------- --------------Intercept
2.071946
0.733239
Variable
Min
Max
Range
-------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------Intercept
-0.419188
5.738113
6.157301
Variable
Lwr Quartile
Median
Upr Quartile
-------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------Intercept
1.720688
2.176601
2.313342
Variable
Interquartile R
Robust STD
-------------------- --------------- --------------Intercept
0.592654
0.439329
(Note: Robust STD is given by (interquartile range / 1.349) )
*****************************************************************************
GWR Analysis of Deviance Table
*****************************************************************************
Source
Deviance
DOF
Deviance/DOF
------------ ------------------- ---------- ---------------Global model
268.411
556.000
0.483
GWR model
229.021
540.665
0.424
Difference
39.390
15.335
2.569
*************************************************************************
Geographical variability tests of local coefficients
*************************************************************************
Variable
Diff of deviance
Diff of DOF
DIFF of Criterion
-------------------- ------------------ ---------------- ----------------Intercept
39.390239
12.025868
-14.583841
Figure 43: Results of GWR
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Figure 44: Likelihood of change in 1323 by region according to GWR model in Figure 43
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The large negative DIFF of Criterion indicates a significant improvement of the
geographical model over the parallel global model (Nakaya 2016:19–20): this indicates
that there is significant geographical variability in the dataset. Thus we can read Figure
44 as a best-fit model of the process of diffusion. This analysis confirms the visual
inspection and KDE analysis of the latter part of the data: the change can be seen
encroaching from the north, east and west, leaving only relic conservative areas in inland
Oppland, Telemark and Agder.

6.6. Discussion
6.6.1. Timing
The early part of this change must be dated in the first half of the 13th century, a period
for which there is vanishingly little data in this corpus. During the first half of the 14th
century, when we have richer data, we see the gradual tail of the s-curve as it moves
towards completion, which happens around 1340. It is interesting to note that, in spite of
their formulaic nature, the texts studied here seem to be more innovative for this change
than other Old Norwegian genres investigated by Ottosson (2003:122–123), although this
might be an artefact of the lack of early data in this genre and late data in other genres.

6.6.2. Origin and pathways of diffusion
The central questions to be asked of these data are:
•

where did this change originate?

•

was it indigenous or the result of contact?

•

by what route(s) did it diffuse to the entirety of the Norwegian-speaking area?

As we have little data for the first half of the change it is only possible to pose tentative
answers to the origin question. Nevertheless, what data there are offer us a clear picture;
as the GWR shows a significant improvement of the geographical over the global model
and that model closely matches the KDE plots (particularly compare Figure 44 with
Figure 38 for 1320), we can interpret these patterns with some confidence.
In the 13th century, we can only compare three distinct localities: Stavanger and
Rogaland (west); Trondheim and Trøndelag (north); and Oslo, Tønsberg, Vestfold and
Østfold (south-east). The northern area shows a relatively high proportion of the change
(9/13 examples in the north compared with 4/14 in the west and 1/3 in the south-east).
This might seem to suggest the change started in the north. However, as all texts from
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the northern area are very late in the 13th century whereas those from the western and
eastern areas are more spread out (cf. Figure 45), it is not possible to conclude from
these data whether the difference is regional or purely chronological.
14
12
10
8

west
east
north

6
4
2
0
1270

1274

1278

1282

1286

1290

1294

1298

Figure 45: Examples in 13th century texts by date and region

Nevertheless, when we examine the data from the first decade of the 14th century,
we find a similar picture: charters from the north are ahead and those from the west lag
behind (7/8 examples in the north compared with 7/11 examples in the south east and
8/18 in the west).
Thus in this very earliest period there is some evidence for the north leading the
change and slightly stronger evidence for the whole of the east (including north and
south-east) leading. This suggests the change spread from the east, either in the northeast from Jämtland, in the south-east from Bohuslän, or both; this fits an account in which
the change spread from East North Germanic, where we know it happened earlier. All
this said, it is important not to exaggerate the strength of conclusions we can draw from
our very limited data, especially given that the change is already well advanced at the
earliest point at which we can see any geographical pattern.
As the change progresses in later decades, its geographical distribution does not
appear to be spreading outwards in a single contiguous area. Rather, we see evidence of
its progression first in Trondheim and the surrounding area, then in Oslo and the
surrounding area, and finally in Bergen and its environs before these regions join up. The
conservative areas that are left, which the change takes longest to reach, are Stavanger
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and Rogaland, the inland south, and central Norway. Of these, it reaches Stavanger and
Rogaland first before spreading to the inland south, leaving central Norway as the last
stronghold of distinct 1.sg. agreement.
Thus, this change clearly seems to have spread by hierarchical diffusion: it is
found first in the most densely populated settlements and spreads between these before
reaching intervening rural regions, appearing to ‘jump’ between cities. The areas which
it takes longest to reach are the most rural and isolated from large towns: mountainous
central Norway and the inland south. The fact that it spreads to Stavanger and Rogaland
before the inland south seems slightly suggestive of its spreading more easily along the
coast than inland, although this might alternatively simply be another instance of
hierarchical diffusion (from Bergen to Stavanger).

6.6.3. Social factors
We might expect a change spreading from prestigious East Nordic by hierarchical
diffusion to be a change from above, with the more mobile upper classes leading.
However, there is simply insufficient evidence in these data to draw reliable conclusions
about the social distribution of this change. Not only is there little data, but the social
class annotation is of particularly low quality in this earliest period due to the fact that
such a large proportion of charters are wills (where signatories often do not give their
titles, leading them to be incorrectly tagged as untitled individuals). Thus even the one
difference found to be significant in the regression model (lower clergy are conservative
compared with untitled individuals) is hard to interpret and might instead indicate a
genre difference between the wills and other document types.

6.6.4. Internal factors
In spite of positive indications in the description of the data, the regression analyses
suggested that no internal (linguistic) factors had a significant effect, so we should be
cautious about interpreting differences as meaningful. What evidence there was seemed
to suggest that the change affected weak verbs first and was more likely to occur where a
co-referential NP separates the subject pronoun from the verb. Both effects seem
intuitively likely and would merit further investigation in other, earlier sources. However,
we cannot confidently assert either on the basis of these data alone.
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6.6.5. Conclusions
The contribution of this study to the central hypothesis in this project is straightforward.
The timing of the change we have identified here clearly excludes the possibility that the
loss of 1.sg. agreement resulted from contact with MLG in Norway: this change was
already ongoing in the mid-13th century, and so must have been innovated in the early
13th or late 12th century, before the period of intense contact with the Hanseatic League.
This probably also applies to Swedish. This leaves open the possibility that contact with
MLG (probably at the edge of the North-Germanic language area in Schleswig-Holstein
rather than through trade) was responsible for this change in Danish. More work is
needed to investigate the diffusion of this change between Danish, Swedish and
Norwegian and its genesis in Denmark to throw light on this issue.
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7. The rise of svarabhakti vowels
7.1. Background
7.1.1. The change: phonology and orthography
As a result of syncopes in late Proto Norse, the phonotactics of Old Norse allowed a
number of cross-linguistically marked clusters with /r/, including coda clusters with rising
sonority. Synchronically, these occurred particularly in the context of nom.sg. -r and
2./3.sg. -r. In late Old Norwegian, these were broken up by svarabhakti vowels so that
earlier /Cr#/ and /CrC/ sequences became /CVr#/ and /CVrC/. This change eventually
took place in all North Germanic languages. Morphological changes later obscured most
instances of this change in Continental North Germanic: nom.sg. -(V)r was deleted by
morphological change, obscuring changes to its form; verbal -r was subject to analogical
conflation with alternative endings in -Vr, making it a moot point whether -r had first
become -Vr by sound change. Nevertheless, the change is clearly evidenced in Modern
Norwegian in monomorphemic contexts such as åker < ákr ‘field’ and in the plurals of
consonant stems like bøker < bœkr ‘books’. In Insular North Germanic, less
morphological change has taken place and so the output of the change is clearly
preserved (Icelandic/Faroese akur, Icelandic bækur/Faroese bøkur, but also
Icelandic/Faroese maður ‘man [nom.sg.]’). The svarabhakti vowel in Continental North
Germanic is usually schwa, but in Insular North Germanic was /u/ (giving <u> /ʏ/ in
Modern Icelandic and <u> /ʊ/ in Faroese); thus we can also clearly see the svarabhakti
vowel in forms like Icelandic/Faroese tekur ‘take [2./3.sg.]’ (as opposed to, say, brúkar
‘use [2./3.sg.]’).
This is clearly simplificatory change in Trudgill’s terms: it removes a crosslinguistically marked phonological feature and reduces the number of distinct syllable
types. Unlike most of the changes examined here, it also took place in Insular North
Germanic. Nevertheless, as the relative chronologies suggest it may have spread into
Insular North Germanic from Norwegian, this does not automatically undermine it as an
example of the differential influence of MLG contact on Continental North Germanic.

7.1.2. Earlier research
Schulte (2005:1084–1085) states that orthographic “[e]penthetic vowels are regularly
inserted from the 13th and 14th c. onward, although some earlier attestations are found
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in Norwegian coin inscriptions from the 1060s” and that phonetically “the regular
intrusion of svarabhakti vowels in Norwegian starts in the 13th c., to be completed not
before 1400 in early Middle Norwegian”. In terms of quality, Schulte (2005:1085)
suggests a clear dialectal distribution: “West Norwegian south of Bergen shows <u> or
<o>, and north of Bergen <i> or <e>, whereas East Norwegian exhibits <a>, <e> or
<æ>”. Similarly, Hagland (2011:506), who does not date the change, states that <a> is
limited to south-east Norway west of Oslofjord, <u> to parts of the inner south-west
(Voss, Hardanger) and that elsewhere in Norway <e>, <æ> and sometimes <i> are
found.
Seip (1955:68,72) focuses on early attestation, citing the spelling of the name of
Olav Kyrre (whose reign began in 1066) as <(O)laver> on a coin, early examples of
svarabhakti <a> in Icelandic manuscripts with suspected Norwegian exemplars, and
further examples in Old Norwegian with <e>, <æ> and <a> from the 11th and 12th
centuries onwards. These earliest examples are associated with religious language,
particularly in the lexical items undrligr > undarligr ‘wonderful’, ítrligr > ítarligr
‘princely’ and Pétr > Pétar ‘Peter’. In terms of geographical variation, Seip (1955:139)
suggests that fewest svarabhakti vowels are found in charters from Trondheim and
Trøndelag, but puts this down to a strong conservative writing tradition rather than
spoken dialect differences; he interprets inconsistency in the orthography and
abbreviation of svarabhakti vowels in West Norwegian charters as evidence that they
were common in this region. He notes dialect differences in vowel quality, asserting that
the vowel was /ɑ/ in the south, /u/ (as in Icelandic and Faroese) in a few dialects and
schwa elsewhere and that, in writing, <e> and <æ> are universally most common with
occasional examples of <u> in the west and <a> in south-east and south Norway (Seip
1955:138–139).
Indrebø (1951:118) goes into more detail on early evidence, noting the
numismatic example and two or three runic examples of similar age in Austlandet, the
first West Norwegian examples shortly after 1200 and examples in Trøndelag after 1250.
He states that svarabhakti vowel spellings become more frequent in Norwegian texts
around 1325 and become the norm no earlier than 1350, but that in speech the sound
change must have been “quite usual”32 already before 1300 (Indrebø 1951:118). He also
describes the distribution of qualities of surviving svarabhakti vowels in modern
dialects: /u/ is found in the inland part of Hordaland; /a/ is found over a region stretching
from Oslofjord in the south to Valdres in the north, possibly as far as Dalane in the west;
elsewhere /e/ ([ə]) is found (Indrebø 1951:119).
32 “heller vanleg”
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Grøtvedt (1939:97), investigating law texts from south-eastern Norway, states that
the svarabhatki vowel had the quality /a/ in south-east and southern Norway, and that this
corresponds with the modern dialect evidence.
Klevmark’s (1983) study of vocalism in charters from Hallingdal discusses
svarabhakti vowels on the basis of 25 charters from 1310-1463. Svarabhakti vowels are
found from the earliest document Klevmark examines; as he does not count potential
svarabhakti vowel contexts in which they do not occur, this provides no evidence for
dating the occurrence of svarabhakti vowels. However, he does comment on svarabhakti
vowel qualities. He finds the most common ortheme is <a>: this is the majority variant in
until 1385 (1983:95) and a common variant alongside <e> and <i> from 1402 onwards
(1983:96). Linking this to the modern dialect evidence in forms like /bø:´kɑ/ for bøker <
bœkr from Hallingdal and Valdres, he suggests this pattern shows that the svarabhakti
vowel was /a/ in this part of central Norway (1983:97). He also finds some alternation
between <a> and <e> according to the backness of the preceding vowel (1983:95). <i>
was common in a small number of specific documents and he suggests this indicates
Swedish influence (1983:96).
Farstad (1991:56), studying vocalism in charters from Hedmark from 1356-1420,
criticises Seip and Indrebø’s claim that the svarabhakti vowel developed in speech
centuries before it became common in writing, arguing that “our early scribes could
hardly have viewed the svarabhakti vowel as something untraditional already before a
literary tradition had established itself”.33 Farstad discovers that only a few of the
charters studied lack the svarabhakti vowel, although it is usually represented with an
abbreviation mark; the proportion of fully written-out svarabhakti vowels increased over
time (Farstad 1991:60–61). Where a full vowel is used, it is most often <e>, otherwise
<æ>, and in a single instance <i>. On the basis of these findings and comparison with
earlier literature, Farstad (1991:60) suggests that <e> became more common over time
in the Middle Norwegian period. He also suggests that the svarabhakti vowel might have
been /a/ throughout the east, but that this pronunciation disappeared as unstressed
vowel distinctions were lost (Farstad 1991:60).
Adams (2015:234–236), studying E 8902, a late-14th century Norwegian
manuscript of the Swedish Birgittine revelations, describes the distribution of
svarabhakti vowel qualities in Middle Nordic texts for context. Adams states that in
addition to <e> and <æ>, <a> is found “in certain southern dialects such as Vestfold
and Telemark” and <u> “from around Hardanger and Voss”; <i> is diagnostic of East
Nordic, where <e> and <æ> are also found. The vast majority of occurrences in E 8092
33 “Våre tidlige skrivere kunne knapt nok vurdere støttevokalen som noe utradisjonelt allerede
før en skrifttradisjon hadde festet seg.”
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are of <i>, with a handful of occurrences of <a>, <e>, <æ> and one of <ý>. Only 16
tokens of over 1100 surveyed have no svarabhakti vowel.
Turning to East North Germanic, Skautrup (1968:250) suggests that the change
was common in Danish from around 1200 and in Swedish from the mid-13th century.
Thus in terms of dating there is agreement on the earliest evidence (the
numismatic example from the 1060s) but on little else. There is a century difference in
Seip and Schulte’s estimations of the date the change was completed in speech. These
differences are summarised in Table 16.
In terms of the geographical distribution of vowel qualities, there is some
agreement: Seip, Schulte and Hagland agree that <u> is associated with West
Norwegian, although Hagland specifies Voss which does not quite agree with Schulte’s
specification of ‘south of Bergen’; <a> is found in south-east Norway, although Hagland
restricts this to west of Oslofjord and Seip extends it to South Norway; <e> and <æ> are
found in East Norwegian (and presumably the language of North Norway and Trøndelag).
There is disagreement over the distribution of <i>, which has been associated with West
Norway north of Bergen, everywhere except the inland west, and Sweden. Schulte and
Hagland imply that West Norwegian does not have <e> or <æ>, disagreeing with Seip’s
suggestion that these are found everywhere. These similarities and differences are
summarised in Table 17. As only Seip comments on the geographical distribution of the
presence or absence of svarabhakti vowels, no comparison is needed.

First traces

Indrebø

Seip

Schulte

1060s

1060s

1060s

Increasing in writing 1325
Complete in writing

after 1350

Increasing in speech
Complete in speech

11th and 12th cc.
13th century

before 1300

after 1400

Table 16: Previous suggested datings for the rise of svarabhakti vowels
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Seip
<a> SEN, SN

Schulte

Hagland

Klevmark

Grøtvedt Adams

EN

western
SEN

Valdres,
Hallingdal

SEN, SN Vestfold,
Telemark

<æ> everywhere EN

elsewhere

<e> everywhere WN north of Bergen, elsewhere
EN
<i>

WN north of Bergen elsewhere

<u> WN

WN south of Bergen inland WN

<o>

WN south of Bergen

Swedish

East Nordic
Hardanger,
Voss

Table 17: Previous suggested geographical distributions for the qualities of svarabhakti vowels

Thus we can aim to resolve several disagreements in earlier research:
•

was the rise of svarabhakti vowels in written sources in the early 14th century or
earlier?

•

did the change go to completion in speech around 1300 or around 1400?

•

where was <i> found?

•

was the svarabhakti vowel sometimes written <e> and <æ> in West Norwegian
or were these restricted to the east?

•

was <o> found in West Norwegian in addition to <u>?

•

was <a> restricted to the area west of Oslofjord or was it also found elsewhere in
the east?

•

was <a> found in the south as well as the east?

7.2. Data collection
7.2.1. Method of data collection
In principle, there are two types of evidence for this change: hypercorrections, where
etymological CVr is spelled <Cr>, are strong evidence the change has taken place, but,
as orthographic errors, are inevitably infrequent; and direct representations of the
change in <CVr> spellings for etymological Cr. Both of these are worth investigating. In
each case, we must identify a set of words to investigate so that we can count nonoccurrences as well as occurrences of the relevant spellings. In both cases, identifying
good candidates is complicated by unrelated analogical change.
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7.2.1.1. Evidence from hypercorrections
This problem is most serious for hypercorrections, where we are interested in words with
an etymological CVr sequence. The main environments which create the final sequence
CVr are common inflexional endings: nom.pl. -ir and -ar, gen.sg. -ar and the 2./3.sg.
verbal endings -ir and -ar. The problem is created by the fact that there is also a nom.pl.
ending -r in consonant stem nouns, a strong nom.sg. ending -r, and a 2./3.sg. verbal
ending in -r in strong and light first conjugation weak verbs. Thus it is ambiguous
whether a form like <sænndr> for sendir ‘sends’ in DN III.57 (1303) is a hypercorrect
spelling or actually reflects the analogical spread of strong -r. For particles, formally and
semantically similar words could be the source of analogical interference.
It is impossible to entirely exclude these problems. We can choose lexical items to
minimise them, but since we are looking for orthographic errors we need an extremely
large dataset and so are necessarily limited to highly frequent words. Two particles, ellar
‘or; otherwise’ and eptir ‘after’, were chosen: these might be subject to analogical
interference from eðr ‘or’ and aptr ‘back’, but this risk seemed quite small. Three nouns,
faðir ‘father’, dóttir ‘daughter’ and bróðir ‘brother’, were chosen: these have nom.pl. in -r,
but since these plural forms have i-umlaut, they are consistently distinguishable; more of
a problem is presented by analogical interference with the larger inflexional classes with
nom.sg. in -r. For verbs, the 2./3.sg. present tense verb forms sendir ‘sends’ and hengir
‘hangs’ were selected; these are potentially subject to analogical interference from
strong and light class one weak verbs in -r. These seven words comprised a total of
34,147 tokens.

7.2.1.2. Evidence from spellings of svarabhakti vowels
Data for the svarabhakti vowel itself (forms with a Cr cluster which was later broken up)
are also subject to analogical interference. Strong verbs and class one weak verbs with
2./3.sg. -r could be subject to analogy from other verb classes with endings in -ir and -ar.
Nominals with nom.sg. in -r could be subject to analogy from the ija-stem declension with
nom.sg. in -ir and from nom.pl. forms in -ir and -ar.
In the case of nominal forms, nom.sg. nouns in -ir represent a minor class with no
highly frequent members: it seems unlikely that analogical transfer into this class was
ever a productive process. As the singular-plural distinction in nouns has been
maintained extremely well for the entirety of the history of Norwegian, analogical
transfer between nom.sg. and nom.pl. endings seems unlikely. By contrast, in the verbal
case the analogical transfer concerned would be from the largest, most productive verb
classes (all weak verbs excepting light stemmed class one weak verbs) to smaller classes.
It seems very probable that such analogy took place. Accordingly, no verb forms were
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used in this study.
All tokens of the adverbs aptr ‘back’, áðr ‘earlier’ and niðr ‘down’, the preposition
meðr ‘with’, the conjunction eðr ‘or’ and the nom.sg. of the common nouns konungr ‘king’
and maðr ‘man, person’ (including compounds in -maðr) and the personal names
Arnfinnr, Aslákr, Barðr, Eiríkr, Erlingr, Guðbrandr, Guðleikr, Hallvarðr, Oddr, Ormr and
Pétr were identified in original texts. This comprised a total of 21,361 tokens. The
nominals were checked to ensure that they were not (analogical) -ar genitives or -Vr
plurals and all such instances excluded.

7.2.2. Editorial intervention
Seip notes that “in manuscripts and charters the svarabhakti vowel is often written with
an abbreviation mark, so it is impossible to determine its quality” 34. Thus we must be
wary of the evidence here: svarabhakti vowel presence and quality may be obscured by
abbreviation.
In order to assess the scale of this problem, the 66 charters in the dataset which
were independently transcribed in Hødnebø (1960) were examined in detail. These
charters contained 237 tokens. In 62 (26.16%) the svarabhakti vowel and/or the /r/ were
abbreviated in one of two ways. Firstly, there are cases where an entire word was
abbreviated, leaving just the first letter and abbreviation mark. In the sample, there were
17 such abbreviations (7.17%) (mostly the noun konungr and preposition með(r)). Clearly,
it would be desirable to exclude this type.
The second type uses a hook, which could abbreviate an /r/ or a /Vr/ sequence:
these abbreviations should be expanded according to unabbreviated examples in the
same document. We would not expect to find disagreement between the DN and Hødnebø
if both followed this practice, yet disagreements are found.
DN IV.6 (1293) is an instructive example. Here, 10 tokens were collected for this
study: five of maðr, one of lǫgmaðr, and one each of Pétr, Áslákr, Eiríkr and Ormr. In the
DN, just one of these tokens has a svarabhakti vowel: <Ormær>. By contrast, Hødnebø
also transcribes svarabhakti vowels in <Petær>, <Eírikær> and <Aſlakær>, reflecting
different decisions about how to expand the hook abbreviation. Both Hødnebø’s and the
DN’s transcriptions are defensible. There are unabbreviated svarabhakti vowels in the
text, but they are outnumbered by many examples with no svarabhakti vowel and no
abbreviation mark. We could take these clear svarabhakti vowels as slips of the pen that
34 “[i] hss. og diplomer er svarabhaktivokalen ofte skrevet med et forkortningstegn, så det er
umulig å avgjøre kvaliteten” (Seip 1955:138).
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reveal the ‘real’ language of the scribe, contrasting with forms without svarabhakti
vowels as uninformative normative forms: this, it seems, was Hødnebø’s interpreation
(although not for all tokens, as he ignores some abbreviation marks). Alternatively, we
could expand abbreviations according to the majority pattern, as the DN does.
In total, of the 220 examples left, for just 8 (3.64%) was there disagreement
between Hødnebø and the DN. This low rate offers some reassurance about the scale of
the problem. Regardless, there is no option but to take the judgement of the DN: the
work involved in retranscribing all relevant texts to identify the most unambiguous data
would be enormous and facsimiles are available only for a small subset. Thus this source
of uncertainty must be borne in mind.
However, there is another reason for optimism: it is not clear how editorial
intervention could introduce any specific biases. There is no clear or consistent view in
the scholarly literature on the geographical distribution of svarabhakti vowels in early
sources and minimal opinion on their pathway of diffusion; when most DN texts were
transcribed there was no scholarship on this topic at all. Accordingly, there was no prior
expectation to bias transcribers to interpret abbreviations as representing svarabhakti
vowels in some regions but not others. Likewise, there is no scholarship on the social
distribution of svarabhakti vowels in these sources and so no mechanism for
inconsistencies in transcription practices to impose such a distribution. There is scholarly
opinion on the geographical distribution of svarabhakti vowel qualities and, anyway, only
a short logical leap is needed to expect /u/ to be more common on the west coast (the
region in closest contact with Iceland and the Faroes and from which they were settled).
Accordingly, these data should be interpreted with care. Nevertheless, as the literature
on this largely postdates the publication of the DN, it still does not seem likely this could
have introduced a systematic error.

7.3. Description of the data
7.3.1. The timing of the change
7.3.1.1. The evidence from hypercorrections
Figure 46 shows rates of hypercorrections by lemma. Bróðir and sendir show more
hypercorrections than other words, with faðir the next highest. Bróðir, faðir and sendir
also show a qualitatively distinct pattern, with rate of hypercorrections peaking around
1300 then dropping over the 14th century; other words (excepting perhaps dóttir) do not
show the same peak. Given that these words, along with hengir, are those identified as
most subject to analogical interference, this suggests that these patterns do not show
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hypercorrections but unrelated morphological change: in the case of bróðir, dóttir and
faðir, the analogical spread of strong nom.sg. -r to this small declension, replacing
nom.sg. -ir; in the case of hengir and sendir, the spread of strong 2./3.sg. -r to these weak
verbs. Figure 47 shows the rate of hypercorrections by 25-year period grouping lemmas
into those which inflect (nouns and verbs) and those which do not. This highlights the
different behaviour of these two groups. Accordingly, it was concluded that only the data
from the non-inflecting words ellar ‘or’ and eptir ‘after’ could be considered further.
These show a rise in hypercorrections in the late-14th and early-15th centuries
followed by a lower rate for the rest of the period covered. This suggests a scenario in
which the change was diffusing rapidly in the late-14th and early-15th centuries.
However, as the total dataset is small, it is difficult to draw strong conclusions.

30.00%

25.00%

20.00%
ellar
eptir
faðir
bróðir
dóttir
hengir
sendir

15.00%

10.00%

5.00%

0.00%
1275

1325

1375

1425

1475

1525

Figure 46: Rate of hypercorrect svarabhakti vowel spellings by 25-year period and lemma
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Figure 47: Rate of hypercorrect svarabhakti vowel spellings by 25-year period and word class

7.3.1.2. The evidence from words with etymological /Cr/
Figure 48 shows the rates of spellings in words affected by the sound change. Figure 49
shows the temporal KDE for these spellings and Figure 50 shows the KDE for all <CVr>
(as opposed to <Cr>) spellings. In the earliest period the most frequent spelling is with
<r> alone and no svarabhakti vowel, although there are some svarabhakti vowels even
then, especially with <i> and <e>. Rates of all svarabhakti vowel spellings except <i>
then increase steadily with a consequent drop in <Cr> spellings. Most of the increase is
accounted for by the increase in spellings with <e>. Svarabhakti vowel spellings become
the majority type around 1340, although spellings without svarabhakti vowel are present
at low frequency until around 1500. From around 1400, the increase of <e> spellings is
at the expense of spellings with other svarabhakti vowel qualities, and this type reaches
close to 100% in the 16th century.
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Figure 48: Rate of different spellings in words with etymological /Cr/ by decade
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Figure 49: Temporal KDE for different spellings in words with etymological /Cr/
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Figure 50: Temporal KDE for all <CVr> spellings

7.3.1.3. Conclusions concerning chronology
What conclusions should be drawn concerning the timing of the change is not an entirely
straightforward question. The sharp drop in hypercorrect <Cr> spellings in inflecting
words with etymological /Vr/ takes place between 1275 and 1350, coinciding with the
sharpest fall in <Cr> spellings in words with etymological /Cr/. This suggests this was
the period when the sound change was truly taking place: we expect hypercorrections to
be frequent while the change is at its peak rate of diffusion but fall sharply as the
conservative variant falls out of use in writing. However, this ignores the conclusion
reached above that the inflecting words with etymological /Cr/ could not be used as
evidence for hypercorrections due to analogical interference. There is a rise in the rate of
hypercorrections for the uninflecting words towards the beginning of the 15th century,
but this corresponds to the tail end of the change in words with etymological /Cr/, not at
all the period in which hypercorrections are expected; it is, regardless, only a small rise.
Overall, then, the evidence from hypercorrections is equivocal and limited. The best that
can probably be said is that the change first arose before the earliest data in this corpus
and was in its period of rapid diffusion in the late-13th and early-14th centuries.

7.3.2. The role of lexical item and word class
Figure 51 shows rates of svarabhakti vowels in words with etymological /Cr/ by lexical
item in 30-year moving windows; Figure 52 groups lexical items by word class. There are
some trends: common nouns are more conservative and personal names more advanced
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than other classes. The conservative behaviour of common nouns basically reflects the
conservative behaviour of one noun, konungr ‘king’. This is unsurprising: konungr is
especially likely to occur in formulae and so be copied directly from older exemplars; this
could result in its showing particularly conservative spelling. It is possible that
conservative spellings were equated with formality and so used more often when writing
the names and titles of kings. Furthermore, konungr was particularly frequently
abbreviated and so its behaviour might be an artefact of editorial practices. The
innovative behaviour of personal names is also probably a written-language phenomenon:
personal names are likely to occur in text not copied from any exemplar and so exhibit
the orthographic choices of the scribe; they are also more likely to be words the scribe
had rarely written before and so be less influenced by established orthographic practices.
Thus we should not conclude these patterns applied to the spoken change.
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Figure 51: Rates of svarabhakti vowels by lexical item and 30-year moving window
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Figure 52: Rates of svarabhakti vowels by word class and 30-year moving window

7.3.3. The role of social factors
7.3.3.1. Social group of first signatory
Figure 53 shows the change by social group in 30-year moving windows. There is a clear
low-to-high pattern of spread. In the earlier period, when few signatories used the title
lǫgréttismaðr ‘magistrate’ and the lowest social classes are best represented by untitled
signatories, this group leads the change. Lower officials, when there is sufficient data
from this group, tend to be highly innovative, as do magistrates once they appear. Less
innovative are lower clergy, who lag slightly behind untitled individuals. Higher officials
and nobles, royalty, higher clergy and citizens alternate as most conservative, with
lawyers falling into an intermediate position.
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Figure 53: Rate of svarabhakti vowels by rank of first signatory and 30-year moving window

7.3.3.2. Etymology of first signatory’s name
Figure 54 shows the change by the etymology of the first signatory’s name. Writers with
North Germanic names usually lead the change, with writers with mixed names lagging
behind. Writers with unclassified or Biblical names are inconsistently more conservative.
This is consistent with the finding for social group. The lowest social classes had least
education and contact with foreigners, making them most likely to have North Germanic
names; accordingly, a change beginning in the lowest social classes is led by writers with
North Germanic names. Writers with Biblical names are more likely to be from the
educated classes and accordingly lag behind in a change diffusing up the social scale.
Unidentifiable names are more likely to be borrowed, and so belong to the more mobile
and cosmopolitan upper classes.
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Figure 54: Rate of svarabhakti vowels by first signatory name and 30-year moving window

7.3.3.3. Gender
Figure 55 shows the change by signatory gender. There is generally too little data to
distinguish patterns; where there is enough, charters with female signatories lag behind
slightly.
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Figure 55: Rate of svarabhakti vowels by signatory gender and 30-year moving window

7.3.4. The role of dialect
Figure 56 shows KDEs for the average rate of svarabhakti vowels per document over the
period 1280-1400. The bandwidth (standard deviation) of the temporal kernel was 40
years and the bandwidth (equivalent number of nearest neighbours) of the spatial kernel
was 100 nearest neighbours.
The figure reveals a clear-cut pattern. The change is found first in the south-east,
with rates in Vestfold and Akershus over 50% at the earliest point; the most advanced
locality is in Lower Buskerud, south-west of Oslo. It spreads continuously outwards from
this region, next reaching northwards into Hedmark and Oppland and southwards into
Bohuslän and Telemark, and taking longest to reach the north (Jämtland, Trøndelag) and
the central west coast (Sogn og Fjordane).
The evidence from Oslo itself disrupts this picture. It is near the centre of the
innovative south-eastern region, yet is comparatively conservative (the KDE gives the
impression of a small conservative region around Oslo, but this is probably because the
data from Oslo itself, being more densely distributed than elsewhere, have a large effect
on the estimation for surrounding space). This may really reflect the spoken language
situation. An alternative explanation, however, is that the city (with its institutions and
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function as a centre of literary production) exerts a conservative influence on writing
that, in this case, happens to be at odds with its innovative position in the diffusion of the
spoken change. If this is accepted, it is possible that Oslo itself was the centre of the
change.
Turning to vowel qualities, Figure 57, Figure 58, Figure 59 and Figure 60 show
the KDEs for <a>, <æ>, <i> and <u o> spellings as a proportion of tokens with
svarabhakti vowels. In Figure 57 and Figure 58 we see that <a> and <æ> are largely
restricted to East Norwegian, but within that region are in complementary distribution:
<æ> is found to the north and east, <a> to the south and west. Although these are never
the majority variants anywhere, they are common in some areas and periods (<a>
particularly in Valdres, <æ> Gudbrandsdalen). In Figure 59 and Figure 60 we see that
<i> and <u o> spellings form a similar complementarity in West Norwegian: <u o> are
more frequent inland (Voss, Hardanger) and to the north, <i> is more frequent around
Bergen (Midhordland, Sunnhordland, Bergen). Unlike <a æ>, however, <u o i> are never
truly common anywhere. We also see that <i> is associated with areas bordering Sweden
(Romerike, Solør) around 1400.
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Figure 56: KDE for rate of svarabhakti vowels 1280-1400
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Figure 57: KDE for rate of <a> as svarabhakti vowel 1280-1400
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Figure 58: KDE for rate of <æ> as svarabhakti vowel 1280-1400
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Figure 59: KDE for rate of <i> as svarabhakti vowel 1280-1400
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Figure 60: KDE for rate of <u o> as svarabhakti vowel 1280-1400
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7.4. Analysis
7.4.1. Regression
7.4.1.1. Internal factors
The only internal factors coded were lemma and word class. A binomial mixed-effects
regression model was fitted in R using the glmer function from lme4 (Bates et al. 2016);
this was preferable to using a fixed-effects regression so that lemma could be included as
a random effect while still including word class as a fixed effect. Data was coded by
token, a total of 21,342 rows. The dependent variable was the presence of a svarabhakti
vowel: <Cr> spellings were coded as FALSE and <CVr> spellings TRUE. This model
included no geographical information, but included other external factors: year, social
group, name etymology and gender. Gender had no significant effect and was removed
from the model. As multiple tokens were included per charter, coefficients for these
external variables cannot be interpreted. The output is given as Figure 61. As can be
seen, common nouns disfavour the change compared with the reference level, adverbs.
There are no significant differences, among other word classes. Marginal R2 was
calculated for the model according to the method proposed by Nakagawa & Schielzeth
(2013) using the R package MuMIn (Bartoń 2015): R2=0.7647. Thus we can see that a
relatively large proportion of the variance is explained by these factors.
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Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace Approximation)
['glmerMod']
Family: binomial ( logit )
Formula: (svarabhakti_vowel != "Ø") ~ scale(mid_year) + first_sender_rank +
first_sender_name_type + word.class + (1 | lemma)
Data: svarabhakti_vowel_data_by_token[which(!
svarabhakti_vowel_data_by_token$riksarkivet_falsification),
]
Control: glmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa")
AIC
10601.9

BIC
10785.2

Scaled residuals:
Min
1Q
-121.960
0.015

logLik deviance df.resid
-5278.0 10555.9
21319
Median
0.060

3Q
0.275

Max
4.649

Random effects:
Groups Name
Variance Std.Dev.
lemma (Intercept) 0.1765
0.4201
Number of obs: 21342, groups: lemma, 18
Fixed effects:
(Intercept)
scale(mid_year)
first_sender_rankbønder
first_sender_rankborgere
first_sender_rankhøgere_embetsmenn
first_sender_rankhøgere_geistlige
first_sender_rankkongelige
first_sender_ranklågere_embetsmenn
first_sender_ranklågere_geistlige
first_sender_ranklagmenn
first_sender_ranklagrettemenn
first_sender_rankproblem_category
first_sender_rankunclassified
first_sender_name_typegerman
first_sender_name_typelatinate
first_sender_name_typemixed
first_sender_name_typenordic
first_sender_name_typeunclassified
word.classcommon noun
word.classconjunction
word.classpersonal name
word.classpreposition
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
4.89990
1.81497
2.70 0.00694 **
3.44255
0.06516
52.83 < 2e-16 ***
-2.26368
1.79083
-1.26 0.20622
-3.19799
1.80274
-1.77 0.07607 .
-3.08425
1.79391
-1.72 0.08556 .
-3.01522
1.79269
-1.68 0.09258 .
-2.65523
1.79228
-1.48 0.13848
-2.19074
1.79484
-1.22 0.22225
-2.43771
1.79091
-1.36 0.17346
-2.74870
1.79186
-1.53 0.12503
-2.30659
1.79529
-1.28 0.19886
-2.78748
1.80196
-1.55 0.12188
-2.72351
1.83357
-1.49 0.13745
0.31267
0.31724
0.99 0.32432
1.98812
0.34340
5.79 7.06e-09 ***
1.19670
0.18123
6.60 4.03e-11 ***
1.61344
0.17633
9.15 < 2e-16 ***
1.02957
0.24125
4.27 1.97e-05 ***
-1.05333
0.40530
-2.60 0.00935 **
-0.01218
0.49645
-0.02 0.98043
0.15479
0.29762
0.52 0.60300
-0.30814
0.49830
-0.62 0.53632
0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Figure 61: Output of binomial mixed regression model

7.4.1.2. External factors
A binomial fixed-effects regression was fitted treating each charter as a data point; the
dependent variable was the presence of at least one svarabhakti vowel. This model
included: year, social group, name etymology and gender; gender had no effect and so
was removed. The output of the model is given as Figure 62.
As can be seen, year of issue is the most important predictor: later texts are more
likely to show svarabhakti vowels. Social group is a significant predictor, with higher
clergy and royalty disfavouring the change compared with the reference value, untitled
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individuals. Coefficients of other levels approach significance: lawyers and higher
officials and nobles disfavouring the change, lower officials favouring it. The etymology of
the first signatory’s name has an effect, with writers with North Germanic and Latinate
names favouring the change compared with writers with Biblical names, the reference
value. The overall R2 of the model is 0.4266; the lower value than the model for internal
factors suggests that internal factors account for a large proportion of the variance.
Call:
glm(formula = (X.Ø < 1) ~ mid_year + first_sender_rank + first_sender_name_type,
family = "binomial", data = svara_data_by_charter)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-4.1297
0.0263
0.1191

3Q
0.3324

Max
2.2775

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-58.010039
2.217410 -26.161 < 2e-16 ***
mid_year
0.043007
0.001608 26.739 < 2e-16 ***
first_sender_rankborgere
1.443372
1.039483
1.389 0.164970
first_sender_rankhøgere_embetsmenn -0.508734
0.265363 -1.917 0.055223 .
first_sender_rankhøgere_geistlige
-0.870439
0.228789 -3.805 0.000142 ***
first_sender_rankkongelige
-0.588970
0.201237 -2.927 0.003425 **
first_sender_ranklågere_embetsmenn
0.545063
0.318535
1.711 0.087052 .
first_sender_ranklågere_geistlige
0.068358
0.136347
0.501 0.616123
first_sender_ranklagmenn
-0.279941
0.176310 -1.588 0.112337
first_sender_ranklagrettemenn
-0.106102
0.285440 -0.372 0.710106
first_sender_rankproblem_category
0.166607
0.500922
0.333 0.739435
first_sender_rankunclassified
0.629584
0.849955
0.741 0.458859
first_sender_name_typegerman
-0.270917
0.602475 -0.450 0.652947
first_sender_name_typelatinate
1.221483
0.683389
1.787 0.073874 .
first_sender_name_typemixed
0.471539
0.353154
1.335 0.181804
first_sender_name_typenordic
0.885391
0.342608
2.584 0.009758 **
first_sender_name_typeunclassified
0.334569
0.460927
0.726 0.467924
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 4677.0
Residual deviance: 2660.4
AIC: 2694.4

on 6432
on 6416

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 8
Figure 62: Output of binomial regression model

7.4.2. Geographical model
As the geographical component of the variation has a very simple structure, with the
change spreading out progressively and continuously from Oslo, one approach to
modelling this component is simply to include distance from Oslo as an explanatory
variable in a binomial regression. Figure 63 gives the output of this model, adding
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geographical predictors: distance from Oslo; ‘urban connection’ (TRUE if at least one
localisation is a city); and ‘Swedish connection’ (TRUE if at least one localisation is in
Sweden, including Bohuslän or Jämtland).
As can be seen, as expected, greater distance from Oslo strongly disfavours the
change. Connection with a city also disfavours the change: this is best explained as the
conservative influence on writing of Oslo itself observed in 7.3.4. Connection with
Sweden favours the change. Including these geographical predictors greatly improves
the model, as can be seen by comparing Figure 62 and Figure 63 (note that the AIC is
reduced from 2728.3 for the non-geographical model to 2124.4 for the geographical
model). The overall R2 of the model is 0.4575; note that this isn’t directly comparable to
the R2 for the non-geographical model since the datasets are not identical (the dataset
here is smaller since it includes only localised texts).
An alternative approach is to use GWR. Figure 64 and Figure 65 give the output of
a GWR model of the data and the likelihood of finding the change in 1415 according to
this model. This confirms the impression of geographical distribution given by the KDE.
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Call:
glm(formula = (X.Ø < 1) ~ mid_year + distance_from_Oslo + first_sender_rank +
first_sender_name_type + urban_connection + swedish_connection,
family = "binomial", data = svara_data_by_charter_geo)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-3.7163
0.0276
0.1171

3Q
0.3068

Max
2.3953

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
mid_year
distance_from_Oslo
first_sender_rankborgere
first_sender_rankhøgere_embetsmenn
first_sender_rankhøgere_geistlige
first_sender_rankkongelige
first_sender_ranklågere_embetsmenn
first_sender_ranklågere_geistlige
first_sender_ranklagmenn
first_sender_ranklagrettemenn
first_sender_rankproblem_category
first_sender_rankunclassified
first_sender_name_typegerman
first_sender_name_typelatinate
first_sender_name_typemixed
first_sender_name_typenordic
first_sender_name_typeunclassified
urban_connectionurban
swedish_connectionswedish
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
-5.867e+01 2.462e+00 -23.829 < 2e-16 ***
4.384e-02 1.781e-03 24.612 < 2e-16 ***
-3.255e-03 3.257e-04 -9.995 < 2e-16 ***
1.787e+00 1.069e+00
1.672 0.09459 .
-7.680e-02 3.182e-01 -0.241 0.80927
-3.642e-01 2.683e-01 -1.357 0.17464
-6.473e-01 2.371e-01 -2.730 0.00634 **
1.951e-01 3.690e-01
0.529 0.59698
6.109e-02 1.606e-01
0.381 0.70357
-1.028e-01 1.988e-01 -0.517 0.60497
-9.406e-02 3.160e-01 -0.298 0.76599
4.730e-01 5.569e-01
0.849 0.39574
7.637e-01 9.250e-01
0.826 0.40900
-2.538e-01 6.498e-01 -0.391 0.69611
1.123e+00 8.307e-01
1.351 0.17656
4.507e-01 4.016e-01
1.122 0.26168
9.206e-01 3.909e-01
2.355 0.01851 *
8.115e-01 5.216e-01
1.556 0.11975
-2.680e-01 1.286e-01 -2.084 0.03720 *
7.337e-01 3.007e-01
2.440 0.01469 *
0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 3963.9
Residual deviance: 2081.3
AIC: 2121.3

on 5059
on 5040

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 8
Figure 63: Output of binomial regression model including geographical information
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*****************************************************************************
GWR (Geographically weighted regression) result
*****************************************************************************
Bandwidth and geographic ranges
Bandwidth size:
1000.000000
Coordinate
Min
Max
Range
--------------- --------------- --------------- --------------X-coord
-21.968463
18.068581
2477.875823
Y-coord
41.902784
69.362161
3053.347799
(Note: Ranges are shown in km.)
Diagnostic information
Effective number of parameters (model: trace(S)):
Effective number of parameters (variance: trace(S'WSW^-1)):
Degree of freedom (model: n - trace(S)):
Degree of freedom (residual: n - 2trace(S) + trace(S'WSW^-1)):
Deviance:
2687.796191
Classic AIC:
2729.522371
AICc:
2729.715970
BIC/MDL:
2864.350630
Percent deviance explained
0.458335

20.863090
19.409310
4713.136910
4711.683130

***********************************************************
<< Fixed (Global) coefficients >>
***********************************************************
Variable
Estimate
Standard Error z(Estimate/SE)
-------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------higher_social_group
0.849717
0.120174
7.070706
North Germanic_name
-0.160313
0.120397
-1.331544
mid_year_centred
-0.043771
0.001691
-25.889121
***********************************************************
<< Geographically varying (Local) coefficients >>
***********************************************************
Estimates of varying coefficients have been saved in the following file.
Listwise output file: C:\Users\tzirtzi\Dropbox\tam\Cambridge
work\Variables\svarabhakti vowels\gwr\svarabhakti vowel gwr_listwise.csv
Summary statistics for varying (Local) coefficients
Variable
Mean
STD
-------------------- --------------- --------------Intercept
-2.686459
0.463222
Variable
Min
Max
Range
-------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------Intercept
-4.074345
-0.365577
3.708767
Variable
Lwr Quartile
Median
Upr Quartile
-------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------Intercept
-3.108239
-2.759081
-2.369121
Variable
Interquartile R
Robust STD
-------------------- --------------- --------------Intercept
0.739118
0.547901
(Note: Robust STD is given by (interquartile range / 1.349) )
*****************************************************************************
GWR Analysis of Deviance Table
*****************************************************************************
Source
Deviance
DOF
Deviance/DOF
------------ ------------------- ---------- ---------------Global model
2813.166
4730.000
0.595
GWR model
2687.796
4711.683
0.570
Difference
125.370
18.317
6.844
*************************************************************************
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Geographical variability tests of local coefficients
*************************************************************************
Variable
Diff of deviance
Diff of DOF
DIFF of Criterion
-------------------- ------------------ ---------------- ----------------Intercept
125.369797
16.863090
-91.458476
-------------------- ------------------ ---------------- ----------------Note: positive value of diff-Criterion (AICc, AIC, BIC/MDL or CV) suggests no
spatial variability in terms of model selection criteria.
Chi-square test: in case of no spatial variability, [Diff of deviance] follows
the Chi-square distribution (DOF is the diff of DOF).
*****************************************************************************
Figure 64: Output of GWR
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Figure 65: Likelihood of change in 1415 by locality in GWR model
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7.5. Discussion
7.5.1. Origin and pathways of diffusion
The geographical distribution of the change unambiguously shows a process of
contagious diffusion. The change emanates outwards from the south-east, spreading
northwards into Hedmark, southwards into Vestfold and Boshuslän. The effects of
physical geography can clearly be seen: the change does not diffuse through
mountainous central Norway, but reaches the west around the coastline. The one
exception proves the rule: the change appears to cross in the north from Gudbrandsdalen
into Romsdal, exactly the location of the one valley connecting eastern and western
Norway.
Given the finding in 7.4.2 that localisation to a city disfavours the change, we
should ask whether counterhierarchical diffusion might be a better model than
contagious diffusion. This effect reflects the conservative position of Oslo, but we do also
see it elsewhere in the south-east: Hamar is more conservative than rural Hedmark and
Oppland, Tønsberg than rural Vestfold and Buskerud. It is difficult to imagine what
mechanism could drive counterhierarchical diffusion in the medieval period: modern
counterhierarchical diffusion has been explained as reassertion of local (rural) identity in
the face of population movement and urbanisation (Bailey et al. 1993; Wikle & Bailey
1997); however, this was not a period of rapid urbanisation and city populations probably
were not large enough for opposing ‘urban/innovative’ and ‘rural/traditional’ identities to
form. A more likely explanation is that this reflects the conservative influence of the
urban institutions on writing rather than a real property of speech 35.
Accepting the explanation of Oslo’s conservativeness as an orthographic and not a
linguistic phenomenon, Oslo is the best candidate as the place this change first appeared
in Norway. As Oslo was a major contact centre, this leaves open the possibility that the
change was innovated elsewhere in Scandinavia and spread to Norway through Oslo. The
35 Note that Berge (1974:151–152) finds that ‘central’ areas in east and west Norway maintained
more conservative genitives than adjacent ‘peripheral’ areas, which she explains: “skrivarane i
sentrumsstrok var vel gjerne knytte til forskjellige kultursenter der det nedervde skriftspråket
vart halde i hevd, medan dei som skreiv ute på bygdene, ikkje alltid meistra skrivekunsten i
same grad og nytta difor eit meir ortofont skriftspråk.” [the scribes in the central areas were
quite closely linked to various cultural centres where the inherited written language was
maintained, while those who wrote out in the country did not always master the art of writing
to the same degree and used therefore a more orthophonic written language.]
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relative timing of the change in Swedish and Danish suggested by Skautrup (1968:250)
suggests this: we can imagine the change progressing northwards, from Denmark to
Sweden to southern Norway and thence the rest of Norway. However, it should be noted
that traditional histories like Skautrup (1968) often date changes too early, presumably
due to an over-dependence on qualitative work identifying early examples of a change (it
is also not clear whether the dates proposed by Skautrup refer to the time of innovation
or completion of the change).

7.5.2. Social factors
The change was led by the lower social classes. Examining rates of change in documents
by signatories of different ranks reveals a consistent pattern: lower social groups
(untitled individuals, lower clergy, lower officials) lead the change and higher groups
(higher officials and nobles, higher clergy, royalty) lag behind. These differences are
partially confirmed by regression analysis, which suggests that at least the contrasts
between the most innovative and most conservative groups are significant. That other
contrasts are not significant is not strong counterevidence. We can expect the influence
of signatories on documentary language to be small and so effect sizes associated with
signatory social groups should be small; also given that the total dataset is not large, it is
not alarming to find that not all such effects are significant. Furthermore, social space is
a continuum: although it is not justifiable to treat social class as an ordered scale due to
uncertainties about the classification used (we cannot be confident that distance between
levels is consistent), this would be justified in principle, and such a numerical measure
would clearly be a significant predictor.
Effects of signatory name etymology confirm this: documents by writers with
North Germanic names, associated with lower classes, are more innovative, and those by
writers with Biblical names, the more educated and cosmopolitan classes, more
conservative. Male writers appeared to lead the change, but this effect was nonsignificant.

7.5.3. Internal factors
Common nouns appear to be particularly conservative and proper names innovative. This
was probably a written-language phenomenon: proper names are more likely to be
unfamiliar lexical items to scribes and so be written phonemically with less influence
from the orthographic tradition; one frequent noun, konungr ‘king’, is particularly
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conservative, although this effect does not entirely account for the conservatism of
common nouns generally.

7.5.4. Svarabhakti vowel qualities
Previous work on the distribution of svarabhakti vowel qualities turns out to have been
variably accurate. The clearest generalisation, which was not present in previous work, is
that <e> is overwhelmingly the most common orthography and indeed almost the only
orthography from the 15th century onwards: no regions used a majority of any other
orthography.
The rounded vowels <u o> were associated with the west: this fits previous
scholars’ suggestions and is striking in light of the closer relationship between West
Norwegian and the Insular North Germanic languages in which the svarabhakti vowel
was /u/. Nevertheless, these were not common spellings at any point. The high vowel <i>
was also found frequently only in west Norway; indeed, its distribution looks remarkably
similar to that of <u>. The spellings <æ> and <a> are restricted to a series of
disconnected areas in eastern and inland Norway. This partially fits the suggestions of
Seip, Schulte and Hagland, although greater specificity is possible than any of these
scholars offer.
An interesting question is whether these regional distributions merely reflected
local literary norms or actual differences in the quality of the svarabhakti vowel in the
spoken vernaculars. In the case of the rounded and high vowel orthographies, especially
given the association with Insular North Germanic, it seems likely that these infrequent
spellings offer us hints at the phonetics of spoken western Middle Norwegian. The
similarities of the distribution of <u> and <i> might lead us to wonder whether these
were in fact different spellings for some high vowel of indeterminate backness and
rounding; given that the reflex of the svarabhakti vowel in Icelandic is not in fact [u] but
[ʏ], it even seems possible that the svarabhakti vowel was actually [ʏ] in this region and
that <u> and <i> reflect different experiments in how best to represent this sound.
The patchy distribution of the <a æ> does not immediately suggest such a
plausible spoken phenomenon. Nevertheless, two possibilities should be considered.
Firstly, it seems possible that as the svarabhakti vowel diffused from the south-east it was
phonologised differently in different dialects. Hence similar phonologies in which the
svarabhakti vowel was associated with a low vowel phoneme might have arisen
independently in disconnected speech communities. Thus it is possible that these
occurrences in writing did reflect local phonological variation.
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An alternative hypothesis is that all south-eastern and central Norway differed
from the rest of the country in having a low svarabhakti vowel. In this account, the
individual areas where we see <a æ> orthographies would not reflect local variation in
phonology but merely local literary traditions, but the fact that all of these occur in one
region would reflect the larger, underlying distribution of the phonological phenomenon.
This echoes the suggestion of Farstad (1991:60).

7.5.5. Conclusions
The earliest evidence of svarabhakti vowels collected by previous scholars suggests an
extremely early date of innovation. This would have to have been followed by at least two
centuries low frequency variation, before svarabhakti vowels began to rise in frequency
in Norwegian in the late 13th century. If this account is accepted, the change clearly
dates from too early a point to be the result of MLG contact.
However, we might alternatively posit that the earliest examples (the numismatic
and runic examples from the 11th century) are not truly examples of this sound change.
Rather, they might reflect instability in the vernacular writing system during a period in
which the major orthographic model was Latin, a language which did not allow coda Cr
clusters. The earliest manuscript evidence might similarly represent Latin interference
(<Petar> for Pétr) or unrelated analogical change under the influence of compounds
containing gen.sg. -ar- (<undarligr> for undrligr, <itarligr> for ítrligr).
If this is accepted, we need not assume such an early date of innovation. If, as the
evidence analysed here suggests, the change was beginning to diffuse at the end of the
13th century, we can estimate a date of innovation (at least in Norwegian) in the first half
of the 13th century. This is just late enough that contact with MLG could have played a
role, especially since within Norwegian the change spread out from the south-east, the
first point of contact of Hansa in Norway.
If the change diffused into Norwegian from Swedish this would probably push the
date of innovation back too early to be due to contact with the Hanseatic League.
Nevertheless, dialect contact among merchants from Østland, Bohuslän and Sweden in
addition to contact with MLG in Skåne might have played a role in spreading this change
more rapidly. Finally, as with most changes investigated, if the true place of innovation of
this change was Denmark (and it spread into Norwegian across land via Swedish or
directly through trade), that leaves open the possibility that contact with MLG in
southern Denmark played a role.
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8. Development of /hv/ clusters
8.1. Background
8.1.1. The nature of the changes
Old Norwegian /hv/ (earlier /hw/) became /kv/ in most of Norwegian: the /kv/-region
covers West Norway, Trøndelag and North Norway. The south-east shows /v/ (like
standard Swedish and Danish) and small boundary regions showed /gv/ (Indrebø
1951:234; Seip 1955:292). This is visualised in Figure 66, from Sandøy (1985:80). The
change is part of the development of /hw/ in Germanic generally: Indrebø notes there is a
largely continuous northern and western region where *hw remains distinct from *w
(Icelandic, Faroese, some Norwegian, Norn, Scots, some English, northern Swedish,
Finland and Estonian Swedish and Jylland Danish) and another continuous southern and
eastern region where they have merged (most Swedish, southern Danish and most West
Germanic). In this light, the development of /hv/ > /v/ in south-eastern Norwegian is the
outermost extreme of a change which diffused across a huge area; it is also almost the
latest instance, with little evidence of its occurrence before the Modern period and
evidence of Norwegian dialects retaining /hv/ as late as 1905 (Seip 1954:182; Indrebø
1951:234; citing Ross 1905:17).
This chapter investigates the change from /hv/ to /kv/. This is clearly simplificatory
in terms of the Trudgill conjecture: it eliminates a marked cluster and reduces the
number of distinct onsets by merging /hv/ with existing /kv/. In terms of contact, note that
MLG had also eliminated Proto-Germanic *hw (which merged with /v/) but retained /kv/.
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Figure 66: Development of /hv/ in North Germanic, adapted from Sandøy (1985:80)
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8.1.2. Earlier research
Indrebø (1951:233–234) suggests that /hv/-stopping appears in script not long after 1300
(from examples in 1339 and 1341 and a hypercorrection in 1316) and spreads from the
south-west to the entirety of the west and thence the rest of the country, reaching its
modern distribution by 1525. Seip (1954:188; 1955:292) points to hypercorrections in
1316, 1320 and the 1330s as the earliest evidence, with stopped spellings from the 1330s
onwards (the earliest example he identifies is <kwiskrande> hvískrandi ‘whispering’,
1338). From hypercorrections in a 1456 charter from Vestfold, outside the /hv/ > /kv/
region, Seip (1954:189) suggests there was a reading style with /kv/ for <hv> in the
Middle Ages and that this must have developed in Trondheim (within the /hv/ > /kv/
region) before the chancellery moved to Oslo: accordingly, the /hv-stopping must have
happened in Trondheim before 1300.
Hægstad (1916:126) writes about inner south-western Norwegian that the change
“seems to have been effected at least in some places in the first generation of the 14th
century”36. Writing about the dialect of Rogaland, Hægstad (1915:56–57) comments that
various late Old Norwegian and Middle Norwegian documents show hints of an /hv/—/kv/
merger, citing hypercorrections from 1316 and stopped spellings from 1365 onwards.
Pettersen (1975:415) and Nesse (2002:165–166) comment on the change in late
Middle Norwegian documents from Bergen, noting it is typical of documents by bishop
Olav Torkjellsson and master Geble Pederssøn. Nesse suggests this might indicate that
those whose primary literary education was in Latin, the clergy, wrote a Norwegian
closer to the spoken language than those who worked primarily in Norwegian (Nesse
2002:166).
Thus we see agreement that the earliest evidence for /hv/-stopping is found in
hypercorrections from 1316 and that it becomes more widespread later in the 14th
century. There is a particular focus on Bergen in earlier work.

36 “Yvergangen synest i alle fall sumstad vera gjenomførd i fyrste mannsalderen av 14 hundr.”
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8.2. Data collection
8.2.1. Method of data collection
All frequent types containing /hv/ in the corpus were interrogative pronouns; no other
types containing /hv/ occurred at a frequency of greater than 100 tokens. Most other
words containing /hv/ were placenames. Placenames are unsuitable for this sort of
research for two reasons. Firstly, they do not occur in charters from a large area but are
usually restricted to a small region around the place to which they refer; such data are
unsuited to dialectal study. Furthermore, where the name of a distant place is used in a
charter, it may be borrowed in the form used in the area in question, rendering it useless
as evidence for the dialect of the region of the charter itself.
Accordingly, only forms of interrogative pronouns, the indefinite pronoun
einnhvárr and interrogative adverb hversu ‘how’ were used. The declensions of these are
given in Table 18, Table 19 and Table 20 from Noreen (1903:320–321) and Gordon &
Taylor (1956). There was variation in these paradigms already in the earliest alphabetic
Old West Norse; this increased over the Old and Middle Norwegian periods. Notable
changes include:
•

the hver- stem variant of hvárr expanded, resulting in forms like hverum for
hvarum;

•

the hvár- variant of hvárr also expanded, giving forms like hvárju for hverju;

•

/r/ was deleted preceding /s/ in forms like hvessu, hváss for hversu, hvárs;

•

hversu developed forms in -i (by analogy with datives in -u/-i);

•

unstressed vowel mergers created forms like hvarji and hvarja from hverju/hvárju;

•

there was exchange of, -r-, -rj- and -rr- giving rise to forms like hvǫ́rru and hvǫ́rju
for hvǫ́ru;

•

the second vowel of hvílík- was deleted, giving forms like hvilka, hvilkan, hvilkit
for hvílíka, hvílíkan and hvílíkitt.
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f.

m.

sg. nom.

n.

hvǫ́r

hvárr / hvęrr / hvarr

acc.

hvára

hvárn / hverjan / hvarn / hvan

gen.

hvárrar / hvęrjar / hvarjar

dat.

hvárri / hverri / hvarri /
hverju

pl. nom.

hvárs
hvǫ́rum / hvárum / hverjum /
hvarum / hvǫrjum / horium

hvǫ́ru / hváru / hverju /
hvaru

hvárir

hvǫ́r

hvára

hvárra

hvárar

acc.

hvárt

gen.

hvárra

dat.

hvǫ́rum / hvárum

Table 18: Declension of hvárr ‘which’

m.
sg. nom.

(hvá)

acc.
gen.

n.
–

hvat

hves/hvess/hvés

dat.

hveim

hví

–

–

acc.

–

–

gen.

–

–

dat.

hveimr

–

pl. nom.

Table 19: Declension of hvat ‘what’

f.
sg. nom.
acc.

m.

n.

hvílík

hvílíkr / hvelíkr

hvílíka

hvílíkan

gen. hvílíkrar
dat.
pl. nom.
acc.

hvílíkri
hvílíkar

hvílíkt / hulkitt / hvukitt
hvílíks

hvílíkum

hvílíku / hulku / holku

hvílíkir

hvílík

hvílíkar

gen.

hvílíkra

dat.

hvílíkum

Table 20: Declension of hvílíkr ‘what sort’

In total, 14 tokens of forms of einnhvárr, 6693 of hvárr, 2541 of hvat, 48 of hversu and
2612 of hvílíkr were identified in original texts, a total of 11,908 tokens in 5892 texts.
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8.2.2. Categorisation of forms
Forms in <ku->, <kv->, <kw->, <qu->, <qv-> and <qw-> were categorised as
showing /hv/-stopping and forms in <hu->, <hv-> and <hw-> as unchanged. In total, 57
tokens in 39 texts were categorised as changed and 11,851 tokens in 5859 texts as
unchanged.

8.2.3. Formulae
Three formulae occur frequently in this dataset: variations on frjálst ok
heimolt/ákæralaust fyrir hvarjum manni “freely and in lawful possession/undisputed
before any person” occur in property-transaction charters; variations on fyrirbjóðum vér
fyrir hvarjum manni “we forbid any person” occur in charters by royalty and higher
clergy; and hvess sál guð náði “to whose soul god give peace”, a formulaic expression
indicating that a referent is dead, occur in many text types. As both changed and
unchanged tokens occur in all three formulae, there is no strong reason to think that they
interfered with the orthographies in question.

8.2.4. Editorial intervention
Editorial intervention should not have created a major problem for these data: the sound
change is so widespread in Modern Norwegian that there is little chance an editor might
have perceived a spelling with <q> or <k> as a mechanical error for <h>. Two examples
of the change are found in charters printed elsewhere: DN IV.818 and 1071 are printed in
Hødnebø (1966) as no.s 30 and 73. Both examples are transcribed the same by Hødnebø
as in the DN.

8.3. Description of the data
8.3.1. The timing of the change
The data for /hv/-stopping are unlike any other changes examined. Where all other
changes go from being infrequent or absent at one point in the data to (near) completion
by a later stage, /hv/-stopping was never regularly represented in Middle Norwegian
orthography. Two interpretations are possible. Firstly, it might be that the change had not
spread beyond the speech of a restricted region or social class by the end of the period
covered by the corpus; in this case, the diffusion leading to its modern distribution must
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have taken place in the Early Modern period, between the latest documents here in the
mid-16th century and Ivar Aasen’s fieldwork in the mid-19th. Secondly, the sound change
might have taken place in the speech of many speakers (across a large geographical area
and/or range of social groups) but <h> spellings remained part of the written ‘standard’.
In this case, stopped spellings would represent ‘errors’, where a scribe used a nonstandard phonetic spelling in place of a prescribed <h> spelling.
These hypotheses are easy to distinguish. If the change was restricted during the
period covered, we expect to find it only in documents from a restricted region or specific
social group. We might also expect it to show coherent diffusion patterns within this
defined context, with gradual expansion over time. Alternatively, if it diffused to a larger
area (perhaps even to its entire modern area) but remained proscribed in writing during
the period covered, we would expect to find it infrequently from documents across this
large area but never be frequent in any identifiable subcorpus.
Figure 67 shows the proportion of changed forms by 20-year period; Figure 68
shows the proportion of charters with at least one changed form. No changed forms are
found before 1320-1340; after this, changed forms represent between around 0.2 and
1.5% of tokens. This seems most in line with the hypothesis that the change took place
generally in speech but was proscribed in spelling: there is no gradual rise over time, as
might be expected if it were diffusing slowly from a restricted context.
Should we consider the first occurrences in texts as evidence for the point when
the change first arose in speech? A χ²-test suggests the difference between the first 20year period with evidence of the change (1/212 tokens) and the preceding period (0/154
tokens) is not significant37; the same is true of the number of documents exhibiting the
change (1/152 texts vs. 0/88 texts)38. However, the χ²-test is poor when dealing with very
low cell values. If instead we use an exact binomial test we find that the difference
between 1300-1320 and 1320-1340 is significant for token counts or text counts (p≈0 in
either case). Thus we can regard this first occurrence as (weak) evidence for a change in
the underlying rate—that the number of speakers with the change increased in this
period (whether because it was innovated then or because it diffused to a larger
population).

37 χ²=0.724, df=1, Yates’ p-value=0.8695.
38 χ²=0.581, df=1, Yates’ p-value=0.7814.
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Figure 67: Proportion stopping of /hv/ clusters by 20-year period

Proportion of charters showing stopping of /hv/
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Figure 68: Proportion of charters with /hv/ stopping by 20-year period

8.3.2. The role of dialect
It would not be sensible to take the same approach used for other variables when
examining the geospatial distribution of /hv/-stopping. Unlike other variables, the dataset
is small enough that it is feasible to interpret the raw data visually, so KDE is not as
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crucial to interpreting the evidence; furthermore, with such a small dataset, individual
examples have a substantial effect on KDE. Maps of raw data are given in Figure 69.
However, it is still difficult to tell by visual inspection where a cluster of examples of /hv/
stopping represents a larger or smaller proportion of the data in that region and period.
In order to make this clearer, Figure 70 gives KDE plots for the data.
In the early period, examples of /hv/-stopping are restricted to the west. The first
charter to show the change is DN II.232, dated to the 6th of April 1339. Extract 15 shows
the three placenames mentioned in the text and the example of /hv/-stopping. The three
places mentioned, Ringheimr, Hyllinn and Lidd (corresponding to the modern farms
Ringeim, Hylle med Lae and Li (Rygh & Olsen 1910:534, 542, 550)) are in historical
Vangen parish in Voss herad; the localisation of the charter is very secure. The second
charter to show /hv/-stopping is DN I.272, dated to the 22nd of October 1341. Extract 16
gives the two placenames mentioned in this charter, both in Bergen. As it has only a
single signatory and that signatory is the priest at Martinskirke (in Bergen), the
localisation is again very secure.

DN II.232, 6th of April 1339
Ollum monom þeim sem þetta bref sea eda
hœra senda […] ok Vlfr a Lidd q. g. ok
sinna […]
[…] þau komo a stemnu firir Odd Halla son
ok oss fyrnemda men i þa stofo a Hyllini
[…]
logdu þatt ok fyrnemdir men j sin æid at
þar voro þeir j hia a Ringæmi j heimilli
Jngigerdar […]
Tede þa Sorkuir bref undir godra manna
jnsiglum kuassu þeir hofdu komest at fyr
nemdri iord. […]

To all those people who see or hear this
charter […] and Ulfr of Lidd send god’s
greetings and their own […]
[…] they came to [the] meeting before Odd
Hallasonr and us aforementioned men in
the chamber at Hyllinn […]
[the] aforementioned men also had it in
their oath that they were there present at
Ringheimr in [the] home of Inigerðr […]
Then Sǫrkvir exhibited [a] charter under
many good people’s seals [recounting] how
they had procured [the] aforementioned
land.

Extract 15: Placenames mentioned and /hv/ stopping in DN II.232

DN I.276, 22nd of October 1341
Ollum monnum þæim sæm þetta bref sea
æda hœyra senda Arne prestr aat Marteins
kirkiu, […]
varom ver i hia aller i sen i œpsta siofar
loppteno ifir garzliðinu innra uæghen i
Dramsuðini i Biorgwin […]

To all those people who see or hear this
charter[,] Arni[,] priest at Marteins
church[,] sends […]
we were all present recently in the
outermost harbour-building over the
opening in the fence on the inner room to
Dramsúðinn in Bergen […]

Extract 16: Placenames mentioned in DN I.276
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There are no further examples of /hv/-stopping in the dataset until the 1360s and
1370s. DN IV.446, dated to the 14th of January 1365, was sent from Stavanger (cf.
Extract 17). DN XVIII.27, dated the 10th of February 1370, mentions two identifiable
places: Túninjar (modern Tønjum parish in Lærdal kommune (Rygh & Kjær 1919:64)) and
Dýrdalr (modern Dyrdal in Nærøen parish, Aurdal kommune (Rygh & Kjær 1919:122)),
both in historical Nordre Bergenhus amt (modern Sogn og Fjordane fylke).

DN IV.446, 14th of January 1365
Ver Siugurder Reidarsson ok Eriker
Œysteins(son) korsbroder j Stafwangre ok
generales collectores decime triennalis vm
biscups dœmet j Stafwangre. sendom
vitrum monnum ok skillrikom ollum
soknarprestom j sydra luta Rygiafylkis
quediu g. ok sina. […]

We[,] Sigurðr Hreiðarsonr and Eiríkr
Eysteinssonr[,] choristers in Stavanger and
collectors general of the triennial tithe
concerning the bishopric in Stavanger send
to all learned and respectable parish
priests in [the] southern part of Ryggjafylki
g[od’s] greetings and our own. […]

Extract 17: Protocol from DN IV.446

DN XVIII.27, 10th of February 1370
Þatt se ollom godom mannom kunnikt at ek
Halluardr Arna son prester a Tuninium
kennest med þesso minu brewe at ek hewir
selt Philippusi Inguars syni mamata bool
iardar j nesto stowo j rauda Botholf tuni j
Dyrdal […]

Be it known to all good people that I[,]
Hallvarðr Arnasonr[,] priest in Túninjar[,]
make know with this my charter that I have
sold to Philippus Ingvarssonr [a] month’srate’s-food’s-worth of land in [the] nearest
chamber in Rauða Botolftún in Dýrdalr […]

Extract 18: Placenames mentioned in DN XVIII.27

Thus the earliest evidence in these data for /hv/-stopping is restricted to ‘the
west’: examples range from Stavanger in the south to Sogn og Fjordane in the north. The
two earliest examples are from Hordaland, whilst the next two are from further south
(Stavanger) and north (Sogn og Fjordane), perhaps suggesting diffusion outwards from
Hordaland. The localisations of these early texts are not insecure: there is no evidence
that might link all early examples to a single locality such as Stavanger or Bergen.
Indeed, it is interesting to note from Figure 69 and particularly the KDE in Figure 70
that, although it is the location of the earliest example, Bergen itself disfavours the
change compared with Stavanger and the rural west.
After 1450, examples begin to appear outside the west, but are swamped by the
greater volume of data from the east. One region standing out with a greater than
background rate is Fåberg parish in Oppland, where three separate documents show /hv/
stopping over the period 1469-1474: DN II.875, DN I.897 and DN II.890. Closer
examination of these suggests that they were written by the same author. DN II.875,
dated the 5th of December 1469, is signed by Sigurðr Þórleifssonr and describes a sale of
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land in Fåberg by his wife Ragnhildr Ásláksdóttir to Alfr Barðssonr; the first witness is
síra Kolbjǫrn Marteinssonr, priest in Fåberg, and the text notes “scritum Fagabergh”. DN
I.897, dated the 21st of May 1472, is signed by Þóra Gunnarsdóttir and is an affidavit
that, before his death, her husband, Ívarr Þóvessonr, gave land in Follebu parish to síra
Kolbjǫrn Marteinssonr, priest in Fåberg. DN II.890, dated the 18th of March 1474, is
signed by brothers Arnfinnr and Gunnar Eiríksynir, and concerns the division of inherited
land, a farm by the name of Vingrem in Fåberg parish; it makes no mention of the priest,
but is “ex Fagabergh”. It seems plausible that the Fåberg parish priest, Kolbjǫrn
Marteinssonr, was involved in writing all these texts. Kolbjǫrn Marteinssonr is mentioned
two other texts: DN IX.293, dated the 7th of December 1444 and localised to a farm
named Boro, and DN I.925, dated the 24th of June 1479 and localised to a farm named
Rindal, both in historical Fåberg parish but modern Lillehammer. Neither contains
examples of /hv/, offering us no further evidence for Kolbjǫrn’s speech; none of these
texts offers us any evidence for Kolbjǫrn’s background before becoming the parish priest
in Fåberg. Overall, then, the apparent spike in /hv/-stopping in this area of Oppland in the
latter part of the 15th century cannot be given a lot of weight: it probably reflects the
speech of a single individual, who could conceivably be a migrant from elsewhere.
Other charters showing the change outside the west exhibit no suspicious signs of
western influence. Nevertheless, as the proportion of charters showing the change
outside the west is always far lower than those inside the west, they do not represent
strong evidence that the change had spread this far in speech. Instead, they can be
explained by the various factors that introduce noise into all these data: exemplars of
unknown provenance; the influence of unmentioned people (such as scribes) in drafting;
and the possibility that signatories and other named individuals were migrants.
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Figure 69: Occurrences of /hv/ stopping
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Figure 70: Kernel density estimation plots of /hv/ stopping 1300-1450
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8.3.3. The role of social factors
8.3.3.1. Social class
Figure 71 gives proportions of tokens with /hv/-stopping by social class and 20-year
period. No strong patterns emerge. The only period-class combination with a distinctly
high rate of /hv/-stopping is the magistrates group in the period 1360-1380; however, this
reflects just two tokens in one text, DN VII.301.
One pattern slightly suggested by this figure is that /hv/-stopping occurs less
frequently in texts by higher social groups. 12 changed forms in documents by higher
clergy and 13 in documents by higher officials and nobles over 1520-40 belie this pattern.
However, the 12 examples in documents by higher clergy are all by a single signatory,
biskup Ólafr Þórketilssonr of Bergen: DN X.418 (1524), DN IV.1086 (1525), DN IX.571
(1526), DN IX.596 (1527), DN IX.597 (1527), DN XXII.167 (1530), DN XXII.168 (1530)
and DN X.664 (1533). The 13 in documents by higher officials and nobles are by two
signatories: two documents by Gøbla Pétrssonr (DN VIII.645, 1530, and DN VII.720,
1535) and one by frú Ingigerðr Ottosdóttir Rømer (DN XI.627, 1535). All three are
addressed to biskup Ólafr. Accordingly, we can tentatively associate all occurrences of the
change in documents by higher social classes with a single individual. This agrees with
the observations by Nesse (2002:165–166) and Pettersen (1975:415).
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Figure 71: Proportion stopping of /hv/ clusters by social class and 20-year period
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8.4. Discussion
The size of the dataset means that we can say little concerning /hv/-stopping compared
with other changes. It has been argued that:
•

the first examples in the mid-14th century can be considered (weak) evidence for
the point the change was innovated;

•

it was limited to west Norway during the period under consideration (and perhaps
expanded from a smaller area including Hordaland and Bergen to a larger one
including Sogn og Fjordane and Stavanger during this period);

•

there is (very weak) evidence of its occurring more frequently in writing by the
lower than the higher classes.
An obvious question is whether the evidence is consistent with Bergen as the

place of origin of /hv/-stopping. The earliest direct example of the change in the dataset
used here is from Vossevangen in 1339, but, as mentioned above, Seip identifies an
earlier example in Bergen in 1338. Seip, Indrebø and Hægstad also identify two
hypercorrections from an earlier point: one from 1316 and one from 1320. It is worth
moving beyond the dataset used here and examining these two cited examples in more
detail.
The hypercorrection from 1316 (originally identified by Hægstad (1915:56)) is
<huisl> for kvísl ‘fork in a river’; the context (describing the sabotage of fish-traps)
makes it clear that this as opposed to hvísl ‘whispering’ is the correct reading. The
charter, DN IV.114, is localised to Halsnøy abbey in southern Hordaland; the two
signatories are <Nicholas prestr j Bœ> (in Torvestad in northern Rogaland) and <Halgeir
prestr a Skaro> (also in northern Rogaland). Hallgeirr is mentioned as <Hallgeir prestr a
Skaro> in an earlier charter, DN V.50. It is difficult to identify other mentions of Nicholas
because the name is so common; there are no other perfect matches. Another possible
mention is <Nichulas prestr. j Vikœyum> (in central Hordaland (Rygh & Olsen
1910:492)) in DN XI.7 (later in 1316), although we cannot be confident this is the same
person. DN IV.114 concerns a dispute between Halsnøy abbey and the cathedral in
Stavanger about fishing rights in <Faxstaða> (northern Rogaland (Rygh & Olsen
1915:353)); a meeting in Bergen is mentioned with Auðfinn, bishop of Bergen, as
potential mediator. Thus the localisation of this charter is typical of ecclesiastical
charters of this type: there is some association with a number of localities throughout
Rogaland and Hordaland, including Stavanger and Bergen, and precisely where (and to
whom) linguistic features in the text should be ascribed is less than obvious.
The hypercorrection from 1320 (originally identified by Hægstad (1916:126)) is
<huaoszt> for kvaðuzt ‘said of themselves’; there is no alternative reading. The charter is
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DN VIII.69, localised to Vikør parish: the same parish in central Hordaland associated
with <Nichulas prestr. j Vikœyum> mentioned above (one of the central figures in DN
VIII.69, Sveinn bóndi á Steinni, also features in DN XI.7). None of the 16 people
mentioned in DN VIII.69 are also mentioned in DN IV.114, but the shared connection with
Vikør is interesting. It is possible it was written by the priest of Vikør, who could very well
be the same Nikulás prestr as one of the authors of DN.114, but usually in such cases the
priest would appear in the list of witnesses. It is worth noting that the charter is undated:
the date given in the DN (“udateret [c. 1320.]”) is not justified; it could be on the basis of
the relationship with DN XI.7, but is probably purely palaeographic. 39
Overall, the evidence is weak and three accounts seem possible. If the connection
of Nikulás prestr is taken very seriously, our two earliest pieces for /hv/-stopping could be
from the pen of one member of the clergy in Hordaland who was, of course, probably
educated in Bergen and might even have been a native of the city. In that case, the
evidence would be consistent with the suggestion that the change originated in Bergen.
Alternatively, if not as much weight is put on this connection, the parish of Vikør seems to
be the link; in this case, we might suggest that the change was innovated somewhere in
inland Hordaland. Finally, if we do not accept that Nikulás prestr í Bœ is the same person
as Nikulás prestr í Vikœyum then the possible region of origin might be expanded to
include northern Rogaland; even then, though, since DN IV.114 is localised to Hordaland
in spite of its signatories connections in Rogaland, Hordaland remains the most likely
point of origin. The second of these three accounts seems to me to be the most
reasonable assessment.
In any account, the diffusion of /hv/-stopping must have been rapid: it reached
northwards into Sogn og Fjordane and southwards to Stavanger by the 1370s. This speed
does not seem improbable for an easily-transmissible (highly frequent, phonetically
unmarked, phonologically simplifying) change; it is on a similar time-scale to the diffusion
of dental fricative stopping across the entire country (cf. Chapter 9).
39 One similar example not mentioned elsewhere is <huadozt> for kvaðuzt ‘they said of
themselves’ in DN I.147 from Bergen, 1316. It is known only from two later copies, so we
cannot be confident that linguistic features in it are original. The earlier copy is on 79v of
Perg. 4:o nr 29. in a cursive, late-14th century hand (Gödel 1897:80–82) (incorrectly identified
as a 16th-century copy in the DN, presumably because the codex is 16th-century and a 16thcentury hand is found elsewhere on the same page). This manuscript was in possession of the
lawyer in Skien in the mid-16th century before making its way to Sweden (Gödel 1897:85). The
other copy is in Ms.8° 3855 in Deichmanns library in Oslo (176-177). Interestingly, inspection
of a facsimile shows that this copy has <quadozt> where the DN (and presumably the other
manuscript) has <huadozt>, further undermining its evidential value.
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Regardless of the exact place of innovation within west Norway, it seems
reasonable to propose that Bergen played an important role in the early diffusion of the
change: the city appears prominently in the earliest evidence and is at the centre of the
region in which it occurred. The fact that Figure 70 shows that usually a lower proportion
of documents from Bergen show the sound change than those from surrounding regions
seems surprising, but is not strong counterevidence to this claim. Unlike most of the
changes examined, /hv/-stopping never entered standard orthographies: it remained an
‘error’ to write <k q> in these words until the end of the period covered. Accordingly, we
can expect that such spellings should remain decidedly less common in cities which, as
centres of ecclesiastical and mercantile activity, represented the guardians of the written
word. The fact that this variant came to characterise the dialects of North Norway as well
as Vestlandet also speaks in favour of a role for Bergen in its diffusion, as travel between
North Norway and Bergen was a crucial element in Hansa trade.
Insofar as it is plausible that Bergen played an important role in the innovation
and/or spread of /hv/-stopping, it is plausible that contact with MLG was a causal factor.
What we can say about the chronology of this change fits with the timing of the Hansa
presence in Bergen: the change probably first arose in the early-14th century, when the
Hansa presence in Bergen was growing rapidly in size and significance.
Another question we might want to answer for /hv/-stopping is how best to model
its diffusion: did it spread by hierarchical or contagious diffusion? Fundamentally there is
too little data to answer this. Still, what data we have gives us no indication of a
hierarchical effect, and the region covered by the change in modern Norwegian is
continuous, so it seems most reasonable to assume contagious diffusion.
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9. The loss of the voiceless dental fricative
9.1. Background
9.1.1. Introduction
Several changes affected the dental fricative /θ/ in Middle Norwegian, resulting in its
disappearing in all of Continental North Germanic: this is clearly a simplificatory change
in terms of the Trudgill conjecture, as it involves reducing the number of phonemes
distinguished. An overview of this phoneme, its orthographic representation and the
changes which affected it are given for context in 9.1.2 and 9.1.3 before one of these
changes is investigated in detail.

9.1.2. Phonology and orthography before the change
Two orthemes are used for dental fricatives in normalised Old Norse orthography: <þ> in
word-initial position (or morpheme-initial position in the second element of a compound)
and <ð> elsewhere. This broadly reflects Old Norwegian manuscript orthographies. The
voiced and voiceless fricatives were predictable allophones of the same phoneme, [θ]
appearing in stressed onset and [ð] elsewhere. As a result, <þ> represents [θ]
everywhere except in the onset of the initial syllable of chronically understressed words,
i.e. function words; <ð> always represents [ð].

9.1.3. The nature of the change
Two orthographic changes affected words with voiceless dental fricatives in Middle
Norwegian. The thorn orthography <þ> was first replaced by the digraph <th>, the
orthography used for the dental fricative in Old Swedish, and then replaced by <t>. Thus
a word with initial /θ/ like þórsdagr ‘Thursday’ might be spelt <þorsdagr> in early
manuscripts, but later we see spellings like <thorsdager> and <torsdager>.
In terms of phonology, the end result in Modern Norwegian is a voiceless stop:
torsdag /tuʂdɑg/. The voiced allophone went through related changes, resulting in a
voiced stop in onset (as in Modern Norwegian da /dɑː/ < ON þá /θɑː/ [ðɑː] ‘then, when’)
and zero (as in Modern Norwegian med /meː/ < ON með /meθ/ [með] ‘with’) or a voiced
stop (as in Modern Norwegian tidig /tiːdi/ < ON tíðigr ‘early’) elsewhere (cf. Seip
(1934:72–105)).
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Function words with initial /θ/ present a complex case. They had variable stress
and thus presumably had two variants in Old Norse: unstressed (perhaps clitic) with [ð]
and stressed with [θ]. Changes affecting [θ] appear to have taken place first, with the
result that late Middle Norwegian (and Middle Swedish) had many function word
doublets, a stressed variant with /t/ and unstressed with /ð/ (Arne Torp, personal
communication). This also occurred in Faroese, where for most words the stressed
variant was later generalised (so that in Faroese the reflex of initial /θ/ is /t/, with no
distinction between content and function words). By contrast, in mainland Scandinavian,
the unstressed variant was generalised, giving the dual outcome (/t/ vs. /d/) for content
and function words; an exception is Swedish ty ‘because’ < ON því.
The stopping of both allophones constitutes simplificatory changes in terms of the
Trudgill conjecture: they reduce the number of phonemes distinguished and eliminate
marked sounds. However, the change affecting the voiceless allophone is easier to
examine in written sources as its orthographic representation in Old and Middle
Norwegian is simpler. This investigation focuses on changes affecting the voiceless
allophone: only content words with etymological /θ/ and a voiceless /t/ reflex in modern
Norwegian will be considered.

9.1.4. Earlier research
According to Indrebø (1951:226–230), thorn fell out of use over the period 1420-1450, with
initial signs as early as 1334 in Bergen. Indrebø suggests that the orthographic changes
were not a direct expression of the sound change, but that the letter thorn fell out of use in
script before the sound change affecting /θ/ completed. Seip (1954:201–202) dates the
orthographic change earlier, between 1400 and 1450, and notes there is evidence for the
sound change as early as the 1370s, stating that the change of <þ> to <th> is purely
orthographic (Seip 1955:294). In terms of distribution, he suggests the orthographic change
occurred earliest in Jämtland (1955:294). Schulte (2005:1085) states simply that “these
transitions pertain to the 14th and 15th c.”. Mørck (2011:531) suggests that <þ>
transitioned to <th> and <t> gradually during the 15th century and that the sounds it
represented disappeared at the same time (Mørck 2011:537). None of them comments in
detail on geographical distributions or makes any comment on social distributions. Adams
(2016:64–65), studying the orthography of the late-14th century Norwegian Birgittine
manuscript E 8902, sees the use of <th> for /θ/ and particularly for /t/ as evidence of
Swedish influence, commenting “a Norwegian would never use <th> for <t>”: he thus
assumes that the change was normal in Swedish at this point but unknown in Norwegian.
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Certainly it seems clear the change happened earlier in East North Germanic than
Norwegian: Skautrup (1968:252) dates the change in Danish to 1250-1300 at the latest and
in Swedish to the 1300s.

9.2. Data collection
9.2.1. Method of data collection
As with /hv/-stopping and svarabhakti vowels, we can gather data on dental fricative
stopping by looking at direct representations of the change or at hypercorrections. Here,
hypercorrections are words containing an etymological dental stop, /t/, written with an
orthography which could represent a fricative, <þ> or <th>. The presence of
hypercorrect spellings can be considered strong evidence that the writer had the sound
change. For words with an etymological dental fricative, it is perfectly possible to
imagine scribes learning a foreign written standard in which fricative and stop were
represented the same (as <th> or <t>), without having the change themselves. By
contrast, as writing <þ> or <th> for etymological /t/ was never part of any written
standard, these orthographic ‘errors’ could only be made if <þ/th> and <t> had the same
sound-values for the speaker. This is more strongly the case for <þ>, whose sound-value
we are confident of, than <th>, which may or may not have represented /θ/ at one stage.
In either case, although hypercorrections can be considered strong evidence the sound
change had taken place, lack of hypercorrections cannot be taken as evidence that it had
not, but merely evidence the speaker had successfully acquired the written standard.
All tokens of several words containing etymological /t/, til ‘to’ (including
compounds tilstenfdr ‘summoned’, tilstand ‘condition’, tilnefndr ‘named’, tillag ‘help’),
týsdagr ‘Tuesday’, tíð ‘time’, Túnsberg ‘Tønsberg’, tal ‘talk’, tala ‘speak’ and tveggja ‘two
(gen.)’ were identified; these comprised 30,464 tokens in original texts. Rates of different
orthographies were then quantified.
The evidence from words with etymological dental fricatives is richer but harder
to interpret. If earlier scholars’ assertions that the change from <þ> to <th> was purely
orthographic and not representative of sound change are correct, then only the change
from <þ/th> to <t> can be taken as evidence for the change. If the sound change took
place substantially before either of the orthographic changes, the distribution of neither
<th> or <t> orthographies in words with an etymological dental fricative could be taken
as evidence for its distribution. On the other hand, if the orthographic change from <þ>
to <th> did reflect the sound change, then the distribution of either change away from
<þ> can be interpreted as the distribution of the sound change.
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All tokens of thirteen content words with /θ/ in stressed onset were identified:
these were common nouns samþykkt ‘agreement’, þjónusta ‘service’, þórsdagr
‘Thursday’, þriði ‘third’ and þrír ‘three’ and personal names/patronymics Þórbjǫrn,
Þórbjǫrnsson, Þórgeir, Þórgeirsson, Þórir, Þórisson, Þórsteinn and Þórsteinsson; these
totalled 10,892 tokens. The different orthographies of the dental consonant in these
words were tallied.

9.2.2. Categorisation of orthemes
The relevant orthographies are summarised in Table 21 and Table 22.

Form Notes

Examples

þ

earliest ortheme in West Norse for
etymological /θ/

<þorbiørnson> Þórbjǫrnsson, <þushundrat>
þúshundrað, <þorssz dagh> þórsdagr

th

typical ortheme in Old East Norse for
etymological /θ/

<thionæsth> þjónusta, <samthøkt>
samþykkt, <thorerson> Þórisson

t

typical ortheme for /t/

<tosteyn> Þórsteinn, <twri> Þórir,
<tørgerszøn> Þórgeirsson

tt

a common ortheme for /t/ in texts which <ttorsdagen> þórsdagin, <ttoresson>
don’t mark length, especially in texts
Þórisson, <ttorbyørn> Þórbjǫrn
showing MLG influence on orthography

d

probably borrowed MLG form; excluded <Deneste> þjónusta

Table 21: Forms in words with */θ/

Form Notes

Example

t

typical ortheme for /t/

<tidh> tíð, <twnsberghi> Túnsbergi,
<tizdagen> týsdagin

th

typical ortheme in Old East Norse for
<thydt> tíð, <thil> til
etymological /θ/, thus a hypercorrection
only if <th> is believed still to represent /θ/
in contemporary texts

tt

a common ortheme for /t/ in texts which
don’t mark length, especially in texts
showing MLG influence on orthography

tth

<ttil> til, <ttiidtt> tíð

<tthiill> til

þ

clearly hypercorrection

<þiill> til, <þonsberg> Túnsberg,
<þysdaghen> týsdagin

þh

contamination of <th> and <þ>?
Presumably a hypercorrection

<þhill> til

Table 22: Forms in words with */t/
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All of these were included except, as mentioned above, forms in <d> which probably
reflect loanwords from MLG rather than internal sound change.

9.2.3. Formulae
As many of the words are proper nouns, formulae are not a major issue: even where
proper nouns occur in formulae, they are unlikely to have been copied directly from an
exemplar in a kopibok or charter as such exemplars would have referred to different
people.

9.2.4. Editorial intervention
The main source of editorial intervention, the silent expansion of abbreviations, does not
present a problem: in all but one of the words the relevant consonant is initial and thus is
never abbreviated.

9.3. Description of the data
9.3.1. The timing of the change
9.3.1.1. The evidence from hypercorrections
Firstly, the evidence from hypercorrections will be used to roughly establish the timing of
the change. This will be compared to the timing of changes in the orthography of words
with an etymological dental fricative. If the two match closely, with a rise in the
occurrence of hypercorrections correlating with the rise in <th> or <t> orthographies
for historical /θ/, this can be taken as evidence that, contrary to the assertions of earlier
scholars, one or both of these orthographic changes did reflect the sound change. If the
evidence from hypercorrections and words with historical /θ/ suggest very different
timings, this would confirm that the orthographic changes are not related to the sound
change.
The data for hypercorrections by decade are given in Figure 72.
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Figure 72: Rates of hypercorrection in words with /t/ by decade

Firstly, we should consider the evidence for the earliest date of the sound change.
The very first hypercorrection identified is <þueggia> for tveggja in DN II.109 (21st of
April 1311). However, this occurs in a parallel phrase with <þriggia> ‘three’, making it
quite possible that it is a mechanical error. Next we see examples in the 1330s: two
instances of <þhill> and one of <þjll> for til in DN VII.136 (31st of October 1332), one of
<thysdagen> for týsdagin in DN VII.139 (16th of August 1334). DN VII.136 is on
Riksarkivet’s list of suspect forgeries. In addition to its orthographic oddities, it contains
grammatical anachronisms (changed case governance of prepositions, dual pronouns for
plural referents) and its hand does not resemble a charter from the 1330s (cf. Figure
73).40 Thus, we should probably exclude this charter.

40 My thanks to Tor Weidling at Riksarkivet for an expert opinion on this charter and for the
image included as Figure 73.
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Figure 73: Facsimile of DN VII.136

The next example of hypercorrection with <þ>, the strongest type of evidence for
the sound change, is <þil> for til in DN XIV.15 (4th of May 1388). The value of the
evidence of early <th> hypercorrections is more equivocal as these are open to
explanation as influence from Swedish writing, especially if this sound change took place
earlier in Swedish. Thus there is clear evidence the sound change was present at some
rate from the 1380s and less convincing evidence it was present in the preceding fifty
years.
Secondly, we should consider what evidence hypercorrections offer us for the
overall course of the sound change. We see a steady rise in hypercorrections (both with
<th> and <þ>) from the first decade of the 15th century. This continues until around
1450, after which the pattern is less consistent: <þ> hypercorrections decline, whilst
<th> remains an occasional spelling for /t/ throughout the period covered. Thus we have
evidence the sound change was diffusing over 1400-1450 but that after 1450 the
underlying rate was no longer increasing, implying it had either gone to completion or
started to recede.
These impressions are also clear from KDEs for these data, cf. Figure 74 (the
bandwidth (standard deviation) is 10 years). The figure gives KDEs for both average rate
of hypercorrections per text and proportion of texts with at least one hypercorrection.
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Figure 74: Kernel density estimations for hypercorrections for /t/

9.3.1.2. The evidence from words with etymological /θ/
Next, we come to the evidence from words with an etymological dental fricative. These
data are visualised as Figure 75.
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Figure 75: Rates of orthographies in words with /θ/ by decade

There is some variability in orthographies for etymological /θ/ from very early,
with <th> appearing occasionally even in 1260s. It is worth examining these early
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examples. We find three examples of <th> in DN III.10 (16th of August 1267), all in
names of witnesses: <sira Thorleifi> ‘Rvd. Þórleifr’, <sira Thorberge> ‘Rvd. Þórbergr’,
<sira Thore> ‘Rvd. Þórir’. There is an example of <th> in DN III.35 (around 1293) in the
name of the second signatory, <Eirikr a Ladum Thores son> ‘Eiríkr of Lad Þórissonr’.
Both charters are localised to Trondheim.
Next, we find several charters referring to a single person. DN II.48 (7th of April
1299) and DN II.49 (22nd of April 1299) refer to <virdvlegra herra Thorsteins biskvps i
Hamre> ‘the worthy lord bishop Þórsteinn of Hamar’s’; both are localised to Oslo and
although they share no signatories, DN II.49 witnesses a copy of DN II.48, so their
language may be interdependent. DN II.54 (3rd of September 1299), localised in
Stavanger and elsewhere in Rogaland, refers to the seal of <herra Thorsteins biscups i
Hamre>, as well as repeatedly mentioning <sira Thorkell i Kinzaruik> ‘Rvd. Þórketill of
Kinzarvik’; again, it makes reference to DN II.48 so its language may not be independent.
Finally, DN I.90 (around 1299) is signed by <Th[orsteinn] med guðs miskun biscup j
Hamre>.
The pattern is clear: the earliest changed instances are all in personal names. Two
possible explanations are available if we assume the sound change had already happened
at this very early stage: either scribes felt more at liberty to match a speaker’s
pronunciation in the case of their own names, or were less likely to be aware of the
historically ‘correct’ spelling for proper names than common nouns. The latter can
probably be excluded as it would predict these examples should have <t>, not <th>; in
any case, both can probably be excluded as there is little other equally early evidence for
the sound change.
An alternative, more convincing explanation is that these show the influence of a
different orthographic standard, either Swedish or Latin. In favour of this, note that most
of these early examples of <th> are specifically in the names of clergy, who would be
most exposed to Latin and tended to be in the wealthier, more mobile classes who might
be exposed to Swedish. The fact that the name of one individual, bishop Þórsteinn, is
written with the unusual <th> orthography in multiple documents by various signatories
is in line with this account, suggesting that other scribes or signatories endeavoured to
reproduce the way a specific person spelt their own name (perhaps particularly a
powerful person like a bishop).
The first <th> orthographies in words other than personal names are found in DN
III.256 (29th of April 1348), localised in Jämtland, with <threa marker gulz> for þría
markir gulls ‘three gold marks’ and <thridhio mark gulz> for þriðju mark gulls ‘a third
gold mark’. Given that this is a Jämtish charter, we can clearly put this down to Swedish
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influence; the charter has in fact entirely lost <þ> and <ð>, writing <th> and <dh>
consistently (like contemporary Swedish charters).
The next example of <th> in a word other than a personal name is in DN I.403
(6th of January 1369), localised to Hadeland, with <samthykt> for expected samþykkt
‘agreement’. It is interesting to note that the signatory uses the typically Swedish broken
form of the 1.sg.nom. pronoun <jek> at a point when this usage is rare in Norway (only
2/28, 7.14%, of charters in the 1360s with 1.sg.nom. pronouns have broken forms). Thus,
again, this probably reflects Swedish influence. Nevertheless, non-personal-name forms
with <th> occur relatively regularly from 1370 onwards.
The first examples of <t> for historical /θ/ are found in the 1370s. In DN V.275
(24th of October 1374) we find <tursdaghæn> for þórsdagin ‘Thursday’; the charter is
localised to Hov parish in Søndre Land. In DN VIII.202 (23rd of April 1378) we find
<tienisto> for þjónustu ‘service’; however, this charter is from Vadstena in Östergötland
and is clearly Swedish in form, making it poor evidence for the Norwegian of the period.
Similarly, we find <tredhia> for þriðja ‘third’ in DN VIII.216 (2nd of July 1389), again
from Vadstena. In DN III.485 (1389) we find <tridhia> for þriðja ‘third’; the charter is
localised to Lom in Oppland and signed by Sigurðr, bishop of Hamar. In DN IV.616 (3rd of
December 1392) we find examples of <samtykt> for samþykkt ‘agreement’; the charter is
signed by Ólafr and Hallgeirr, bishops of Stavanger, and localised to Stavanger.
Next, we find <Tore> for Þórir in DN VII.326 (1393), alongside <Tølleffsson> for
Þórleifssonr, <Tørbyrn> for Þórbjǫrn and <traathnemder> for þrátnefndr ‘oftenmentioned’. This charter is unusual in many ways: it has relatively consistent <ss> for
word-initial /s/; it has entirely lost <þ> and <ð>, replacing them variously with <t th tht
d dh>; it has some voicing of syllable-final stops (such as <ad> for at); it has merged
earlier á, o and presumably ǫ, writing all variably as <aa a o>; it has broken forms of the
1.sg.nom. pronoun and <wi> for the 1.pl.nom. pronoun. Overall, it looks unlike a late14th century Norwegian charter, more resembling a late-15th century charter, strongly
suggesting that it is a forgery, a copy, or that its date has been misread.
In DN V.360 (16th of January 1394), we find <torsdaghen> for þórsdagin
‘Thursday’ and <trea> for þría ‘three’; the charter has no clear localisation, but
describes events in Verdal in Nord-Trøndelag and in Trondheim.
In DN VIII.224 (1396/7) we find <Torbiøn Thoreson> for Þórbjǫrn Þórissonr.
However, again there is reason to doubt this charter’s authenticity. It is on Riksarkivet’s
list of suspected forgeries, and here there is particularly convincing evidence: the
parchment used for the seal strap was cut from another charter, DN VIII.245, tentatively
dated to the 1410s. Thus we should exclude these examples.
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After this point, and as the 15th century begins, both <t> and <th> become
increasingly frequent. <th> peaks at just over 30% in the 1450s whereas <t> continues
to increase sharply until the 1470s, when it slows; at this point, <þ> has almost entirely
disappeared.
In summary, the evidence from words with etymological /θ/ is relatively simple.
The orthographic change from <þ> to <th> is evidenced inconsistently from the earliest
point, but for a long period can reasonably be put down to Latin or Swedish influence.
The first instances of change from <þ> to <t> occur in the last decades of the 14th
century. Both changes then progress quickly and consistently in the early-15th century,
until loss of <þ> is largely complete around 1475, when <th> is found in 15-20% of
tokens and <t> in the remainder. This is usually higher than the rate of <th> in words
with etymological /t/, but in some periods the difference is relatively small, as can be seen
in Figure 76 (note this figure is effectively Figure 72 and Figure 75 superimposed).
Figure 77 shows KDEs for spellings in words with etymological /θ/.
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Figure 76: Comparison of spellings for /θ/ and /t/ by decade
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Figure 77: Kernel density estimations for spellings in words with /θ/

9.3.1.3. Conclusions concerning the timing of the change
It is clear that the evidence from hypercorrections and from words with an etymological
dental fricative closely agree. There is limited evidence for the change in the 1370s and
1380s; at this point it had presumably been innovated but not yet spread to many
speakers. Its period of vigorous diffusion starts towards the end of the 14th century and
continues until around 1470, when it is near completion.
As the evidence of the change of orthography to <t> agrees so closely with the
evidence of hypercorrections to <þ>, we can, contrary to previous literature, take the
change of orthography from <þ> to <t> as direct evidence of the sound change. The
spelling <th> is more problematic. Both as a hypercorrection for /t/ and a representation
of original /θ/, it is present inconsistently from a much earlier point and appears to be
associated with contact. This sounds a note of caution regarding its evidential value for
the sound change, whether occurring in words with historical /t/ or /θ/: although it rises
in frequency when other evidence suggests the sound change was taking place, we
cannot be confident about whether it represents [t] or [θ] in any given instance.
Accordingly, tokens with <th> will be excluded from here on. Figure 78 shows KDEs for
the change from <þ> to <t> excluding <th>.
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Figure 78: Kernel density estimations for the change from <þ> to <t>

9.3.2. The role of lexical item
Figure 79 breaks the change (proportion of tokens spelled <t> out of those with <t> or
<þ>) down by lexical item.
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Figure 79: Change from <þ> to <t> by 50-year moving window and lexical item

The effect of lexical item is not large. During the period of rapid change,
samþykkt, þjónusta, þrír and þriði lead the change from <þ> to <t> by a small margin. If
we view the data broken down into word classes (Figure 80) it becomes clearer that
personal names lag behind other word classes.
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Figure 80: Change from <þ> to <t> by 50-year moving window and word class

9.3.3. The role of social factors
9.3.3.1. Social group of first signatory
Figure 81 breaks the data down by social group. The social distribution of the change is
somewhat equivocal: for the period of rapid diffusion (1425 to 1475) we see a coherent
high-to-low pattern, with higher officials and nobles, higher clergy and royalty leading
and lower clergy trailing; however, in the earliest period, the lowest social group, the
magistrates, is one of the most innovative. This might reflect a change first innovated in a
lower social group which spread early to a higher group and became prestigious.
However, we should remember that degree of differentiation by social group is relatively
low.
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Figure 81: Change from <þ> to <t> by 50-year window and first signatory rank

9.3.3.2. Etymology of first signatory’s name
The data broken down by etymology of the first signatory’s name (Figure 82) reveals
another relatively equivocal pattern. Nevertheless, the most consistent trend (texts by
writers with Nordic names are more conservative than those with mixed names) is in line
with the impression of a change from above.
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Figure 82: Change from <þ> to <t> by 50-year window and first signatory name etymology

9.3.3.3. Gender
Dividing the data by signatory gender (Figure 83)41, we can see that documents with
female signatories consistently lead the change.

41 Note that as the number of texts with a female signatory who is not the first signatory is very
small, the lines for ‘first sender is male’ and ‘no sender is female’ largely overlap.
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Figure 83: Change from <þ> to <t> by 50-year window and signatory gender

9.3.4. The role of dialect
Figure 84 maps KDEs (geospatial kernel bandwidth the equivalent of 100 nearest
neighbours, temporal kernel bandwidth of 20 years) for the change from <þ> to <t>
(excluding <th>).
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Figure 84: Kernel density estimations for change from <þ> to <t> excluding <th>
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Certain broad geographical trends emerge clearly from this figure. The north-east,
particularly Jämtland, changes earlier than anywhere else by some margin, with the
central north (Trondheim and Trøndelag) following shortly afterwards. The very southwest is the most conservative region, with distinctive regional behaviour even in 1470
when the change has largely gone to completion. Bohuslän, in the south-east (in modern
Sweden), leads somewhat compared with the rest of the south-east (Østfold, Akershus,
Oslo).
Other regional differences are harder to interpret. Lower Gudbrandsdalen and
Hedmarken appear to lead the change compared with surrounding areas. Similarly inland
Telemark leads compared with Buskerud and Vestfold to the west and by a large margin
compared with Agder and Rogaland. A small area of Akershus and Østfold just south of
Oslo is strikingly conservative. It is difficult to know whether these smaller patterns
should be interpreted or whether they simply represent small-scale local variance.

9.4. Analysis
9.4.1. Regression
9.4.1.1. Internal factors
A binomial regression was fitted, treating each token as a data point and including
language internal variables (word class, presence of a following glide) as well as the year.
The dependent variable was the change from <þ> to <t>, excluding tokens of <th>. The
reference value for word class was common noun. The output is reproduced in Figure 85.
Pseudo R2 for the model was 0.6796.
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Call:
glm(formula = (initial != "þ") ~ mid_year + word_class + (glide !=
0), family = "binomial", data = df_by_token_trimmed)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-3.5527 -0.2418
0.0431

3Q
0.1661

Max
4.3631

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-81.294128
1.734625 -46.866 < 2e-16
mid_year
0.056911
0.001212 46.974 < 2e-16
word_classnumeral
0.107159
0.161149
0.665 0.50607
word_classpersonal name -0.336458
0.124285 -2.707 0.00679
word_classproper noun
-0.244850
0.189487 -1.292 0.19630
glide == TRUE
1.121119
0.283970
3.948 7.88e-05
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

***
***
**
***

(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 15639.5
Residual deviance: 5011.1
AIC: 5023.1

on 11453
on 11448

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 7
Figure 85: Regression with internal factors

Word class is a significant predictor: personal names disfavour the change
compared with common nouns. The presence of a glide also has a significant effect,
favouring the change. It should be noted that this finding applies only meaningfully to the
one word which variably has a glide, þjónusta, which has forms both with (<tyennistte>,
<þionost>, <thionæsth>, etc.) and without (<theenesthe>, <tenisst>, <þenostu>, etc.)
a glide. Nevertheless, this effect is intuitively likely. There is some evidence that /θj/
and /hj/ had already merged: we find rare examples of hypercorrect forms with <þj> for
expected <hj> from as early as the 1320s (e.g. <þia> three times for hjá ’present’ and
<þiauerandom> for hjáverandum ‘presence’ in DN XI.11, 26th of October 1326). In itself
this is not evidence that /θ/ became a stop earlier in this position than elsewhere; indeed,
alone it might suggest that /θj/ and /hj/ merged as something else, perhaps a palatal
fricative. In concert with the evidence here, it rather suggests that in this position (and
only in certain dialects) /h/ had become /θ/. Nevertheless, it is part of the broader trend
in the history of Norwegian for clusters with /j/ to be unstable.

9.4.1.2. External factors
A regression model with each document as a data point and including external variables
(year, first signatory rank, presence of a female signatory) was calculated. The dependent
variable was the presence of at least one token showing the change from <þ> to <t>,
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excluding tokens of <th>. The reference value for the presence of a female signatory was
FALSE and first signatory rank was untitled individual. The model output is displayed in
Figure 86. Pseudo R2 for the model was 0.8135.

Call:
glm(formula = prop_t_of_thorn_and_t ~ mid_year + at_least_one_sender_is_female +
first_sender_rank, family = "binomial", data = df_trimmed)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-4.2517 -0.0985
0.0076

3Q
0.0372

Max
3.5389

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
mid_year
at_least_one_sender_is_female
first_sender_rankborgere
first_sender_rankhøgere_embetsmenn
first_sender_rankhøgere_geistlige
first_sender_rankkongelige
first_sender_ranklågere_embetsmenn
first_sender_ranklågere_geistlige
first_sender_ranklagmenn
first_sender_ranklagrettemenn
first_sender_rankproblem_category
first_sender_rankunclassified
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
-1.261e+02 5.062e+00 -24.909 < 2e-16 ***
8.769e-02 3.534e-03 24.817 < 2e-16 ***
2.797e+00 6.535e-01
4.281 1.86e-05 ***
1.726e-01 4.309e-01
0.401 0.68874
4.998e-01 3.891e-01
1.284 0.19899
3.585e-01 3.713e-01
0.965 0.33433
9.734e-02 5.554e-01
0.175 0.86087
-5.179e-02 3.732e-01 -0.139 0.88963
-6.885e-01 2.209e-01 -3.116 0.00183 **
1.368e-01 3.203e-01
0.427 0.66934
-3.759e-01 1.894e-01 -1.984 0.04722 *
-7.450e-01 9.873e-01 -0.755 0.45052
-1.542e+00 1.430e+00 -1.079 0.28072
0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 6614.8 on 4828 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 1233.6 on 4816 degrees of freedom
(688 observations deleted due to missingness)
AIC: 1314
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 8
Figure 86: Regression with external factors

As can be seen, presence of a female signatory is a significant predictor of the
change: documents with female signatories are innovative independently of social class.
Among the social classes, the two lowest meaningful classes (magistrates and lower
clergy) both disfavour the change, confirming the impression of a change led by the
higher social classes.

9.5. Discussion
9.5.1. Origin and pathways of diffusion
Two possible answers to the question of origin emerge from the geographical distribution
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identified in 7.3.4.
The conclusion could be that the change had its origin in (probably northern)
Sweden, and spread into Norway in the north via Jämtland and later and concurrently in
the south from Bohuslän into Østfold. This fits the fact that the change is reported to
have happened earlier in Swedish. As it is reported to have happened even earlier in
Danish, it is possible that it spread into Swedish from Danish, but in this case the leading
position of the north is surprising. More work on its diffusion in Swedish and Danish is
needed to explore this.
Alternatively, the conclusion could be that it had its origin in inner Norway, taking
seriously the apparently favouring areas in southern Oppland/Hedmark and Telemark.
This scenario seems intuitively unlikely. The two areas are disconnected yet seem equally
favoured, and there is no obvious pathway of diffusion between them and Østfold to the
south or Trøndelag and Jämtland to the north, which are also innovative. Thus, the first
account, in which the change spreads from the north, is much more convincing.
In either case, there is no indication that cities played a distinctive role in the
spread of this change and thus no evidence for hierarchical or counterhierarchical
diffusion. Accordingly, we must conclude that contagious diffusion offers the best model
for the diffusion of /θ/-stopping.

9.5.2. Social factors
The loss of /θ/ was led by the higher social classes. This effect is small, with less than two
decades gap between the point at which the most innovative and most conservative
groups pass the 50% mark for this change. The effect of social class is smallest in the
early years of the change and grows as it progresses. Nevertheless, statistical tests
suggest that this effect is significant. Furthermore, as the ambiguous <th> spellings are
also associated with the higher social classes, and removing them from consideration has
artificially minimised the effect of social class in the remaining dataset, it seems safe to
assume that this difference was larger in speech than it appears in writing. This pattern
is roughly confirmed by the patterning of name etymologies, as writers with Nordic
names (who tend to be of the lower classes) lag slightly behind. As is common for
changes descending from the higher social classes, the loss of the voiceless dental
fricative was led by female writers.
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9.5.3. Internal factors
Internal conditioning of the change is limited to two effects. Firstly, the change was
favoured preceding the palatal glide /j/. This may indicate that the cluster /θj/ had already
undergone some change before this point, as is also indicated by the occasional
conflation of <þj> and <hj>. Secondly, personal names lag behind somewhat, showing
the change a little later than other words. This is not likely to reflect a real phenomenon
in speech but rather can be assumed to be a written feature. There is good reason for the
orthography of personal names to tend to be conservative; maintaining traditional
spelling might reflect family tradition or emulate an earlier namesake.

9.5.4. Conclusions
Returning to our central research question, these data do not point towards contact with
MLG as a major factor in the stopping of the voiceless dental fricative. The impression given
by these data is that this change spread from North Norway, Jämtland or northern Sweden,
not locations in which contact with Hansa took place. This does, however, open the possibility
that contact with Sámi played a role, as these were the areas where the North Germanic
language area overlapped with the Sámi language area.
A problem with this explanation is that, given the earlier dating of the change in
Danish, it requires us to accept that it arose multiple times independently. However, this is
not necessarily an insurmountable objection. For one thing, in the larger Germanic context,
this change clearly did arise multiple times independently: at least in Continental West
Germanic, in North Germanic, and in English-lexifier creoles. For another, although the
north-to-south pattern of diffusion identified in these data speaks against spread from
Danish, the fact that during its period of rapid diffusion it was led by the higher social classes
would be in line with a change driven by the East North Germanic prestige model. A possible
account, then, is that this change arose independently in North Norway or northern Sweden,
possibly due to contact with Sámi, and diffused from there; we can see this in the north-tosouth pattern of spread and the fact that when it is first beginning to diffuse it is the lower
social classes (magistrates, lower officials) who lead. It then gains prestige by being
identified with the same change in Swedish/Danish, and this drives its rapid diffusion.
An alternative, simpler account is that this change arose just once, presumably in
Danish, spread throughout Swedish, and only then diffused into Norwegian through contact
in Jämtland. In either account, it is perfectly possible that the change arose in Danish due to
contact with MLG: more research is needed on its distribution in Middle Swedish and Danish
to assess this possibility.
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10. Loss of the genitive
10.1. Background
10.1.1. Introduction
Old Norse distinguished four cases: nominative, accusative, genitive and dative. All had
both structural and lexical functions. Modern North Germanic varieties have moved
different distances along the path to losing case: at one end of the spectrum, modern
Icelandic retains most case marking and usage patterns of Old Norse; Faroese has largely
lost the genitive but retains the other three; Norwegian and Swedish varieties have
mostly lost lexical genitives and show varying patterns of loss of structural genitives;
most Continental North Germanic varieties have lost all datives, with certain Norwegian
and Swedish dialects retaining some; all Continental North Germanic varieties have lost
the nominative on all nominals but retain it on pronouns. Taken together, the loss of case
constitutes one of the major simplificatory changes dividing Continental from Insular
North Germanic. It is a very complex change, made up of many smaller changes most of
which are individually simplificatory in terms of the Trudgill conjecture. This chapter will
examine the progression of one such in the history of Norwegian: the loss of lexical
genitives.

10.1.2. Functions of the genitive before the change
As a structural case, the Old Norse genitive marked possessives and partitives; a reflex of
one Old Norse genitive marker, -s, survives in this function in Modern Norwegian. Lexical
genitives in Old Norse were selected by certain adjectives, nouns, verbs and prepositions;
adnominal lexical genitives were far more numerous than adverbal (2550 known types
compared with 278 adverbal) (Toft 2009:60; cited in Berg 2015a:7). Just a handful of
prepositions selected genitives: til ‘to’, millum ‘between’, útan ‘without’, innan ‘within’
and the adposition-like phrases (fyrir) ... sakar/skyld ‘because of’ and af vegna ‘on behalf
of’. Despite their low number, prepositional genitives are relatively frequent in connected
text, yet do not survive into Modern Norwegian. This study of the loss of lexical genitives
concentrates on one preposition: millum ‘between’.
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10.1.3. The nature of the change
At the beginning of the period covered, millum consistently takes genitive objects. In
Modern Norwegian dialects which retain a distinct dative case, mellom can take a dative
(Aasen 1965:276, 278); otherwise it takes the object case which is a reflex of accusative
and dative (and genitives only in certain fossilised phrases). This is in keeping with the
general development of lexical genitives in Norwegian: where Norwegian and Swedish
dialects have reflexes of verbs which took genitive objects, they generally take datives,
datives and accusatives, or prepositional phrases (Reinhammer 1973:158–164; cited by
Berg 2015a:7; Berg 2015a:8).
We might expect, then, to see millum shift from taking a genitive to taking a dative
in Middle Norwegian. In actuality, the picture is more complex. The evidence for case is
difficult to interpret in later Middle Norwegian, especially regarding distinguishing
accusative from dative and accusative from zero-marked; this is discussed in more detail
below. However, there is unambiguous evidence that millum did not shift directly or
solely to taking the dative.
Many examples in the corpus show that millum sometimes took an accusative in
Middle Norwegian. In Extract 19, two of the three objects of <mellom> are
unambiguously accusative: <min brodhor Christofor fornempdan> 42 and <mic>43; the
other object, <arua> ‘heir’, is ambiguous between accusative, genitive and dative. In
Extract 20 we see a mixed picture: the first object of <mellom>, <fyrnæmfdan Helgha
henna husbonda>, is unambiguously accusative44, but the second, <hennar>, is
genitive45. These accusatives are unambiguous because they include a form with explicit
acc.sg. -an. More common are examples with zero-marked accusatives; we might
question whether these really offer evidence that millum shifted to taking the accusative
or whether they simply show the rise of forms not marked for case at all. In Extract 21 we
might take <Fiskæim> as an accusative, but, as it has no suffix, it could simply be
unmarked for case; likewise definite <garden> in Extract 22.

42 We might expect <mins brodhor Christofors fornempz> in the genitive or <minum brodhor
Christofore fornempdom> in the dative.
43 Rather than genitive <min> or dative <mer>.
44 The genitive would be <fyrnæmfz Helgha henna(r) husbonda>, the dative <fyrnæmfdom
Helgha henna(r) husbonda>.
45 Although note that the preceding instance of the same word lacks the genitive final /r/:
<henna>.
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DN X.78, 30th of August 1381
vm alt thet til thenna dagh hauer varit
mellom min brodhor Cristofor fornempdan
hans arua oc mic

about everything which had happened until
this day between my aforementioned
brother Christopher[,] his heir and me

Extract 19: Example of millum governing the accusative

DN V.404, 26th of February 1401
huat retter kaupmale var mellom
fyrnæmfdan Helgha henna husbonda ok
hennar

what legal contract there was between her
husband [the] aforementioned Helgi and
her

Extract 20: Example of millum governing the accusative and the genitive

DN V.316, 21st of February 1380
skipti war a komit milliom Rodhone ok
Fiskæim

[the] boundary ran between Roðinn and
Fiskheimr

Extract 21: Example of millum governing the unmarked accusative and the dative

DN VII.352, 4th of October 1410
tunæt, er sameign ok wskipt mellom kirkiu
lutæn ok Huams nørde garden.

the meadow which [is] common and
undivided between [the] church’s allotment
and the northern Hvammr estate

Extract 22: Example of millum governing the unmarked accusative

There are also many examples of objects of millum marked for dative throughout
the period covered. In Extract 23, <þeym> is unambiguously dative: we would expect
<þeyra> for the genitive and <þa> for the accusative. In Extract 24, <gardhom> has the
distinctive dat.pl. -um. In Extract 25 we see a typical example with equivocal evidence:
the first object <os> could be accusative or dative; in the second, unambiguously dative
<ærwingom> is accompanied by the possessive adjective <vare> which resembles an
accusative (from Old Norwegian vára) or genitive (from Old Norwegian várra) but cannot
be a reflex of dative várum.

DN II.574, 5th of February 1403
om alt þet þeym foor j melliom

about everything that happened between them

Extract 23: Example of millum taking the dative of a pronoun

DN I.804, 7th of April 1449
gengho deilis ghongho gardhom jmellum the boundary runs between [the] estates
Extract 24: Example of millum taking the dative of a noun
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DN III.379, 1372
os j mellom oc vare ærwingom

between us and our heirs

Extract 25: Example of millum taking the dative of a pronoun and noun

Note that we often see different case marking on different objects of a single
instance of millum, as in Extract 20 and Extract 21. This is particularly common with
longer objects, as exemplified in Extract 26. The first object, <Angrims j fullu wmbode
brœðranna a Ælghisætre>, is genitive-marked. The second, <Siuguurder Ottars son>, is
probably genitive marked: <-er> is probably genitive -ar (although this is a little
unexpected as this text otherwise preserves the distinction between -ir and -ar), but
<Ottars son> lacks genitive marking; alternatively this NP could be read as nominative
(sonr ‘son’ in patronymics loses nominative -r particularly early). The third object,
<Viglæikr a Lyngi>, presents similar problems for interpretation: names in -leikr
typically have genitives in -s rather than -ar, but this could be a hypercorrect spelling of
an irregular genitive Vígleikar; alternatively, the NP could be nominative. The fourth and
fifth objects, <erfuingium fru Rangdiðar> and <ollum odrum þæim sæm þi malle æighu
at suara j Lyngi> are both unambiguously dative.
Conflicting case marking on co-ordinated objects occurs even with very simple
objects as in Extract 27: the first object, <Sanda>, is genitive or accusative; the second,
<Pukastadom>, is unambiguously dative.

DN V.186, 1st of March 1346
millium brodor Angrims j fullu wmbode
brœðranna a Ælghisætre ok Siuguurder
Ottars son Viglæikr a Lyngi ok erfuingium fru
Rangdiðar ok ollum odrum þæim sæm þi
malle æighu at suara j Lyngi.

between brother Arngrímr as fully empowered
representative of the brethren at Elgisetr and
Sigurðr Óttarssonr[,] Vígleikr of Lyng and
[the] heirs of lady Ragndíðr and all those
others who are obliged to answer the case in
Lyng

Extract 26: Example of millum taking genitive and dative objects

DN VIII.330, 8th of October 1446
i bekkenom þen som renner mellom Sanda oc
Pukastadom

in the stream which runs between Sandar and
Pukastaðir

Extract 27: Example of millum taking a genitive and dative object

Thus describing the entire change is challenging. It is likely that different
innovations competed at different times, with accusative, dative and zero-marked objects
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of millum all probably occurring in speech. Ambiguous forms present a substantial
challenge for studying these interacting options. Genitive case marking, especially in the
singular, is least often ambiguous: the -s ending resembles no other nominal suffix. It is
often possible to determine whether a form could be genitive-marked, even if it is
ambiguous in other respects. Accordingly, the change studied here is not specifically the
rise of dative, accusative or zero-marked objects of millum, but the decline of genitive
objects generally.
An additional minor change should be noted: the phrase sín á millum ‘between
them’ and its variant sín í millum (which constitute formulaic phrases) seem to have been
reanalysed as sína/síni millum. The result was a new, plural reflexive pronoun that could
have been analysed as genitive (by analogy with forms like gen.pl. reflexive possessive
sinna), accusative (by analogy with forms like reflexive possessive masc.acc.pl. sína) or
perhaps even dative (by analogy with fem.dat.sg. forms like sinni). These forms occur 15
times with millum in the corpus, including three instances where the full form of the
preposition has been analogically restored (like <sina jmellom> in DN X.218). Norde
(1997:156) notes the same change for Swedish.
Finally, note that although millum is referred to as a preposition, its objects can
precede or follow it. Full NP objects typically follow (as in Extract 19, Extract 20, Extract
21, Extract 22, Extract 25, Extract 26 and Extract 27) and pronoun objects precede (as in
Extract 23 and Extract 25). However, NP objects can precede millum (as in Extract 24)
and pronoun objects can follow it (as in Extract 28).

DN VI.529, 26th of September 1448
then owilia ok misthycke som mellom them
war vpresen

the ill will and discord which had arisen
between them

Extract 28: Example of millum with a following object pronoun

10.1.4. Earlier research
There is substantial scholarship on the loss of genitives with prepositions in the history of
Norwegian. The change is mentioned in most standard histories of the language and one
detailed study has been undertaken.
The earliest evidence for the loss of lexical genitives is in runic inscription U395, a
Viking Age inscription from Sigtuna in eastern Sweden with <firþi til sihtunum> for fǿrði
till Sigtúnum, seemingly showing till taking the dative; however, Åneman (1989) suggests
that this placename is a loan from Celtic and the apparent dative ending is actually part
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of the stem. No evidence for loss of lexical genitives is known from Danish and
Norwegian runic inscriptions (Åneman 1989).
Seip (1955:307–309) suggests that genitive-governing prepositions and verbs
became accusative-governing late during the Old Norwegian period, with early examples
in the context of two co-ordinated objects. Haugen (1976:294) mentions that over 13501550 the function of the genitive was progressively restricted, especially with verbs and
prepositions (although “literary Da and Sw expanded the use of the gen. in response to
Lat and Ger influence”). Skard (1973:103–104) states that ‘Classical Old Norwegian’
genitive-governing prepositions are found more and more often with the accusative over
the Old Norwegian period (although that case is less and less distinct from the
nominative), a development that continued in Middle Norwegian (Skard 1973:155).
Indrebø (1951:250–251) states that by the end of the Middle Norwegian period, the
spoken language had gone a long way towards losing the genitive entirely, although it
was preserved better in writing; it was replaced partly by the dative, but more often by
the accusative, and eventually by zero-marking. Larsen (1993) investigates the loss of the
genitive in the DN, finding it is lost earliest of all the cases: there is decline already in the
early-14th century, despite a countervailing tendency to regularise genitive marking by
spreading the -s suffix. Larsen (1993:60) suggests that the decline of the genitive was
caused by phonological and morphological factors: weak and feminine genitives in -a, -u
and -ar merged with nominative and accusative endings by sound change and so were
replaced by other constructions; such constructions then spread also at the expense of
other genitives.
Landrø (1975:127; cited in Berg 2015a:15), investigating the identity of 15thcentury Icelandic scribe Jón Egilsson, uses datives with millum among other evidence to
conclude that Egilsson was a Norwegian from the south-east.
Berge (1974) investigates genitive nouns in Nordic-language charters dated 14241425, dividing up the data by geographical region into: central west (Bergen), peripheral
west, central east (the lowlands around Oslofjord), peripheral east, Trondheim and
Jämtland and Härjedalen (Berge 1974:7–8). There are 242 nouns governed by
prepositions in her data (194 til, 14 mellom, 7 skyld, 18 utan, 8 vegna and 1 sakar): the
genitive has receded further with these prepositions than when governed by adjectives or
nouns, with 72.33% (175/242) of nouns governed by prepositions marked for genitive
compared with 89.53% (1249/1395) of nouns governed by nouns and 85.71% (12/14) of
those governed by adjectives; genitives governed by verbs have also receded
substantially (6/12 instances with genitive marking) (Berge 1974:69–77). Berge does not
break her data down by both syntactic context and region, but taking all syntactic
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contexts together she finds the rates of genitive use in Table 23 (Berge 1974:149–152)46.

Region

Use of genitive %

West Norway (Bergen)

273

85.58 46

14.42 319

West Norway (peripheral) 183

88.41 24

11.59 207

East Norway (central)

87.11 100

12.89 776

East Norway (peripheral) 235

85.14 41

14.86 276

Jämtland & Härjedalen

53

82.81 11

17.19 64

Trondheim

24

96.00 1

4.00

Total

1444

86.67 223

13.38 1667

676

Non-use of genitive %

Total

25

Table 23: Rates of genitive retention by region from Berge (1974)

Discounting the conservative position of Trondheim (based on just a handful of
examples), only the innovative position of Jämtland and Härjedalen stands out as a major
regional effect.
Enger (2013:6–7) summarises existing research on the loss of the genitive,
highlighting the seeming contradiction that masculine/neuter gen.sg. -s is the single most
distinctive case marker and expands at the expense of other genitive markers from 1200
onwards, yet the genitive is lost relatively early. Enger argues the loss of the genitive was
not phonologically but morphologically motivated.
Berg (2015a) undertakes a more substantial investigation into the loss of lexical
genitives in Norwegian, focusing particularly on genitives with millum in the DN over
1350-1450; he finds examples in 864 charters (of which 504 have only examples of
millum with the adverb þar ‘there’, offering no evidence about case) (2015a:5). His
approach is qualitative and philological (2015a:6). He identifies late-14th century
examples of accusative objects of millum, sometimes with conflicting forms side-by-side;
in the same period he identifies dative objects of millum (2015a:11–12). Datives with
millum remain common through the 15th century, but genitives are found occasionally
even in the late-16th century, specifically in the formula millum þeira / þeira millum
‘between them’ (2015a:13). Berg concludes that lexical genitives fell out of use around
1400 in written Norwegian and presumably a little earlier in speech; they were first
replaced by accusatives and later, as the accusative merged with the nominative to leave
a two-case system, datives (2015a:30).
46 These figures emerge after philological analysis of various forms where sound and
morphological changes disrupt the expected genitive-marking patterns of Old Norse; taking
the raw figures for rates of retention of Old Norse endings, there are larger differences
between regions (Berge 1974:144,150).
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Norde (1997:145–166) examines the loss of lexical genitives in Swedish. After the
preposition till, she finds variation between genitive and accusative 47 from the earliest
texts and substantial change in Old Swedish towards accusatives and occasionally
datives; the change is led by feminine nouns and pronouns lag behind (Norde 1997:147–
155)48. When till governs multiple co-ordinated nouns one sometimes remains uninflected
(or is marked accusative) while the other takes genitive; either order is possible (Norde
1997:152–153). Patterns with mællom seem to be similar, although there are less data;
there are less data again for the adposition-like phrase fore … skuld/sakir ‘for the sake of’
and too little to quantify for innan ‘within’, utan ‘outside’ and bland ‘among’ (Norde
1997:155–158). These patterns largely continue in Middle Swedish (Norde 1997:158–
166) although the genitive with prepositions is increasingly restricted to fixed
expressions and was perhaps no longer productive (Norde 1997:158). The figures found
by Norde alongside the text and manuscript dates she gives (Norde 1997:18–21) are
given as proportions of genitives among objects of till, mællom and fore ... skuld/sakir in
Figure 87. Despite some unexplained variability, the trajectory of the loss of the lexical
genitive can clearly be seen, especially against manuscript date.

47 Or zero-marking (Norde 2001:117).
48 Although note that Delsing (1999:87) argues that the change from -a(r) to -Ø in strong
feminines after genitive-governing prepositions is a morphological change in the exponence of
genitive, not a shift in the case-governance of the preposition. If we accepted this, the leading
position of feminine nouns would presumably disappear and the timing of the change would
appear slightly later. Norde (2001:114) rejects this.
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Figure 87: Proportion of genitives among objects of till, mællom and fore ... skuld/sakir in Old and Middle Swedish
texts from Norde (1997:147–166)

Substantial work has been done on internal conditioning in the Continental
Scandinavian loss of case, particularly the different chronologies in different classes of
nominals. Grøtvedt (1970:157) and Pettersen (1991:505–514) observe that personal
names and placenames seem to lead the loss of case in Norwegian and Wetås (2003;
2008) presents a detailed and perceptive study of this pattern. Hellberg (1960:59) and
Brylla (1987:166) observe the same for Swedish. These observations apply most
straightforwardly to the nominative and dative; there is some indication that they apply
to genitives (Pettersen 1991:514); whether they apply to lexical genitives is an open
question, but is not the main object of study here.
Overall, then, we have a good understanding from Berg (2015a) of the languageinternal developments: lexical genitives are replaced first by accusatives (or perhaps
competing accusatives and datives), which are later replaced by datives when the
accusative merges with the nominative. We have less idea, however, of how these
changes diffused, in terms of specific timing, social groups or geography. The evidence
from Berge (1974) suggests the change reached around 25% in 1425 (if we assume
genitives with millum behaved like genitives with other prepositions) and that Jämtland
and Härjedalen were innovative, with little regional variation within the rest of Norway
(if we assume genitives with millum behaved like genitives in all other syntactic
contexts); this is, however, only a synchronic snapshot. This chapter will investigate the
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timing and geographical and social differentiation of the change; this will then be
compared to the timing of the change in Swedish identified by Norde (1997).
It should be noted that in Norwegian, as in Swedish, Danish and English, other
changes also affected the genitive: the -(V)s masculine/neuter strong gen.sg. spread to
other classes and to the plural; case agreement within the NP disappeared; the -(V)s
ending came to be marked only on the final element of the NP; this ending was
reanalysed as a phrasal clitic. The loss of lexical genitives, of which the loss of genitive
objects of prepositions is one element, is part of this larger story. Other aspects of this
progression, particularly the apparent ‘degrammaticalisation’ implied by the change from
affix to clitic, have been subject to detailed study, particularly in the histories of Swedish
and English. The reader is referred to Norde (1997; 2001; 2006), Delsing (1999; 2001),
Börjars (2003), Perridon (2013) and Trousdale & Norde (2013) for a view of this topic.

10.2. Data collection
10.2.1. Method of data collection
All 3565 tokens of millum in original texts were identified. For each, each of its objects (a
total of 5144 NPs) and every case-markable element within these NPs was identified. The
loss of the genitive presents a particular challenge defining unambiguous ‘changed’ and
‘unchanged’ forms. Even in Old Norse, many nominals are ambiguous between genitive
and other cases:
•

all weak nouns have accusative-genitive-dative syncretism in the singular; e.g.
<kyndiuls mœsso> ‘Candlemass’ (DN I.213, 1331);

•

masculine a- and wa-stems have accusative-genitive syncretism in the plural; e.g.
<hornstadha> ‘corners’ (DN VI.270, 1369);

•

feminine jō- and ō-stems have syncretism between genitive singular and
nominative-accusative plural (although context typically disambiguates).

Sound changes merging unstressed vowels and writing practices that did not consistently
distinguish even unstressed vowels which were distinct in speech created more
ambiguities:
•

weak singular nouns become ambiguous between all cases; e.g. <eyghen konnæ
hans> ‘his own wife’ (DN VIII.422, 1489);

•

genitive singulars in -ar become ambiguous with other endings in -r and -Vr;

•

genitive plurals in -a become ambiguous with other endings in -V.

In addition to these morphological sources of ambiguity, there are lexical sources: certain
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nouns (like herra ‘lord’) do not decline for case even in the earliest texts. The writing
system can create more ambiguities still, as with words which are typically abbreviated
(like <Mt> ‘majesty’). In late Middle Norwegian, adjectives increasingly fail to mark
case, making case governance ambiguous. Finally, in late Middle Norwegian, a pattern
develops in which only one element in each NP is explicitly case-marked.
For these reasons, most tokens (elements in NPs which are objects of millum,
could be case-marked, and thus would be expected to be genitive-marked) are not
individually reliable indicators of whether millum is taking a genitive. Accordingly, only
NPs which contained either an unambiguously genitive-marked element or an element
which was unambiguously not genitive-marked were included in the study 49 50. Texts were
categorised by whether they contained at least one unambiguously genitive-marked
element. In total, these comprised 692 texts with evidence that millum still took a
genitive object (i.e. in which at least one element in at least one object of millum was
genitive-marked) and 773 texts with evidence that millum no longer took a genitive (i.e.
in which there were unambiguously non-genitive-marked elements and no unambiguously
genitive-marked elements in objects of millum).

10.2.2. Formulae
Many tokens occurred in formulae. Two are worth noting:
•

<fiughurra stafstœda j millum> “between four corners” (DN IV.167, 1325), with
lexical variants <fiughura hornstadha j millum> “between four corners” (DN
VI.270, 1369) and <fiure honstafue i miellom> “between four corners” (DN
VII.345, 1406) (206 occurrences);

49 Thus, elements which were ambiguous for case but nevertheless could not be genitive were
included. A typical example is <Hegliidt>, a placename mentioned in DN XVI.361 (1521). The
second element is hlíð ‘mountainside’, a feminine i-stem with syncretism between accusative,
dative and potentially nominative singular in -Ø in Old Norse, contrasting with genitive
singular in -ar. Accordingly, the case marking of this example is hardly ‘unambiguous’.
However, it is unambiguously not genitive: <Hegliidt> cannot reflect Old Norse -ar or later
Norwegian -s.
50 Wetås (2003:291–292) argues that placenames should not be included uncritically in studies of
case loss in Middle Norwegian since the reflexes of many placenames in modern Norwegian
dialects are in fact fossilised datives; accordingly, it is not possible to tell whether an individual
dative placename in a text is really dative or a fossilised form synchronically unmarked for
case. However, this does not present a problem when studying the loss of the genitive:
whatever the correct synchronic analysis of such a form, it cannot be a genitive.
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•

<millim fial ok fioru> “between fell and foreshore” (DN IV.506, 1377) (15
occurrences).

These present the familiar problem that they might be more conservative than
surrounding text (and language use in other contexts) due to being directly copied from
exemplars or being preserved as fossilised formulae in speech. However, they do not
represent a large proportion of the data.
All other common formulae involving millum do not present the same problem
because the objects of millum in them are non-formulaic. The most obvious is a protocol
formula reporting that signatories witnessed a transaction between other parties.
Examples of two variants of this formula are given as Extract 29 and Extract 30. The
objects of millum in this formula are the names of specific individuals with whom the
charter is concerned and accordingly are non-formulaic. Thus case usage should not be
especially conservative in this and similar formulae.

DN I.454, 20th of February 1379
hørdum ord ok saghom handerband þeire
millium. af æinni halfuu Wlfuer Þosteins
son. en af annere Anunder Biornsson.

[we] heard [the] words and saw [the]
handshake between them[,] on [the] one
hand Ulfr Þórssteinssonr and on [the] other
Ánundr Bjǫrnssonr

Extract 29: Witness formula

DN II.795, 21st of January 1452
sagom iaa oc handerband þeira a mellom
Solfue Olafsson oc Gudrun Borgarsdotter
eigin kona hans af eyno halfuo, en af andro
halfuo Eiuinder Þorgyulsson oc i ombode
Ældrid Bryniulfs dotter eigyn kona hans,

[we] saw [the] ‘yes’ and handshake
between them[,] Sǫlfi Ólafssonr and
Guðrún Borgarsdóttir his own wife on [the]
one hand, and on [the] other hand Eyvindr
Þórgilssonr as [the] representative of his
own wife Eldríð Brynjulfsdóttir

Extract 30: Witness formula

10.3. Description of the data
10.3.1. The timing of the change
Figure 88 gives the proportion of texts per 20-year period in which millum no longer
takes a genitive; Figure 89 gives KDEs for these data. The change is slow, starting around
1300 and not fully complete by the mid-16th century. Note that this timing closely
matches the findings of Berge (1974) discussed above: this is encouraging as, although
the sources are largely the same, the philological work and categorisation is quite
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different in these two investigations.
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Figure 88: Loss of the genitive with millum by 20-year period
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Figure 89: Temporal KDE for loss of the genitive with millum
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10.3.2. The role of internal factors
We would expect other features of the words in question to correlate with whether
nominal elements in objects of millum exhibit genitive marking. Morphological genitive
marking varies between word classes, declensions and numbers. These groups exhibit
different syncretisms in Old Norse, and are affected by other phonological and
morphological changes differently. This expectation is borne out if we plot the raw
proportion of nominal elements which could be genitive (Figure 90) or which must be
genitive (Figure 91) by word class: pronouns lag behind millum because pronouns are far
less commonly ambiguous between genitive and other cases; adjectives lag behind
because in late Middle Norwegian, most adjectives are simply marked <-e>, potentially
the reflex of a genitive ending. None of this is reason to think that different classes of
nominals were synchronically genitive-marked at different rates.
A basic assumption here is that the change is in the case governance of the
preposition and that this is independent of morphological properties of the object: at any
point when the preposition still governed the genitive, any object should be able to
appear in the genitive (as, indeed, all modern Norwegian NPs have a possessive form
which is a reflex of a genitive). This is a conceptual simplification. As mentioned above,
Wetås and others have argued that the loss of case progressed differently for proper
nouns than other nominal classes; some broader implications of this idea are discussed in
Wetås (2003; 2008:63). Figure 90 and Figure 91 do seem suggestive in this light. Berge
(e.g. (1974:76–77)) presents evidence that the loss of lexical genitives progressed at
different speeds depending on noun class, even accounting for the ambiguity and
allomorphy of written Middle Norwegian. However, these internal factors were not the
object of study here and further work is required to test them properly. As there is no
reason different classes of nominals should appear at different rates in texts from
different regions or social groups, there is no reason this assumption should interfere
with the distributions under study here.
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Figure 90: Proportion of elements consistent with genitive in objects of millum by 20-year period
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Figure 91: Proportion of unambiguously genitive-marked elements in objects of millum by 20-year period

10.3.3. The role of dialect
KDEs were calculated for the change; the bandwidth (standard deviation) of the temporal
kernel was 30 years and the bandwidth of the geospatial kernel was the equivalent of 60
nearest neighbours (4.37% of the data). These are visualised in Figure 92.
A clear hierarchical pattern can be identified: as soon as the change begins to
gather speed around 1400, the cities of Bergen, Oslo and Trondheim pull ahead of rural
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regions. The one exception is Jämtland, which is more innovative than any other area.
To help compare the role of different cities in the change, Figure 93 shows KDEs
for large localities (the temporal kernel had a bandwidth of 60 years) over 1300-1600.
The most unexpected feature is the position of Tønsberg which is originally the most
innovative locality but, unlike other locations, shows a rise in the rate of genitives in the
early period. An examination of data from Tønsberg reveals that this is based on very
little evidence. There are just four texts in the dataset localised to Tønsberg before 1350:
DN I.82 and I.83 (1293), DN IV.121 (1317) and DN XV.3 (1321). Of these, in the latter two
millum takes a genitive whereas in the former two it does not. Thus the apparent
innovative position of Tønsberg is really due to the evidence of just two texts.
Examining DN I.82 and I.83, we see that these texts share a signatory (Vígi,
lawyer in Skien) and concern the same transaction. They share near-identical language
recounting details of the transaction and the instance of millum is found in this section.
Although there are systematic orthographic differences between the two 51, suggesting
they were not drafted by the same person, their language is clearly not independent:
either the later text was drafted on the basis of the earlier, or both are dependent on the
wording of the same spoken legal judgement. Most concerningly, the example of millum
in these texts is in an unusual construction: gefa + dat. of person + í millum + dat. of
quantity, seemingly meaning ‘pay someone something to make up the difference’ (cf.
Extract 31 and Extract 32). This is not mentioned in Old Norwegian or Old Icelandic
dictionaries (Fritzner 1867; Hægstad & Torp 2015; Zoëga 2004; Cleasby, Vigfússon &
Dasent 1894) but gefa á milli ‘pay the difference’ does exist in Modern Icelandic.
Although the obvious interpretation of the construction is that the amount of money is the
object of millum (if it were the object of gefa it should be in the accusative) this is hardly
secure for such a rare construction. Accordingly, we can discount the evidence of these
texts.
Putting aside Tønsberg, Figure 93 shows us a straightforward picture. Innovative
forms appear earliest in Oslo and Oslo is a leading locality throughout the change.
Bergen and Trondheim are not innovative areas in the period of incipient change but
accelerate quickly once it begins to progress; they overtake Oslo in the early-15th
century and lead from then on.
51 Among others: DN I.83 uses <e> for /ę/ whereas I.82 uses <æ>; I.83 has svarabhakti
vowels in <Olaf(u)er> for I.82’s <Olafr>; I.82 uses <u> for /v/ (<Uigi>, <uill>, <uaro>,
<uitni>, <Uettrliðði>, <uattar> etc.) whereas I.83 uses <v> (<Vighi>, <villdi>, <varo>,
<vitni>, <Vetrliði>, <vattar>, etc.); I.83 often uses <ll> for preconsonantal /l/ (<Harallz
sun>, <vlfallda>, <gullhals>, <helldo>, etc.) where I.82 uses <l> (<Harals son>,
<ulfualde>, <gulhals>, <heldo>, etc.).
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DN I.92, 2nd of June 1294
Olafer Harals son sældi Gunnare bonnda
þa æignn er Borgar hæita en Gunnar fek
honom þa æignn er Lofstaðar hæita atiann
aura boll ok gaf honom imillum fiorom
kyrlagum fat i sextigi kyrlaga ok uaro þa
sex aurar firir ku

Ólafr Haraldssonr sold Gunnar [the] farmer
the property which is called Borgar and
Gunnar gave him the property which is
called Loftstaðar[,] 18 ounces of land[,] and
gave him imillum four cow-values short of
60 cow-values and those were six ounces
per cow

Extract 31: Example of millum from DN I.92

DN I.93, 11th of June 1294
Olafr Harallz sun selldi Gunnare bonda þa
eign er Borgar heita en Gunnar fek honum
þa eign j mote er Loftstaðer heita xviij aura
bol ok gaf honum j millim .iiij. kyrlogum fat
j .lx. kyrlaga ok varo þa .vj. aurar firir ku.

Extract 32: Example of millum from DN I.93
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Ólafr Haraldssonr sold Gunnar [the] farmer
the property which is called Borgar and
Gunnar gave him in return the property
which is called Loftstaðir[,] 18 ounces of
land[,] and [he] gave him j millim four cowvalues short of 60 cow-values and those
were six ounces per cow

Figure 92: Kernel density estimation for loss of the genitive with millum 1350-1500
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Figure 93: Kernel density estimation for loss of the genitive with millum in population centres 1300-1550
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10.3.4. The role of social factors
10.3.4.1. Social class
Figure 94 visualises the change by social class and 50-year moving window; as there is
relatively little data for this change, Figure 95 does the same with 100-year moving
windows.
In the period of rapid diffusion this change shows a high-to-low pattern: higher
social groups (royalty, higher officials and nobles, higher clergy) lead and lower groups
(lower clergy, magistrates) lag behind. Surprisingly, however, the middle classes (lower
officials, lawyers) are almost as innovative as the higher groups.
At an early stage, there are some indications of a reversed pattern: the lowest
social group of which we are confident, the magistrates, is more innovative before 1430
than higher groups like the lower clergy and lawyers. However, examination of the
specific data reveals how small an effect this is. In this period the term lǫgréttismaðr is
still rare. Before 1400 there are just ten texts in this dataset whose first signatory is a
magistrate, one of which shows the change. This text, DN VII.326, dated to 1393 and
localised to Grenland, is strange on several counts. It has a number of extremely
innovative features for its date, both linguistic52 and in terms of formulae and drafting53.
It also shows signs of low literacy, again both linguistic54 and in terms of drafting55. It has
further linguistic and orthographic features which are probably better described as
‘idiosyncratic’ than ‘innovative’56. Most of these features are not unique, but together
52 E.g.: 1.sg.nom. <jak>; 1.pl.nom. <wi>; <tel> for till; loss of <þ> and <ð>; inconsistent
preservation of coda /r/; inconsistent preservation of /d/ in /nd/ (and hypercorrections);
inconsistent preservation of coda /t/.
53 E.g. <kennes jak…> ‘I acknowledge’ in the protocol, rare in Norwegian charters of this period.
54 E.g. <ak> for conjunction ok but <aak> for adverb ok, making a distinction that is generally
never made in Old/Middle Norwegian orthography and spelling the vowel wrong in this
extremely common word (the vowel in ok had presumably come to have the same quality as
the reflex of ON á by this point, but even in the rare cases that orthographies are altered to
indicate this change it is usually the reflexes of á that are spelled with <o> rather than the
other way around).
55 E.g.: the kennast ek at… and sender … q[veðju] g[uðs] ok sina formulae are mixed in the
protocol to give the incoherent ‘I … acknowledge g[od’s] g[reetings] and my own’; the
patronymic suffix -son is dropped from one name but not others; a name is missing in <ak en
kennes aak traathnemder [Gunnar] teht> ‘and yet [the] aforementioned [Gunnar] also
acknowledges that’.
56 /s/ is regularly spelled <ss>, including in word-initial position (and, less remarkably, /f/ is
spelled <ff>); nasals are dropped before stops (<hegom> for hengum, <fførnede> for
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they suggest something strange in the history of this text: either it is an unidentified later
copy or forgery, or was written by a non-native speaker.
Over 1400-1430, five of the 23 texts signed by magistrates show the change, only
marginally higher than the overall average. Thus the apparent aberrant early behaviour
of this group is based on very little data and no strong conclusions should be drawn from
it.
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Figure 94: Loss of the genitive with millum by social class and 50-year moving window

fyrirnefnda, <eruige> for erfingja); <teht> is regularly used as the complementiser; /au/ is
regularly spelled <a>; /h/ is dropped in <emolth> for heimolt and elsewhere, with
hypercorrection in <hac> for ok.
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Figure 95: Loss of the genitive with millum by social class and 100-year moving window

10.3.4.2. Name etymology
Figure 96 visualises the change by the etymology of the first signatory’s name and 100year moving window. This evidence fits the observations for social groups: later on,
higher social groups (represented by writers with German, Biblical and mixed names)
lead whilst lower groups (represented by writers with Nordic names) lag behind;
however, during the 14th century, there is little differentiation.
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Figure 96: Loss of the genitive with millum by name etymology and 100-year moving window

10.3.4.3. Gender
Figure 97 shows the change by the presence of a female signatory and 100-year moving
window. There is basically too little data to see an effect; however, as the change
approaches completion, there is some indication that documents with female signatories
lead.
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Figure 97: Loss of the genitive with millum by gender and 100-year moving window

10.4. Analysis
10.4.1. Regression
A binomial regression model of the change was fitted: each data point was a text
containing at least one instance of millum and the dependent variable was the availability
of genitive objects of millum. Signatory gender did not have a significant effect and so
was removed; other independent variables included were date, first signatory rank,
‘urban connection’ (TRUE if at least one localisation was a city) and ‘Swedish connection’
(TRUE if at least one localisation was in Sweden, including Jämtland and Bohuslän).
Figure 98 gives the output of this model.
This confirms that change takes place as year is a significant predictor. Three
ranks are significant predictors compared with the reference value (untitled individuals):
royalty favour the change, magistrates and lower clergy disfavour it. Localisation to a city
was a significant predictor, confirming the impression of hierarchical diffusion.
Localisation to a Swedish locality was a significant predictor, suggesting that Swedish led
compared with Norwegian. Pseudo R2 for the model was 0.4330.
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Call:
glm(formula = (genitive_available_in_text == 0) ~ mid_year +
first_sender_rank + (urban_connection == "urban") + (swedish_connection ==
"swedish"), family = "binomial", data = millum_data_prepped)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.7831 -0.5655
0.2502

3Q
0.5524

Max
3.0400

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-41.894192
2.175780 -19.255 < 2e-16 ***
mid_year
0.028542
0.001495 19.096 < 2e-16 ***
first_sender_rankborgere
-0.051675
0.463495 -0.111
0.9112
first_sender_rankhøgere_embetsmenn
0.206852
0.306634
0.675
0.4999
first_sender_rankhøgere_geistlige
0.119630
0.350826
0.341
0.7331
first_sender_rankkongelige
1.028029
0.452036
2.274
0.0230 *
first_sender_ranklågere_embetsmenn
0.149949
0.396799
0.378
0.7055
first_sender_ranklågere_geistlige
-0.664506
0.271160 -2.451
0.0143 *
first_sender_ranklagmenn
-0.186000
0.332143 -0.560
0.5755
first_sender_ranklagrettemenn
-0.938002
0.234831 -3.994 6.49e-05 ***
first_sender_rankproblem_category
0.833576
1.176635
0.708
0.4787
first_sender_rankunclassified
1.542943
1.549844
0.996
0.3195
urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
0.538360
0.208441
2.583
0.0098 **
swedish_connection == "swedish"TRUE
1.680575
0.317060
5.300 1.15e-07 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 2003.4
Residual deviance: 1136.0
AIC: 1164

on 1447
on 1434

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

Figure 98: Output of regression on the availability of genitive objects of millum by text

10.5. Discussion
10.5.1. Timing
If the late-13th century examples from Tønsberg are rejected (cf. 10.3.3), the loss of
lexical genitives with millum begins in Norwegian in the mid-14th century and progresses
very slowly: its period of rapid diffusion is throughout the 15th century, but it has not
truly reached completion by the mid-16th. This slow speed is confirmed by the regression
model: the slope of the curve is 0.29, compared with 0.63 for the loss of 1.sg. agreement
or 0.88 for the loss of the voiceless dental fricative. Some previous estimates of timing
(the 14th century (Larsen 1993:60), around 1400 (Berg 2015a:30)) are a little early,
presumably because of the temptation to give too much weight to the first identifiable
examples in qualitative research; Haugen’s (1976:294) description of a decline from
1350-1550 is accurate, although perhaps only by grace of its vagueness. Obviously, these
comments refer to writing. Some writers (e.g. Berg (2015a:30), Indrebø (1951:250–251))
assume the change in writing was later than in speech. This seems likely, but the clear
patterns identified in the data here speak against a large gap: the entire trajectory of the
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loss of lexical genitives in writing must have overlapped with its trajectory in speech, as
otherwise differences between the writings of different social groups and regions become
hard to explain.

10.5.2. Origin and pathways of diffusion
Lexical genitives with millum disappear first in Oslo before spreading by hierarchical
diffusion to other cities. Cities remain ahead of rural areas for the entire trajectory of the
change. The one exceptional rural area is Jämtland, which is as innovative as the most
innovative urban areas in Norway. This agrees with the findings of Berge (1974:149–152);
Berge’s data contained some indication of the hierarchical patterning of the change (with
Bergen leading compared to ‘peripheral’ West Norway) although she concluded these
differences were too small to treat seriously.

10.5.2.1. Did the change spread from Swedish?
An important question we should ask is whether the change did not originate within
Norway at all but spread into Norwegian from Swedish. Two pieces of evidence are
informative in this regard: Norde’s (1997) study of the loss of lexical genitives with
prepositions in Swedish (discussed under 10.1.4) and the easternmost areas in this study
(Jämtland, Bohuslän).
Temporal KDEs were calculated for Norde’s data and the data from this study; the
bandwidth (standard deviation) was 20 years. These are given in Figure 9957. There are
several reasons to be cautious about directly comparing these studies: Norde’s data come
from fewer texts, from far fewer authors and localities, and are probably more
concentrated on urban language than the data used here; this study is of a single genre
(charters) whereas Norde’s data include several genres, with charters making up only a
small part; this study includes only original texts whereas most of Norde’s data are from
copies; dates used in this study are composition dates (which coincide with manuscript
dates) whereas dates from Norde’s study used here are manuscript dates. Some factors
(concentration on urban language, genres) might make the Swedish data appear more
innovative, whereas others (issues with dates) might make them appear more
conservative. With these caveats in mind, there is a clear difference in the progression of
the change in the two studies in Figure 99: the change begins earlier and progresses
more quickly in Swedish. This is independently confirmed by the data from the most
easterly areas covered in this study: as can be seen in Figure 92, Bohuslän and Jämtland
57 The two charters from Tønsberg discussed in 10.3.3 were excluded.
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are both leading regions, Jämtland especially so. The model in Figure 98 confirms that
localisation to a ‘Swedish’ locality has a significant effect. Overall, then, it seems very
plausible that this change spread into urban Norwegian from Swedish.

100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
Swedish (Norde 1997)
Norwegian (this study)

50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
1280

1320

1360

1400

1440

1480

1520

Figure 99: Temporal KDE for loss of the genitive with millum in the DN and with till, mællom and fore .
.. skuld/sakir from Norde (1997)

Another question is how we should assess Landrø (1975)’s claim that the use of
datives with millum by 15th-century Icelandic scribe Jón Egilsson implies that he was a
Norwegian from the south-east. Figure 92 is consistent this claim: in the mid-15th
century, genitives with millum had receded furthest in the Norwegian cities, particularly
Oslo. However, Figure 93 highlights the fact that Trondheim and Bergen were also very
innovative; furthermore, by this period the loss of the genitive with millum had begun in
nearly all localities in Norway. Accordingly, although this is good evidence Jón Egilsson
was a Norwegian, it should not be considered incontestable evidence that he was from
the south-east.

10.5.3. Social factors
The volume of evidence is limited for this change, making social patterns difficult to
determine clearly. Nevertheless, during the period of rapid diffusion (which, it should be
noted, covers an extremely large time span), documents by the higher social classes and
particularly royalty are most innovative and documents by the lower social classes most
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conservative. This suggests a change spreading in speech from the higher to the lower
classes. This is consistent with a change spreading from Swedish into Norwegian and
from urban into rural speech.

10.5.4. The loss of case
A view should be taken of the loss of the genitive in the larger context of the loss of case
in Continental North Germanic; this was done particularly well by Berg (2015a; 2015b).
It is assumed here that the loss of the genitive with millum is a good proxy for the loss of
lexical genitives generally: this is supported by Norde (1997:145–166), who shows that in
Swedish the change happened at a similar rate with mællom as in other contexts, and by
evidence from Berge (1974:69–77) showing that genitive-governing prepositions were an
intermediate context for the change (next to genitive-governing verbs, which changed
earlier, and genitive-governing nominals, which changed later). However, without
methodologically comparable studies of genitives in other contexts and of the changes
which affected the nominative, accusative and dative in Old and Middle Norwegian, it is
difficult to make this contextualisation as detailed and precise as is desirable. The timing
here seems in line with the suggestion from previous scholars that the genitive was the
first case lost in Norwegian (as in Swedish dialects and Faroese) but quantitative studies
of the other cases are needed to truly put this to the test.

10.5.5. Conclusions
It seems particularly clear that the loss of lexical genitives spread into Norwegian from
Swedish. This limits the scope of our conclusions regarding contact with MLG: the
innovation of the change must have taken place in Sweden (or even Denmark), and so
comparable quantitative, geospatial studies of sources for these regions are needed to
assess the possibility that contact with MLG played a role. It is worth observing that the
timing of the change (getting under way in Swedish in the late 13th century) is consistent
with a role for Hansa, and it would be very interesting to explore the geographical and
social distribution of the change in its earliest stages in Swedish..
What is interesting to note from the Norwegian data presented here is that the
cities which represent hierarchical centres for the diffusion of this change (Oslo, Bergen
and Trondheim) are all centres of contact of various kinds; Stavanger and Hamar, cities
which were not hotspots for language or dialect contact, do not emerge as hierarchical
centres. This suggests contact may have played a role in driving the diffusion of this
change, even if we cannot demonstrate that it played a role in its innovation. This could
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be explained in three different ways. Firstly, it might be that more speakers of Swedish
and Danish lived in these wealthy cities and that these speakers provided a constant
input of speech in which the change was more advanced. This mechanism would have it
that contact with East North Germanic was responsible not only for the initial diffusion of
the change into Norwegian but also remained a driving force behind its later progression.
Secondly, we could propose that the high proportions of MLG speakers in these
populations helped to drive the change forward: given variation in Norwegian, such
second-language speakers would disproportionately choose the variant more easily learnt
(here a more ‘normal’ object case like the dative or accusative), thus increasing the
number of changed forms in the speech community. Thirdly, we could suggest that the
large presence of either of these foreign groups influenced the social dynamics of the
change. In these cosmopolitan cities, an association with the speech of wealthy or
powerful foreign groups could work to create a positive valuation of the innovative
variant; this variant would then be more strongly weighted in these communities than
elsewhere, accelerating the change.
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11. Loss of first person plural verb agreement
11.1. Background
11.1.1. Introduction
This chapter presents the last of the investigations into simplificatory changes in the
history of Norwegian. It examines the loss of 1.pl. verbal agreement.

11.1.2. Verbal conjugation before the change
Verbs in early Old Norwegian and Old Icelandic agreed with subjects for person and
number, distinguishing all three persons in the plural.
Conjugations for Old West Norse plural verbs are given in Table 24 and Table 25,
reproduced from Noreen (1970:355, 361, 363, 369) and Gordon & Taylor (1956). As can
be seen, at the beginning of the period 1.pl. is always distinct from other persons in the
plural.

present

preterite

subjunctive indicative

strong, weak 1 and 3 weak 2
1st

-um

2nd

-ið, -it, -ir

3rd

-a

-jum

-um

-ið, -it, -ir -uð, -ut, -ur
-ja

1st

-im

2nd

-ið, -it, -ir

3rd

-i

-u

Table 24: Old West Norse regular plural active verb conjugations
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present

preterite

subjunctive indicative

strong, weak 1 and 3 weak 2
1st

-ums(k), -umk

2nd
3rd

-jums(k), -jumk -ums(k), -umk

-is(k), -iz(k)
-as(k)

-uz(k)
-jas(k)

1st

-ims(k), -imk

2nd

-iz(k)

3rd

-is(k)

-us(k)

Table 25: Old West Norse regular plural middle verb conjugations

11.1.3. The nature of the change
Modern Norwegian has lost all verbal person/number marking; finite verb forms descend
from earlier 3.sg. forms. However, existing literature, as well as comparison with Early
Modern Swedish, suggests that Norwegian went through an intermediate stage in which
number was distinguished but person was not: singular was marked with the reflex of the
3.sg. for all persons, and the plural was marked with the reflex of the 3.pl. The earlier
change this implies, where the distinctive 1.pl. ending was replaced by the 3.pl. ending,
is the focus here.

11.1.4. Earlier research
The loss of the middle 1.pl. ending -umz has received little attention in previous
scholarship: Noreen (1970:370) simply notes that middle 1.pl. endings were replaced by
3.pl. endings in Middle Norwegian. The most detailed study is Ottosson (2003:165–166),
which suggests that the old 1.pl. ending is first replaced by 3.pl. forms before later being
replaced by 3.sg. forms. Ottosson suggests this happened earlier than the corresponding
change in active verbs, although this might be because a large proportion of examples
are with the verb kennast ‘acknowledge’ in a formula that is originally Danish (Ottosson
2003:169–170). Pettersen (1991:276), studying charters from West Norway, claims that
singular forms are used consistently for the 1.pl. middle over 1450-1500, suggesting the
change was complete by this period, although Ottosson (2003:170) cites
counterexamples.
More has been written on the loss of active 1.pl. -um: it is dealt with in histories of
Norwegian and in studies of the language of charters from particular regions; the
allomorphic variation which preceded it and new pronouns which emerged as part of the
change are discussed even more widely. One extensive study, Ottosson (2003), has been
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undertaken. We will first discuss the sound change and reanalysis which innovated the
possibility of using 3.pl. endings with 1.pl. verbs; we will then discuss the literature on
the loss of 1.pl. inflection; finally, Ottosson’s findings will be reported in detail.
There is consensus that 3.pl. forms with 1.pl. subjects first arose through a
reanalysis which also created the Norwegian nom.1.pl. pronouns in m-. When the verb
preceded the subject pronoun, the sequences -um vér (plural) and -um vit (dual)
underwent sound changes which deleted the initial consonant of the pronoun: either
progressive assimilation and degemination (Indrebø 1951:122; Christiansen 1956:176) or
simply deletion (Seip 1955:76,164). In either case, this must be an irregular sound
change, since we do final -mv- sequences elsewhere in Old Norse (e.g. samvista
‘meetings’). The final -m was reanalysed as part of the pronoun, giving pronouns mér and
mit and 1.pl. ending -u; the new pronouns are found in sources a little after 1200 and
spread rapidly after 1325 (Seip 1955:194–195, 317; Haugen 1976:302–303).
We also find 1.pl. -u in the sequence verb+pronoun in Old Icelandic where
pronouns in m- never arose (Noreen 1970:358; Faarlund 2004:50–53), so we must assume
an alternative development deleted the final consonant of the verb but left the initial
consonant of the pronoun intact. In this form, this change is present inconsistently from
late-12th century sources onwards in Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian (Noreen
1970:358).
Instead of parallel Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian developments, we could
propose a united account. Firstly, the final consonant of the verb was variably deleted
when it directly preceded the pronoun. Assuming this took place before /w/ became [v],
this left a sequence [-uweːr] (dual [-uwit]) which was ambiguous between /uweːr/ (dual
/uwit/) and /ueːr/ (/uit/), varying with a conservative form retaining the /m/. This is the
situation in Old Icelandic and the earliest Old Norwegian. Then, in Old Norwegian alone,
the /m/ in one variant of this sequence was reanalysed as belonging to the pronoun.
In the past tense these changes created an ending that was identical to the 3.pl.
ending, but in the present the two remained distinct: 3.pl. -a and 1.pl. -u. 3.pl. endings
appearing in 1.pl. contexts in the past tense thus involves this sound change and
reanalysis alone, whereas in the present there must have been additional analogical
change (Hægstad 1916:158; Indrebø 1993:140, 143–144) or sound change (Grøtvedt
1970:240) replacing 1.pl. -u with -a. Conservative -um and innovative -u and -a then
competed, with the eventual result that the conservative form disappeared and person
marking was lost in the plural.
A range of chronologies have been suggested: Seip (1955:199,321) suggests the
new forms arose in Old Norwegian and that all person distinctions were lost on the verb
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in speech by 1300, although they were preserved in writing until around 1370; Skard’s
account (1973:97,146) is similar. Trosterud (2001:166–169) suggests that 3.pl. endings
begin to appear on 1.pl. verbs only in the 15th century, while Indrebø (1951:215)
suggests that new and old forms competed in the 15th century but that -um survived into
early Modern Norwegian. Most authors converge on a similar chronology: 3.pl. endings
begin to appear on 1.pl. verbs outside the sequence verb+subject pronoun in the late14th or early-15th century; these increase in frequency gradually in the first half of the
15th century and more rapidly after 1450; -um largely disappeared shortly after 1500,
although isolated examples occur later (Hægstad 1902:201; Hægstad 1916:158,202;
Tylden 1944:126–127; Pettersen 1991:659–660).
In terms of internal linguistic factors, most authors comment that the sequence
verb+pronoun was a leading environment; this is expected since this was the context the
change was innovated in. Grøtvedt (1970:240) also suggests that the weak past was a
leading context. Indrebø (1993:139–140) observes that the verb setja ‘set’ leads the
change, but suggests this is probably an artefact of formula-usage. Kinn (2010:93–107;
2011) investigates the distribution of overt non-referential subjects in late Middle
Norwegian charters with and without merger of 1.pl. and 3.pl., finding no clear
association between these two changes, contrary to previous predictions.
There are also comments on external factors. Tylden (1944:126-127,135-137)
suggests that changed forms are associated with the incoming 1.pl.nom. pronoun vi: as
this pronoun was borrowed from East North Germanic, this might indicate that the loss
of 1.pl. endings is associated with Swedish/Danish influence. Tylden also finds that
changed forms are associated with the sequence henge vi ‘we hang’ in an eschatocol
formula borrowed from Danish. This observation is also made by Tønnessen (1995:31,4850). Pettersen (1991:659–660) suggests that, within West Norway, the change is earliest
and strongest in Bergen and weakest in Agder. This agrees with Hægstad’s
(1916:158,201) suggestion that within West Norwegian the change is first found in the
upper classes in Bergen and only reaches rural areas when Danish influence becomes
more general.
Looking outside Norwegian, already in the earliest Old Danish manuscripts we
find 1.pl. -um only infrequently in formulaic contexts; by the early-16th century -um
disappears altogether (Skautrup 1968:273; Trosterud 2001:169–171).
Finally, we come to Ottosson’s (2003) study, a work based on examples from
earlier studies (particularly Tylden (1944)) and examination of a selection of charters
from specific regions. Ottosson outlines the change as follows: the final -m of the suffix is
dropped by sound change when the pronoun directly follows, causing a merger with the
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3.pl. ending in the past but a distinctive ending the present; unstressed vowels merge by
sound change in some dialects, creating a merger with the 3.sg. ending in the weak past
and with the 3.pl. ending elsewhere; the 3.pl. ending spreads to 1.pl. contexts by
morphological change; and finally the 3.sg. ending spreads to 1.pl. contexts by
morphological change (Ottosson 2003:158). A key part of Ottosson’s argument is that, in
spite of phonological elements, the changes are primarily morphological in nature
(Ottosson 2003:163–164). He also argues the importance of distinguishing tenses and
verb classes, as the sound changes which took place have different morphological
implications in different paradigms (Ottosson 2003:161–162).
For the change from -um to -u in the past (merging 1.pl. and 3.pl.), Ottosson
suggests there are sporadic examples before 1450 (particularly in weak verbs) after
which the change progresses more quickly (Ottosson 2003:163). This slightly predates
the change from -um to -a in the present (Ottosson 2003:163): present tense innovative
forms are found sporadically in the first half of the 1400s, becoming common by the
middle of the century (Ottosson 2003:164). The change from -a/-u to -e/-æ is found
sporadically in the early 1400s but becomes more common after 1450 (Ottosson
2003:166). The early examples of this unstressed vowel weakening are in charters from
the higher levels of ecclesiastical and secular administration and are associated with
signs of Danish influence, but, due to good evidence of dialectal use in regions like
Romerike, the change cannot entirely be written off as a Danish feature (Ottosson
2003:166). This change, too, appears later in the present than the past, implying that it is
at least partly morphological rather than phonological (Ottosson 2003:166).
In terms of geography, Ottosson notes that material from Toten, West Telemark
and Voss is more conservative than that from Vestfold, with little change in the former
regions before 1470 (Ottosson 2003:168).
Overall we have a consistent picture in some respects: the source of the change is
agreed to be the sequence of verb+pronoun; the reanalysis of this sequence also
produced the Norwegian m- pronouns. Analogical change spread 3.pl. endings to 1.pl.
verbs in other contexts, with the past leading. There is substantial variation in the dating
of the change, ranging from Seip’s suggestion that person distinctions were lost on the
verb in speech by 1300 to Trosterud’s claim that 3.pl. forms do not begin to appear in
1.pl. contexts until the fifteenth century. A change progressing rapidly in the mid-15th
century with sporadic examples earlier seems most likely. Between Ottosson and
Pettersen’s comments we might expect to find the change spreading from east to west
and earlier in Bergen than the rural west.
It is also worth noting that a similar phenomenon is found elsewhere in Germanic.
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Old Frisian shows reduction of pl. -ath to -a when the verb directly precedes a 1. or 2.pl.
subject pronoun (Bremmer 2009:86). MLG itself has reduction of pl. -en/-et to -e when the
verb directly precedes a 1. or 2.pl. subject pronoun; this is nearly categorical, with no
discernible differentiation by tense, mood or person (Farasyn 2017, personal
communication). However, this pattern is not found in Old Saxon. Old English sometimes
has pl. -e instead of -að only when the verb directly precedes the 1. or 2.pl. subject
pronoun (Davis 1953:§56); this is often ascribed only to southern Old English or only to
West Saxon and referred to as ‘West Saxon concord’. Benskin (2011) gives a thorough
account of this form in Ingvaeonic, relating West Saxon concord to the later ‘northern
subject rule’, a pattern in which a plural (including 3.pl.) verb takes -e or zero suffix if the
subject pronoun is adjacent but -(V)s otherwise. Benskin (2011:159–165) reports various
suggested origins for West Saxon concord, including survival of dual verb agreement,
phonological reduction of the consonant cluster after encliticisation of the pronoun, and
spread of subjunctive forms with loss of final -n either in early Northumbrian or Late
West Saxon58. The account involving phonological reduction after encliticisation
(originally Luick (1922; 1924)) is a particularly relevant comparison. In broad terms, the
proposal is that /θw/ and /θj/ do not occur in unstressed onset and so when these
sequences were created by encliticisation of 1.pl. wē or 2.pl. ġē after pl. -að they were
reduced.
There are two main implications of this wider Germanic context. Firstly, assuming
that the pattern of a reduced ending in the sequence verb+subject pronoun is not an
independent innovation in each branch, this either pushes its innovation back to a very
early point or implies that the change diffused among Germanic dialects in contact.
Secondly, since the reduced ending was near-categorical in VS position in MLG, it is
possible that contact with MLG played a direct role in pushing forward the change in
North Germanic. This will be revisited below.

11.2. Data collection
11.2.1. Method of data collection
In order to delineate the relevant period, a sample of 50 1.pl. verbs per 50-year period
were identified. From this sample it appeared that little change occurred before 1400.
Accordingly, only data from 1375 onwards was examined in full.
58 Benskin’s main line of argument has to do with the possibility of a role for Celtic influence in
the development of West Saxon concord into the northern subject rule, and so is not relevant
here.
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All nom.1.pl. pronouns in original texts dated 1375 or later were identified. 59 The
forms included, a total of 18,950 tokens of 84 types, are summarised in Table 26. For
every pronoun, each associated verb was identified, including verbs in co-ordinated
clauses; after philological exclusions, this totalled 23,870 verbs.

form orthographies

count

me

<me>, <mee>

9

mér

<mæær>, <mæer>, <mæir>, <mær>, <meær>, <meer>, <meerr>,

2403

<meir>, <mer>, <merh>, <merr>, <meyr>, <mœr>
mi

<mi>, <mi(t)h>, <my>

5

mid

<mid>, <midh>, <miid>, <mjd>, <myd>, <mydh>, <mydt>

252

mir

<mir>

3

mit

<miit>, <miith>, <mijth>, <mit>, <mith>, <mitt>, <mitth>, <mjjt>,

2468

<mjt>, <myt>, <myth>, <mytt>, <mytth>
miz

<midz>, <mitz>

23

ve

<væ>, <ve>, <wæ>, <we>, <wee>

9

vér

<uær>, <uer>, <vær>, <veer>, <ver>, <wær>, <weer>, <weir>,

1324

<wer>, <wuer>
vi

<ui>, <uii>, <uij>, <uy>, <vi>, <vii>, <viii>, <viiij>, <viij>, <vij>,

12423

<vj>, <vy>, <whij>, <wi>, <wii>, <wij>, <wj>, <wjj>, <wy>
vid

<vid>, <við>, <vidh>

12

vir

<vier>, <vijr>, <vir>

6

vit

<uit>, <vit>, <wit>

13

Table 26: Forms, orthographies and token counts of 1.pl.nom. pronouns

Two other approaches could have been taken. A traditional method would have
59 This involved identifying all potential forms, excluding those which raised philological
problems, and disambiguating homographs: the forms me, mi, mid and mit were
disambiguated from forms of the preposition með ‘with’; the form vid was disambiguated from
the preposition við(r) ‘at’; the forms vir and vér were disambiguated from forms of vera ‘to be’,
verja ‘to defend’, verr ‘worse’ and værr ’comfortable’; the forms mér and mir were
disambiguated from the 1.dat.sg. pronoun mér and from meir ‘more’; the form mit was
disambiguated from the nt.nom-acc.sg. of the first person possessive adjective; and the form vi
was disambiguated from the Roman numerals VI, VII, VIII and VIIII. Only one known form was
excluded: med occurs extremely rarely as a form of the 1.pl. pronoun, but is a homograph of
the preposition með ‘with’; with nearly 40,000 occurrences in the corpus, the work of
disambiguating these was not deemed worth the tiny number of additional tokens it would
produce.
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been to read the texts and identify 1.pl. verbs manually. However, this was infeasible with
a dataset of this size. Alternatively, it might seem more intuitive to search the corpus for
1.pl. verbs themselves. However, various homographic morphological endings would have
caused practical difficulties: for example, the original 1.pl. ending -um is the same as
various dative endings, meaning that it would have been necessary to disambiguate
between verbs and an enormous number of dative nominals. Putting aside issues of
practicality, to search directly for 1.pl. verbs it would have been necessary to
predetermine the range of possible endings; by searching for subjects and then
identifying their associated verbs, no prior assumptions about the range of possible
endings were needed.
The disadvantage of the methodology used is that verbs with null subjects were
not included (although verbs whose subject was omitted under co-ordination were). This
does not represent a large proportion of verbs: Kinn (2016:224) estimates the rate of 1.pl.
null subjects in Middle Norwegian at 11.9%. Kinn’s estimation treats the verbs sjá ‘see’
and heyra ‘hear’ in the protocol formula exemplified in Extract 33 as having null subjects
whereas in this study these were treated as having had their subject omitted under coordination and thus were included. Omitting this formula, Kinn’s figure for 1.pl. null
subjects is as low as 3.6% (Kinn 2016:225). The exclusion of these verbs is unlikely to
have materially affected results.

DN VII.488, 4th of February 1481
myt varom a Byrttom Agatæmessa æftæn
anno dominj mcdlxxxj saghom ok hørdhom
a thera samptaal

we were in Byrtum on [the] eve of [St.]
Agatha’s mass AD 1481[,] saw and heard

Extract 33: Protocol formula with sjá and heyra in DN VII.488

11.2.2. Categorisation of verbs
All verbs were identified and categorised into conjugation, tense and their position
relative to the subject pronoun. The token counts are given in Table 27.
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tense

position major class
anomalous weak strong preterite-present

present V… S

past

4

60

4

VS

532

4003 1302

243

SV

702

1083 202

323

S… V

210

1629 258

211

V… S

3

26

2

VS

763

2598 771

216

SV

2508

353

316

S… V

210

2619 2140

12
332

4

190

Table 27: Number of verbs by conjugation, tense and position relative to subject pronoun

11.2.3. Categorisation of endings
All endings identified are given and classified in Table 28 and Table 29. Although the
original classification distinguished different vowels (distinguishing -u from -a, -ir from
-ar, etc.), it became clear that changes in unstressed vowel orthographies rendered these
distinctions meaningless without further work.<e> and <æ> in unstressed positions
indicated a front vowel in the early part of the corpus but later became spellings for
schwa; unstressed <i> earlier indicated a front vowel but later could be used to indicate
palatalisation of the preceding consonant or as a hypercorrect spelling for schwa.
Furthermore, contrary to the suggestions of previous scholars, the replacement of 1.pl.
endings by 3.pl. endings and the merger of unstressed vowels do not represent clearly
distinct changes in Middle Norwegian: there is no period in which typical Old Norwegian
3.pl. endings (<-u/-o> and <-a>) become common on 1.pl. verbs; rather, the weakened
ending <-e> replaces earlier endings directly (cf. Figure 100).
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Figure 100: Rates of different orthographies of endings on 1.pl. active verbs by 25-year period

Accordingly, for the remainder of this chapter, no distinctions are made between
endings with different vowels. This leaves four active verb endings (-Vm, -V, -Vr, -Ø) and
three middle verb endings (-Vmz, -Vz, -z).
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ending variants

examples

-um

<-m>, <-æm>, <-am>, <-åm>, <-em>, <dømdøm> ‘judged’ (DN V.570, 1424
<-im>, <-om>, <-öm>, <-øm>, <-um>, <settum> ‘set’ (DN IX.350, 1464)
<-unm>, <-vm>, <-wm>, <-ym>

-a

<-a>

<heingia> ‘hang’ (DN III.869, 1464)
<hafwa> ‘have’ (DN VIII.412, 1484)

-i

<-e>, <-i>, <-j>

<fwnne> ‘found’ (DN VIII.413, 1484)
<sæti> ‘set’ (DN IV.737, 1403)

-i/-a

<-æ>

<hængiæ> ‘hang’ (DN V.458, 1408)
<kungøræ> ‘make known’ (DN VI.429,
1427)

-u

<-o>, <-ø>, <-u>, <-v>, <-w>

<setto> ‘set’ (DN II.698, 1428)
<settu> ‘set’ (DN VII.358, 1412)

-ar

<-ar>

<wndrar> ‘wonder’ (DN XI.216, 1464)
<helsar> ‘greet’ (DN IX.234, 1423)

-ir

<-er>, <-ir>, <-yr>

<hafuer> ‘have’ (DN I.696, 1424)
<haffuir> ‘have’ (DN XI.396, 1523)

-ir/-ar

<-ær>

<trøcheær> ‘print’ (DN VIII.574, 1527)
<havær> ‘havve’ (DN IX.696, 1531)

-Ø

-Ø

<kand> ‘can’ (DN IX.696, 1531)
<ransaghet> ‘investigated’ (DN XIV.728,
1533)

Table 28: Active verb endings

ending variants

examples

-umz

<-omps>, <-omptz>, <-oms>,
<-omss>, <-omz>, <-opms>,
<-umdz>, <-umps>, <-ums>,
<-umss>, <-umz>, <-umzm>,
<-vmps>, <-wmss>

<bekennoms> ‘acknowledge’ (DN XIV.743,
1535)
<fannomss> ‘found’ (DN I.598, 1404)

-az

<-as>, <-azs>

<næmpnas> ‘are named’ (DN XIV.64, 1444)
<kennazs> ‘acknowledge’ (DN IX.199, 1403)

-iz

<-edz>, <-ens>, <-es>, <-ess>,
<-esz>, <-is>, <-iss>, <-isz>, <-ys>,
<-yss>

<bekennes> ‘acknowledge’ (DN I.595, 1402)
<kennisz> ‘acknowledge’ (DN IV.757, 1405)

-iz/-az

<-æs>, <-æss>

<kiennæs> ‘acknowledge’ (DN XIV.54, 1439)
<bekænnæss> ‘acknowledge’ (DN V.1081,
1535)

-uz

<-o[m]ps>, <-os>, <-oss>, <-oz>,
<-us>, <-uz>

<kennoz> ‘acknowledge’ (DN III.655, 1420)
<kannus> ‘acknowledge’ (DN XI.143, 1424)

-z

<-z>

<ffandttz> ‘found’ (DN XI.677, 1550)

Table 29: Middle verb endings
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11.2.4. Formulae
Much of the data in this investigation come from formulae; the major formulae are listed
in Table 30, Table 31 and Table 32.
A general concern is that formulae are more conservative than other contexts and
so introduce a conservative bias in a subset of the data. As the majority of data are from
formulae in this case, any such conservative effect should apply to the majority of the
data equally. This should not disrupt relative dating of the change in different contexts,
which is the primary aim here. It does make absolute dating, already problematic with
written evidence for spoken language change, even harder.
A greater concern is that formulae might make individual verbs (and accordingly
conjugation classes) occur more frequently in certain tenses and positions than other
verbs do. For example, setja ‘set’ occurs in pre-subject position in 1519 out of 1531
instances (99.22%) compared with a rate for the whole dataset of 44.66% pre-subject;
heyra ‘hear’ occurs in the past tense in 2219 out of 2225 instances (99.73% past) and
biðja ‘ask’ in the present tense in 560 out of 581 instances (96.39% present) compared to
a rate in the whole dataset of 46.07% present to 53.93% past. Clearly these may create
illusory associations: idiosyncratic behaviour by a particular verb which occurs in a
formula could create the appearance of an effect associated with that verb’s tense or
position. Accordingly it will be important to distinguish carefully between effects and
examine interactions in detail.
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verb

examples

vilja, ‘wish’

ok sina meer wilium yder kungera

DN VIII.274,
1425

“…and our own[;] we wish to make known to you…”
Wer Audhun medher guds naad biscuper j Stawangre
vilium þet ollum monnum viterlight væra

DN II.693, 1427

“We[,] Audhun with god’s grace bishop of Stavanger[,] want
all people to be aware of it…”
oc sinæ wer vilium yder kunnikt gøre

DN XI.155, 1434

“...and our own[;] we wish to make [it] known to you…”
gera ‘make,
do’

Wy Erich meth guths nathe Danmarks Suerighes Norghes
Wendes oe Gothis konung oc hertugh j Pomern. gøre
witerlicht alle the thette breff see eller høre, at

DN V.645, 1434

“We[,] Erich with god’s grace king of Denmark[,] Sweden[,]
Norway[,] Wends and Gots and lord of Pomerania, make all
those [who] see or hear this charter aware that…”
Þat gerom mid Ormr Þorisson ok Þostein Eindridsson
suornir logreto menn ollum godum monnum kunnikt med
þesso ockro brefe at

DN IX.275, 1439

“We[,] Ormr Þorisson and Þorstein Eindridsson[,] sworn
magistrates[,] make all good people aware with this our
charter that…”
kunngera
Ollom monnom þeim seem þette breff see æller høyre
‘make known’ kwngerom wi Hakon Þorbiorn sson oc Siwgurdhe Þore
sson swarnæ logretthes men j Ringgæsakær sokn

DN XII.207,
1443

“We[,] Hakon Þorbiornsson and Siwgurdhe Þoresson[,]
sworn magistrates in Ringsaker parish[,] make known to all
those people who see or hear this charter…”
vi oc kungiørom med tessæ varæ vpnæ brewe oc
fwlkomlica til stam vm

DN XIV.76, 1448

“we also acknowledge and make known with this our open
charter and fully confess that…”
kennast
Thet kennoms mit Torliut Swensson ok Torer Erikson at
‘acknowledge’

DN VIII.347,
1452

“We[,] Torliut Swensson and Torer Erikson[,] acknowledge
that…”
Ollom monnom them som thetta bref se eller høra kennis
wi Morthen Gummudsson Olaf Gummudsson Ion
Gummudsson ok fulleghe till stahom thet

DN XIV.89, 1460

“We[,] Morthen Gummudsson[,] Olaf Gummudsson [and] Ion
Gummudsson[,] acknowledge and fully confess to all those
people who see or hear this charter that…”
bekennast
Ollum monnum som thette breff se eller høre bekenis vy
‘acknowledge’ effter skriffne lorettis men pa Nes som er Asle Ormson
*Houardson Per Nilson Amund Person at

DN IX.379, 1470
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verb

examples
“We[,] [the] following magistrates in Nes who are Asle
Ormson[,] [?] Houardson[,] Per Nilson [and] Amund
Person[,] acknowledge to all those people who see or hear
this charter that…”
Bekennomps vy medh tesse vare nærwarandhe vpne
breffue och fulleligh til standom at

DN III.967, 1489

“We acknowledge and fully confess with this our present
open charter that…”
heils(an)a
‘greet’

Ollom monnom theim som thettæ breff see æller høra helse DN I.960, 1489
vij efftherscriffnæ Hans Hansson Sass Gudleiff Jonsson
Reydher Endridsson cannukæ ath domkirkionne i Oslo Erik
Eriksson lagman Symon Henriksson Helgiæ Biørnsson
radmen ther samastadz och Biørn Eriksson sworen logrettis
man, kærlega med warum herræ, kwnnokt gørande ath
“We [the] following[,] Hans Hansson Sass[,] Gudleiff
Jonsson[,] Reydher Endridsson[,] canons at the cathedral in
Oslo[,] Erik Eriksson[,] lawyer[,] Symon Henriksson[,]
Helgiæ Biørnsson[,] councillors of [the] same place there[,]
and Biørn Eriksson[,] sworn magistrate[,] greet all those
people who see or hear this charter warmly with our lord,
making known that…”
Allom mannom them som thetta breff see eller høra helsom DN III.1009,
1499
wii æptherscrifne men Erik Lodenson Johan Østenson
kerlige med gudh och sancte Olaff konungh kunnockth
gørandhe med warth opne breff ath
“We [the] following people[,] Erik Lodenson [and] Johan
Østenson[,] greet all those people who see or hear this
charter warmly with god and saint king Olaff[,] making
known with our open charter that…”

senda ‘send’

Ollum monnum þeim sem þetta bref sea æder høyra
sendom mit Arne Þorersson ok Ewinder Esteinsson
logretto men q. g. ok sine kunnikt gerande at

DN V.573, 1425

“We[,] Arne Þorersson and Ewinder Esteinsson[,]
magistrates[,] send to all those people who see or hear this
charter g[od’s] g[reetings] and our own[,] making known
that...”
Ollom godhom monnom them som thetta bref see ædher
hœra sendom meer Jon Biornssun. Torer Ionssun. ok
Berdor Jonssun logretto mæn. q. g. ok wara. kunnigt
gœrande. at

DN VIII.284,
1429

“We[,] Jon Biornssun, Torer Ionssun, and Berdor Jonssun[,]
magistrates[,] send to all those good people who see or hear
this charter g[od’s] g[reetings] and ours, making known
that…”
vera ‘be’, sjá
‘see’, heyra
‘hear’
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kunnikt gørande ath meer warom a Hwame j nørdre
gardenom j Æftaløythe sokn a Halwarssoko afthan anno
domini mcdxl octauo sagom ok hørdom

DN VII.436,
1448

verb

examples
“making known that we were in Hwame in the northern
farm in Æftaløythe parish on Halwarssoko eve AD 1448
[and] saw and heard…”
kunnikt gerandes at mith warom a Gammæ som ligger j
Grana sokn a sancte Nicholai dagh anno domini mcdlxxx
nono sogom oc hoyrdom a at

DN I.964, 1489

“making known that we were in Gammæ which is located in
Grana parish on saint Nicholai day AD 1489 [and] saw and
heard that…”
kunnuckt gørendis thet vj varom oppa Helleland i fførne dal DN VI.708, 1530
oc i Øslebø sokn anno domini mdxxx die anunciacionis
hørdom a oc sagom a att
“making known that we were at Helleland in [the] farther
valley and in Øslebø parish AD 1530 Annunciation day [and]
heard and saw that…”
Table 30: Common protocol formulae with 1.pl. verbs
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verb

examples

gefa ‘give’

Thy geffwe wy *wy honum quith frii ock allunngis
aakærelousan fore oss ock waarom effther komandom
fore fornempde /l/breff/l/ vmbod.

DN XXI.716,
1514

“Therefore we make him free from prosecution and
entirely under no obligation before us and our
descendants regarding [the] aforementioned charter’s
instruction.”
þui gefuir wer han þær vm allungis kuittan.

DN I.558, 1397

“Therefore we make him entirely free from prosecution
concerning this.”
dœma
‘judge,
adjudge’

domdom wer efter þy profwe som þa firir kom at

DN I.755, 1436

“we judge according to this evidence which then came
before [us] that…”
dømdom vj engom manne tel skuld heller skadha ther
fore dømdom wj førnemdh

DN II.747,
1442

“we adjudge to no person debt or damage therefore we
judge [the] aforementioned…”
vita ‘know’

som mit vithum firir gudj sannast vera

DN VI.433,
1430

“which we know before god to be truest”
at mith vitom firi gudhi sat vara at

DN III.768,
1441

“that we know before god to be true that…”
jtem vitum mith oc þet firj gudj sat vara oc manghe
adhre godhe men medh okker at
“and we know also that to be true before god and many
other good people with us that…”
kunna
‘know, be
able’

ok kwnnu vij þa eintidh sannarra fiinna.

DN I.643, 1415

“and we could then find nothing truer…”
kunnum wi ey ytther meer pprof fa ath
“we could get no more evidence that…”
Table 31: Common body formulae with 1.pl. verbs
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DN III.710,
1431

verb

examples

hengja
‘hang’

tyll vijdnis byr hynge vy vore inde seghell for thette breff DN XIV.26,
1407
(och bede) Oluff Haluorssen Haffthor y Vygh om theris
indzegell for thette breff
“in testimony we hang our own seals on this charter [and
ask] Oluff Haluorssen [and] Haffthor of Vygh for their
seals for this charter”
Ok til mere biuisning her vm hænghdum wi vaar jncigle DN III.665,
1422
ffore thetta breff
“and for more evidence hereof we hung our seals on this
charter”
ok ytarmeire stadhfesto her om þa hengdo vi var insigle DN II.684,
1425
firir þetta bref
“and in stronger affirmation hereof we then hung our
seals on this charter”

biðja ‘ask’

til ytermere witnisbyrd bidhiom wi godha manna incigle DN VI.481,
1440
som ær Jngemund Olafson Staphan j Wambestadhom
Olaff j Wedherwiik . . . . . . . . for thetta breff
“in stronger testimony we ask for [the] seals of good men
who are Jngemund Olafson[,] Staphan of Wambestadh[,]
Olaff of Wedherwiik … on this charter”
Och til stadhelika witnisbyrdh bidhiom wi godhra manna DN III.816,
1451
incigle som ær Pædher Olafson laghman j Jemptalande
och Staphan j Wambestadhom for thetta breff
“And for firm testimony we ask for [the] seals of good
men who are Pædher Olafson[,] lawyer in Jämtland[,] and
Staphan of Wambestadhom on this charter”

þrykkja
‘print’

thil yttermer windesbyrd tricker wi wore yndzegler
neden for thette wort obffne breff

DN III.1015,
1499

“for stronger testimony we print our seals down on this
our open charter”
tiill Saninden thaa trycke wij wore insigle ffore thetta
breff

DN XV.142,
1512

“in affirmation we then print our seals on this charter”
setja, ‘set’

herom settha vy vore insigla for thette bref Østen
Enerson och Arnæ Gløarson

DN X.619, 1530

“therefore we[,] Østen Enerson and Arnæ Gløarson[,] set
our seals on this charter”
Ok till sannynda settom meer woor jncigli firir þetta
bref

DN III.596,
1410

“And in affirmation we set our seals on this charter”
Table 32: Common eschatocol formulae with 1.pl. verbs
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11.2.5. Editorial intervention
Transcription practices are not a major concern for this variable. There are two common
relevant abbreviations: the vowel of -um/-om can be abbreviated, typically with a nasal
bar (as in <høyrdum> in DN XXI.184); or the entire -um/-om ending can be abbreviated,
typically with a nasal bar (as in <settum> in DN XXI.103). In both cases, as the nasal bar
is used only when there is a nasal consonant, these abbreviations never result in any
ambiguity as to which ending is intended.

11.3. Description of the data
11.3.1. The timing of the change
Relative frequencies of endings by moving 20-year window are given for active verbs in
Figure 101 and middle verbs in Figure 102. As can be seen, the active 3.pl. ending -V is
present but infrequent in the earliest period (as only a sample of data was collected
before 1400, the variations in relative frequencies in this period should not be
interpreted seriously). This ending then rises at the expense of conservative -Vm from the
early-15th century onwards. The change is fastest in 1470-1525, with -V overtaking -Vm
shortly after 1500; the frequency of -Vm stabilises at around 10% in the 16th century. In
the latest period, originally 3.sg. -Vr and -Ø start to rise in frequency at the expense of -V:
this takes place gradually at first but is gathering speed in the latest data.
For middle verbs there is less data and so less can be said about the early period.
The change from -Vmz to -Vz occurs rather earlier: the innovative ending is already
common at the end of the 14th century and surpasses the conservative ending around
1465.
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Figure 101: Proportions of endings on active 1pl. verbs by 20-year moving window
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Figure 102: Proportions of endings on middle 1pl. verbs by 20-year moving window

11.3.2. The role of internal factors
It is worth visualising the change by different internal factors before investigating effects
using regression. The resulting visualisations help give an idea of the absolute size of
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effects and interactions, as well as indicating where apparent effects are the result of a
combination of other effects. This will be done for each of the main internal factors
(position, tense, verb class) before moving on to combinations. The effects identified are
tested using regression analysis in 11.4.1.1.

11.3.2.1. Verb class
Figure 103 shows active verb endings by 40-year moving window and conjugation:
different endings are coded by colour (conservative -Vm is blue, originally 3.pl. -V is red,
and originally 3.sg. -Vr and -Ø are yellow and green) and conjugations by line type (weak
verbs with full lines, strong verbs with dotted lines, anomalous verbs with dashed lines
and preterite-presents with dot-dashed lines). Figure 104 gives the breakdown for middle
verbs.
The change from -Vm to -V is led by the preterite-presents: this change crosses
50% nearly 30 years earlier for preterite-presents than the next most innovative group,
weak verbs. Weak verbs are relatively innovative compared with other groups, whereas
there is only a slight difference between anomalous verbs (primarily vera ‘be’) and other
strong verbs. The incipient change from -V to -Ø/-Vr also appears to have been led by
preterite-presents, although this time the strong verbs are the second most innovative
type.
In the middle there is only data to compare strong and weak verbs (there being no
middle preterite-presents). For the change from -Vmz to -Vz, like the change in active
verbs from -Vm to -V, weak verbs led compared with strong verbs by some margin.
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Figure 103: Proportion of endings on active 1.pl. by conjugation class and moving 40-year window
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Figure 104: Proportion of endings on middle 1.pl. verbs by conjugation class and moving 40-year window

11.3.2.2. Tense
Figure 105 shows verbal endings for active verbs by 20-year moving window and tense;
endings are coded by colour whereas line type is used to indicate tense, with solid lines
indicating present and dotted lines past tense. Figure 106 gives the visualisation for
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middle voice verbs.
All early evidence for the change from -Vm to -V is found on past-tense verbs: the
-V ending in the past tense consistently represents a little under 10% of examples until
around 1460. However, once the change begins to appear on present-tense verbs in the
late-14th century it progresses more rapidly, so that the midpoint of the change is passed
for the present tense in 1480, 30 years earlier than the past tense. The change towards
-Vr is led by present-tense verbs (as might be expected for an ending that went on to
become a present-tense marker).
In the middle, the change from -Vmz to -Vz goes to completion earlier for pasttense than present-tense verbs. There is insufficient data to compare tenses in the earlier
stages of the change.
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Figure 105: Proportion of endings on active 1.pl. verbs by tense and moving 20-year window
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Figure 106: Proportion of endings on middle 1.pl. verbs by tense and moving 40-year window

11.3.2.3. Position
Figure 107 visualises active verb endings by the relative position of verb and subject and
moving 40-year window; Figure 108 does the same for middle verbs. Four positions are
distinguished: directly preceding (VS), indirectly preceding (V…S), directly following (SV)
and indirectly following (S…V).
First considering the change on active verbs from -Vm to -V, we see that verbs
preceding the subject change earlier than those following it. There is no evidence for a
difference between verbs directly following the subject (SV) and those divided from it
(S…V). There is some evidence for a difference between verbs directly preceding the
subject (VS) and those divided from it by other elements (V…S): verbs indirectly
preceding the subject show the change earliest, with those directly preceding changing a
little later. However, as the V…S pattern is by far the rarest type (with just 115
examples), it is hard to be confident of this.
The later change from -V to -Vr progresses in a similar pattern: verbs in V…S
position lead, followed by those in VS, with verbs following their subjects more
conservative. The rise of -Ø ending shows less clear-cut differentiation by position: verbs
in V…S position lead initially but are overtaken by those in S…V; verbs adjacent to their
subjects are conservative.
The differentiation by position of the change from middle -Vmz to -Vz is less clear.
Immediately preceding position initially favours the change but is overtaken by following
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positions in the mid-15th century. There is some late evidence that V…S position trails
behind; however, as there are just 30 tokens of middle voice verbs in this position after
1500, this reflects too little data to make confident statements.
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Figure 107: Proportions of endings on active 1pl. verbs by 40-year moving window and relative position of verb and
subject pronoun
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Figure 108: Proportions of endings on middle 1pl. verbs by 40-year moving window and relative position of verb and
subject pronoun

11.3.2.4. Interactions
Token counts by tense, conjugation and position are repeated in Table 33.
tense

position major class
anomalous weak strong preterite-present

present V… S

past

4

60

4

VS

532

4003 1302

243

SV

702

1083 202

323

S… V

210

1629 258

211

V… S

3

26

2

VS

763

2598 771

216

SV

2508

353

316

S… V

210

2619 2140

12
332

4

190

Table 33: Number of verbs by conjugation, tense and position relative to subject pronoun

There are many inconsistencies in these values, largely due to formulae. To point out a
few of the most striking examples:
•

disproportionately many verbs immediately following their subjects are anomalous
(55.16% compared with overall 20.70%) and disproportionately many anomalous
verbs immediately follow their subjects (65.09% compared with overall 24.42%)
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(due to the protocol formulae with vilja and vera);
•

as a result, disproportionately few verbs immediately following their subjects are
weak (24.68% compared with overall 51.92%) and disproportionately few
anomalous verbs immediately precede their subjects (26.26% compared with
overall 43.76%);

•

disproportionately many verbs indirectly preceding their subjects are weak
(74.78% compared with overall 51.92%);

•

disproportionately few anomalous verbs indirectly follow their subjects (8.52%
compared with overall 31.34%) and disproportionately few verbs indirectly
following their subjects are anomalous (5.62% compared with overall 20.70%);

•

disproportionately many preterite-presents immediately follow their subjects
(42.46% compared with overall 24.42%) (this is probably due to the body formula
with vita).

The potential problems these uneven cell values could introduce are obvious: without
further investigation, it is impossible to confident whether the effects so far identified are
direct, or whether some are indirect effects of the others. In order to investigate this, the
data were examined by pairs of factors and interactions were checked in the regression
model in 11.4.1.1.
Figure 109 shows the -Vm and -V endings by tense and position of the verb. This
figure is consistent with the individual findings for position and tense: past-tense verbs
change first but once the change spreads to present-tense verbs, these progress more
quickly; verbs preceding the subject change earlier and more quickly than those
following the subject. We can also make some more specific observations: the change is
originally found at a low frequency on verbs preceding the subject, regardless of tense;
as it gathers speed, it spreads to present-tense verbs following the subject which then
progress more quickly than verbs preceding the subject; it reaches past-tense verbs
following the subject much later. It is interesting to note that there is little differentiation
by tense at any point in verbs preceding the subject.
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Figure 109: Proportion of -Vm and -V endings by tense, position and 50-year moving window

Figure 110 shows -Vm and -V endings by conjugation and position. This confirms
some of the individual effects identified above. Preterite-presents lead regardless of
position. For all conjugations, verbs preceding the subject lead the change compared
with those following it.
It was identified above that weak verbs led compared with strong and anomalous
verbs; Figure 110 shows that, although this is true in following position, for verbs
preceding the subject there is little difference between strong and weak verbs during the
fastest period of change. It was suggested above that there was little difference between
strong and anomalous verbs, but here it can be seen that this is true only for verbs
following the subject: for verbs preceding the subject, strong verbs are affected earlier
than anomalous verbs.
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Figure 110: Proportion of -Vm and -V endings by conjugation, position and 50-year moving window

Figure 111 shows -Vm and -V endings by conjugation and tense. This figure
confirms the individual effects identified above. Preterite-presents lead the change,
regardless of tense. Of the other classes, weak verbs lead and anomalous verbs trail
behind; this hierarchy applies regardless of tense, but (unlike with the preterite-presents)
the effect of tense is much larger, with present-tense verbs leading and past-tense verbs
lagging behind.
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Figure 111: Proportion of -Vm and -V endings by conjugation, tense and 50-year moving window
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11.3.3. The role of dialect
KDEs were calculated for the loss of -Vm on active verbs; data for verbs preceding and
following the subject were treated separately. For each, the bandwidth (standard
deviation) of the temporal kernel was 30 years and for the spatial kernel was the
weighted equivalent of 100 nearest neighbours (2.76% of the data for verbs preceding
their subjects or 2.75% of the data for verbs following). These are given as Figure 112
and Figure 113.
The geographical distributions of the changes in these two positions differ
somewhat. For verbs preceding their subjects (Figure 112), in the initial period before
the change begins to progress, there is little clear pattern: changed forms are common in
parts of Østfold and inland Telemark and rare in Rogaland and in Gudbrandsdalen. Once
the change gathers speed, a clear hierarchical pattern emerges: the cities of Bergen,
Trondheim, Hamar, Oslo and Tønsberg lead compared with rural areas. Towards the end
of the change, Trondheim, Bergen and Hamar in particular stand out as innovative.
For verbs following their subjects (Figure 113), the hierarchical pattern is
stronger and emerges as soon as the change appears. Bergen and Trondheim in
particular lead from an early period, whereas Oslo and Tønsberg lag behind other cities
(while still leading compared with surrounding rural areas).
Identifying the point of origin of hierarchical changes is difficult: it is difficult to
see the relative position of the various urban centres from maps like Figure 112 and
Figure 113, especially before regions become more sharply differentiated. For this
reason, KDEs were also calculated at closer intervals for the eight largest centres of
textual production in medieval Norway: Oslo, Bergen, Stavanger, Tønsberg, Trondheim,
Hamar, Skien and Haug. The bandwidth of the spatial kernel was lowered to the weighted
equivalent of 70 nearest neighbours (as we are interested in the points where the data is
densest, it makes sense to use a lower bandwidth). These are visualised in Figure 114
and Figure 115.
It is clear from Figure 115 that the spread of the -V ending to verbs following their
subjects arose earliest in Trondheim and Bergen; these cities lead the change for the
entirety of its trajectory. By contrast, the -V ending is found on verbs preceding their
subjects in all cities already in the earliest data; however, as can be seen from Figure
114, it is most common in inland Hamar and Skien in this early period. Its rise in
frequency is led by the south-east (Tønsberg, Skien) before the true hierarchical pattern
emerges and Bergen, Trondheim and Hamar take the lead.
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Figure 112: KDE for the loss of -Vm in verbs preceding their subjects over 1420-1510
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Figure 113: KDE for the loss of -Vm in verbs following their subjects over 1460-1520
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Figure 114: KDE for the loss of -Vm in verbs preceding their subjects over 1300-1550 for population centres
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Figure 115: KDE for the loss of -Vm in verbs following their subjects over 1300-1550 for population centres

KDEs were also calculated for the loss of -Vmz on middle verbs (treating verbs in
different positions together). The bandwidth of the temporal kernel was 40 years and of
the spatial kernel was the weighted equivalent of 40 nearest neighbours (equivalent to
6.84% of the data). These are visualised in Figure 116.
As can be seen, the geographical distribution of the loss of the 1.pl. ending on
middle verbs was quite different to that for active verbs. No hierarchical pattern is
discernible. Instead, there is a broad pattern of south-to-north spread: the change occurs
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earliest in Østfold, Vestfold and Telemark; it spreads outwards to cover the whole south
except Oslo and northwards up the west coast; as it moves towards completion, parts of
inland Oppland and Jämtland stand out as conservative. Oslo too remains somewhat
conservative throughout.
It should be noted that there is little data for this change: just 955 texts in 397
distinct locations. The richer data for active verbs suggests that this change might have
been more strongly differentiated by internal factors had there been sufficient data to
tell, and might conceivably have diffused by different patterns in different linguistic
contexts. The distributions in the KDE maps are not especially clear, and for all these
reasons we should remain somewhat sceptical of these results.
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Figure 116: KDE for the loss of -Vmz in verbs following their subjects over 1390-1500
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11.3.4. The role of social factors
11.3.4.1. Social class
Figure 117 and Figure 118 give the change away from -Vm broken down by the social
class for verbs preceding and following the subject respectively. Both changes show a
similar pattern: the lower groups (magistrates, untitled individuals, lower clergy) lag
behind and the higher groups (royalty, higher officials and nobles, higher clergy, citizens)
lead. The change is more strongly socially differentiated for verbs following the subject
than those preceding it.
Two deviations from these patterns should be noted. Firstly, for verbs preceding
the subject, in the initial stable period (until roughly 1415) the social differentiation is
reversed: royalty and higher clergy show low rates of changed forms and untitled
individuals and magistrates the highest rates.
Secondly, in both positions, the rate of changed forms drops sharply in royal
charters at the end of the period covered. This can be ascribed to the fact that, unlike
other social groups, data in the royalty category comprise a large number of documents
signed by a small number of individuals and presumably produced by a small number of
scribes. Idiosyncratic behaviour by specific individuals can substantially influence the
overall group rate. If we examine the change from -Vm in the charters by different
signatories in the royal category (cf. Figure 119), we see that the resurgence of -Vm
forms is due to a single signatory, Frederik II. This presumably reflects the
reinterpretation by the royal chancery of conservative forms in old documents as prestige
forms.
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Figure 117: Proportion loss of the distinctive 1pl. verbal ending by social class and moving 50-year window for
active verbs preceding the subject
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Figure 118: Proportion loss of the distinctive 1pl. verbal ending by social class and moving 50-year window for
active verbs following the subject
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Figure 119: Proportion loss of the distinctive 1.pl. active verbal ending by year and signatory for royal charters

Figure 120 gives the change away from -Vmz for middle verbs by social class and
100-year moving window (this extremely large degree of smoothing is necessary due to
the very low quantity of data). We see a less clear-cut pattern than for active verbs. There
is little difference between most social categories in most periods with sufficient data.
The one consistent effect is that charters by untitled individual lag behind in the change.
Given that it has been argued that these charters should not be regarded as a coherent
category of text associated with a definable social group, especially in the later period, it
is difficult to know how to interpret this.
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Figure 120: Proportion loss of the distinctive 1pl. verbal ending by social class and moving 100-year window for
middle verbs

11.3.4.2. Name etymology
Figure 121 and Figure 122 show the change from -Vm by the etymology of the first
signatory’s name. These largely confirm the findings for social group. Documents by
signatories with Nordic names, disproportionately made up of the lower social classes,
lag behind. Documents by signatories with Biblical and Latinate names lead, as do
documents by signatories with German names. There is more differentiation for the
change affecting verbs following the subject than those preceding it.
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Figure 121: Proportion loss of the distinctive 1pl. verbal ending by name etymology and moving 50-year window for
verbs preceding the subject
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Figure 122: Proportion loss of the distinctive 1pl. verbal ending by name etymology and moving 50-year window for
verbs following the subject
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11.3.4.3. Gender
Figure 123 and Figure 124 show the change from -Vm on active verbs by signatory
genders60. For verbs following the subject, the change is led by documents with a female
signatory; for verbs preceding the subject, there is less differentiation of the change by
gender.
Figure 125 shows the progression of the change from -Vmz on middle verbs by
first signatory gender. This change is led by male signatories.
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Figure 123: Proportion loss of the distinctive 1pl. verbal ending by gender and moving 50-year window for active
verbs preceding the subject

60 Note that the lines for ‘first signatory is not female’ and ‘no female signatory’ largely overlap.
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Figure 124: Proportion loss of the distinctive 1pl. verbal ending by gender and moving 50-year window for active
verbs following the subject
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Figure 125: Proportion loss of the distinctive 1pl. verbal ending by gender and moving 100-year window for middle
verbs
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11.4. Analysis
11.4.1. Regression
11.4.1.1. Internal factors
To examine the role of internal factors in the change from -Vm to -V more thoroughly, the
data was divided by position relative to the subject and a regression model fitted for each
dataset. The best selection of predictors and interactions were identified by first
including all of the individual predictors and then testing whether interactions between
them significantly improved the model fit; the model outputs are given as Figure 126 and
Figure 127. Each data point in these models was a token and the dependent variable was
whether or not that token exhibited the change.
For active verbs in following position, the model (Figure 126) confirms the
expected effect of year (change over time). Tense is a significant predictor (present tense
favours the change compared with past) as is conjugation (preterite-present > weak >
strong > anomalous). The interaction between these shows, however, that effects of tense
are reversed for preterite-presents (present-tense verbs disfavour the change). The
change is favoured in SV position compared with S…V position in the past, but this is
reversed in the present. Pseudo R2 for the model was 0.6450.
For active verbs in preceding position, the model (Figure 127) also confirms
expected effect of year (change over time). Tense and conjugation operate broadly like
the model for following verbs: tense is a significant predictor (present tense favours the
change compared with past) as is conjugation (preterite-present > weak > strong >
anomalous). However, the interactions are different: strong presents would be expected
to favour the change but actually disfavour it; weak presents favour it less than would be
expected from the separate effects of weak conjugation and present tense. Position
relative to the verb (V…S vs. VS) makes no difference. This model also differs to that for
following verbs in that choice of pronoun is a predictor: vi favours and vér disfavours the
change. This probably reflects one or both of two mechanisms: certain genres of charter
(such as royal charters) may be generally conservative, favouring the older, Norwegian
pronoun over the newer Swedish/Danish one, and these charters also favour the
conservative verb form; and, if the loss of the -Vm ending results from Swedish/Danish
influence, it is more likely to appear in charters with other signs of that influence. Pseudo
R2 for the model was 0.4195.
The data for the loss of -Vmz in the middle voice was not separated by position
relative to the subject; Figure 128 gives the output of the best model for these data.
Despite the observation in 11.3.2.2 that the change appeared to affect past-tense verbs
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first, neither tense nor conjugation were included in the final model as neither had any
significant effect. The choice of 1.pl. pronoun was a significant predictor with vér
disfavouring the change; this can be explained as for active verbs above. Position of the
verb relative to the subject favoured the change in the hierarchy: directly following the
subject > indirectly following the subject > directly preceding the subject > indirectly
preceding the subject. Note that within this hierarchy, the only significant contrasts are
those between indirectly preceding and other positions. Pseudo R2 for the model was
0.3466.
Call:
glm(formula = (simplified_ending != "-Vm") ~ conjugation_group +
verb_tense * conjugation_group + verb_divided_from_pronoun *
verb_tense + mid_year + first_sender_rank + first_sender_is_female,
family = "binomial", data = onepl_data_following_active)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-3.0600 -0.2576 -0.0836

3Q
0.2824

Max
4.2050

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
conjugation_grouppreterite-present
conjugation_groupstrong
conjugation_groupweak
verb_tensepresent
verb_divided_from_pronoun
mid_year
first_sender_rankborgere
first_sender_rankhøgere_embetsmenn
first_sender_rankhøgere_geistlige
first_sender_rankkongelige
first_sender_ranklågere_embetsmenn
first_sender_ranklågere_geistlige
first_sender_ranklagmenn
first_sender_ranklagrettemenn
first_sender_rankproblem_category
first_sender_rankunclassified
first_sender_is_female
conjugation_grouppreterite-present:verb_tensepresent
conjugation_groupstrong:verb_tensepresent
conjugation_groupweak:verb_tensepresent
verb_tensepresent:verb_divided_from_pronoun
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
-6.544e+01 1.343e+00 -48.722 < 2e-16 ***
2.901e+00 2.304e-01 12.590 < 2e-16 ***
2.825e-01 1.343e-01
2.103 0.03548 *
7.096e-01 1.284e-01
5.526 3.28e-08 ***
4.963e-01 1.614e-01
3.074 0.00211 **
-7.842e-01 1.136e-01 -6.902 5.13e-12 ***
4.271e-02 8.861e-04 48.196 < 2e-16 ***
1.089e+00 2.008e-01
5.425 5.81e-08 ***
2.197e+00 1.553e-01 14.146 < 2e-16 ***
2.023e+00 1.231e-01 16.438 < 2e-16 ***
1.673e+00 1.457e-01 11.487 < 2e-16 ***
-2.800e-02 2.419e-01 -0.116 0.90786
7.813e-02 1.267e-01
0.616 0.53757
8.046e-01 1.884e-01
4.272 1.94e-05 ***
-4.803e-01 1.061e-01 -4.526 6.00e-06 ***
1.778e+00 2.529e-01
7.033 2.02e-12 ***
8.711e-01 6.383e-01
1.365 0.17235
-1.484e-01 3.315e-01 -0.448 0.65431
-1.575e+00 3.213e-01 -4.902 9.51e-07 ***
7.958e-02 2.502e-01
0.318 0.75045
-2.171e-01 2.006e-01 -1.082 0.27903
1.657e+00 1.606e-01 10.315 < 2e-16 ***
0.1 ‘ ’ 1

(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 17085.3
Residual deviance: 6065.1
AIC: 6109.1

on 12942
on 12921

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6

Figure 126: Output of regression on internal factors for the loss of -Vm in following active verbs
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Call:
glm(formula = (simplified_ending != "-Vm") ~ conjugation_group +
verb_tense * conjugation_group + mid_year + first_sender_rank +
first_sender_is_female + lemma, family = "binomial", data = onepl_data_preceding_active)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.4607 -0.5725
0.2897

3Q
0.5704

Max
3.7774

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
conjugation_grouppreterite-present
conjugation_groupstrong
conjugation_groupweak
verb_tensepresent
mid_year
first_sender_rankborgere
first_sender_rankhøgere_embetsmenn
first_sender_rankhøgere_geistlige
first_sender_rankkongelige
first_sender_ranklågere_embetsmenn
first_sender_ranklågere_geistlige
first_sender_ranklagmenn
first_sender_ranklagrettemenn
first_sender_rankproblem_category
first_sender_rankunclassified
first_sender_is_female
lemmamér
lemmami
lemmamid
lemmamir
lemmamit
lemmamiz
lemmave
lemmavér
lemmavi
lemmavid
lemmavir
lemmavit
conjugation_grouppreterite-present:verb_tensepresent
conjugation_groupstrong:verb_tensepresent
conjugation_groupweak:verb_tensepresent
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
-3.431e+01 1.478e+00 -23.221 < 2e-16 ***
1.530e+00 2.598e-01
5.887 3.94e-09 ***
3.781e-01 1.499e-01
2.523 0.011639 *
7.421e-01 1.218e-01
6.095 1.10e-09 ***
7.857e-01 1.956e-01
4.017 5.88e-05 ***
2.200e-02 7.582e-04 29.019 < 2e-16 ***
1.025e+00 1.748e-01
5.865 4.48e-09 ***
1.640e+00 1.534e-01 10.693 < 2e-16 ***
1.537e+00 1.178e-01 13.055 < 2e-16 ***
1.643e+00 1.698e-01
9.675 < 2e-16 ***
6.844e-01 2.241e-01
3.055 0.002254 **
1.506e-01 9.580e-02
1.572 0.116006
7.493e-01 1.460e-01
5.134 2.84e-07 ***
-2.375e-01 7.872e-02 -3.017 0.002556 **
9.673e-01 1.958e-01
4.939 7.85e-07 ***
1.199e+00 5.222e-01
2.296 0.021681 *
-2.144e-01 2.962e-01 -0.724 0.469265
5.473e-01 9.355e-01
0.585 0.558473
1.766e+00 1.429e+00
1.236 0.216562
1.222e+00 9.535e-01
1.282 0.199870
1.139e+01 1.970e+02
0.058 0.953907
9.613e-01 9.354e-01
1.028 0.304097
1.529e+00 1.381e+00
1.107 0.268382
1.513e+00 1.291e+00
1.172 0.241252
-2.092e+00 9.514e-01 -2.199 0.027852 *
1.549e+00 9.316e-01
1.662 0.096462 .
1.998e+00 1.463e+00
1.366 0.171946
-6.157e-01 1.451e+00 -0.424 0.671353
4.065e+00 1.266e+00
3.211 0.001321 **
-6.084e-01 3.905e-01 -1.558 0.119215
-8.925e-01 2.371e-01 -3.764 0.000167 ***
-1.199e+00 2.078e-01 -5.772 7.85e-09 ***
0.1 ‘ ’ 1

(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 13433.4
Residual deviance: 7797.6
AIC: 7861.6

on 9833
on 9802

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 10

Figure 127: Output of regression on internal factors for the loss of -Vm in preceding active verbs
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Call:
glm(formula = (simplified_ending != "-Vmz") ~ lemma + position_of_verb_relative_to_subject +
mid_year + first_sender_ranks_collapsed + mid_year, family = "binomial",
data = onepl_middle_data)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.7530
0.1502
0.2557

3Q
0.4986

Max
2.9179

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-42.581755
3.810998 -11.173 < 2e-16 ***
lemmamid/mit/miz
-0.904931
0.658228 -1.375 0.169194
lemmavér
-2.096307
0.826322 -2.537 0.011184 *
lemmavi
-0.837216
0.607351 -1.378 0.168058
position_of_verb_relative_to_subjectpreceding
-1.138027
0.434459 -2.619 0.008808 **
position_of_verb_relative_to_subjectimmediately preceding -0.138096
0.262330 -0.526 0.598597
position_of_verb_relative_to_subjectimmediately following
0.490280
0.529806
0.925 0.354761
mid_year
0.029403
0.002595 11.329 < 2e-16 ***
first_sender_ranks_collapsedborgere
1.157139
0.743932
1.555 0.119842
first_sender_ranks_collapsedhøgere_embetsmenn/kongelige
2.813520
1.034796
2.719 0.006550 **
first_sender_ranks_collapsedhøgere_geistlige
1.770355
0.450923
3.926 8.63e-05 ***
first_sender_ranks_collapsedlågere_embetsmenn
1.595399
0.802801
1.987 0.046890 *
first_sender_ranks_collapsedlågere_geistlige
1.358047
0.409592
3.316 0.000914 ***
first_sender_ranks_collapsedlagmenn
0.444006
0.454171
0.978 0.328263
first_sender_ranks_collapsedlagrettemenn
1.877938
0.324746
5.783 7.35e-09 ***
first_sender_ranks_collapsedproblem_category
1.890770
0.900696
2.099 0.035796 *
first_sender_ranks_collapsedunclassified
-2.074549
1.205789 -1.720 0.085343 .
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 1029.13
Residual deviance: 672.48
AIC: 706.48

on 1051
on 1035

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 7

Figure 128: Output of regression on internal factors for the loss of -Vmz in middle verbs

11.4.1.2. External factors
To examine the role of non-geographical external factors in the change from active -Vm to
-V more thoroughly, the data was divided by position of the verb relative to the subject
and a regression model fitted for each dataset. The best selection of predictors and
interactions were identified by first including all relevant predictors, then for each
variable testing whether removing it from the model made a statistically significant
difference (the step-down procedure); the resulting model outputs are given as Figure
129 and Figure 130. Each data point was a text and the dependent variable was the
proportion of changed forms. Pseudo R2 for the model of verbs preceding their subjects
was 0.3203 and for verbs following their subjects was 0.5742.
These models confirm some of the findings identified above. For verbs in either
position the most significant predictor is year of composition. For verbs following the
subject, the different social groups favoured the change in the following hierarchy:
royalty > higher officials and nobles > higher clergy > citizens > lawyers > lower
officials > lower clergy > magistrates. This is a very straightforward high-to-low pattern.
For verbs preceding the subject, as expected from the discussion above, the hierarchy is
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less clear: deviating from the high-to-low pattern we find that royalty favours the change
less than all but the lowest social groups and higher clergy favour the change less than
citizens.
These models show that signatory gender is not a significant predictor: the
apparent role of gender is likely to have been an indirect effect of social class. The
regressions also include two significant predictors which provide some geographical
information: ‘urban connection’, which was TRUE if at least one localisation was in a city,
and ‘Swedish connection’, which was true if at least one localisation was in Sweden. For
verbs preceding the subject, both had negative coefficients: charters in cities and from
Sweden disfavoured the change compared with those from rural areas and in Norway.
For verbs following the subject, ‘Swedish connection’ only approached significance but
had the opposite direction of effect, being a positive predictor of the change. ‘Urban
connection’ for verbs following the subject interacted with social class: for royalty,
charters localised to cities disfavoured the change; for lower clergy, charters localised to
cities favoured the change.
Call:
glm(formula = prop_changed ~ first_sender_rank + mid_year + (urban_connection ==
"urban") + (swedish_connection == "swedish"), family = "binomial",
data = onepl_data_bycharter_active_preceding)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.4665 -0.7150 -0.1677

3Q
0.6617

Max
3.0460

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value
(Intercept)
-3.638e+01 1.088e+00 -33.425
first_sender_rankborgere
8.856e-01 2.320e-01
3.818
first_sender_rankhøgere_embetsmenn
1.323e+00 2.020e-01
6.547
first_sender_rankhøgere_geistlige
7.374e-01 1.491e-01
4.946
first_sender_rankkongelige
2.016e-01 1.711e-01
1.178
first_sender_ranklågere_embetsmenn
3.021e-01 2.738e-01
1.103
first_sender_ranklågere_geistlige
-1.868e-01 1.183e-01 -1.579
first_sender_ranklagmenn
4.380e-01 1.847e-01
2.372
first_sender_ranklagrettemenn
-5.750e-01 1.014e-01 -5.673
first_sender_rankproblem_category
9.240e-01 3.550e-01
2.603
first_sender_rankunclassified
8.572e-01 8.078e-01
1.061
mid_year
2.473e-02 7.479e-04 33.065
urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
-1.845e-01 8.757e-02 -2.106
swedish_connection == "swedish"TRUE -3.523e-01 1.553e-01 -2.268
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Pr(>|z|)
< 2e-16
0.000135
5.86e-11
7.59e-07
0.238623
0.269818
0.114278
0.017701
1.41e-08
0.009243
0.288637
< 2e-16
0.035173
0.023318

(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 6229.8
Residual deviance: 4234.3
AIC: 4798.3

on 4943
on 4930

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4
Figure 129: Output of regression on external factors for the loss of -Vm in preceding active verbs
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Call:
glm(formula = prop_changed ~ first_sender_rank + mid_year + (urban_connection ==
"urban") * first_sender_rank + (swedish_connection == "swedish"),
family = "binomial", data = onepl_data_bycharter_active_following)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.9284 -0.3521 -0.1301

3Q
0.3395

Max
3.4286

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-64.112042
1.981343 -32.358 < 2e-16 ***
first_sender_rankborgere
1.379785
0.530976
2.599 0.00936 **
first_sender_rankhøgere_embetsmenn
1.911326
0.302255
6.324 2.56e-10 ***
first_sender_rankhøgere_geistlige
1.502496
0.300496
5.000 5.73e-07 ***
first_sender_rankkongelige
4.471378
0.514309
8.694 < 2e-16 ***
first_sender_ranklågere_embetsmenn
0.124905
0.360682
0.346 0.72912
first_sender_ranklågere_geistlige
-0.573387
0.219582 -2.611 0.00902 **
first_sender_ranklagmenn
0.576197
0.376375
1.531 0.12579
first_sender_ranklagrettemenn
-0.795333
0.160988 -4.940 7.80e-07 ***
first_sender_rankproblem_category
1.963962
0.475723
4.128 3.65e-05 ***
first_sender_rankunclassified
0.689105
0.791413
0.871 0.38390
mid_year
0.042176
0.001318 31.998 < 2e-16 ***
urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
0.109536
0.258433
0.424 0.67168
swedish_connection == "swedish"TRUE
0.346778
0.191124
1.814 0.06961 .
first_sender_rankborgere:urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
-0.707719
0.658433 -1.075 0.28244
first_sender_rankhøgere_embetsmenn:urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
0.134492
0.446518
0.301 0.76326
first_sender_rankhøgere_geistlige:urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
0.806165
0.413130
1.951 0.05101 .
first_sender_rankkongelige:urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
-3.241120
0.597555 -5.424 5.83e-08 ***
first_sender_ranklågere_embetsmenn:urban_connection == "urban"TRUE -0.275758
0.739498 -0.373 0.70922
first_sender_ranklågere_geistlige:urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
1.021080
0.375321
2.721 0.00652 **
first_sender_ranklagmenn:urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
0.347984
0.523851
0.664 0.50651
first_sender_ranklagrettemenn:urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
0.205284
0.353152
0.581 0.56105
first_sender_rankproblem_category:urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
0.796252
1.033925
0.770 0.44123
first_sender_rankunclassified:urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
0.396883
1.618212
0.245 0.80625
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 5833.0
Residual deviance: 2403.9
AIC: 2781.9

on 4942
on 4919

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6

Figure 130: Output of regression on external factors for the loss of -Vm in following active verbs

The external factors structuring the change from middle -Vmz to -Vz were also
investigated; the best model is given as Figure 131. Each data point was a text and the
dependent variable was the proportion of changed forms. Pseudo R 2 for the model was
0.3152. As royal charters exhibited categorical behaviour with no unchanged forms, the
royalty category was collapsed into the higher officials and nobles category for this
analysis.
As would be expected, year of composition is a significant predictor, confirming
that there is diachronic change over the data. Social group was also a significant
predictor, with the following hierarchy favouring the change: higher officials, nobles and
royalty > citizens > magistrates > higher clergy > lower clergy > lawyers > lower
officials > untitled individuals. Putting aside the position of magistrates, this hierarchy
would again show a relatively neat high-to-low pattern of diffusion; however, with a high
coefficient and very low p value, the role of the magistrates is hard to ignore.
Furthermore, as mentioned under 11.3.4.1, the fact that untitled individuals are
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significantly conservative compared with all other groups presents a problem for
interpretation. Investigating further, we find that the only significant contrasts are those
between untitled individuals and unclassified categories and most others (magistrates,
royalty and higher officials, higher clergy and lower clergy favour the change more than
untitled individuals; magistrates, citizens, royalty and higher officials, higher clergy,
lawyers and lower clergy favour the change more than unclassified charters). None of the
contrasts between other groups are significant: the apparent significance of first
signatory rank really reflects just this contrast between the untitled
individual/unclassified categories and others.
This puzzling finding is partially explained by the interaction of geographical
factors with social group. 34.73% of charters (108/311 charters) by untitled individuals
are from Jämtland compared with 3.68% (22/598 charters) by other social groups, and
Jämtland is by far the most conservative region (with a 49.62% rate of change compared
to the overall rate of 82.01%). Only 7.07% of charters (22/311 charters) by untitled
individuals are from Bergen compared with 18.39% (110/598 charters) by other social
groups, and Bergen is a relatively innovative region (with a 94.32% rate of change). Both
imbalances could contribute to making the untitled individuals group appear
disproportionately conservative. However, if the regression is fitted excluding all data
from these two regions, significant contrasts between the untitled individuals and other
groups remain.
If first signatory rank is collapsed to leave just one contrast, magistrates vs. all
others, we find that texts by magistrates favour the change earlier than other texts (cf.
Figure 131, pseudo R2 was 0.2802); alternatively, if signatory rank is collapsed to contrast
untitled individuals vs. all others, we find that untitled individuals disfavour the change
compared with others. No other contrasts examined with this method were significant.
Of the other factors examined charters with at least one female signatory were
somewhat conservative compared with other charters in the model contrasting
magistrates vs. all other social groups but not other models. Charters localised in a city
and charters localised in Sweden were conservative compared with other charters.
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Call:
glm(formula = prop_changed ~ (urban_connection == "urban") +
(swedish_connection == "swedish") + first_sender_ranks_collapsed +
at_least_one_sender_is_female + mid_year, family = "binomial",
data = onepl_middle_bytext_data)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.5255
0.1938
0.3268

3Q
0.4951

Max
2.8714

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-37.621971
3.637966 -10.341 < 2e-16 ***
urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
-0.577425
0.251143 -2.299 0.02149 *
swedish_connection == "swedish"TRUE
-0.906843
0.270746 -3.349 0.00081 ***
first_sender_ranks_collapsedborgere
1.539757
0.830396
1.854 0.06370 .
first_sender_ranks_collapsedhøgere_embetsmenn/kongelige
1.600892
0.550610
2.907 0.00364 **
first_sender_ranks_collapsedhøgere_geistlige
1.085859
0.377209
2.879 0.00399 **
first_sender_ranks_collapsedlågere_embetsmenn
0.528552
0.679876
0.777 0.43691
first_sender_ranks_collapsedlågere_geistlige
1.039132
0.403801
2.573 0.01007 *
first_sender_ranks_collapsedlagmenn
0.960525
0.533493
1.800 0.07179 .
first_sender_ranks_collapsedlagrettemenn
1.253110
0.297374
4.214 2.51e-05 ***
first_sender_ranks_collapsedproblem_category
1.881953
0.866617
2.172 0.02989 *
first_sender_ranks_collapsedunclassified
-1.767997
1.245388 -1.420 0.15571
at_least_one_sender_is_female
-0.566933
0.316516 -1.791 0.07327 .
mid_year
0.025711
0.002423 10.610 < 2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 820.72
Residual deviance: 562.06
AIC: 772.35

on 905
on 892

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

Figure 131: Output of regression on external factors for the loss of -Vmz in middle verbs

Call:
glm(formula = prop_changed ~ (urban_connection == "urban") +
(swedish_connection == "swedish") + (first_sender_rank ==
"lagrettemenn") + at_least_one_sender_is_female + mid_year,
family = "binomial", data = onepl_middle_bytext_data)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.4801
0.2167
0.3649

3Q
0.5230

Max
2.0773

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-35.097142
3.314818 -10.588 < 2e-16 ***
urban_connection == "urban"TRUE
-0.229006
0.234038 -0.978 0.32783
swedish_connection == "swedish"TRUE
-1.110339
0.255440 -4.347 1.38e-05 ***
first_sender_rank == "lagrettemenn"TRUE
0.731302
0.273694
2.672 0.00754 **
at_least_one_sender_is_female
-0.881799
0.306836 -2.874 0.00406 **
mid_year
0.024330
0.002224 10.942 < 2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 820.72
Residual deviance: 590.72
AIC: 790.3

on 905
on 900

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

Figure 132: Output of regression on external factors focussing on magistrates for the loss of -Vmz in middle
verbs
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11.5. Discussion
11.5.1. Internal factors
11.5.1.1. Active verbs
Visual inspection of the data (under 11.3.2) and regression analysis (under 11.4.1.1)
demonstrated that the change from -Vm to other endings (initially -V, later -Vr and -Ø) was
structured by a range of linguistic factors; these confirm major parts of the picture given
by the existing literature but add a great deal more detail.
Previous scholars suggested that the change started in immediately pre-subject
position when the sequence of suffix and pronoun was reanalysed so that the final /m/ of
the ending became part of the pronoun. Some scholars (particularly Ottosson (2003))
argued that this applied particularly to past-tense verbs (where the result would have
been syncretism between the 1.pl. and the 3.pl. ending -u) and only later to the present
(where the result would have been a unique ending -u). The evidence clearly supports the
idea that this change started in pre-subject position: there is robust attestation of the
change in this position throughout the 14th century. It also confirms that it began in the
past tense in this position before spreading to the present tense, although this happened
quite early (in the mid 14th century). This suggests that syncretism with the 3.pl. ending
-u contributed to the ambiguity necessary for reanalysis. There is no evidence for a
difference between VS position and V…S position, suggesting that the change might
already have spread from VS position to other pre-subject verbs by the earliest period
covered here.
Around 1400, the change spread to present-tense verbs following the subject. At
this point, the difference between present-tense verbs preceding and following subjects
quickly disappeared and this group became the most innovative context: this conflicts
with the suggestion of previous scholars that past-tense verbs led throughout. Finally, it
spread to past-tense verbs following their subjects, which remained most conservative for
the entire trajectory of the change.
This simple account must be qualified by acknowledging the role of conjugations.
Previous scholars suggested that weak past-tense verbs might lead the later loss of
number inflection, but not that conjugation had an effect on the loss of the 1.pl./3.pl.
distinction. Here, it was found that different classes of verb were affected by the change
at different speeds in a hierarchy: preterite-present > weak > strong > anomalous. This
confirms the importance of 3.pl.-1.pl. syncretism after final -m is dropped, as the
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preterite-presents are the only class of verbs in which this syncretism applies in the
present as well as the past. These effects are not entirely independent, as, for verbs
preceding their subjects, weak and strong presents lag behind their expected positions.
Overall, then, we find strong confirmation in these data that we should distinguish
four separate changes: phonetic reduction of the consonant of the following pronoun in
the sequence verb+pronoun; the reanalysis of the morpheme boundary in this sequence
which created new 1.pl. endings; analogical extension from cases where these new 1.pl.
endings were syncretic with 3.pl. endings to parts of the paradigm in which they were
not; and the analogical extension of these new endings to verbs in other positions. The
first change and second are evidenced by the innovative status of verbs preceding their
subjects in the early period. The third is evidenced by the innovative status of verbs in
which this syncretism was an automatic consequence of -m-loss (past-tense verbs and
preterite-presents): the change took more time in those paradigms where an additional
analogical step was required.
The latter two stages, which each involve the analogical spread of 1.pl.-3.pl.
syncretism, are the main engine of the changes we see here, evidenced by the fact that
new morphological differentiation was able to develop once the principle of syncretism
had spread (viz. the innovative status of the present tense during the main period of
change). This is a clear confirmation of Ottosson’s (2003) argument that this change was
primarily morphological and not phonological in nature: these are morphosyntactic
changes involving the relaxing of distributional constraints (first of tense, then position)
on one morphological variant in a system. It might be interesting in future work to
separate these changes out to examine them in more detail. However, the context of the
original sound change (pre-subject position) leaves behind a large effect so that,
especially in the early period, there does appear to be a qualitative difference between
the change in pre- and post-subject positions. Accordingly, for the investigations into
social and geographical factors, the data for verbs in these two positions were treated
separately.

11.5.1.2. Middle verbs
Visual inspection of the data (under 11.3.2) and regression analysis (under 11.4.1.1)
revealed a simpler picture for the change from -Vmz to -Vz. The change was differentiated
by position of the verb relative to the subject: verbs following the subject were affected
earlier, as were those adjacent to their subjects. This cannot be explained in a similar way
to the differentiation by position for active verbs, as no reanalysis involving the subject
pronoun took place in the middle voice. We might wonder, then, whether the change in
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the middle voice could have been analogical on the change in the active voice. However,
the relative chronologies do not support this suggestion, as the change in the middle
voice appears to have begun considerably earlier.

11.5.2. Social factors
11.5.2.1. Active verbs
Both visual inspection of the data (under 11.3.4) and regression analysis (under 11.4.1.2)
demonstrated unequivocally that the change from -Vm was led by the higher social
classes. This social differentiation was stronger for verbs following their subjects than
those preceding them. There was no differentiation by signatory gender.
The exception to this picture is that in the early, stable period, for verbs preceding
their subjects, documents by higher groups do not favour the change: if any effect can be
seen, it is the opposite, with documents by lower groups showing slightly more changed
forms. This can be explained with reference to the changing nature of the variants over
time. In the early period, the surface form in verbs preceding their subjects was [u] but the
underlying form remained /um/; the written standard prescribed that the underlying form
should be written. Thus in this early period, writing the changed form was a spelling
‘mistake’ and associated with lower literacy levels. The reanalysis that then affected this
ending, however, was led by the higher social classes in speech and this was reflected in
writing.

11.5.2.2. Middle verbs
Both visual inspection of the data (under 11.3.4) and regression analysis (under 11.4.1.2)
revealed an equivocal picture for the change from middle -Vmz to -Vz. The change
appeared to have been led by male signatories, but this effect was found not to be
significant. Regarding social class, visual inspection of the data suggested that
magistrates led the change and untitled individuals lagged behind; the regression
analysis confirmed both effects, although the effect of magistrates was not significant if
the full range of contrasts was made.
Finding that the change is led by charters signed by magistrates, the lowest social
group, suggests two possibilities: a change led by the lower social classes; or a change
taking place in speech which was proscribed in writing and so appeared more frequently in
the writing of social groups with lower literacy levels. The latter explanation can be
rejected on the simple grounds that changed forms are too common in writing to be
considered ‘errors’. Other phenomena which were proscribed in writing and reflect lower
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writing proficiency, such as hv-stopping and hypercorrect <þ> spellings for /t/, never
exceed 2%. In contrast, -Vz endings in the 1.pl. middle represent at no point less than 40%
of the data. Accordingly, we must, tentatively, accept the suggestion that this change was
led in speech by the lower social classes. However, it is important to bear in mind that the
stronger effect identified, that documents by untitled individuals lag behind compared with
other documents, seems at odds with this conclusion and remains unexplained.

11.5.3. Origin and pathways of diffusion
11.5.3.1. Active verbs
The change in both pre- and post-subject positions spread by hierarchical diffusion. This
pattern emerges only once the change gathers speed for verbs preceding their subjects.
This can be understood under the account given above as a result of the changing nature
of the variants over time: the hierarchical pattern describes the diffusion of the
reanalysis which generated the new ending in pre-subject position, not of the surface
allophonic variation which preceded it (which was presumably a feature of all spoken Old
Norwegian dialects).
For both changes, Oslo and Tønsberg lag behind a little compared with other cities
and it is particularly Bergen and Trondheim which lead. Interestingly, inland Hamar is
also clearly a leading location for both changes; this contrasts with the investigations in
previous chapters, in which Hamar was not highly differentiated from surrounding
Hedmark and Oppland.
It is difficult to identify a place of origin for the change in verbs which precede
their subjects, as it is already widespread at the earliest time covered. For verbs
following their subjects, however, the most obvious candidates for place of origin are
Trondheim and Bergen, which lead the change throughout.
Relating these findings to the original hypotheses is not entirely straightforward, as will
be discussed in more detail in the final chapter. The patterns here seem very consistent with a
major role for contact with Swedish or Danish in the initiation and advancement of the
morphosyntactic changes involved; to a degree, this simply pushes the question of the role of
contact with Hansa back to the origin of the changes in East North Germanic. The role of inland
Hamar as a hierarchical centre in this change in contrast to the loss of lexical genitives might
seem to be a problem for any account involving contact, since Hamar was not identified as a
centre of contact in the discussions in chapter 2. However, Hamar was a centre of contact with
Swedish and shared with Trondheim the characteristic of being a relatively small city with a
cathedral in which the cosmopolitan clergy probably played a disproportionately large role in
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determining the social dynamics of change. Alternatively or additionally, the hierarchical patterns
identified could be seen as evidence for a direct role for contact with MLG: either that L2
simplification encouraged the reduction from two possible markers for the 1.pl. to one, or that
direct transfer from MLG facilitated increased use of a reduced 1.pl. ending in VS position.

11.5.3.2. Middle verbs
The data for the loss of the 1.pl. ending -Vmz in the middle voice were limited and noisy,
making the geospatial pattern equivocal. Nevertheless, what pattern can be identified
seems to point towards contagious diffusion of the change from south to north. Within the
south, no clear east-west pattern emerges. The change spreads north along the west
coast to Trondheim before reaching inaccessible inland Gudbrandsdalen. The cities (at
least Oslo and Tønsberg) are somewhat conservative compared with adjacent rural areas,
in keeping with a change led by the lower social classes. In terms of the original
hypothesis, this represents the unusual case of a change in which we can quite
confidently reject a major role for Hanseatic influence: neither the place of origin nor the
innovative centres in the diffusion process are centres of contact with Hansa.

11.5.4. Is this an instance of the shift to Danish writing?
As a change spreading by hierarchical diffusion in the latter half of the 15th century, it is
impossible to totally exclude the possibility that the loss of the 1.pl. ending in verbs
following their subjects is really a written-only phenomenon reflecting the shift to Danish
writing. The merger of unstressed final vowels which accompanies the change clearly
was a purely written phenomenon at least in some dialects, as some modern Norwegian
dialects retain these distinctions.
Nevertheless, on balance it seems likely that the loss of the -um/-om ending did
take place in Middle Norwegian speech. The basis of the change (the sound change and
reanalysis when directly preceding the subject and analogical spread to the present
tense) was already present in Old Norwegian, the change did take place at some point in
spoken Norwegian as no modern Norwegian dialects retain a distinct 1.pl. ending, and
the complex conditioning of the incoming forms exactly resembles what might be
expected for a ‘real’ process of language change. This question will be discussed further
in the final chapter, which will summarise, compare and contextualise the findings of
these investigations and return to the main research question: the predictions of the
Trudgill conjecture for the history of Norwegian.
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12. Did simplificatory change in the history of Norwegian
result from contact with Middle Low German?
12.1. Introduction
In the first chapter we reviewed the ‘Trudgill conjecture’, a theory proposing three
effects of social structures on language change:
1. intensive contact involving adult second-language acquisition results in structural
simplification;
2. long-term isolation results in structural complexification through spontaneous
complexification;
3. and long-term contact involving child bilingualism results in structural
complexification through additive borrowing.
Continental North Germanic (Swedish, Danish, Norwegian) was subject to intensive
contact and underwent structural simplification, whereas Insular North Germanic
(Faroese and Icelandic) was not subject to contact and did not undergo simplification.
This family thus seems to exemplify the first of these effects: the suggestion is that
structural simplification in Norwegian, Swedish and Danish was caused by contact with
MLG (which resulted from the activities of the Hanseatic League). To investigate this
hypothesis, this project has undertaken six case studies covering eight simplificatory
changes. In each, the aim was to test the prediction that, if the change did indeed result
from MLG contact, it must have arisen in the locations and social classes where contact
took place.
This chapter will ask how the evidence presented in chapters 6-11 bears on the
central research questions. In 12.2 the results from the different case studies will be
summarised and presented side-by-side. For each, the most likely point of origin will be
reviewed in 12.2.2 and the possibility of diffusion into Norwegian from East North
Germanic will be reviewed in 12.2.3. In 12.2.4, the problem of writing system influence
from Danish will be assessed for each of the different case studies. Finally, the question
of the role of contact will be assessed for each of the case studies and a unified picture of
the findings presented.

12.2. Results and discussion
The results from chapters 6-11 are summarised in Table 34 (the change from verða to
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blífa has also been included for comparison) and visualised in a Gantt chart in Figure
133. The slopes in the table are based on GLMs calculated in each chapter. The timings of
changes have been based on temporal KDEs calculated for each change with a kernel
bandwidth (standard deviation) of 20 years. These KDEs are given in Figure 134. In both
figures, changes progressing by hierarchical diffusion are coloured yellow and those
progressing by contagious diffusion green. In Figure 133 the changes are also colourcoded by variable type: morphological variables are drawn with red points, phonological
variables with blue points and the one lexical variable with a yellow point.
The central period of the change, as it progresses from 15 to 85% completion, is a
better measure of speed and trajectory than is the entire period (from 0 to 100%) as the
s-curve of language change often has a long tail: innovative variants may be present in
the speech community at a low frequency for a long time before they begin to diffuse in
earnest, and conservative variants may remain present at a low frequency in specific
contexts long after the change has basically completed. This definition is used, for
example, by Baxter & Croft (2016), when discussing the periods of different changes, and
is the definition used in Table 34 and Figure 133. Note that for the loss of 1.pl. agreement
on active verbs preceding their subjects the change crosses the 15% line twice and the
later of these two timings is used; for the loss of genitives with millum the change crosses
the 85% line twice, and the earlier of these is used.

12.2.1. Timing and social patterns
In terms of timing, the changes examined have clustered in the mid-to-late 15th century:
six of the nine changes passed 50% completion between 1445 and 1503 (although this
includes the loss of the 1.pl. ending in three different contexts, clearly not independent
changes).
For some changes, the data is sufficiently poor that exact timing is in doubt. Most
serious is /hv/-stopping: as this never becomes the written norm during the Middle
Norwegian period, despite its apparently wide distribution in speech, it is impossible to
identify when it passes certain degrees of completion. The best we can say is that it may
have been diffusing rapidly in the 1360s.
For two other changes we face a less serious problem. The initial stage of the loss
of 1.sg. agreement occurs in the early 13th century when we have little data: it must be
borne in mind that the KDE for the first half of this change represents a tiny number of
tokens from a tiny number of texts. Thus we cannot have strong confidence in the exact
timings for the 15 and 50% marks for this change (and indeed, the fact that it does not
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form as clear an s-curve as other changes may be an artefact of this lack of evidence).
By contrast, the final stage of the loss of 1.pl. agreement for verbs following their
subjects occurs so late that there is insufficient evidence. There is a clear trend still in
the last decades covered, but there are relatively few documents here and the change
does not pass the 85% mark during this time: the estimated year is effectively a
projection forward from this latest evidence. The fact that this change has one of the
longest periods might be an artefact of this. This is also suggested by the fact that the
slope of the curve from the GLM and the period of change do not match well for this
change: it is the third slowest change by period, but the fifth slowest by slope. From its
slope, we might expect it to have a period of around 93 years, passing the 85% mark in
1560; if this were the case, the rank correlation between slope and period would be
perfect.
In terms of types of geospatial diffusion, we find both hierarchical and contagious
diffusion. This is not unequivocally related to variable type, origin or period. There do,
however, seem to be relationships between diffusion type and social patterns: changes
from below are male-led or have no effect of gender; changes from above are usually
female-led; changes from below spread by contagious diffusion whereas changes from
above usually spread by hierarchical diffusion. One slight exception is that the change
from verða to blífa spread by hierarchical diffusion and was from above, but was maleled. This might be the hallmark of a change with its origins in written language. The fact
that changes from below seem to be male-led is out of line with the well-known
generalisation of Labov (1990) that female speakers lead in ongoing change (and indeed
the confirmation by Blaxter (2015) that this pattern seems to have to applied to change in
medieval Iceland). This is most likely explained by the interaction between gender and
social class in this corpus: female writers are disproportionately from the higher
socioeconomic classes, so where changes ascend the social scale, female writers appear
to lag behind. Labov’s other generalisation, that female speakers use higher rates of
prestige variables in stable variation, fits the observation that changes from above in
these data are led by female speakers.
We find a range of speeds: the fastest change, the loss of /θ/, has a period of just
59 years and slope of 0.088 logits; the slowest, the loss of 1.pl. agreement for verbs
preceding their subjects, has a period of 179 years and slope of 0.025 logits. Differences
in speed are not unequivocally related to any other property. It is interesting to note,
however, that the three fastest changes (loss of /θ/, loss of 1.sg. agreement, rise of
svarabhakti vowels) are also the earliest.
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Change

15%

85%

Period

Slope Diffusion type Origin

Loss of 1.sg.

1240* 1264*

1317

77 years*

0.063 hierarchical

Svarabhakti vowels

1287 1335

Loss of /hv/

*

1379

92 years

0.043 contagious

*

*

*

verða > blífa

1391 1463

1500

109 years

0.030 hierarchical

Loss of /θ/

1414 1445

1473

59 years

Loss of genitive

1394 1466

1522

Loss of 1.pl. (preceding) 1356 1483

1535

Loss of 1.pl. (following)

1616* 149 years* 0.042 hierarchical

Loss of 1.pl. (middle)

50%

*

1360s?

1467 1503
1356 1457

1511

(north?) east*

yes*

*

*

south east (Oslo?)

yes

from below

no effect
*

*

Bergen

yes

from above*

male-led

0.088 contagious

north east

yes

from above

female-led

128 years

0.029 hierarchical

Oslo

yes

from middle/above female-led*

179 years

0.025 hierarchical

south east

(Danish)*

from middle/above female-led*

0.026 contagious

Figure 133: Gantt chart of all changes

The data are not good enough to be certain about these classifications.

south west

*

from below

Table 34: Summary of results of individual studies

*

Gender

no

155 years

contagious

*

Swedish/Danish Social pattern

Bergen/Trondheim (Danish)*
south east

no

from above
from below

female-led
*

male-led

100%
95%
90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
65%
Loss of 1.pl. (middle)
Loss of 1.pl. (following)
Loss of 1.pl. (preceding)
Loss of 1.sg.
verða > blífa
Loss of /θ/
Loss of /hv/
Loss of genitive
Svarabhakti vowels

60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
1250

1300

1350

1400

1450

1500

1550

1600

Figure 134: Temporal kernel density estimations of all changes

12.2.2. Points of origin
The degree of certainty we can attach to geographical findings varies. The task of
identifying a point of origin within the Norwegian-speaking area differs depending on the
diffusion process by which the change spread. Note that, although we will talk about the
‘point of origin’ of these changes within the Norwegian-speaking area, this could mean
one of two things: for changes which originated in Norwegian, the point of origin within
the Norwegian-speaking area is truly the point of innovation, whereas for those which
diffused into Norwegian from Swedish or Danish it is merely the port of entry.
In the simplest conception of contagious diffusion, at any time before the change
goes to completion the degree of change at any locality is a function of the Euclidean
distance between that locality and the point of origin. Applying this way of thinking to the
data on svarabhakti vowels is basically successful: distance from a point just south-east of
Oslo61 is a good predictor of degree of change. The glaring problem with this is that Oslo
itself is distinctively conservative compared with the surrounding countryside. The
obvious explanation, as discussed in 7.3.4, is that Oslo appears artificially conservative
because of the presence of ecclesiastical and state institutions in the city which were
centres of literary education: simply put, literacy was higher in Oslo and so writing was
slower to reflect changes in speech. If this is accepted then a point of origin in Oslo
seems as plausible as one in the nearby countryside for this change.
61 Specifically Frogner parish in Buskerud.
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More sophisticated conceptions of contagious diffusion are possible, taking into
account the social and physical geography of the places involved (Britain 2013). Physical
geographical barriers necessitate a better measure of travel time than Euclidean
distance: this can be seen for svarabhakti vowels in the fact that the change spreads
along valleys and coastlines, but does not cross mountainous areas. The speaker
population has internal social structure which varies across localities, and acknowledging
this can allow us to better explain diffusion patterns: our explanation of the conservative
position of Oslo is one such acknowledgement; an alternative one would be to note that
higher social classes lagged behind in this change and were overrepresented in Oslo.
Although the loss of the voiceless dental fricative too appears to have spread by
contagious diffusion, the geographical patterns are far noisier in ways that these
refinements to our notion of contagious diffusion do not necessarily help to explain. The
obvious pattern, especially in the early years of the change, is that data further north are
more advanced. Within the north, Jämtland is more innovative than Trøndelag and North
Norway, but it is difficult to be confident that this is not an artefact of the difference in
writing standards. Here then, the point of origin of the change must have been in
Trøndelag, Jämtland or northern Norway or Sweden.
The loss of 1.pl. agreement in the middle again appears to have spread by
contagious diffusion, with southeastern points closer showing the change earlier.
However, the pathway of diffusion is quite different to that for svarabhakti vowels:
svarabhakti vowels spread northwards into Hedmark and Oppland whilst spreading at a
similar rate around the south coast; the loss of the 1.pl. middle, by contrast, seems to
spread first throughout the south (including the inland south) and up the west coast, only
spreading northwards in the east rather later. This contradicts our assumption that
changes should diffuse more slowly through mountainous regions than in the eastern
lowlands or around the coast. Here, the attempt to identify a point of origin suffers
seriously from the paucity of data. However, the south-east, particularly Vestfold and
Østfold, are innovative throughout, making this region a good candidate.
Finally, the stopping of /hv/ clusters probably spread by contagious diffusion—at
least, no hierarchical pattern can be discerned. The data are far too limited to take the
approach proposed above. The best we can do is look at the earliest individual examples
and attempt to identify geographical associations; this was undertaken in 8.4. The result
is that we can confidently say this change originated in West Norway and probably in
Hordaland; it is perfectly possible that it originated in Bergen, but the evidence does not
allow us to claim that with any certainty.
Identifying the point of origin for changes spreading by hierarchical diffusion is
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more difficult than for those spreading by contagious diffusion. There is less principled
reason to expect that the geographical distribution of the change at any point in its
course should remain a function of its point of origin. The change should reach localities
closer to its point of origin earlier. However, it should also reach localities high on the
hierarchy of urban settlements (larger cities) earlier. Localities that are high on the
settlement hierarchy but distant from the point of origin may still be reached relatively
early, but when they are reached most other large localities (which all exert mutual
influence) will have progressed further along the change: the result is that we should
expect the change to progress more quickly in this class of locality, erasing some of the
difference between early- and late-adopting cities. At any specific time, we cannot be
sure that localities at which the change is most advanced are those closest to its point of
origin, rather than simply the largest settlements most implicated in the hierarchical
pattern. Thus our best guess at the point of origin of a change spreading by hierarchical
diffusion is obtained simply by looking at its geographical distribution at the earliest
point it appears.
With this in mind, we can have very little confidence about the point of origin of
the loss of 1.sg. verbal agreement. Although we can discern a geographical distribution
for this change—it is most advanced in the east and possibly specifically the north-east—
we do not have sufficient data to see this clearly until late on in its progression.
Accordingly, we should be cautious about this identification of its point of origin.
The loss of the genitive spread by hierarchical diffusion and appears to have its
point of origin in Oslo. This is a particularly clear case, as Oslo stands out as innovative
for the entire progression of the change. Jämtland also stands out as innovative, but as
this is not matched by neighbouring Trøndelag, it seems more likely this reflects the
influence of the Swedish written standard than the change spreading into Norwegian in
the north via Jämtland.
By contrast, the loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs preceding their subjects
presents a problem for this approach. This change is present at a low frequency
throughout the period covered by the corpus. The hierarchical pattern, in which cities
(particularly Trondheim and Bergen) differentiate themselves, develops only once
diffusion gathers pace in the mid-15th century. As there is no specific point we see the
change first appearing, it is hard to identify a location it first appears. One early pattern
which can be identified is that the south-east, particularly southern Østfold and Bohuslän,
is relatively innovative. This then can—very tentatively—be suggested as a point of origin.
The loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs following their subjects presents a
much simpler picture. Here we can clearly see both the earliest stages and most of the
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trajectory of the change, and the cities of Trondheim and Bergen lead throughout. Of
these, Trondheim is usually more advanced than Bergen but Bergen is marginally more
advanced at the very earliest point. The point of origin, then, should be identified as one
of these two cities.
Finally, we should mention the change from verða to blífa: although not one of the
changes of interest for testing our hypotheses, it is nevertheless interesting as an
example of a change which must have had its origin in contact with MLG. This change too
spread by hierarchical diffusion, although the pattern is noisier than with some of the
better evidenced changes. Bergen stands out as innovative, but so do a series of southeastern localities: Boshulän; Skien in Vestfold; parts of Østfold; and later Oslo. It is
difficult to confidently propose a place of origin given such equivocal data, but either the
Swedish border in the south-east or Bergen seem likely candidates.

12.2.3. Diffusion from East North Germanic
A second question we must ask about all of these changes is whether we can assume that
they originated in Norwegian, or whether diffusion from Swedish or Danish is a plausible
possibility. Generally, the problem in making this judgement is the lack of truly
comparable (quantitative, geospatial) studies of Swedish and Danish. However, we can be
confident in two cases.
In the case of the /hv/-stopping, we are dealing with a change which never took
place in most Swedish or Danish. Although there are regions of Swedish with /kv/ and
/gv/ reflexes, they do not border the Norwegian language area. Accordingly, there is no
way East North Germanic could be involved in this change.
In the case of the loss of lexical genitives, we have good, comparable data for
Swedish and so can state the relative timing of the change in the two languages with
confidence: the change was already advanced in Swedish when it first appeared in
Norwegian. We should assume that it diffused into Norwegian from Swedish. This is
confirmed by the fact that Jämtland is highly innovative within the Norwegian data, and
Bohuslän relatively so. The apparent point of origin within the rest of Norwegian, Oslo, is
entirely consistent with spread from Swedish: as a major city, much Swedish-Norwegian
contact mediated through trade and the institutions of state and church occurred in Oslo,
and as a south-eastern locality, there would also have been direct contact with
neighbouring Swedish dialects.
In every other case, the change did take place in Swedish and Danish, but we do
not have precisely comparable evidence for its timing. As a result, the judgement relies
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on the internal geographical distribution of the change and any (qualitatively based)
comments from previous scholars on timing in East North Germanic.
For the loss of 1.sg. verbal agreement, diffusion from Swedish seems very
plausible: the chronology in Swedish is apparently not as straightforward as in
Norwegian, but a merged variant seems to have been available from an early point, and
the east-to-west pattern in the Norwegian data is consistent with diffusion from Swedish.
In the case of svarabhakti vowels, again, the chronology and broad geographical
distribution makes diffusion from Swedish plausible. Here there is an alternative
interpretation of the diffusion pattern within Norway, namely that the point of origin of
the change was not in Oslo but in rural Buskerud; diffusion from Swedish would seem
less likely under this account, but we would have to accept independent parallel
innovation in East and West North Germanic. This seems intuitively unlikely. It is possible
that phonetic changes which inserted svarabhakti vowels happened across the whole of
North Germanic at an earlier point, and the change we see here is the later
phonologisation of these vowels. This makes independent parallel innovation more
plausible. Nevertheless, overall, spread from Swedish into Oslo seems most likely here.
The case of dental fricative stopping is easier to interpret: here, the evidence is
quite consistent with diffusion from Swedish, although a point of origin in rural North
Norway or Trøndelag is also possible. Previous research suggests this change happened
latest in Norwegian and earliest in Danish, suggesting it might have diffused from
Denmark into Sweden and thence into Norway. However, a northern point of entry into
Norway seems surprising if this was part of a larger diffusion process from Denmark.
Thus we have two possibilities: that the change was innovated independently in Denmark
and in northern Sweden or Norway; or that the change diffused throughout Sweden
before moving into Norway and happened to enter through Jämtland and Trøndelag,
rather than the south-east. Neither is entirely convincing but in either case, contact with
Swedish played a significant role.
The evidence for the loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs both preceding and
following their subjects seems to indicate a role for Danish contact. In both cases we see
a strongly hierarchical pattern in which particularly Trondheim and Bergen are
innovative centres, and in these port cities there must have been significant contact with
Danish. Existing literature suggests the change took place earlier in Danish than
Norwegian. Accordingly, it is very plausible that contact with Danish in Bergen and
Trondheim was a factor in driving it forward in both contexts and may have been the
source of the innovation for verbs following their subjects.
Finally, the loss of 1.pl. agreement on middle verbs does not seem likely to have
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spread from Swedish or Danish. Its apparent point of origin in rural southern Norway is
not one of the points of contact with Swedish (the coastal cities, Bohuslän, Østfold,
Hedmark, Jämtland) or Danish (the cities).

12.2.4. Writing, speech, and the shift to written Danish
Another pressing question which must be addressed concerns the relationship between
these changes in written language and parallel phenomena in speech. It is a basic
assumption in this work that written language aims to represent speech and, especially
when described quantitatively in large datasets, tends to reflect speech relatively well. Of
course, this assumption may have been false in any particular instance, and to an extent
we must live with this uncertainty. We will only ever have written evidence for historical
languages. Analysing the complex interplay of phenomena within written sources is a
worthwhile scholarly endeavour in and of itself. If those phenomena closely resemble
what we would expect of spoken-language phenomena, we can assume by Occam’s Razor
that that is because they reflected spoken language. We can never truly prove this, but it
is a very reasonable assumption.
This line of argument breaks down in one specific circumstance: when there is an
equally plausible alternative explanation for the phenomena in writing. And precisely this
circumstance potentially arises regarding the shift to Danish writing. As seen in Chapter
5, the shift to Danish as the written medium progressed by patterns remarkably like
language change: for stop lenition we saw internal (linguistic) differentiation by lexical
item and place of articulation; we saw social differentiation, with higher social classes
leading; and we saw hierarchical diffusion in space. Some indicators that this change was
not, in fact, happening in speech might be identified in: the exceptionally high degree of
lexical differentiation; the exceptionally high degree of social differentiation; the fact that
the change never took place in Jämtland; and the fact that it was not far advanced in
many rural areas by the end of the period covered. Nevertheless, had we not known
independently that this change never took place in the spoken language, it would have
been hard to prove this definitively from the written evidence. Thus, for all the changes
examined which also took place in Danish, we must assess the possibility that what we
see is merely the shift to written Danish, and that the change in spoken Norwegian did
not take place until later.
For most changes we can discount this possibility on the basis of chronology. For
the loss of 1.sg. verb agreement, the rise of svarabhakti vowels and the loss of voiceless
dental fricatives, the timing is far too early. For the loss of the genitive and the loss of
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1.pl. agreement on middle verbs, although the changes passes their midpoints when
Danish influence was increasing, their beginnings are sufficiently early that we can
discount this possibility. It is for the loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs that the
question remains. The loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs preceding their subjects
was widespread (although infrequent) very early. It must have had some reality in
Norwegian independently of Danish for this reason alone. Nevertheless, in both contexts
these changes took place during roughly the period that written Danish was spreading.
They spread by hierarchical diffusion, like the switch to written Danish. They were led by
the higher social classes. We must compare their patterns of diffusion closely to
determine whether they are likely merely to reflect the shift to written Danish.
When we examine breakdowns by social factors, we find that the loss of 1.pl.
agreement on active verbs preceding their subjects does not closely resemble the rise of
stop lenition, our paradigm case of a Danish orthographic feature. Its degree of
differentiation by signatory rank and name is considerably less than for stop lenition, and
there are differences in the behaviours of groups such as the higher clergy.
The loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs following their subjects matches much
more closely in degree of differentiation and behaviour of individual groups. However,
there is one important difference we should note: untitled individuals become the most
conservative group by far for stop lenition, whereas magistrates are the most
conservative for the loss of the 1.pl. ending on active verbs following their subjects. This
might suggest that the extent to which writers exhibit stop lenition in the mid-16th
century is a function of their degree of literary education, whereas they show the loss of
the 1.pl. active ending on verbs following their subjects according to their social class.
We also see a difference in the gendered pattern: for the loss of 1.pl. agreement on active
verbs following their subjects, female writers lead until around 1520, after which male
writers lead by only a small margin; for stop lenition, male writers pull ahead before 1500
and then lead by a very large margin. Again, this is interesting as it suggests that degree
of literary education may be playing a more important role in determining the extent to
which writers exhibit stop lenition whereas the loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs
following their subjects may be sensitive to social categories for other reasons.
Figure 135 and Figure 136 show KDEs for 1480 and 1540 for the two changes
discussed here, the loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs preceding and following their
subjects, next to the same estimations for stop lenition. Using these we can compare the
geographical distribution of these phenomena in detail. Figure 135 clearly confirms what
we expected: the loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs preceding their subjects does
not closely resemble the rise of Danish-style stop lenition.
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At first glance, Figure 136 shows a closer resemblance. However, there are two
important differences. Firstly, Jämtland never shows stop lenition at all: this is as
expected, as Jämtland became part of Sweden and so never switched to writing Danish;
by contrast, by 1540 it has become a relatively innovative area for the loss of 1.pl.
agreement on active verbs following their subjects. Secondly, although both changes
spread by hierarchical diffusion, the hierarchy of settlements is different: in stop lenition
we see a simple pattern, with Bergen, Trondheim and Oslo leading (in that order), and
Tønsberg standing out as a slightly innovative hierarchical centre too; Hamar and
Stavanger are completely undifferentiated from surrounding countryside. For the loss of
1.pl. agreement on active verbs following their subjects, on the other hand, Stavanger
and Hamar are clearly hierarchical centres, becoming distinctly innovative compared
with the surrounding countryside by 1540.
Overall, then, I would conclude that none of the changes investigated here should
be viewed as part of the shift to written Danish and thus merely written phenomena: all
of them pattern differently to the change we have examined as an example of the shift to
written Danish, the spread of stop lenition. The dataset for which this concern remains
strongest is the loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs following their subjects, and we
should keep this in mind in further discussion.
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Figure 135: Comparison of KDE for the loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs preceding their subjects and stop
lenition
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Figure 136: Comparison of KDE for the loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs following their subjects and stop
lenition
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12.2.5. The Trudgill conjecture and the role of contact
We now turn to the central hypothesis: the Trudgill conjecture and the suggestion that
phonological and morphological simplification in the history of Continental North
Germanic resulted from intensive contact with MLG through the Hanseatic League. We
will go through the changes investigated chronologically.
The loss of 1.sg. agreement is a simple case. This change happened too early for a
decisive role for the Hanseatic League in its innovation. The change probably passed the
15% mark around 1240 and so must have arisen in Norwegian in the early-13th or late12th centuries. Intensive contact with Hansa in Norway did not truly get under way until
the mid-13th and so cannot have been responsible. The same is probably true of Swedish,
although more detailed quantitative study is needed to demonstrate this convincingly. If
the change started in Danish and spread to the other languages from there, then a role
for contact with MLG (perhaps direct contact in Schleswig-Holstein rather than through
Hansa) may be possible, but, again, more in-depth study of Danish data is needed.
The rise of svarabhakti vowels is a closer call. Here, there is anecdotal evidence
for a very early date of innovation, but the trajectory drawn on the basis of the data
collected here suggests that it may have arisen in Norwegian in the first half of the 13th
century in south-east Norway. This is just late enough that a role for contact with MLG
through the Hanseatic League in Tønsberg and Oslo is possible: after all, Hansa
merchants reached the south-east first. However, if, as discussed above, the change
spread from Swedish, this would likely push its point of innovation back before MLG
influence begins. Nevertheless, we might wonder whether contact among merchants
from Østlandet, Bohuslän and Skåne due to the major MLG presence in Skåne might have
played a role in the diffusion of this feature. It is not entirely obvious whether the fact
that this change spread from below should be taken as evidence for or against a role for
contact. In the early years, contact with Hansa was seen more positively by Norwegian
authorities and so we might expect contact effects to have been changes from above;
however, on the other hand, the Hansa were less wealthy, less powerful and had fewer
connections to existing power blocs in this era.
It is hard to make confident statements about the stopping of /hv/ clusters due to
the poverty of the data. It does seem plausible that this change arose in Bergen in the
mid-14th century and this would be entirely in line with the suggestion that it resulted
from contact with Hansa. The Hansa presence in Bergen had been growing since the mid13th century but became less integrated in the 14th; MLG lacked /hv/ clusters but had
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/kv/. Even if we cannot be totally confident that contact in Bergen was responsible for the
innovation of this change, it seems very probable that Bergen’s role as a centre of dialect
contact played a major role in its rapid diffusion throughout the country in spite of its
apparent low prestige: population movement between Bergen and the rest of West
Norway due to trade and ecclesiastical matters would have spread it in the west;
movement between Bergen and North Norway due to the Hansa trade would have spread
it to the north.
The stopping of /θ/ offers us a very different picture. Here, the change appears to
have spread from North Norway or northern Sweden. The only way that contact with
Hansa within Norway could have played a role here is if the change was innovated in
Bergen and spread to North Norway from there, yet the evidence clearly speaks against
this: Bergen is a conservative locality for this change. It is, however, perfectly plausible
that contact with Sámi in Jämtland, Trøndelag or North Norway played a role. The fact
that this change was led by the higher social classes might be seen as evidence against a
Sámi connection; however, it is worth noting that in the very earliest stages of this
change we see the opposite pattern, with the lowest social class the most innovative
group. We also know from previous scholarship that this change took place much earlier
in Danish and contact with MLG may have played a role there.
Thus we have two possible accounts for the stopping of the voiceless dental
fricative. This change took place early in Danish, where it could have been associated
with contact with MLG. It then either spread throughout Sweden before diffusing across
the border between northern Sweden and Norway, or was independently innovated due
to Sámi contact in northern Sweden or Norway. If we accept the latter account, we could
assume that its extremely rapid diffusion, and the switch from initially from-below to
later from-above social distribution resulted from the fact that the innovative variant had
two sources and accordingly could be socially coded in two different ways. More research
on the distribution of the change in Swedish is needed to distinguish between these
accounts, and more research is needed on Danish to determine whether its innovation in
Denmark was associated with contact with MLG.
The same need for further research applies to the loss of the genitive. Here, as
noted above, it seems that we must posit that the change spread into Norwegian from
Swedish. It is perfectly plausible that it arose in Swedish (or indeed Danish) through
contact with MLG, and further research on data from these languages is needed to assess
this suggestion in more detail. Within Norway, it is interesting to note, however, that it is
the centres of language contact (Oslo, Bergen and Trondheim) which are the hierarchical
centres of the diffusion of this change, while other urban areas (Stavanger, Hamar) do
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not play as significant a role. This might be taken as suggesting that contact with MLG
helped to drive the further diffusion of the change long after it was innovated.
The loss of 1.pl. agreement on middle verbs suffers again from poverty of data.
The timing and a centre of innovation in south-eastern Norway makes the suggestion that
this arose due to contact with MLG in Tønsberg plausible; however, the evidence is hardly
strong. Furthermore, the fact that this was a change from below in a period when the
Hansa were a major and prestigious power in Norway speaks against this possibility. Our
best guess, then, is that this was a change internal to Norwegian and neither dialect nor
language contact were implicated in its innovation.
The loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs preceding their subjects is an odd
case. Here we cannot really talk about the innovation of this variant, as it is present
everywhere in Old Norse already at the earliest point. We can, however, consider how the
change which transformed this from a low frequency variant into the only form found got
under way. This is still clearly a simplificatory change: it took a system with two variants
that learners needed to acquire and reduced them to one variant; it took a system which
could make an inflectional distinction and turned it into one which could not; and it
removed conditioned variation from a system, making it categorical. Within Norway this
change seems first to have gathered pace in Trondheim or Bergen; Bergen is a little more
innovative than Trondheim in the very earliest years of this rise in frequency, which
speaks for a role for MLG contact.
The loss of 1.pl. agreement on active verbs following their subjects is simpler but
otherwise similar. Here we can clearly see the beginning of the change in Norwegian;
Bergen and Trondheim stand out as the two clear candidates for point of origin. The data
do not allow us to clearly distinguish between these, which is unfortunate as the
hypothesis turns on this point: if Bergen is the source of this change within Norwegian
then a role for Hansa is highly plausible, whereas if Trondheim is, MLG contact is less
likely to have been central.
For the latter two changes, diffusion from Danish is a very plausible possibility. In
both cases, the fact that the change is led by the higher social classes could be seen as
speaking in favour of contact with Hansa or for diffusion from Danish. Further research
into the timing and geographical distribution of these changes in Danish is needed to test
the role of Danish and, if confirmed, to assess the possible role of MLG contact in Danish.
Thus we have an equivocal picture. For none of the changes examined can we
confidently establish that contact with MLG through the Hanseatic League was the major
explanatory factor. For two changes (the loss of 1.sg. agreement and the loss of the
voiceless dental fricative) we can exclude this possibility, and for another (the loss of 1.pl.
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agreement on middle verbs) it seems unlikely. For the remaining five it remains possible.
We also have an equivocal picture of the role of contact with Swedish and Danish,
yet here the evidence is slightly stronger. For six out the eight changes discussed, it
seems likely that contact with Swedish or Danish played a major role; for the only change
for which we have really comparable timing data (the loss of the genitive), we can state
that diffusion from Swedish is the most likely scenario. More comparable research is
needed into Middle Swedish and Danish to get a better understanding of the bigger
picture of change and diffusion in medieval Scandinavia as a whole. Nevertheless, there
is a repeating pattern here: most of the simplifying changes in Norwegian also occurred
in East North Germanic, and, as far as the existing research can tell us, happened earlier
there. On the basis of the evidence we have, our account of contact in medieval
Scandinavia and of the genesis and diffusion of simplifying change should make some
reference to this pattern.

12.2.6. The role of dialect contact
If it is possible that most simplifying changes diffused into Norwegian via dialect contact
with Swedish and Danish, we should evaluate such a scenario in light of our main
research question. We cannot confirm the simple account predicted by the Trudgill
conjecture, in which MLG contact within Norway was responsible for the simplificatory
changes in Norwegian, but an account centring contact with East North Germanic would
potentially leave a modified form of the Trudgill conjecture intact. Contact with MLG was
more intense in Sweden and Denmark than in Norway: the Hansa presence was earlier in
Sweden and distributed across more sites, and in Denmark we also have contact in
Schleswig-Holstein independent of the Hanseatic League. We can suggest that, as a
result, simplifying changes were usually innovated in Sweden or Denmark before
spreading throughout the Continental North Germanic area.
This picture does raise an interesting question, however: why is it that it was
precisely simplifying changes which tended to undergo vigorous diffusion and come to
characterise all of Continental North Germanic, whilst other changes were more likely to
remain regionally restricted and lead instead to dialectal differentiation?
I would suggest two different answers, both of which fit well within the
sociolinguistic-typological framework proposed by Trudgill. The first is sociolinguistic in a
traditional sense. For whatever reason, successful simplifying changes in medieval North
Germanic languages tended to arise at the loci of power and prestige: in cities rather
than countryside; in wealthy localities rather than poor ones; in the higher social classes.
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This applies to changes within Norway but also to the kinds of changes that tended to
arise in Danish (at the top of the prestige hierarchy in the medieval period) compared
with Swedish and Norwegian (intermediate) and Faroese and Icelandic (at the bottom).
Speakers attach social meaning to variants according to the social groups and localities
with which those variants are associated. If simplifying changes tend to occur in the
centres of power, those simplified forms will become prestige variants and this prestige
can give them the impetus to become widespread. This appears to have been true
whether the prestige in question was covert prestige (as with /hv/-stopping and, much
later, with the sin genitive) or overt prestige (as with most of the changes discussed). By
contrast, variants which arise in low prestige dialects are unlikely ever to diffuse more
widely.
The second answer falls more within the sociolinguistic-typological space of the
Trudgill conjecture but also allows us to make links with other, related proposals such as
Labov’s transmission-diffusion distinction. Diffusion, in the general sense of the spread of
variants between speakers dispersed in geographical space, often involves the spread of
new variants to adult speakers: in other words, diffusion in the general sense often
implies diffusion in the specific sense proposed by Labov. This necessarily applies more
strongly the more rapid the diffusion process. And we know that the degraded languagelearning ability of adults applies just as much to new variants in their native language as
it does to new languages. Labov proposes that a result of this is that, as complex variants
diffuse, they tend to undergo structural simplification because adults fail to fully acquire
their structural detail. It might additionally mean, however, that complex variants and
complexificatory changes do not tend to diffuse very quickly in the first place, since the
geographically mobile adults who are implicated in dialect contact simply do not have the
capacity to acquire them. By contrast, simplifying changes are easily able to spread
among these mobile adults. In this account, then, regardless of the social context in
which they are innovated, simplifying changes would have a better chance of diffusing to
the entire speech community.
These proposals, then, give us a fuller account of the sociolinguistic factors which
drove simplification of Continental North Germanic. Trade brought about intensive
language contact and dialect contact. This language contact gave rise to simplifying
changes, which were concentrated according to the intensity of contact: more in Danish
than Swedish than Norwegian; more in the cities than elsewhere. The very trade which
brought about the language contact also brought wealth and consequent prestige, with
the result that simplifying changes were most likely to arise in prestigious varieties. It
also caused intensive dialect contact focused on the same localities. Due to their origins,
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simplifying changes were thus by far the changes most likely to diffuse throughout the
language area: they were easier for mobile adults to acquire; they were more likely to
gain prestige; and they were more likely to arise where dialect contact, the engine of
rapid diffusion, took place. As simplifying changes were more likely to diffuse throughout
the language area, we end up with a dichotomy in the history of North Germanic: those
changes which eventually affected all varieties of Continental North Germanic (or at least
the four standard languages) were typically simplifying, whilst those which remained
geographically limited and so resulted in deepening dialectal differentiation were more
likely to be complexificatory or structure-neutral.

12.3. Conclusions and looking forward
In this chapter we have summarised the results of the six case studies undertaken in
chapters 6-11 with particular reference to the roles of dialect contact (with Swedish and
Danish and among Norwegian varieties) and language contact (with MLG and Sámi) in
the innovation and diffusion of the simplificatory changes investigated. Some clear
themes emerge. The cities, particularly those cities which were centres of language and
dialect contact, play crucial roles in the innovation and diffusion of many changes, and
this might be related to the fact that many changes are led by the higher social classes,
spreading down the social hierarchy. Language contact could plausibly have played a role
in the innovation of some of the changes and in the diffusion of others. The more
consistent pattern, however, is that contact with Swedish and Danish seems to have been
central.
In order to really explain the diffusion of most of the changes examined, we must
invoke a complex interplay of many factors and dichotomies: urban vs. rural; higher and
lower social classes; gender; internal population movement due to the church and due to
trade; contact with Sámi in the north; contact with MLG merchants in coastal cities;
contact with Swedish along the border; contact with Swedish and Danish officials and
clergy in cities; physical geographical factors. The Trudgill conjecture was interpreted as
offering a simple set of predictions to test, yet the findings have been anything but
simple. There is clearly a place for simplification due to intensive contact as an
explanatory factor in language change in medieval North Germanic, but it must be set in
this richer context.
We have also identified a need for much further research. Norwegian in the
medieval period was part of a dialect continuum with Swedish and was also mutually
comprehensible with Danish. To gain a fuller picture of the course and chronology of the
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many simplificatory changes which affected all of Continental North Germanic, we must
undertake comparable research on dated and localised sources in medieval Danish and
Swedish. Not only will this allow us to settle the questions of where in Continental North
Germanic individual changes arose, but also to gain a better understanding of the role of
language and dialect contact in shaping the history of this language family.
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14. Appendices
14.1. Data tables
14.1.1. verða > blífa
period

charters

blífa verða

average % blífa

1170-1180

2

0

16

0.00

1210-1220

1

0

1

0.00

1220-1230

1

0

1

0.00

1240-1250

1

0

1

0.00

1260-1270

2

0

2

0.00

1270-1280

1

0

1

0.00

1280-1290

2

0

5

0.00

1290-1300

13

0

21

0.00

1300-1310

20

0

28

0.00

1310-1320

24

0

27

0.00

1320-1330

26

0

34

0.00

1330-1340

37

0

52

0.00

1340-1350

46

0

56

0.00

1350-1360

22

0

31

0.00

1360-1370

31

0

34

0.00

1370-1380

45

1

48

1.11

1380-1390

34

2

39

2.94

1390-1400

43

1

57

0.39

1400-1410

35

16

30

22.86

1410-1420

26

6

25

23.08

1420-1430

34

6

34

13.24

1430-1440

49

11

47

18.78

1440-1450

49

32

41

37.93

1450-1460

42

29

24

50.00

1460-1470

36

20

21

45.83

1470-1480

30

17

17

53.33

1480-1490

43

41

25

57.91

1490-1500

58

54

24

67.24

1500-1510

54

59

16

80.56

1510-1520

60

88

12

84.64

1520-1530

516

1029

74

93.19

1530-1540

452

853

46

94.79

1540-1550

140

180

33

78.47

1550-1560

152

220

22

90.02

1560-1570

63

102

7

93.54
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period

charters

blífa verða

average % blífa

1570-1580

6

9

1

83.33

1580-1590

2

4

0

100.00

14.1.2. 1.sg. agreement
period

charters

-V -Ø -(V)r -umk

-Vz

1240-1250

1

3

1

0

1

0

1270-1280

2

1

0

1

0

0

1280-1290

3

1

7

4

0

0

1290-1300

7

1

5

10

0

1

1300-1310

22

6

11

23

0

0

1310-1320

26

4

4

43

0

2

1320-1330

33

9

0

38

0

0

1330-1340

59

4

3

76

0

2

1340-1350

88

1

2

152

0

5

1350-1360

55

2

0

92

0

17

1360-1370

64

0

0

102

0

29

1370-1380

42

0

0

91

0

13

14.1.3. Svarabhakti vowels
period

charters

<Ø> <a> <æ> <e>

<i> <o> <u>

1170-1180

2

50

0

0

0

0

0

0

1210-1220

1

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

1220-1230

3

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

1240-1250

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1250-1260

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1260-1270

6

6

0

1

0

0

0

0

1270-1280

3

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

1280-1290

6

18

0

0

0

0

0

0

1290-1300

41

171

1

3

8

1

0

0

1300-1310

74

261

3

3

14

0

0

2

1310-1320

108

394

14

13

24

0

0

0

1320-1330

140

525

17

18

94

7

0

0

1330-1340

220

592

90

62

308

0

0

0

1340-1350

346

832

83

115

496

0

0

0

1350-1360

212

231

47

70

441

0

0

0

1360-1370

277

290

69

94

618

1

0

3

1370-1380

265

157

94

48

765

4

2

13

1380-1390

288

242

67

45

837

14

0

4
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period

charters

<Ø> <a> <æ> <e>

<i> <o> <u>

1390-1400

382

148

146

126

1187

18

4

8

1400-1410

344

97

83

111

1019

14

6

4

1410-1420

337

40

77

61

896

9

3

5

1420-1430

334

44

61

46

953

14

1

1

1430-1440

345

38

41

34

875

15

3

7

1440-1450

386

7

29

12

1053

13

3

2

1450-1460

267

9

16

17

643

29

0

3

1460-1470

234

12

6

9

560

6

4

2

1470-1480

164

1

0

0

356

1

0

1

1480-1490

158

7

5

0

327

0

0

0

1490-1500

153

2

4

2

283

1

0

0

1500-1510

107

0

3

0

255

0

0

1

1510-1520

114

0

1

0

289

3

0

0

1520-1530

498

8

0

9

2582

4

0

0

1530-1540

452

0

1

0

1811

12

0

0

1540-1550

194

0

1

0

551

2

1

0

1550-1560

156

4

1

0

299

5

2

0

1560-1570

50

1

0

0

94

0

0

0

1570-1580

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1580-1590

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

14.1.4. /hv/ clusters
period

charters

<hu, hv, hw>

<ku, kv, kw, qu, qv, qw>

average % stopping

1170-1180

1

3

0

0.00

1220-1230

2

3

0

0.00

1250-1260

1

1

0

0.00

1260-1270

6

14

0

0.00

1270-1280

2

3

0

0.00

1280-1290

4

7

0

0.00

1290-1300

34

75

0

0.00

1300-1310

42

76

0

0.00

1310-1320

41

69

0

0.00

1320-1330

59

81

0

0.00

1330-1340

70

102

1

0.97

1340-1350

141

208

1

0.48

1350-1360

90

126

0

0.00

1360-1370

121

177

3

1.67

1370-1380

131

178

4

2.20

1380-1390

143

253

1

0.39

1390-1400

178

234

0

0.00
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period

charters

<hu, hv, hw>

<ku, kv, kw, qu, qv, qw>

average % stopping

1400-1410

169

254

4

1.55

1410-1420

172

224

0

0.00

1420-1430

157

215

3

1.38

1430-1440

194

296

1

0.34

1440-1450

187

342

1

0.29

1450-1460

171

242

0

0.00

1460-1470

126

178

2

1.11

1470-1480

103

156

3

1.89

1480-1490

115

195

1

0.51

1490-1500

166

310

0

0.00

1500-1510

136

249

1

0.40

1510-1520

104

198

1

0.50

1520-1530

617

2073

12

0.58

1530-1540

682

2080

16

0.76

1540-1550

160

378

0

0.00

1550-1560

146

403

2

0.49

1560-1570

77

221

0

0.00

1570-1580

5

9

0

0.00

14.1.5. Voiceless dental fricatives
period

charters

<þ> <th> <t>

1170-1180

1

1

0

0

1200-1210

1

1

0

0

1220-1230

1

2

0

0

1260-1270

4

3

1

0

1270-1280

3

7

0

0

1280-1290

3

5

0

0

1290-1300

25

52

8

0

1300-1310

55

107

13

0

1310-1320

79

161

13

0

1320-1330

98

245

6

0

1330-1340

134

306

12

0

1340-1350

229

535

17

0

1350-1360

135

294

3

0

1360-1370

162

327

4

0

1370-1380

167

327

20

2

1380-1390

192

371

21

2

1390-1400

257

547

11

6

1400-1410

213

388

34

14

1410-1420

213

384

45

34
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period

charters

<þ> <th> <t>

1420-1430

204

258

68

52

1430-1440

268

242

156

154

1440-1450

240

187

155

204

1450-1460

198

63

141

179

1460-1470

173

42

91

234

1470-1480

138

4

49

212

1480-1490

148

9

50

306

1490-1500

173

0

62

321

1500-1510

148

0

44

220

1510-1520

135

0

36

214

1520-1530

617

0

307

840

1530-1540

565

0

198

790

1540-1550

214

1

108

350

1550-1560

207

0

82

384

1560-1570

104

0

30

214

1570-1580

11

0

1

24

1580-1590

2

0

2

3

14.1.6. Lexical genitives
period

charters with lexical genitive

charters without lexical genitive

1220-1230

1

0

1260-1270

1

0

1270-1280

1

0

1280-1290

1

0

1290-1300

9

2

1300-1310

13

0

1310-1320

29

0

1320-1330

19

0

1330-1340

30

1

1340-1350

50

0

1350-1360

22

0

1360-1370

27

1

1370-1380

20

5

1380-1390

25

1

1390-1400

46

9

1400-1410

47

8

1410-1420

36

9

1420-1430

36

9

1430-1440

32

12

1440-1450

45

23

367

period

charters with lexical genitive

charters without lexical genitive

1450-1460

28

20

1460-1470

29

20

1470-1480

20

28

1480-1490

15

34

1490-1500

14

36

1500-1510

10

28

1510-1520

8

41

1520-1530

20

141

1530-1540

24

148

1540-1550

6

63

1550-1560

14

89

1560-1570

7

27

1570-1580

1

5

1580-1590

0

2

14.1.7. 1.pl. agreement
period

charters

-Ø

-V

-Vm

-Vmz

-Vr

-Vz

-z

1210-1220

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1220-1230

2

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

1260-1270

6

0

1

25

0

0

0

0

1280-1290

1

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

1290-1300

16

0

9

75

0

0

0

0

1300-1310

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

1310-1320

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

1320-1330

19

0

9

61

0

0

0

0

1330-1340

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1340-1350

10

0

1

64

0

0

0

0

1350-1360

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1360-1370

3

0

2

3

0

0

0

0

1370-1380

148

1

26

532

4

0

0

0

1380-1390

254

4

48

939

5

0

3

0

1390-1400

314

0

53

1122

7

2

1

0

1400-1410

258

5

62

838

6

1

4

0

1410-1420

290

1

87

948

8

2

5

0

1420-1430

287

3

108

967

14

2

6

0

1430-1440

301

1

128

945

13

0

8

0

1440-1450

335

6

173

1034

19

6

8

0

1450-1460

252

3

157

754

10

3

7

0

1460-1470

228

1

97

660

19

2

12

0

1470-1480

224

2

198

515

4

2

17

0

368

period

charters

-Ø

-V

-Vm

-Vmz

-Vr

-Vz

-z

1480-1490

254

5

391

598

20

5

25

0

1490-1500

263

7

399

522

11

10

44

0

1500-1510

187

5

358

313

6

12

32

0

1510-1520

205

5

431

273

7

16

56

0

1520-1530

411

59

1496

315

12

86

87

0

1530-1540

619

105

3326

245

13

117

149

0

1540-1550

288

36

681

279

15

78

139

1

1550-1560

283

64

749

146

8

113

135

0

1560-1570

138

41

369

61

1

119

89

0

1570-1580

14

3

21

6

0

15

13

0

1580-1590

2

2

1

0

0

1

2

0

1590-1600

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1600-1610

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

369

